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TRAILER: ABSTRACT

For many Christians, watching films and religious identity are no longer
two separate entities. Although watching films is growing in popularity among
Christian film viewers in the Netherlands, little research has been done towards the
functions of narrative films for religious identity construction. Knowing more about
the appropriation of films by Christian viewers helps to understand how they
negotiate between their different roles in life, society and church.
The present research is an empirical practical theological study that
explores the appropriation of narrative films by orthodox Protestant film viewers
and the relationship with their religious identity. The main research question in this
study is: How do orthodox Protestant film viewers in the Netherlands appropriate the
meaning of narrative films and what is the relationship between this appropriation and their
religious identity?
Over the course of the study, thirty participants watched three films over a
period of three months (Mar Adentro, Des hommes et des Dieux and Blue like jazz). At
the beginning of the research all participants were interviewed on their religious
identity. After each film screening, respondents participated in either a group
interview or a personal interview. Every participant thus had three personal
interviews and one group interview. The interview data was enriched by a survey
about their background and film viewing habits; a short survey on their first
reaction after each film and a survey about their research experiences.
The results show that the function of film is especially strong in participants
in the status of religious identity moratorium (RIM) and religious identity
integration (RII). For those in religious identity foreclosure (RIF), the function of
film is less powerful. The findings regarding the appropriation of films follows the
pro-filmic theory of Martin Barker remarkably well: viewers that are enthusiastic
about the films are able to step into the role of the implied audience and succeed in
relating the fictional universe to everyday life. They evaluate the films on a
dogmatic, ethical and aesthetical level, thereby allowing the film to give narrative
space to see how-it-could-be-otherwise. The main function can be summarised as
film-as-parable.
The implications of the results are explored in a dramatic practical theology
of the 21st century for the Christian church, a public theology and religious
education. In this dramatic theology, film can take up its role as parable: a powerful
source for theology and religious identity construction.
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REEL I: SHORTS (INTRODUCTION)
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SCENE 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
The popularity of the field of film and religion/theology3 is ever growing.
The religious aspects of film have been widely discussed, especially in religious
studies and biblical theology.4 In recent years, film has penetrated the discipline of
practical theology as well.5 In correspondence with the focus on 'lived religion'
within practical theology, the nature of research in the field of film and practical
theology is mostly empirical and focused on the religious functions film can
perform, both for religious and non-religious people.6
This study is a multidisciplinary work in the field of film audience studies
and practical theology and is conducted from a narrative framework.7 Through an
empirical, qualitative study with thirty orthodox Protestant film viewers8, the
relationship between the appropriation of meaning and religious identity is
investigated. The aim of the research is to describe the complex relationship
between watching films and meaning-making practices, especially processes
regarding religious identity. It sheds new light on cultural habits of Dutch orthodox
Protestants, especially regarding media consumption and the changing relationship
between believers, churches and theology.
The ecclesial and denominational landscape of the Netherlands is varied
and changing rapidly. Of all the Western countries, the secularisation and deinstitutionalisation occurred most quickly in the Netherlands. That does not mean
Since film is popular with both religious studies scholars and theologians, there is some
debate on using the term film and religion or film and theology (cf. Melanie Jane Wright,
Religion and Film. An Introduction (London; New York: I.B. Tauris, 2007). Since this study is
positioned within the discipline of practical theology, we prefer the term 'film and theology'
but this is not used consistently. In most cases where this term is used, one can also read film
and religion. For more on this debate, see 1.6.
4 For a quick overview see Jolyon Mitchell, "Theology and Film" in The Modern Theologians:
An Introduction to Christian Theology since 1918, ed. David F. Ford with Rachel Muers (Oxford:
Blackwell, 2005), 736-59 or Robert K. Johnston (ed.), Reframing Theology and Film. New Focus
for an Emerging Discipline (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2007).
5 See for example Wilhelm Gräb & Jörg Herrmann, ”Irgendwie fühl Ich mich wie Frodo..!” Eine
empirische Studie zum Phänomen der Medienreligion (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2006) or
Clive Marsh, Cinema and Sentiment: Film's Challenge to Theology (Milton Keynes: Paternoster
Press, 2005). For more examples, see chapter 2.
6 We will discuss the most important studies in the historical overview in chapter 2.
7 The present study combines insights from several disciplines, but its main focus is a
practical theological research on the appropriation of meaning in Christian film viewers. For
more on the multi- and intradisciplinary character, see 1.9.3.
8 The term orthodox can be used in many different ways, ranging from Eastern or Russian
Orthodox as different denomination in Protestantism to a synonym for 'conservative' (the
meaning in which it is used here). For more on this topic, see 1.4.1.
3
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that religion and faith have lost their relevance.9 In 2012, sociologist Gabriel van
den Brink edited a volume in which the paradoxical meaning of spirituality in the
Netherlands was discussed.10 In a highly secularised society the holy, or 'the higher,
the transcendent' as it is called in the volume of Van den Brink, is still present, but
not often recognised. The holy is not equated with God per se, but can take on all
sorts of shapes and may be found in a local movie theatre as well as in a church.
Van den Brink describes two historical developments when it comes to the
transcendent: a horizontal movement from local to global transcendence and a
vertical movement from the sacred to the social and the vital.11 The transcendent
did not disappear from the stage, but it took on a new role. God is disguised in
moral practice or bodily pleasure. But not for everyone; a recent sociological
publication on religion in the Netherlands shows that 24 percent of the population
considers themselves to be theist.12
Nowadays, this faith in a god is an individual choice rather than automatic
socialisation. Even for that part of the Dutch population that refers to itself as
'orthodox Christian', the content and form of that faith are changing. They have to
be formed in a personal, individual way on the basis of sources that are not
automatically handed to the believer by the church. For those outside the church,
one such source is formed by film, as is indicated by previous research.13 The
subject of this study is the way in which film performs a religious function for
orthodox Protestant believers as well and the relation with their religious identity.

1.2 Relevance of the study
This study is relevant for practical theology because it provides an answer
to the development that (popular) culture — in this case film watching — and
church life are no longer two separate entities but have become closely related.14
Until recently, watching films and television was problematic in orthodox
Protestant circles. That has changed considerably, but often the habit of film
watching is still surrounded with suspicion.15
Joep de Hart, Geloven Binnen En Buiten Verband, vol. 10, SCP-Publicatie 2014 (Den Haag:
Sociaal Cultureel Planbureau, 2014).
10 Gabriël van den Brink (ed.), De Lage Landen en het hogere: de betekenis van geestelijke
beginselen in het moderne bestaan (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2012).
11 Ibid.
12 Joep de Hart, Zwevende gelovigen oude religie en nieuwe spiritualiteit (Den Haag: Sociaal en
Cultureel Planbureau, 2013). See also the already mentioned Van den Brink, De Lage Landen.
13 Most notably Stewart M. Hoover, Religion in the Media Age (London/New York:
Routledge, 2006).
14 Ibid.
15 See for example Reinier Sonneveld, "Film is de achtbaan,"
http://www.blikoponeindig.nl/artikelen/bezinning-op-film/605-film-is-de-achtbaan.html
9
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As watching films is becoming more popular among orthodox Christians, it is
worthwhile to understand how they relate these films to their religious identity and
religious attitudes. This may help to understand how Christian believers negotiate
between their different roles in life, society and church. As a consequence, churches
may be able to assist in handling this changing environment.
Since this is an audience reception study, there is a relevance for the
discipline of film studies as well. It is still largely unknown how viewers construct
the meaning of a film and how they appropriate this meaning — or in other words:
what people are actually doing when they watch films.16
1.3 Research questions
The main research question in this study is: How do orthodox Protestant film
viewers in the Netherlands appropriate the meaning of narrative films and what is the
relationship between this appropriation and their religious identity?
In order to answer this main research question, the following sub
questions will be answered:
1. How do orthodox Protestant film viewers construct their religious
identity?
2. How do orthodox Protestant film viewers appropriate the meaning of
narrative films?
3. What is the relationship between this appropriation and their
religious identity?
The theoretical question on meaning construction and its relationship with
religious identity, leads to the question of practical relevance. Can film actually be
valuable within the field of practical theology, and if so, how? What can we say
about the theological implications? Therefore, a fourth research question is added:
4. What are the implications of this relationship for practical theology and religious
education?

(accessed December 28, 2012); Martijn den Hollander, "Vermaak of verzoening.
Reformatorische jongeren, films en de spanning tussen wereldmijding en
wereldgelijkvormigheid," Master's Thesis for the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; or "Inzicht in
kijkgedrag," Reformatorisch Dagblad, December 4, 2006,
http://www.refdag.nl/inzicht_in_het_kijkgedrag_1_196884 (accessed December 28, 2012).
16 Cf. Clive Marsh, "On Dealing with What Films Actually Do to People: The Practice and
Theory of Film-Watching in Theology/religion and Film Discussion," in Re-Framing Theology
and Film, ed. Robert Johnston.
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1.4 Keywords
The main research question contains several key concepts that can be
understood in many different ways: orthodox Protestant film viewers,
appropriation, narrative films and religious identity. In this section we will discuss,
define and, if appropriate, operationalise these concepts before exploring the details
in later chapters.
1.4.1 Orthodox Protestant film viewers
The subjects of this study are orthodox Protestant film viewers. In the
literature on film and theology, this is a blank page. Most research on film and
theology has its focus on the common viewer, who is not necessarily religious but
often uses film for meaning-making purposes. This group of orthodox Protestant
viewers in the Netherlands has recently discovered the value of film and presents
its own interesting characteristics and research possibilities.17
The definition of 'orthodox' requires some explanation. It is used here not to
define a denomination, such as Russian Orthodox, but to refer to the level of
orthodoxy—the level in which one adheres to Christian doctrines such as the
infallibility of the Bible. The religious landscape in the Netherlands is rather
complex and in some cases, the division between 'orthodox' and 'liberal' runs
within the borders of a particular denomination.18 Within the Protestant Church of
the Netherlands, for example, there is substantial variation between very liberal
churches and orthodox Protestant congregations. It would not be sensible to draw
lines only within certain denominations, or to define orthodoxy only along the lines
of denominations. Some define it as a particular brand of Christianity that
"considers the Bible to be the (infallible) Word of God with exclusive, absolute and
universal authority."19 This stress on the authority of the Bible is found in other
definitions as well and has close links with what in the Anglo-Saxon world would
be considered 'evangelical'. However, in the context of the Netherlands, evangelical
is a particular form of orthodox Protestant Christianity that is more charismatic and
More on this in chapter 2.
For statistical information on the Dutch context see J.W. Becker, J. de Hart, J. Mens,
Secularisatie en alternatieve zingeving in Nederland, Sociale en culturele studies 24, (Rijswijk:
Sociaal Cultureel Planbureau, 1997); for information regarding orthodox Protestant churches
and the evangelical movements, see Pieter Boersema, "The evangelical Movement in the
Netherlands. New wine in new wineskins?" in The Dutch and their Gods. Secularization and
Transformation of Religion in the Netherlands since 1950, ed. Erik Sengers (Hilversum: Uitgeverij
Verloren, 2005), 163 - 179; S.J. Vellenga, "Tussen orthodoxie en modernisering: over
fundamentalisme en de evangelische beweging in Nederland," Nederlands Theologisch
Tijdschrift 48, no 2 (1994), 104-116 or W.B.H.J. van de Donk, Geloven in het publieke domein:
verkenningen van een dubbele transformatie (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2006).
19 Cf. H. Stoffels, Als een briesende leeuw: orthodox-Protestanten in de slag met de tijdgeest.
(Kampen: Kok, 1995), 69.
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experiential in nature than Reformed churches, which is why we prefer the term
'orthodox Protestant' rather than 'evangelical', which could lead to confusion.
Nevertheless, the rather exact working definition that religious scholar Pieter
Boersema gives of evangelicals holds for this particular group of orthodox
Protestant Christian film viewers in the Netherlands too: "A movement in
Protestant circles where people feel drawn to testify in work and deed about a
personal conversion in which Jesus Christ occupies a central place, for whom the
Bible is the most important guidebook for their life, and for whom the work of the
Holy Spirit is indispensable."20 For the purpose of this study, we will follow this
definition for 'orthodox Protestant viewers' too.
Since this study restricts itself to orthodox Protestant film viewers, the level
of orthodoxy must in some ways be established in order to ensure that all
participants fall within the above mentioned definition of orthodox Protestant
believers (even if some are more orthodox than others). For a study of the Sociaal
Cultureel Planbureau J.W. Becker et al. measured this level of orthodoxy by adding
some questions regarding Christian beliefs to their survey (for example the belief in
a life after death, the place of the Bible as Word of God, et cetera).
For this study, it is considered too complicated to add extra questions to the
survey to define the exact level of orthodoxy. It is sufficient to know whether or not
participants would define themselves as 'orthodox'. In the initial survey, the
respondent needed to assess themselves as "hardly orthodox,” "rather orthodox"
and "very orthodox.” In the next question, they were asked to describe "orthodox"
in their own terms. 21 Taken together, these answers were used to check whether the
participant fell within the range of the working definition of orthodox Protestant
film viewer. There are several reasons to choose a method of self assessment.
First, the purpose was only to check whether or not the participants could
be defined as orthodox, not to measure the exact level of orthodoxy. The level of
orthodoxy is not used further in the research as a variable, it is only meant to form a
population for the research as opposed to non-Christian or liberal Christian
viewers.
Second, the focus of this research is the religious identity, not the level of
orthodoxy (as was the case with the aforementioned studies towards Christianity in
the Netherlands). The focus of the self assessment question is rather to check
whether the idea of orthodoxy of the respondent falls within the definition of
orthodoxy by the researchers.
A third reason is related to the epistemological underpinnings of this
research.22 Allowing the participants to assess themselves on their orthodoxy, falls
nicely within the narrative constructionist paradigm of identity construction: the
Boersema, "The evangelical Movement," 16.
See Appendix A5.
22 See also 1.9.
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question is more whether the participants see themselves as part of Protestant
orthodoxy rather than whether the exact level of orthodoxy can be objectively
measured.
The fourth reason not to add questions to the questionnaire in order to
measure the level of orthodoxy more precisely23, is related to the recruitment
process. The participants are all recruited from within orthodox Protestant
denominations or orthodox organisations like the Evangelical Broadcasting
Company or Nederlands Dagblad. It is therefore likely they are mostly — in some
form or another — orthodox believers.
A last reason is practical in nature. An extra questionnaire with several
questions to measure the exact level of orthodoxy would have required an extra
analysis of a questionnaire and extra time for the respondents, while in all
likelihood the results would have been rather similar. Much was being asked of the
respondents already, by having them fill out one initial questionnaire, three
questionnaires on the films and one closing questionnaire, and having three
individual interviews and one focus group each on top of seeing three films
together. Adding another survey only to assess their level of orthodoxy would have
been unnecessarily demanding.
1.4.2 Narrative films
The second important concept is narrative films.24 Not all films are narrative
in nature — some experimental films follow a non-narrative structure. Even so,
most films that are watched by a bigger audience, whether they are fiction films or
documentaries, follow a narrative structure. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to
narrative films in this study. In one of the standard works on film history, David
Cook defines narrative film as: "A film whose structure follows a story-line of some
sort. The mainstream of film history from the medium's birth through the present
has been narrative."25
A narrative structure means that the film has a beginning, middle and end
and that the plotline exists of temporal and causal relations. It cannot simply be
equated with 'fiction'. The events in a documentary are also structured by causal or
temporal relations and thus have a story to tell. The difference is that
documentaries have their roots directly in reality, while fiction films explore reality
through situations that have no direct source in reality. In this study, we choose to
screen only fiction films. The working of documentaries (and therefore the

If such a measurement is possible, see the previous argument.
We prefer the term film over movie, but in this research the two are seen as
indistinguishable.
25 David A. Cook, A History of Narrative Film, 3rd ed., (New York: W.W. Norton & Company,
Inc., 1996), 969.
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appropriation of documentaries) is arguably different from fiction, where one is
asked to identify with characters that do not exist in reality.26
1.4.3 Appropriation of meaning
This study looks at the appropriation of meaning. In Ricoeurian terms: the
study is mostly interested in the refiguration.27 Referring to an important article on
an audience response study in the field of film and religion: we look at what people
actually do with films.28
Within film studies, there is more and more focus on the reception and
appropriation side of films.29 A recent article on film analysis sees movies as means
of communication, where both message, sender and receiver are important and
thus have to be analysed accordingly: "Therefore the analysis of films should be a
systematic investigation of the structures of film texts, their conditions of
production and reception and the societal contexts."30 A film can only mean
something when a viewer watches it, its meaning does not exist as an objective,
stand-alone truth.31
A viewer basically does two things with a film: reception (the process of
understanding a film and creating a 'received text')32 and appropriation. In this
study, appropriation is defined as: "the transfer of the received text into the
everyday discourse of common experience and into viewers’ socio-cultural
praxis.”33
For more on differences between documentaries and fiction, see David Bordwell and
Kristin Thompson, Film Art: An Introduction (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2010).
27 This refers to Ricoeur's mimetic arc, see Paul Ricoeur, Time and narrative I (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1984), esp. chapter 3. More on this in 1.9 and in chapters 3 and 4.
28 Marsh, "What Films Actually Do.”
29 This interest springs from the cultural turn in humanities, which placed film more in the
field of (empirical) cultural studies rather than hermeneutical literary studies. Where film
analysis in the 1970s and 1980s occurred mostly in the field of hermeneutics and
humanities/language and arts departments, in recent decennias the focus was moved to
cultural studies, first as semiotics but later also in audience response studies. Cf. Toby Miller
and Robert Stam, A Companion to Film Theory (Oxford: Blackwell, 2004).
30 Lothar Mikos, "Analysis of Film," in The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Data Analysis, ed.
Uwe Flick (London [etc.]: SAGE Publications Ltd., 2014), 409.
31 The attentive reader will recognise a social construction paradigm behind this statement.
For more on this and the relation with this study see section 1.9 and chapter 3. Important to
mention here is that this is not to say that a viewer can make a film mean anything, there are
some boundaries within the configuration of the film text.
32 The received text is the film as it is seen by the viewer. It is close to fable, a narrative
construction first coined in literary theory by the Russian formalists. The existence of a
'received text' or terms like 'ideal viewer' are a matter of debate for empirical researchers. For
a more thorough explanation and discussion of the matter, see chapter 3.
33 Mikos, "Analysis of Film," 410.
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The actual meaning construction (reception) will not be the central focus of
research here. This process is very difficult to investigate, because it refers to a
cognitive process that occurs largely unconsciously (see chapter 3). It is not our goal
to build a cognitive model that explains the construction of meaning in the mind of
the viewer.34 Our question is strictly related to the appropriation: what will the
participants do with that appropriated meaning and how does it relate to their
religious identity? This is investigated by talking about the film after a few days. A
process of reception and interpretation has already occurred then, so the actual
process is not traced completely, but the resonance of that interpretation that has
remained with the respondent (and is further elaborated by talking about the film
with the interviewer and perhaps others) is what will be discussed: the
appropriation.
1.4.4 Religious identity
The last key concept is religious identity. In a narrative view on religious
identity we see it as a story that is told to an audience, on a particular moment in
time in a certain location — in other words: religious identity is contextual in nature
and cannot be researched without this context. This makes religious identity not
only psychological (individual) but also inherently social and always contextual in
nature. The concept of religious identity has many sides that will be more fully
explored in chapter 4, but we will offer a very short working definition here.
Religious identity in this research means: "The story the self tells about God to itself
and others."35 An important note: God refers here to what is holy, it concerns the
way people relate their life story to the story of what is holy for them. It need not
always be called 'God', but since the subject of this study is an orthodox Protestant
population, it is very likely the respondents will identify what is holy for them as
'God'. This comment borders on a larger discussion on the topic of practical
theology: should this be called God (a more ecclesial view of theology) or the holy
(a seemingly more objective term that is preferred by religious scholars).36 We will
position ourselves in this debate in section 1.7.

For such studies, we refer to the work of Ed Tan or Carl Plantinga. E.g. Carl R. Plantinga
and Greg M. Smith, Passionate Views: Film, Cognition, and Emotion (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1999). For a cognitive model in the field of film and religion see Thomas
Axelson, "Movies and Meaning: Studying Audience, Fiction Film and Existential Matters,"
Participations, 5, no 1 (May 2008).
http://www.participations.org/Volume%205/Issue%201%20%20special/5_01_axelson.htm, (accessed November 9, 2012).
35 Hoover, Religion in a Media Age.
36 See for example the Dutch publication Spelen Met Heilig Vuur. Waarom de Theologie Haar
Claim Op de Waarheid Moet Opgeven by theologian Ruard Ganzevoort and the discussion that
followed amongst Dutch theologians.
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1.5 Participants
Most empirical studies in the field of film and theology are done with
common film viewers who may or may not have a institutional religious
background.37 While that research is certainly very important and it would be
worthwhile to conduct similar studies among Dutch cinemagoers or film viewers,
the particular focus of this research is on the particular functions of film for
orthodox Protestant viewers.
The reason for this is twofold. Firstly, there is an academic interest. There is
very little known of the role film plays in the spiritual lives of believers (or other
popular culture segments). We already mentioned that the role of the church is
rapidly changing and it seems logical to assume that this has its consequences for
how Christians choose, interpret and use the films they watch. Compared to
regular viewers there are a few interesting extra factors that come into play: how do
Christians deal with films that present ethical and spiritual challenges? Is there any
influence from the films that are watched on how they experience their faith?
Research into these kind of questions demands a whole different design, but what
we wanted to explore is a first idea of how orthodox Protestant film viewers deal
with and appropriate films38 and what can be said on the mutual interplay between
film viewing and religious identity.
Secondly, there is the personal interest and background of the researcher,
who works as a practical theologian from the same background as the participants
in this study and has a large interest in the use of film in spiritual and religious
contexts. In a changing context the role of popular culture for the church needs to
be explored, especially when it is known from previous research among nonbelievers and agnostics that this role is potentially very important. Contrary to a
religious study scholar or positivist behavioural science scholar, we do not believe
that this personal background should be objectified or minimised. As practical
theologians we are both part of and Gegenüber for the church, as people but also as
scholars. In qualitative research this is not seen as an impossibility.39

Most noteworthy are the studies of Wilhelm Gräb in Germany, cf. Gräb, "Irgendwie fühl ich
mich"; the studies of Clive Marsh and Charlotte Haines Lyon, cf. "Film’s Role in
Contemporary Meaning-Making. A Theological Challenge to Cultural Studies" in
Reconfigurations: Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Religion in a Post-Secular Society, ed. S. Knauss
& A. Darius Ornella, (Vienna: Lit Verlag GmbH & Co. KG, 2007), 113–125; and the work of
Stewart Hoover and his team in the USA, cf. Hoover, Religion in a Media Age.
38 The influence of films (and other forms of popular culture) on viewers is a hotly debated
topic since the Payne Studies in the 1920s. Methodologically it is difficult to pinpoint direct
influences. It is clear that the cultural background and cognitive capabilities of the viewer are
very important and that the paradigm of passive viewer theories, that assume a direct and
unfiltered influence, is passé. For a more detailed discussion, see chapters 2 and 3.
39 See also the next section and 1.9.
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1.6 Film and theology or film and religion?
In the introduction we already mentioned the difference between the terms
'film and theology' and 'film and religion'. This distinction relates to the discussion
between theologians and religious studies scholars about what the topic of research
can be in a scientific paradigm. In religious studies, religion is researched from an
outsider's perspective, using methods from the social sciences or anthropology. The
same can be said of theology though, particularly in practical theology where
empirical research has become popular. The focus on empirical methods is
therefore not the main distinction between the two. (To illustrate the topic it may be
useful to repeat film and religion scholar Melanie Wright in quoting Brian Bocking:
"if you don't know the difference, you're a theologian."40)
One key difference between religious studies and theology is the
perspective: where religious studies principally chooses an outsider's perspective,
theology usually allows an insider's perspective.41 Another difference is that a
religious studies scholar will usually avoid normative statements, while a
theologian actively seeks the normative dimension. Some theologians focus on the
uniqueness of particular situations as opposed to a tendency in religious studies to
seek for generalisation and a more quantitative — some say: objectified — approach
(although some theologians use quantitative methods and statistics too).
Underlying the main distinctions is a difference in meta-theoretical perspective:
'classic' religious studies scholars follow the positivist behavioural and objective
preferences in social sciences, such as quantitative methods, emphasis on reliability
and validity (especially the repeatability and generalisation of results) and
statistical approaches whereas many theologians prefer a social construction
paradigm where the subjectivity of any researcher is not problematised but taken
into account in the research design.42
The distinction between film and religion or film and theology is mainly
related to this distinction in religious studies and theology. Most theologians prefer
the term film and theology and religious scholars use the term film and religion, so
it may seem straightforward to choose the preferred name of film and theology for
the present study. The main reason for preferring film and theology is not only
because it is a study in practical theology, but mostly because the metatheoretical

Wright, Religion and Film.
41 For a good discussion (in Dutch) see Pieter Boersema and Stefan Paas, eds., Onder
Spanning: Een Veelzijdige Kijk Op Veranderingen in Kerk En Samenleving (Utrecht: Uitgeverij
Kok, 2011).
42 Even though theology and religious studies are distinctive disciplines the two fields seem
to grow closer together, so that the described differences may not count for all theologians
and all religious studies scholars. The discussion will be a continuing one. See also Boersema
and Paas, Onder Spanning.
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perspective behind the research is much closer to that of theology than it is to
religious studies.43
The present study relates to film and religion in one important aspect
because it looks for ways in which films function religiously for film viewers. It is
mostly—though not exclusively—religious studies scholars that see film as another
form of religion rather than theologians (but this is changing, see chapter 2).44 More
about the central topic in theology and religious studies will be said in 1.7. In
conclusion of this section: we prefer the term film and theology but it will not be
used exclusively.

1.7 Practical Theology
In the last few decades, many practical theologians refer to a crisis in the
field. In an era of secularisation and deinstitutionalisation, practical theology is
faced with the threat of becoming irrelevant. A large reason for this is that for a
long time, it was not exactly clear what practical theology was.45 Not even its place
among the theological encyclopaedia was clear, let alone its place at modern day’s
university.46 Recently, the discipline has seemed to find a new élan as a discipline

See 1.9 for a more thorough argumentation.
Though we would not go as far as to say that film is another religion, we do acknowledge
that film is an important source for meaning-making and can have a large role in one's
religious identity, so film can function religiously.
45 Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore, "Five Misunderstandings about Practical Theology,"
International Journal of Practical Theology 16, no. 1 (January 2012). This also relates to a debate
about the character of theology: is it first and foremost a philosophical, speculative discipline
(e.g. the view of Thomas of Aquino) or is it in essence a practical discipline (e.g. Duns Scotus'
view). This topic will be discussed further in chapter 8. For a historical overview of the
debate see J. A. van der Ven, God Reinvented?: A Theological Search in Texts and Tables,
Empirical Studies in Theology, v. 1 (Leiden ; Boston: Brill, 1998), 29-33.
46 Perhaps at this point it is wise to clarify our view on the position of practical theology
within the theological encyclopaedia, although it is a debate that will not be solved in the
limited scope of this research. We see practical theology mostly as a practical discipline that
has 'the living human document', i.e. praxis, as its primary locus. However, especially in the
normative task (see section 1.9) practical theology engages in a dialogue with the other
disciplines in theology, such as systematic or biblical theology. Rather than opposing
systematic theology and practical theology we see it as two distinct but supplementary
disciplines within the theological encyclopaedia. Since this is a practical theological study,
this discipline is primary. That inevitably means that the theological reflection (Reel IV in
this study) may fall short of a purely systematic view but this is a direct consequence of our
positioning within the field of practical theology. More on this in chapter 8.
43
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that focuses on the relationship between tradition and practice and between society
and church. A focus on 'lived religion' has become central.47
The largest debate within practical theology at this time is whether the
discipline should follow an ecclesial paradigm (also referred to as a clerical
paradigm), with a focus on the praxis of and in the church or a more public
paradigm, focusing on 'lived religion' and the relation with society and culture.48
For some theologians, the work field and main focus of practical theology
should always be the transforming action of God within the church
(ecclesial/clerical paradigm), for others theology is only relevant if it concerns the
wider society (public paradigm). Other theologians are focused more on theology
as the study of 'lived religion', wherever this is to be found.49 All believe that
theology should be inherently normative and critical, but differ in the direction of
this critique.
This study takes a middle position between the two poles of a continuum
between an ecclesial paradigm and a public paradigm. We will use the first for a
focus of practical theology on the practices of the church and the latter for a focus
on the relevance of (practical) theology in society.50 In our view, both paradigms
can have significant value for theology in the 21st century. The aim of this study is
to build a bridge between the sometimes too separate areas of church and culture,
but as a study within orthodox Protestant churches, its relevance will be largely
within the Christian community.51 In that sense it differs from other studies
towards film and theology such as the aforementioned studies of Marsh and
Hoover, who targeted film viewers in general. The reason for this lies in our
personal interest, since we believe that film (and culture in general) can be a

This refers to praxis both within and outside of the church. In pastoral theology, even
though many different methods are possible, the hermeneutical focus is on "the living
human document" after Boison’s famous phrase, used by Charles Gerkin for his theory on
pastoral care. Charles V. Gerkin, The Living Human Document: Re-visioning Pastoral Counseling
in a Hermeneutical Mode (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1984).
48 For a historical overview see Van der Ven, God Reinvented?, 33-40 who distinguishes
between a pastoral, ecclesial and public orientation in practical theology. We prefer the term
'ecclesial paradigm' because this allows for a larger scope for practical theology beyond mere
education of the clergy (a confusing connotation that might occur with the phrase 'clerical
paradigm') while it still clearly refers to practical theology as a discipline that studies the
praxis of and in the church.
49 Cf. R. Ruard Ganzevoort, "Forks in the Road When Tracing the Sacred. Practical Theology
as Hermeneutics of Lived Religion," (presented at the 9th Conference of International
Academy of Practical Theology, Chicago, 2009).
50 Both paradigms focus on praxis, but one is more concerned with the practices of and in the
church and the other with 'new' forms of religion.
51 Although there is an academic relevance for the field of film studies too, as is explained
above.
47
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valuable tool for church leadership and the theological academy to help believers
develop their faith within their daily lives (Miller-McLemores first and fourth use
of theology). The focus is therefore necessarily on the insider's position. This is not
to say that the results cannot be used outside the church or that theology should
always be focused on the church. It is simply the most logical choice for this
particular research in this particular context.

1.8 Film Studies
Since cinema is only a bit over a century old, it is not surprising that film
studies as a separate discipline is a relatively young branch on the academic tree.
The golden age of film theory was from the seventies to the nineties, when the
paradigms of structuralism and semiotics reigned supreme. Films were seen as
texts, with its own grammatical system that could be studied meticulously in order
to arrive at the meaning of a film.
Since the bulk of cinema is formed by narrative films, it is not surprising
that narrative theory has had a lot of impact on film studies. This was often
combined with semiotics and psychoanalytics. In terms of Ricoeur’s theory of
mimesis: the configuration was central, in combination with the refiguration (the
reception and appropriation of the viewer). The prefiguration does matter in terms
of conventions that are familiar for both the filmmakers and the viewers, but it
cannot be said that film is about the message that filmmakers deliberately put in a
film.52
Recently however, the text-based approaches of semiotics and psychoanalytics are deemed irrelevant because they have hardly any bearing on how
actual viewers look at films or how they handle films within their everyday lives.53
Following the work of the Birmingham School, many film scholars started to do
audience response studies, rather than structuralist film analysis, although this still
exists as well. 54
The culturalist turn, as it is often called, has led to a greater attention for
audience research since the late nineties, because the way people deal with cultural
artefacts is relatively easy to study empirically. This has occurred both in
'mainstream' film studies as in the field of film and religion. In many universities,
the academic discipline of 'pure' film studies has been under pressure. Many see a

Which is rather important in the context of a film and theology research, since many
Christian film viewers and writers on film seem to believe that such a message exist, see
Mitchell, "Theology and Film.”
53 See for example Toby Miller, "Cinema studies doesn’t matter, or I know what you did last
semester," in Keyframes: popular cinema and cultural studies, ed. Matthew Tinkcom and Amy
Villarejo, (London/New York: Routledge, 2001), 303-309.
54 Marsh, “What Films Actually Do.”
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combination of cultural studies and film studies as the best way for film studies to
progress55 — a position with which we agree. Moreover, we locate ourselves in the
field of audience response studies. Interesting though the individual interpretations
of Des Hommes et des Dieux, Mar Adentro and Blue Like Jazz may be, in the context of
this research we focus on their reception and appropriation by our film audience.
The focus of cultural studies on the three areas of production, text and
reception fits nicely into the narrative framework of this study.56 Ricoeur
distinguished three moments in his famous "mimetic arc": prefiguration (the world
behind a text), configuration (the world of the text) and refiguration (the world in
front of the text). Meaning happens in between these three dimensions.57 For this
study we will look mostly to the refiguration and assess how people interpret the
film rather than the construction of the text itself (configuration) or the intentions of
the filmmakers (prefiguration).

1.9 Metatheoretical perspective
In this section, Osmer’s model of practical theological research is used to
explain its metatheoretical perspectives (see figure 1). Richard Osmer explores two
levels of doing research: the reflective practice, which functions on the level of
ecclesial and pastoral practice, and the metatheoretical perspective from which this
reflective practice is done.58 The metatheoretical perspective guides the research
and determines much of the methodology.
Osmer’s model is instructive, because it provides a multi-layered view of
conducting research. The research problem in this study (the relation between
appropriation of the meaning of films and religious identity) is the focus of the
bottom part of the model.59 In the descriptive/empirical phase, we study the way
participants talk about their identity and the films they were shown.60 In the
interpretive phase, we use a theoretical framework to explain how these processes
Cf. Wright, Religion and Film or in the Dutch context: Freek L Bakker, Jezus in beeld: een
studie naar zijn verschijnen op het witte doek (Utrecht: Van Gruting, 2011).
56 See also Joel Friso and R. Ruard Ganzevoort, "Zin in Het Donker. Over Het Werken Met
Film in Vormingswerk," Handelingen. Tijdschrift Voor Praktische Theologie., no. 36/5 (2009): 44–
53, Ganzevoort De hand van God and Bakker, Jezus in Beeld who made similar connections.
57 Ricoeur, Time and Narrative I. See next section for a full discussion.
58 Richard R. Osmer, "Practical Theology: A Current International Perspective," HTS
Teologiese Studies/Theological Studies 67, no. 2 (November 2011): #Art. 1058, 7 pages,
http://dx.doi.org/10.4102/hts.v67i2.1058.
59 Osmer explained this part of the model in his introduction on practical theology: Richard
R. Osmer, Practical Theology: An Introduction (Grand Rapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans Pub.
Co., 2008).
60 See Reel III, chapters 5-7.
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work and what their relationship entails.61 The normative phase is the theological
reflection, both before and after the descriptive/empirical phase.62 In the pragmatic
phase, the findings are discussed and a possible way to respond theologically is
sketched.
The point of Osmer’s model is that this entire study is conducted from a
certain perspective — the upper dimension of the model. Each of the research
phases are determined by certain metatheoretical choices, which in qualitative
research must be explicitly addressed. Osmer identifies four metatheoretical issues:
the theory-praxis relationship, models of cross-disciplinary work, sources of
justification, and the theological rationale.63 The theory-praxis relationship refers to
choices regarding the relationship between theory and praxis or the way one looks
at the world and gets to know it. Cross-disciplinary models give some necessary
guidance and clarity in relating different disciplines to each other. It also refers to
the choices that are made for dialogue partners. Sources of justification are about
the way the researcher balances the traditional sources of theological truth:
Scripture, tradition, reason and experience (cf. Wesley’s quadrilateral). The
theological rationale refers to the personal convictions of the researcher, since these
will guide her research in important ways.64 In this section, all of these
metatheoretical choices will be discussed, structured along the lines of Osmer’s
model.

See Reel II, chapters 3-4.
In other words, theological reflections guide the research as much as the research guides
the theological reflection. The theological reflections on the outcome of the study are found
in Reel IV, chapter 8.
63 Osmer, Practical Theology: An Introduction.
64 Ibid.
61
62
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Figure 1 Metatheoretical issues in practical theology65
1.9.1 Theory and praxis
The present study is hermeneutical and empirical in nature.66 In this study
the relation between theory and praxis is seen from a social constructionist
paradigm. This entails that our knowledge of the world does not depend on some
objectively obtained knowledge, but on the way we approach it, on discourse and
the social relations that guide that approach.67
In short, social construction assumes that the way we understand the world
is not a requirement of 'what there is' but the outcome of social relationships and
thoroughly dependent on language. An important point to make is that social
constructionism has both a radical and a moderate vision on "truth."68 Only radical
social constructionism argues that there is no truth at all. A more moderate
viewpoint is that social constructionism does not necessarily argue that there is no
Osmer, "Practical Theology: A Current International Perspective," 3.
In Osmer’s classification, it would fall between the American hermeneutical approach,
based on Charles Gerkin, and the empirical approach. Cf. Osmer, "Practical Theology: A
Current International Perspective,” 3.
67 Kenneth J. Gergen, An Invitation to Social Construction, 2nd ed (Los Angeles: SAGE, 2009).
68 For this point see also John Swinton and Harriet Mowat, Practical Theology and Qualitative
Research (London: SCM Press, 2006).
65
66
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truth — it merely says that the way we understand truth is thoroughly dependent on
social constructions. Social constructions have their value only in certain language
games (cf. Wittgenstein), not in general. See for example spiritual language: this
will work in a church where everyone shares the same premise, but is
incomprehensible in an atheist environment.
In a narrative approach, one's identity is not a static, factual given but a
story that is told to a specific audience in always changing circumstances. It
therefore falls within the paradigm of social construction. In the context of this
study: the interviews that are held with the respondents, depend to a large extent
on the relationship between the researchers and the participant. The life stories that
are the result of the interviews are a one time event, not an objective, non-changing
truth. This means that the stories could have been different — and will be different
— in another time and context. This is a direct result from the chosen research
paradigm and does not mean that the research is unreliable or invalid.69
The choice for a narrative perspective in this study and a hermeneutical
view on identity is valid because it fits the purpose of research and the nature of the
study. Film is in itself a narrative form of culture and it seems safe to assume that at
least part of its impact on the reader has to do with its narrative character (we will
discuss this further in chapter 3). The connection between a narrative perspective
and media studies (of which the study of film and theology is a part) has proven to
be viable in the past. Stewart Hoover, for example, looks at the connection between
"narratives of the self" and the use of media.70
The narrative perspective and the social construction paradigm have also
worked well for the field of practical theology. First of all, it is clear that theology’s
study object largely consists of stories. Furthermore, practical theology in itself aims
not for general conclusions or objective truth, but develops particular
understandings of individuals in their 'lived religion' and (normative) action
theories to guide that understanding.71
In the history of theology and religious studies therefore, many have taken
the narrative turn in very different ways.72 Narrative research reminds us that
humans live their lives by telling stories, that reflect upon life and help to act
Swinton and Mowat, Practical Theology and Qualitative Research. For more on validation, see
5.2.3.
70 Hoover, Religion in a Media Age.
71 For more on practical theology and social construction, see C.A.M. Hermans, ed., Social
Constructionism and Theology, Empirical Studies in Theology, v. 7. (Leiden; Boston: Brill,
2002).
72 See for example the very different works of biblical scholar Hans Frei, The Eclipse of Biblical
Narrative; a Study in Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Hermeneutics (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1974); the ethics of Alisdair MacIntyre, After Virtue: A Study in Moral Theory
(London: Duckworth, 1981); or the pastoral studies of Gerkin, The Living Human Document,
even though they all use narrative theory as a guiding concept.
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appropriately to the circumstances. These stories are set against the religious stories
of the tradition, that offer ways of looking into the world, alternatives, rituals, et
cetera.73
The content of research needs not necessarily be narrative in form in order
to work from a narrative paradigm. Taking a narrative perspective is also possible
when the content itself is not narrative in nature. Since Stephen Crites wrote his
seminal article "The Narrative Quality of Experience"74, it has become possible to
research 'life' and 'identity' as if they were stories. The main idea of this approach is
that we understand life as if it were a story, even if we live it day by day. The same
goes for identity (we understand ourselves through our life-story) or verbal nonnarrative forms as creeds or liturgies.75 This study thus views identity from a
narrative perspective, even if most of its material (such as the interviews on the
participants’ interpretations of the films) is not.
It is very important to understand that we are talking in epistemological
terms here. It is not to say that our life is a story, but that we understand it as a story.
We give meaning to our lives by constructing a narrative of who we are. A
narrative perspective is hermeneutical: it is all about the interpretation. This goes
for the construction of identity by the participant (he or she interprets certain events
by waving it into a story) but also for the researcher, who interprets the already
interpreted identity. For a narrative researcher, it means that we take the story that
is told to us seriously in itself, and that we do not try to make it a 'constant', nonchanging truth.
In practical theological research from a narrative perspective, the work of
Paul Ricoeur forms a landmark. For building the theoretical framework, we rely on
his narrative view of the self. Ricoeur explains how one’s identity is built by
weaving the events of one’s life into the web of one’s life story — a performance
that needs to happen again and again, in ever changing forms.76 His view of the
representation of external reality, or mimesis, gives us a good description of how to
understand our life and world in narrative ways.77 Ricoeur distinguished three
moments in the relation between narrative and reality: mimesis1, or prefiguration.
Cf. Ganzevoort, "Religious Stories We Live By.”
Stephen Crites, "The Narrative Quality of Experience," Journal of the American Academy of
Religion 39 (1971), 291–311.
75 Cf. A. Léon van Ommen, Suffering in Worship: Anglican Liturgy in Relation to Stories of
Suffering People (Farnham: Ashgate, forthcoming). For a narrative perspective on identity
research the work of Paul Ricoeur has been seminal, see below.
76 Paul Ricoeur, Oneself as Another (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994); Paul Ricoeur,
Time and Narrative I (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), Paul Ricœur, Kathleen
MacLaughlin, and David Pellauer, Time and Narrative III (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1984).
77 See his Time and Narrative I-III.
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This is the world 'behind' the text, the context, background, culture of the narrator.
Second is mimesis2, or the configuration. This is the text itself, the carefully
interwoven elements that create the sense of meaning (whether this is a story, a film
or an identity). Last is the mimesis3, or refiguration, the world in front of the text.
This is the context of the reader, "a possible world for the reader to live in, inviting
her or him to respond.”78 Meaning happens in between these three dimensions. As
stated before, for this study we will look mostly at the refiguration.
Building on his view of mimesis, Ricoeur argued for a hermeneutical view
on identity rather than a Cartesian view.79 In other words, Ricoeur sees identity as
an interpretational affair. For him, the self is not an independent entity as the ego
was for Descartes, for example. A narrative identity is a personal construction of
the subject, who interprets the various events in his or her life to construct a
coherent whole. This interpretation happens again and again, in different
circumstances. New events are integrated as they happen, leading to a new life
story which sheds new light on the self. In the terms of mimesis: new circumstances
(preconfiguration) are interpreted and integrated in the configuration, leading to a
different view on reality in the reconfiguration.
Ruard Ganzevoort applied Ricoeur’s model on the production, film text
and reception of films, which leads to a workable model to understand the focus of
our research model.80 This threefold mimesis of prefiguration, configuration and
refiguration also fits well within the paradigm of cultural studies, since it pays
attention to the function of the film for the viewer, the working of the film text itself
and the circumstances in which the film is made. It is the assumption of this thesis
that this theory can explain well how films can make an impression on viewers, and
how viewers can say that seeing this or that film was 'a life changing' event.81
1.9.2 Cross-disciplinary models
A study in the field of film and theology is inherently interdisciplinary: it
involves both film studies and theology. Although the term 'interdisciplinary' is
used quite often, the exact meaning is not always clear.82 The difference between
inter- and intradisciplinarity is the level of integration: in interdisciplinary theology
the separate disciplines have equal weight but always stay separate, in
intradisciplinary theology, the two are intertwined. Theology itself becomes
empirical: "that is, that it expand[s] its traditional range of procedures, consisting of
literary-historical and systematic methods and techniques, in the direction of an

Ganzevoort, "Religious Stories We Live By,” 3.
Ricoeur, Oneself as Another.
80 Ganzevoort, De hand van God and Friso and Ganzevoort, "Zin in Het Donker."
81 The theoretical framework is explained in more detail in chapters 3 and 4.
82 See Van der Ven, God Reinvented, who distinguishes between mono-, multi-, inter- and
intradisciplinarity.
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empirical methodology."83 Intradisciplinary theology is thus a form of theology that
borrows concepts, methods and techniques of one science (for example social
studies) and integrates this with itself. The religious identity of the research
participants is researched from such an intradisciplinary theology.
The study is also multidisciplinary however, in the way it balances film
studies and theology in the theological reflection (Reel IV). Multidisciplinary
studies involve balancing different theories and different variables. The way these
relate to each other should be clear, appropriate and balanced for both (or more)
disciplines. The metatheoretical perspective must fit the different disciplines, which
we have argued above for narrative research into film and religion/theology. Film
studies is used to explain how film viewers establish and appropriate meaning in
films, after which a practical theological reflection (hermeneutical-empirical in
nature)84 is given. The main discipline is practical theology. The theoretical
framework itself will be explained in Reel II of this study.
1.9.3 Sources of justification
Osmer also requires metatheoretical reflection on the balance between the
traditional sources of theological truth as expressed in Wesley’s quadrilateral:
Scripture, tradition, reason and experience.85 In an empirical study, experience and
reason play an important part, but as practical theologians, we want to bring in
Scripture and tradition as well — otherwise, it would be a study from a religious
studies perspective.
Many theologians have problems with an inherently empirical theology
because they fear that theology will merely become a 'handmaid' of the social
sciences.86 We will use Swinton and Mowats revised model of mutual critical
correlation to explain how that can be avoided. Building on Tillich’s famous model
of correlation, the mutual critical correlation model "is a model of integration which
seeks to bring these dimensions [theology and other sources of knowledge]
together in a way which respects and gives an equal voice to each dialogue
partner."87
In this revised model of correlation, the correlation goes both ways. Both
theology and the dialogue partner may provide questions and answers regarding a

Ibid., 49.
Van der Ven specifically argues for the term 'hermeneutical-empirical' to overcome the
positivist and objectivist nature of 'pure' empircism. Van der Ven, God Reinvented, 50.
85 Much has been written on the use of the quadrilateral in current (evangelical) theology and
the relation between the four sources. See e.g. Donald A. D. Thorsen, The Wesleyan
Quadrilateral: Scripture, Tradition, Reason & Experience as a Model of evangelical Theology
(Lexington, KY: Emeth Press, 1990).
86 Cf. Swinton and Mowat, Practical Theology and Qualitative Research.
87 Ibid., 77.
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certain topic: "Within the model of mutual critical correlation, the data acquired
from qualitative research has an equal voice within the conversation and can
challenge theology and tradition in exactly the same way as theology and tradition
can challenge its findings."88
A practical theologian studies a specific situation (in this case the film
viewing practices of Christian viewers) by using theoretical insights and
methodology provided by another discipline from the social sciences (in this case
film studies, more specifically audience response studies). (S)he then answers these
findings with insights from the other theological disciplines and tradition.89 These
findings combined provide a prophetic answer to the specific situation, changing
church practices and interpretation of tradition if need be.
At the same time, Swinton and Mowat clearly establish the role of Scripture
and maintain that theology also has a logical priority: theological insights may use
data from qualitative research, but it does not acquire its ultimate significance from
it. On the other hand, the research data does need theological insight in order to be
fully understood.90
Swinton and Mowat’s revised model of mutual critical correlation adds
some cross-disciplinary rigour to Osmer’s model of reflective practice. It stresses
the distinct role of qualitative research methods in the social sciences and
theology’s reflection on the data that are acquired by it. It explains why, from a
practical theological viewpoint, the normative and pragmatic dimensions of the
research are pivotal. It also shows how in a particular practical theological study all
four sources of theology in the Wesleyan quadrilateral can have their place.
1.9.4 Theological rationale
Osmer argues that the way particular situations are assessed or the way
particular research projects are designed, depends largely on the theological
rationale of the researcher. By framing this particular research project in practical
theology and not in religious studies, this study reflects its own theological
rationale. Two subjects must be reflected on here: the choice for a social
constructionist paradigm and the position between public and ecclesial practical
theology.

Ibid., 82.
Throughout the study, we prefer gender-inclusive or neutral pronouns such as (s)he or
they, but because of readability this will not be used consistently. Whenever he or him is
used in a general sense, one can read she or her and vice versa.
90 Swinton and Mowat, Practical Theology and Qualitative Research, 84-85. Swinton and Mowat
do so by using pastoral theologian Van Deusen Hunsinger's Christological perspective on
mutual critical correlation. See Deborah van Deusen Hunsinger, Theology and Pastoral
Counseling: A New Interdisciplinary Approach (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1995).
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At first sight, the choice for a social constructionist paradigm and the choice
to uphold Scripture as a main source of justification seem to clash. Does not social
construction argue that there is no objective truth? How does this relate to Christ’s
claim to be "the way, the truth and the life" in John 14:6? It is important to
remember here, that the social constructionist paradigm speaks in epistemological
terms, as we argued above: the way we understand the world is not required by
'what there is'. It does not speak in ontological terms to argue there is no such thing
as truth (although the more radical social constructionists might argue that). It
rather says our view of the truth is always fragmented and temporal (cf. 1 Cor.
13:12).
These two paradigms thus do not necessarily contradict each other, but
have their own roles to play. Even if, for the sake of this research project, we assess
our data as if they are fully contextual and bound to the research design and other
methodological choices, this is not to say that we do not share some of the
participants views on truth and the sacred. It is simply to say that we can only come
to know this truth, and research it, in a contextual way.
There is also another theological justification behind this choice for a
contextual view on research and the choice for a theology of lived religion. This
theological rationale is expressed by Henning Luther, who argues that since
practical theology focuses on the individual, the contextual nature of research is
warranted. Our research participants are subjects that are seen by God and are
worthy of theological reflection and, as image-bearers of God, they deserve not to
be reduced to statistical models.91
The choice between public and ecclesial theology is also dependent on our
theological rationale. This study positions itself on the middle of a pole between a
public and ecclesial theology. Together with our participants we share the belief in
the revelatory nature of theology. At the same time, we thoroughly believe in the
revelatory nature of experience and reason as well — we want to be relevant
beyond the church in showing that film viewing may form a spiritual source that is
important for any religious identity, not only for those within the church. The way
the research is conducted, is thus largely dependent on the metatheoretical issues
that were explained in this section. In the following sections, we will briefly discuss
the design of the study and give an overview of the rest of the study.
1.10 Design and methods
The study is designed in line with other studies done in the field of film and
religion/(practical) theology.92 It was a qualitative study with thirty participants.
Henning Luther, Religion Und Alltag: Bausteine Zu Einer Praktischen Theologie Des Subjekts,
Radius Bücher (Stuttgart: Radius-Verlag, 1992).
92 We focused mostly on Gräb, “Irgendwie fühl ich mich“ and the studies of Clive Marsh and
Charlotte Haines Lyon, cf. "Film’s Role in Contemporary Meaning-Making.” From a
91
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These respondents viewed three carefully selected films together at the location of
the Christian University of Applied Sciences in Ede (ECU).93 Before the first film,
they had an interview on their religious identity and after each film they had a
personal interview after a few days or a focus group discussion directly after the
screening (two personal interviews and one focus group for each participant).94 The
data were enriched by a survey on their film habits and some personal variables
(before the study started) and a survey on how they had experienced their
participation (afterwards). By choosing for this form of methodological
triangulation, we traced the interpretation and appropriation process as closely as
possible from various angles.95

1.11 Study overview
The study is divided in four parts (Reel 1 - 4) with different chapters (Scene
1 - 8). The first reel forms the introduction. After the present chapter follows the
status quaestionis in chapter 2, where a historical overview of the field of film and
theology is offered as well as a positioning of this study within that field.
Reel 2, the theoretical framework, is discussed in chapters 3 (the appropriation of
meaning in film) and 4 (the construction of religious identity). Chapter 3 focuses on
the hermeneutical arc and discusses the pro-filmic theory of Martin Barker. In
chapter 4 various theories underlying the concept of religious identity statuses —
which emerged from the data as a useful lens to analyse the interviews with —are
discussed.
The third reel describes the empirical study itself. The methodology of the study is
discussed in wider detail in chapter 5. The findings are discussed in chapter 6
(results) and 7 (conclusions). This reel explains how the different ways of
appropriating the meaning of films are related to the religious identity statuses. The
last reel consists of a theological evaluation of the findings and a discussion of the
limitations and recommendations for further research (chapter 8). In this final
chapter, some contours for a dramatic theology that can incorporate the outcomes
of the empirical study are sketched.

religious studies perspective, see the work of Stewart Hoover and his team in the USA in
Religion in a Media Age. For a detailed description of the methodology and a reflection on the
methodological choices, see chapter 5.
93 The films that were screened were Mar Adentro, Des hommes et des dieux and Blue like jazz.
For more on the selection and the films, see chapter 5.
94 For more on the particulars, see chapter 5.
95 For a detailed overview of the method and more information on triangulation and an
argumentation of this particular method, see chapter 5.
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SCENE 2: STATUS QUAESTIONIS
2.1 Introduction
The field of film and theology has moved from mere infancy in the
seventies to a rapidly expanding body of literature.96 Just as the study of film is a
relatively new branch on the scholarly tree, the study of a theological engagement
with cinema is still —after nearly forty years — in its primary phase. It is telling
that far into the 21st century in nearly all of the publications on film and theology
the discipline is referred to as being new and exploratory. In various publications
this need for expanding horizons is agreed upon and several themes for further
research have been mentioned.97 In the last section of this chapter, we will frame
this research project within the wider field, but before we do so it is helpful to
briefly sketch the history (2.2) and the most important current debates within the
field (2.3).

2.2 A historical overview
In Reel Spirituality, Johnston proposes a model in which theological
approaches can be divided more or less chronologically, from avoidance in the
early era to divine encounter that is popular nowadays. Therefore, his scheme is
taken as a starting point for a historical overview that runs from publications from
the early years of cinema to recent works. This overview culminates in a discussion
of the most recent debates in the next section.
Figure 2 shows Johnston’s scheme graphically. His full categories are:
avoidance, caution, dialogue, appropriation and divine encounter.98 Obviously,
though this scheme is certainly helpful, it is not always possible to divide all
approaches neatly in chronological order. There are still some theologians who
never moved beyond avoidance and not every theologian will agree on film being
another means of revelation, equal to the Bible or traditional sources. It does
provide a clear structure to discuss the status quaestionis, however. We will first

Without being exhaustive, we mention a few key publications here for an overview of the
field: Jolyon P. Mitchell and S. Brent Plate, eds., The Religion and Film Reader (New York ;
London: Routledge, 2007); William L. Blizek, ed., The Continuum Companion to Religion and
Film (New York: Continuum, 2009); John Lyden, The Routledge Companion to Religion and Film,
Routledge Religion Companions (London ; New York: Routledge, 2009); and most recently
Joseph Kickasola et al., "Facing Forward, Looking Back: Religion and Film Studies in the Last
Decade," Journal of Religion & Film 17, no. 1 (2013): Article 32. See also Johnston, Reframing
Theology and Film or Mitchell, "Theology and Film.”
97 E.g. Kickasola et al., "Facing Forward, Looking Back"; Mitchell, "Theology and Film"; and
Johnston, Reframing Theology and Film.
98 Johnston, Reel Spirituality.
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show Johnston's scheme and then discuss the key publications in the field
according to the five positions.

Figure 2 The Theologian/Critic’s Approach99
2.2.1 Avoidance
Even from its very beginning, film has been seen by the church as both a
blessing and a curse. Although religious leaders were often cautious of films and
the 'sinful' stories that were displayed in them, films of Christian passion plays
were also among the first that were shown on the big screen. Around 1923, the
Christian support for films suffered greatly from the many scandals that occurred
in Hollywood. The star system and big budgets had led to notorious reputation for
Hollywood, because of rumours about drug abuse, promiscuity and multiple
divorces.100 This led to many publications from religious authorities banning the
movies altogether. Titles as The Devil's Camera: Menace of a Film-Ridden World101 or
What is Wrong with the Movies102 are obvious in their rejection of films.103
Johnston, Reel Spirituality, 56.
Cook, History of narrative film, 215.
101 R.G. Burnett and E.D. Martell, The Devil's Camera: Menace of a Film-Ridden World (London:
The Epworth Press, 1932).
102 John R Rice, What is Wrong with the Movies (Murfreesboro: Zondervan & Sword of the
Lord Publishers, 1938).
103 For excerpts of many of these articles, see Mitchell and Plate, The Religion and Film Reader.
99
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Johnston argues that a full avoidance of cinema has disappeared in our day
and age. He refers to some writers in the seventies or eighties, but believes that
most recent objections are merely selective and not total. Conservative leaders will
call for boycotts of objectionable movies like The Last Temptation of Christ (Martin
Scorsese, 1988) or violent films, but on the whole, Johnston believes that most
Christians are beyond this category. This may be true for the American situation,
but in a Dutch context the avoidance strategy is in somewhat wider use. In many
strict orthodox Reformed circles, the use of television and movie attendance is still
taboo on the grounds of the Second Commandment and moral objections.104 With
the upcoming of the Internet and digital media, these churches are struggling to
find their ways in a new landscape, but many still adhere to avoidance.105
2.2.2 Caution
Like avoidance, the strategy of caution comes from the earlier days of
cinema. When Hollywood lost credibility in the 1920s, the business itself recognised
the necessity of self-censorship and formed a self-regulatory trade organisation: the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America (MPPDA), headed by Will
Hays and famous for its Purity Code.106 The mild Purity Code was transformed into
a much more restrictive Production Code in the 1930s. The code made it impossible
to show sexual behaviour, blasphemy or sympathy for criminal behaviour. Films
that were a danger to public morality were not to be shown.107 The very strict
provisions dictated all Hollywood films for the next twenty years.
More or less simultaneously, the Catholic Church became more involved in
movie criticism. The Catholic view on films falls within the category of caution. The
first papal encyclical letter on motion pictures was Vigilanti Cura by Pope Pius XI in

Cf. C. J Meeuse, Schijn bedriegt: een christelijke visie op toneelspel en speelfilm: met aandacht
voor de verfilming van bijbelse geschiedenissen in het algemeen en van het leven van de Heere Jezus in
het bijzonder (Barneveld: Koster, 2007) or many opinion articles in the orthodox Reformed
daily Reformatorisch Dagblad: e.g. S.M. de Bruijn, "Geen koren onder het kaf,”
Reformatorisch Dagblad, December 9, 2006 (accessed July 28th, 2015), Editorial,
Reformatorisch Dagblad, November 12 2003.
http://www.digibron.nl/search/detail/012dcaf24972d713c1634bad/film?authenticated=fal
se# (accessed July 24, 2015).
105 "Ouders moeten kijken speelfilm verbieden,” Reformatorisch Dagblad, November 30,
2007:
http://www.refdag.nl/nieuws/binnenland/ouders_moeten_kijken_speelfilm_verbieden_1_
237504 (accessed July 24, 2015) or a more recent discussion regarding a Christian view on
film in the opinion section of the paper:
http://www.digibron.nl/search/detail/0134b530f225e513e80beafb/film/0 (accessed July
24, 2015).
106 Cook, History of narrative film.
107 Ibid.
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1936.108 The Catholic response to the motion picture industry was that cinema is a
powerful tool to shape the moral and theological points of view of the audience and
that this brings a certain responsibility with it. Christians should be fully cautious
about film, enjoying the good films but avoiding the sinful extremes entirely and
watching suspect films vigilantly.109
Although the Production Code was abolished in the 1960s, moral concerns
on film are still dominant in many orthodox Protestant and evangelical circles. In
general, the strategy of caution is more common than complete avoidance. The
publications that fall in this particular category show an attitude towards film that
is more negative than positive. They uphold the fact that God is the Sovereign Lord
over all creation, which also includes the movies. Caution is necessary, however,
because most films can have a great moral influence because they display sin in
some form or another.
Nearly all writers on film and religion that write from a believer's
perspective show some caution to cinema. When Johnston released the first edition
of Reel Spirituality, he took considerable effort to explain why Christians should not
only watch films but also engage in a dialogue with it. In the revised edition he
admits that such a defence is outdated by the many publications that are far more
open to 'objectionable' films, but there still is a need for explanation.110 When
Christianity Today reviewed the film Sex and the City (Michael Patrick King, 2008) in
May 2008, they received so many protest letters that they published a commentary
only a week later.111 The Dutch evangelical broadcasting organization Evangelische
Omroep published an article in their weekly magazine Visie in October 2007 in
which they announced that they would start with reviewing films — and not only
the 'safe category'. When asked in a poll whether they would watch films with foul
language or sex scenes, many readers answered that they certainly would not and
that the EO was completely in the wrong in reviewing such 'unholy' films.112 In
2015, both Christianity Today113 and the EO114 have reviewed Fifty Shades of Gray.
Abstract in Mitchell and Plate, Religion and Film Reader, 35-42.
Jolyon Mitchell, "Theology and film,” 742.
110 Johnston, Reel Spirituality.
111 Mark Moring, "You reviewed WHAT??" on Christianity Today Movies.
http://www.christianitytoday.com/movies/commentaries/youreviewedwhat.html
(accessed at 20th June, 2008).
112 Arie Kok "Films kijken én doorzien. Bezinning op film nodig."
http://www.eo.nl/tijdschriften/visie/page/Films_kijken__n_doorzien/articles/article.esp?
article=8970946 (accessed at 20th June, 2008).
113 "Fifty Shades of Grey: The Christianity Today Review.”
http://www.christiantoday.com/article/fifty.shades.of.grey.the.christian.today.review/480
96.htm (accessed at July 28, 2015).
114 "Fifty shades of 'Not Okay'," http://www.eo.nl/geloven/nieuws/item/blog-fifty-shadesof-not-okay/?clicked_searchresult=true (accessed at July 28, 2015).
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While Christianity Today judges the film as "much ado about nothing,” the EO
reviewer walked away from the cinema and described the film as potentially
damaging because of the way the main character Anastacia positions herself and
refuses to draw boundaries — the reviewer suggests that this could lead to girls
developing 'wrong' ideas about relationships. Although she says it will not likely be
harmful "if you keep thinking while watching" —the naive mentality of Anastacia is
seen as potentially harmful.115
2.2.3 Dialogue
The dialogue or appropriation axis is a more recent category and it more or
less correlates with the true beginnings of the field of film and religion in the
seventies. In the first edition of Reel Spirituality, Johnston argues that dialogue is the
direction in which Christian film and theology studies must go.116 The dialogue
approach is the first approach that treats 'film as film'. Rather than starting from a
theological viewpoint and impose that on movies, the dialogue approach begins
with seeing the film on its own terms. Before anything is said on the relationship
with theology, ethics, Christian worldview or the like, a dialogue critic will judge
the movie on aesthetic grounds first, before theological grounds come into play.
Johnston follows the approach of T.S. Eliot here, who has argued the same for
literary works in his influential essay "Literature and Religion" from 1935.
According to this approach, the experience of watching films must be
concluded by theological reflection. Religious faith is primary, even when a film is
regarded on its own aesthetic terms. A critic in the dialogical approach will always
finish his reflection by asking what his theology might add to his understanding of
the film. The difference with the former two approaches is that this theological view
is not imposed on the film beforehand, but only after fully engaging the filmic
experience.
There is much debate on what films are open for theological discussion —
should studies on film and theology be on religious films only or should all films be
under consideration?117 The dialogical approach is most valuable when the films
under discussion are clearly religious. Johnston argues that theologians in a
dialogue approach are not imposing outside perspectives on films that are clearly
religious, such as Jesus of Montreal (Denys Arcand, 1989) or The Apostle (Robert
Duvall, 1997). Any film that deals with religious themes in the broadest sense can
be regarded from a dialogue's perspective. Johnston states that "[religious movies]
invite a theological response."118

Ibid.
Johnston, Reel Spirituality.
117 For a good discussion on this topic, see Wright, Religion and Film.
118 Johnston, Reel Spirituality, 65 (emphasis added).
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Further clarification is necessary to avoid over interpretation. Even when
Johnston has a point when he states that religious films invite theological response,
it is difficult to outline the boundaries for such a dialogue. Wright rightly questions
the grounds on which many theologians select films.119 They are either random,
based on individual taste or on unclear definitions. What exactly is 'a religious
film'? There are some criteria, but these are either so broad that nearly all films can
be regarded as religious, or fairly random.
There are many theological publications on cinema that fall within the
dialogue approach.120 It should be noted, however, that since Johnston places the
five approaches in a matrix the lines between the various approaches are not
always very clear. In general, when a scholar is limiting himself mostly to religious
films, or films with religious themes, which are viewed largely from a theological
perspective, his publication will fall in the dialogue approach. This dialogue is a
two-way affair, both film and theology should be equal partners in dialogue, so
both aesthetic and theological considerations are offered.
The question remains whether this can be more than an entertaining
excursion for theologians. Few studies offer a model through which a truly
interdisciplinary approach is formed and most approaches are always biased
towards theology.
2.2.4 Appropriation
When films are seen as ways to 'find oneself' or as capable to expand the
viewer's understanding of the world, then the theological approach has moved to
an appropriation approach. The difference between the dialogue and the
appropriation approach is that the latter focuses on worldview, while a dialogue
approach deals with film's implications for theology. "Those theologians who
would seek to appropriate a movie's vision of life recognize that movies can offer
insight to the viewer about the nature of the human."121 An appropriation based
critic will not judge the film on explicitly theological values too quickly, but
believes that film itself can lead to greater personal insight. In other words, the
(post)film experience can be transformative, if an a priori moral judgement is
postponed.

Wright, Religion and Film.
120 Because of the extent of the field, it is impossible to be exhaustive. Some well known
examples are Roy M. Anker, Catching Light: Looking for God in the Movies (Grand Rapids,
Mich.: William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 2004); Clive Marsh and Gaye Ortiz, eds., Explorations in
Theology and Film: Movies and Meaning (Malden, Mass: Blackwell, 1998); Robert K Johnston,
Useless Beauty: Ecclesiastes through the Lens of Contemporary Film (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker
Academic, 2004). A relatively recent Dutch example is Bakker, Jezus in beeld.
121 Johnston, Reel Spirituality, 73.
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A great advantage of this approach, is that movies do not necessarily have
to be religious in order to be examined from a theologian's perspective. There are
many films today that cannot be easily put in a religious box, while certainly
having a profound influence on the viewer's life or leading the viewer towards
some big questions of life. There is not always a need to spiritualise.
In this emphasis on the relation between film and worldview, one is
reminded of the works of the Dutch art historian Hans Rookmaaker. Writing on
modern art in the sixties and seventies, he claimed that since God created the earth
and is the Sovereign Lord over all the earth, art is also fully within the realm of God.
We are called to enjoy beauty, joy and love because they are God's gift for us, but at
the same time we need to see the depravity of our times and feel strangers in this
world.
So if we are called to keep ourselves from sin, keep ourselves clean, it
means that we must understand what the world is. If we think we can keep
away from the world by living the life of a hermit, we are mistaken. … We
are certainly not in any position to wash our hands of the whole sinful
world, or complacently let it rot, or feel that we are too holy and spiritual to
get involved. For we are involved: it is our sin that has helped to make the
world the sinful place it is.122
One way of being involved, is to look at what is shown about this world in
films. At the same time, says Rookmaaker, "art needs no justification."123 Many
evangelicals see films as a means for evangelisation and will use films only to prove
their point. Rookmaakers states that this is inappropriate, because art (in our case:
film) is valuable in its own way. Even if it can be used for missionary purposes or to
illustrate a theological point in class, the value of film (or popular culture as a
whole, for that matter) lies in the art itself. It is important to see this point, because
it would be all too easy to see appropriation as a utilitarian tool: film is worthwhile
because it gives us a peek in modern days' culture. That is true, and that is a good
reason to engage in film and popular culture, but we can only do so if we
acknowledge that we engage in film as film — with its own aesthetic standards,
with all the good films and the bad films. The cinema has a right to stand on its
own.
Many scholars who write from an appropriation standpoint, are mainline
or Calvinistic Protestants. A few names are worth mentioning. William
Romanowski, Professor of Communication Arts and Sciences at Calvin College, has
studied popular culture from a Calvinistic perspective, and argues — with
Hans Rookmaaker, Modern art and the death of a culture, in The Complete Works of Hans
Rookmaaker, ed. Marleen Hengelaar-Rookmaaker, Vol. 5, (Carlisle: Piquant, 2003),141.
123 Ibid., 143.
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Rookmaaker — that there is no such thing as 'a secular realm' and 'a sacred realm'.
Romanowski quotes the Dutch Calvinistic theologian and statesman Abraham
Kuyper to make his point clear: "There is not a square inch in the whole domain of
human existence over which Christ, who is sovereign over all, does not cry:
'Mine!'"124 Romanowski sees popular culture, which includes film, as crucial in
meaning making processes and the shaping of cultural landscapes. Therefore,
Christians should engage in popular culture with their eyes open: fully aware of
their role as active, discriminating, consumers.
Because of its focus on film as an instrument to shape the viewer's
understanding of the world, the appropriation approach has great value for an
audience response study. This empirical view on film and theology is relatively
new. Christopher Deacy was one of the first studies that looked at audiences,
though he did not use quantitative research methods such as questionnaires or
interviews.125 In Faith in Film, Deacy looked into the comments on IMDb to question
the dichotomy between professional film critics, scholars and theologians and the
general audience. Despite the fact that his methodology may leave something to
wish for, he raises some interesting questions on the nature of film and its relation
to theology.126 Deacy shows he is more a theologian than a media studies scholar
when he questions the influence of standard Hollywood film on the worldview of
the viewer. Could it be that the rise of divorces, depressions, et cetera is partly due
to the fact that modern day's man cannot deal with the dark side of life, because the
movies, media and popular culture in general, have shown him a complete
different picture, with its obligated happy ending and black and white
dichotomies? Imposing such (harmful) consequences on film is always a risky
business, because research on the effect of films on viewers has not led to uniform
conclusions. It remains difficult to determine whether Hollywood shapes our
society or that our society shapes Hollywood.127
William D. Romanowski, Eyes wide open: Looking for God in popular culture, 2nd rev. ed.
(Grand Rapids: Brazos Press, 2007), 52. The English version of Kuyper's quote can be found
in Abraham Kuyper, "Sphere Sovereignty," in Abraham Kuyper: A Centennial Reader, ed. James
D. Bratt (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 488.
125 Christopher Deacy, Faith in Film: Religious Themes in Contemporary Cinema (Aldershot,
Hampshire, England ; Burlington, VT: Ashgate Pub, 2005).
126 Deacy used 'user comments' on websites to assess the manner and extent to which film
audiences wrestle with Christian values and beliefs. Since it is not certain who posts these
comments it is hard to determine whether such posts can be seen as viable for the whole
population of film viewers. Deacy admits some of the problems, but states that "the fruits of
research on a site such as the IMDb are, in some respects, of no less worth than what can be
found in more traditional media." (Deacy, Faith in Film, 9). Be that as it may, one wonders
whether a direct approach might not have given a more accurate picture.
127 Cf. Martin Barker, From Antz to Titanic: Reinventing Film Analysis (London ; Sterling, Va:
Pluto Press, 2000).
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Clive Marsh was one of the first to fully embrace the (emotional) functions
of films for viewers.128 While this book was not an empirical study, it laid the
grounds for later studies with 'actual' people.129 Although he does not regard film
as a wholly adequate substitute for religion, he recognises that film viewing is
similar to worship in many ways, so film viewing also has meaning-making
functions for many filmgoers.
In the field of film and theology, audience response studies are relatively
rare. In Sweden, Tomas Axelson has made some progress by developing a detailed
cognitive scheme of self that viewers activate in watching films.130 The problem
with his model is that he offers hardly any place for the characteristics of the film
itself and only looks at a theoretical cognitive scheme. In our view, that will be
discussed in chapter 3, we consider the viewer to be active, but (s)he can only
interpret the clues that are offered by the film — a viewer does not operate in a
vacuum.
2.2.5 Divine encounter
At the top of Johnston’s scheme is 'divine encounter'. This approach focuses
on the sacramental capacity that many scholars find films to have: watching movies
can give the viewer an experience of transcendence. This goes beyond having an
influence on the viewer's life or providing insight: the divine encounter approach
states that through film, one can engage in a truly sacramental experience and have
a religious epiphany. The divine encounter position can be found through cinema
in two ways: some publications focus on how the formal capacities of film can help
create a religious experience for the viewer. Others note that the viewing experience
itself is a type of religious experience.
The divine encounter approach is rapidly growing in number. May
observed already in 1997 that the religious focus on film has shifted from an ethical
approach to a more aesthetic one. He believed that this 'religious aesthetics' (which
Johnston sees as overlapping with his own category divine encounter) is the most
fruitful arena for inquiry in the film and theology field.131
The divine encounter standpoint is often found among Roman Catholic or
liberal Protestant theologians. This is not surprising, since Catholic theology has
always had a high view of the sacramentality of creation. In The Netherlands the
organisation Katholieke Filmbeschouwing (Catholic Film Criticism) has had a long

Clive Marsh, Cinema and Sentiment: Film's Challenge to Theology (Milton Keynes ;
Waynesboro: Paternoster Press, 2004).
129 Marsh, "What Films Actually Do."
130 Thomas Axelson, "Movies and Meaning."
131 Johnston, Reel Spirituality.
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history of developing the film and theology field.132 The American Roman Catholic
writer Andrew Greeley believes film to be a well-suited means for religious
experience because "the pure, raw power of the film to capture the person who
watches it, both by its vividness and by the tremendous power of the camera to
concentrate and change perspectives, is a sacramental potential that is hard for
other art forms to match."133
The divine encounter perspective is not limited to Roman Catholics. A
Protestant advocate for this view on film is scenarist, director and writer Paul
Schrader.134 In his influential book Transcendental Style in Film (1972) he argues that
it is possible to bring viewers closer to 'the Holy', but a filmmaker needs to do so by
means of style and not of content. It is in the ascetic aesthetic style of directors like
Ozu, Bresson and Dreyer that he finds a truly transcendent style.135
Although most advocates of the divine encounter approach are found in
liberal or mainline Protestant circles, some evangelical scholars are moving towards
this position as well. Robert Johnston insists that even when he holds Scripture to
be normative, he can see ways for film to function as a religious epiphany and
another religious source besides the Bible or tradition. His colleague at the Reel
Spirituality Institute of Fuller Seminary, Craig Detweiler, also notes that for many
young people film can work as religion. Detweiler assumes that the postmodern
style of young directors like P.T. Anderson, Tom Tykwer, David Fincher and others
will achieve what Paul Schrader's transcendent style could not: reach larger
audiences with a spark of the divine.136
When it comes to the film viewing experience as another form of religion,
the writings of John Lyden and Brent Plate cannot be left unmentioned. Lyden
notes that religious critics have dealt with film over the years as if it is actually
another religion. In his Film as Religion, he points out that for many people today,
film functions as religion —rather than going to church on Sundays, people reflect
their lives, humanity and norms and values through films. Lyden argues that if this
is true, than it should be given equal attention and merit. According to him, it is
impossible to separate culture from religion entirely:

Cf. Tjeu van den Berk and Marjeet Verbeek, Het filmgesprek: woorden aan droombeelden
wijden: spiritualiteit van de film (Zoetermeer: Meinema, 2013).
133 Johnston, Reel Spirituality, 75.
134 Schrader’s filmography, especially as screenwriter, lists many classics, such as Taxi Driver
(Martin Scorsese, 1976) or Raging Bull (Martin Scorsese, 1980). For his full bio- and
filmography see his page at IMDb:
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001707/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1 (accessed July 29, 2015).
135 Quoted in Johnston, Reel Spirituality, 77.
136 Craig Detweiler and Barry Taylor, A Matrix of Meanings. Finding God in Pop Culture (Grand
Rapids: Baker Academic, 2003), 155 - 183.
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The realms of religion and culture overlap to a much greater extent than
many of the studies of religion and popular culture seem to admit, and
theology cannot stand outside culture any more than any other aspect of
human religion or culture can do so. It is for this reason, in part, that I
would suggest the classic distinctions between "religion" and "culture" must
be put aside for a more nuanced view that sees all features of culture as
having religious aspects that cannot be separated from their nonreligious
aspects.137
In The Footprints of Film: After Images of Religion in American Space (2006), S.
Brent Plate illustrates the status of film as a new religion by exploring how religion
and films have "left the temples and theatres.”138 Images from films are
incorporated in religious rituals, such as theme weddings or bar mitzvahs.
Traditional forms of religion are rapidly taken over by non-traditional forms and
popular culture and the media play an enormous role in this. Films are being used
not only to spice up old rituals, but also to form new ones, such as the celebration of
film theme parties (such as Star Wars/Star Trek conventions or The Rocky Horror
Picture Show). Plate concludes that:
Film has left its footprints in US culture, society, political discourse, and
religious consciousness. […] In the contemporary United States, film is no
longer existent only in celluloid, or even in digital codes. Film has left the
movie theatre, infiltrated old rituals and fashioned new ones. It has made
its marks in cement, and these concrete places become, in turn, an alluring
topography that attracts people to them.139
The divine encounter approach accounts for the important place that the
cinema has in the contemporary society: as a place for value reflection or to think
about the great questions of life.140 However, it should be noted that "film-asreligion" is only possible in a strictly functional definition of religion. Although it is
possible that people experience a religious epiphany in film, and some films like
The Tree of Life or Tarkovsky’s Andrei Rublev can certainly provoke a transcendent
experience, it remains unclear whether this religion can account for an experience

John Lyden, Film as Religion: Myths, Morals, and Rituals (New York: New York University
Press, 2003), 17. See also Kathryn Tanner, Theories of Culture: A New Agenda for Theology,
Guides to Theological Inquiry (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1997).
138 S. Brent Plate, Religion and Film: Cinema and the Re-Creation of the World (London:
Wallflower, 2008).
139 Ibid., 91.
140 See the personal story of Sister Rose in the preface of the second edition of Johnston’s Reel
Spirituality, 13.
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of God in film — when a more substantial definition of religion is used, film-asreligion becomes problematic.141
2.2.6 Summary
Using the fivefold scheme of Johnston, we have discussed a plethora of
different studies in the field of film and theology. As can be seen from that
overview, the field of film and religion was especially booming in the first decade
of the 21st century. Many of the most pivotal works were published between 1990
and 2010, such as John Lyden’s Film as Religion,142 Robert Johnston’s Reel
Spirituality143 and Reframing Theology and Film,144 the Routledge Companion to Religion
and Film,145 and the Continuum Companion to Religion and Film.146 It was in those
years that the debates on the future of the field were most pressing. A great number
of publications at the time mentioned that the research was fragmentised and that
the discipline was still in its infancy.147
Published in 2007, Robert Johnston’s pivotal Reframing Film and Theology
mentioned six themes of research in which the field of film and theology should
develop: 1) it should move beyond a literary paradigm, 2) the film selection should
be broadened to include world cinema or art films, 3) film and theology studies
should extend its conversation partners to sociology, history and other disciplines,
4) the experience of the viewer should be taken into account, 5) a normative
approach should be reconsidered, and 6) better use should be made of theological
traditions.148 In a session on Religion and Film during the American Academy of
Religion in 2012, several of the most distinguished scholars in the field looked back
on the past decade between 2003 (the publishing of Film as Religion) and 2013.149
During that period the field has grown enormously. When the six themes in
Reframing Film and Theology are reconsidered, a lot of progress has been made:
world cinema and art house films are a regular topic in articles in the Journal of
Film & Religion as well as in numerous monographs; insights from film studies
have improved many of the film and theology publications on singular films or
broader topics; the field has become more interdisciplinary, using insights from
That does not mean there is no way in which films can function religiously. The audience
reception studies in the previous section show that it does. See also 8.3 for a defence of the
religious functions of film.
142 Lyden, Film as Religion.
143 Johnston, Reel Spirituality.
144 Johnston, Reframing Theology and Film.
145 Lyden, Routledge Companion to Religion and Film.
146 Blizek, Continuum Companion to Religion and Film.
147 E.g. Wright, Religion and Film, especially chapter II and Johnston, Reframing Theology and
Film.
148 Johnston, Reframing Theology and Film, 19 - 25.
149 Kickasola et al., "Facing Forward, Looking Back."
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disciplines beyond theology and film studies; film and theology have become more
integrated, leading to interesting proposals for 'film theologies', and less
publications show a tendency to impose Christian interpretations on films.150 Some
of the key debates from 2007 are still relevant, however.
Even though the field has certainly developed in all six directions it is still a
scattered discipline, without its own focus and methodological approach. Most
publications are driven by individual interpretations of films rather than by an
integrated theory of film and theology. Some scholars offer models for such an
integrated approach but because of the scattered nature of the field, many of these
are hardly influential.
Especially in popular theological writings on film, but also in some
academic publications, a hidden form of the 'magic bullet theory of communication'
is still present.151 The magic bullet theory is named after the film The Great Train
Robbery (Edwin Porter, 1903). According to a well known, though probably
apocryphal, urban myth the audience reacted in an extreme way when it seemed
that bandleader Barnes was pointing his gun directly at the camera so that he was
firing out towards the audience. In orthodox Protestant circles, many still fear a
direct corrupting influence of films.152 Although this hidden idea of the power of
film is less visible in academic writings on film and theology, there has not been a
lot of attention for an integrated theory that offers an alternative to the magic bullet
theory.153 Scholars such as Robert Johnston and William Romanowski have tried to
provide interpretative models for a larger audience, but these are still too focused
on the moral side of films.154
In his contribution to "Facing Forward, Looking Back"155 John Lyden
mentions how he has been influenced by cultural studies in the past decade. Both
film studies from a secular and from a religious viewpoint have seem to take the
cultural turn. Where film studies used to be strongly semiotic and hermeneutical in
nature — offering sometimes plausible, sometimes obscure readings of intellectual
films — it is now more focused on the value of films for viewers and in society.156
Ibid.
See also Mitchell, "Theology and Film" for the same observation.
152 See also 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.
153 The magic bullet theory is considered outdated in most media and cultural theories. For
current views in film studies Miller and Stam, A Companion to Film Theory.
154 Johnston, Reel Spirituality and Romanowski, Eyes wide open.
155 Kickasola et al., "Facing Forward, Looking Back."
156 For secular film theory see Barker, From Antz to Titanic; David Bordwell and Noël
Carroll (eds.), Post-Theory: Reconstructing Film Studies (Madison: University of Wisconsin
Press, 1996); Miller and Stam, A Companion to Film Theory; and Mikos, "Analysis of Film.” For
a religious studies perspective, see Gordon Lynch, "Cultural Theory and Cultural Studies," in
The Routledge Companion to Religion and Film, 377–97 or Lyden, "Film,” in The Routledge
Companion to Religion and Popular Culture.
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Cultural studies seems more suited for the inherently interdisciplinary field
of film and religion, not only because it is interdisciplinary in character itself, but
also because cultural studies does not only look at the text itself but also its
production and reception within the context. Religion forms a part of that context,
for either filmmaker or audience or both.
Except for the books that offer overviews of the field of film and religion,
such as the abovementioned Companions or Reframing Theology and Film, most
publications still focus on theoretical studies towards individual films, even if such
studies are now undertaken from a cultural studies perspective rather than for
example a psycho-analytical perspective. There are still very few empirical studies
that look at what viewers actually do with films.157 One interesting recent
publication is Jonathan Brant’s study in Latin America, where he offers an empirical
foundation for his theological theory on film as revelation.158
2.3 The place of the present study
2.3.1 Appropriation
With the historical overview and current debates that were examined in the
previous sections in mind, it is time to frame the present study in the wider field of
film and theology.159 In Johnston’s fivefold scheme that was explained in 2.1, the
present study can be placed in the appropriation approach.
It is the stance of this study that films are not only a place for dialogue
between film and theology (although in a practical theological framework, there
will be a reciprocal discussion in what Osmer calls the normative task) but also a
way of encountering — and changing — the world or oneself. This influence is not
necessarily negative or harmful. In that sense, the present study distances itself
from a caution strategy, although that approach is relevant for our study. It seems
that even when opion leaders, scholars and other religious leaders are (slowly)
opening up to a full dialogue with film, many orthodox Protestant Christians,
including our participants, use the caution approach, either explicitly or implicitly.
In these circles, film may be used for entertainment purposes or as a lighter
example in a sermon, but R-rated pictures should be avoided because they may
have harmful consequences.

We already mentioned the work of Marsh in the UK and Gräb in Germany, but those are
relatively old studies.
158 Jonathan Brant, Paul Tillich and the Possibility of Revelation through Film: A Theoretical Acount
Grounded by Empirical Research into the Experiences of Filmgoers, Oxford Theological
Monographs (Oxford/New York: Oxford University Press, 2012).
159 See 1.6 for the positioning of the research project in the field of film and theology rather
than film and religion.
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However, as many contemporary film studies show, the influence that
films have on audiences is not as straightforward. Audiences are more likely to be
active spectators who not only construct meaning but also reflect on what they
see.160 If theologians want to take the functions of film seriously, they need to
establish a ground for the active appropriation of films by audiences.
We also deliberately choose a position within the appropriation approach
rather than the category of 'divine encounter', preferred by many religious study
scholars. For many of our respondents film is not so much their way of meeting
God as it is their way of learning from the world. In other words, the choice for a
research project within orthodox Protestant Christianity makes it more logical to
frame the study in the category of appropriation rather than divine encounter.
2.3.2 Cultural studies
The present research fits well within the cultural studies approach that has
become popular in the field of film and theology as well. The hermeneutical arch of
Paul Ricoeur that we took as an overarching model for this research has a similar
focus as the focus of cultural studies to look at artefacts within the context of
production, text and distribution.
Because the focus of the research is the appropriation of film by viewers,
the emphasis of the study is not on the films itself but on their functions for the
viewers. In that sense, it is not a hermeneutical film analysis but more an empirical
practical theological study towards its functions. That means the cultural studies
approach should be seen more as a metatheoretical perspective than a strict
methodology for the present research. We do however see the cultural turn within
the field of film and theology as very promising to both increase the unity of the
scattered approaches within the field and the inherent quality of the research
within the field from a film studies point of view. With religion being part of the
context of both production and distribution, a theological view on the cultural
artefacts is much more natural than some of the (rather imposed) psycho-analytical
readings of many early research in film studies. At the same time, a cultural studies
approach offers room to interpret a film by its own means and take its meaning
seriously— a cultural studies approach need not be a positivistic empirical study in
which only the opinion of the viewer (and not the inherent meaning of the film)
counts. As we will see in chapter 3, a film text cannot just mean anything, but offers
clues for the viewer to be received. A cultural studies approach thus offers both
attention for the film as text, as for the context of the prefiguration and of the
refiguration.

See previous section. Cf. David Bordwell, Narration in the Fiction Film (London: Routledge,
1985) or Marsh, Cinema and Sentiment.
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2.3.3 Audience response studies
The present study takes up the challenge of providing more empirical data
for film theory. Studying the impact of films on viewers is complicated. Film and
religion scholars as Clive Marsh and Stewart Hoover have shown that religious
considerations are part of the interpretation process, but it remains very difficult to
find an adequate research method to research properly how the reception and
appropriation process works. What is going on in our minds, our hearts and our
bodies when we watch, and try to understand, films? The present study is not
designed to offer answers to all those questions. We focus on the appropriation of
the films (rather than the strict reception process) and answer our research question
from a qualitative hermeneutical-empirical point of view (which means: not a strict
cognitive psychological view, for example). In other words, we will not be able to
see what goes on in people’s minds or hearts when they watch films, but we will be
able to see what it is that Christian viewers do with films and how this relates to
their religious identity. It will be only one piece of the puzzle, but every piece is
necessary in order to see the full picture.
We thus need a theoretical model that offers insight in both sides of the
puzzle. And that is not all: there is also a world before and a world after the text:
the viewer does not only watch this particular film but also brings to the screening
a whole lot of experiences, both psychological and cultural. So how can we bring all
this together? That will be the challenge in constructing the theoretical framework
in chapters 3 (construction of the meaning of films) and 4 (construction of religious
identity).
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SCENE 3 THE MEANING OF FILM
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter was an overview of the status quaestionis in the study
of film and religion. Now that this study is established within the historical context,
the theoretical framework will be constructed in the following two chapters. In
order to understand the process of appropriating the meaning of narrative films in
orthodox Protestant film viewers, a theoretical framework is constructed that takes
into account the properties of the films and properties of the viewers in as much as
they are relevant for the main research question: the relation between religious
identity and the appropriation process. The prefiguration of the film (e.g., the
intentions of the filmmakers and the socio-cultural context of the production) is
discussed only in as far as it is important to understand the appropriation of the
films.
The chapter is structured as follows: in 3.2 and 3.3 we explore different
approaches to meaning and discuss Ricoeur's hermeneutical arc, which forms the
basis for our view on appropriation of meaning. In 3.4 the relevant aspects of the
configuration are discussed, followed by the relevant aspects of the refiguration in
3.5. A summary is given in 3.6, before turning to religious identity in chapter 4.

3.2 Different approaches to meaning
Before the theoretical framework is mapped out, it must be clear what
'meaning' means in the context of this research. Over the course of history, there
have been many different answers to this question. Meaning is studied in a broad
array of disciplines. From literary studies, to biblical studies, to cultural studies and
linguistics: in all disciplines the concept of meaning and how to arrive at it is
central. The discipline of film studies is no exception. Meaning can be approached
from a hermeneutical viewpoint, in which the researcher tries to bring his horizon
in accordance to the horizon of the film (Gadamer) and by which he comes to the
real meaning of the film through a structured method of identification and
argumentation (structuralism). Meaning can also be studied by a Bourdieuan
approach: meaning is socially constructed by adding value to a certain cultural
artefact.161 Something means something because a critic says so, but the inherent
artistic value cannot be scientifically determined. This leads to very different views
on the meaning and value of film. When the data from this study would be
examined from a Bourdieuan approach, for example, it is very important to look at
the social background of the participants and the way this influences their
interpretation, since in this approach it is assumed that the cultural capital one
Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: a social critique of the judgement of taste (London: Routledge,
2010).
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possesses leads to a certain evaluation of art and culture. The researcher would
expect that those with a higher education would value a film like Des hommes et des
dieux highly, while those with a lower education would prefer Blue like jazz. Not
because one is better than the other, but simply because one is considered highbrow
and the other lowbrow.162 Bourdieu’s sociological work has found its way into
theology as well. In practical theology, this approach is used by scholars like Elaine
Graham, who focus on gender practices and processes of transformation.163 The
Bourdieuan approach is valuable when one wants to investigate what kind of films
are preferred by whom and why, but for the purposes of our research it does not
suffice.
If one takes Gadamer's aesthetics as a starting point, the research would
look very different. The study would focus on the fusion of horizons and the
implications of this fusion for 'real' life. Gadamer states that encountering a work of
art in any way is not simply a theoretical enterprise, but an experience or event that
has a lasting impact on the user — a viewer of films or a visitor of a museum. In
watching a film like Mar Adentro, the initial beliefs of the viewer are challenged
(perhaps even changed) by identifying with the characters in the film, thereby
gaining a broader understanding of the subject. How this effect should be
researched is not very clear, since the writings of Gadamer were not empirical but
hermeneutical in nature.
Both approaches, and of course there are more possibilities, have their
value but are not entirely suitable for this research. We are mainly interested in the
relation between religious identity and meaning-making in a particular context
(orthodox Protestantism) and not so much in the power structures behind that
context. We assume that watching these three films can be a transformative
experience, but we are more interested in what goes on in the relation between the
spectator and the film than in the cues of the film that provoke that response per se.
As explained in the introduction, we use the narrative theory of the hermeneutical
arc by Paul Ricoeur to form the outlook of our theoretical framework instead of a
purely sociological or textual approach.
One of the central ideas of this thesis is that the meaning of a film is not
located only in the properties of the film text itself, but that it is an interplay
between viewers, filmmakers and film. The film text (the total of cues in the film),
arranged by a team of filmmakers in their own socio-cultural context, is the basic
material, but it is the viewer’s task to infer meaning from processes of perception

On an individual level such differences did occur, but since this is not the main focus of
this study it is not further investigated.
163 Elaine L. Graham, Transforming Practice: Pastoral Theology in an Age of Uncertainty (Eugene,
OR: Wipf and Stock Pub., 2002).
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and meaning (on the basis of experience and other traits). Or as David Bordwell
164

puts it: "Meanings are not found but made."
In the terms of Ricoeur’s hermeneutical arc, the focus is on the refiguration
rather than configuration or prefiguration of the film experience. The interest is in
the appropriation of the meaning of films by the participants. Instead of choosing a
cognitive approach in which the reception process — the experience of watching
and understanding the film — is unravelled, the focus is on what it is that
audiences eventually do with the film.165

3.3 Appropriation and the hermeneutical arc
In the introduction we referred to Paul Ricoeur’s hermeneutical arc and its
application to film viewing. In this section, the value of Ricoeur’s theory for the
theoretical framework is further explored.
In his monumental work Time and Narrative I-III, one of Ricoeur's main
concerns is what he calls mimesis, the relationship between text and reality.166 In
understanding a text, it is not only that text itself that is important, but also the
world behind the text (the world of the author) and the world in front of the text
(the world of the reader). These moments constitute what he calls the hermeneutical
arc: the world 'behind' the text (mimesis1, prefiguration, the context of the narrator),
the world 'of' the text (mimesis2, configuration, the carefully arranged pattern of
specific events) and the world 'in front of' the text (mimesis3, refiguration, the
construction that is made by the reader and where the meaning is appropriated).167
Applied to film, it means the following. The prefiguration is the world
behind the film, the context of the filmmakers. This is more than just the intention
of the filmmakers, it also entails their worldview, their cultural background and
repertoire, and so on. It can be seen as the horizon of the filmmakers.
The configuration is the film itself as it is viewed in a cinema room or at
home on a DVD set or iPad. Viewing a film is a complicated cognitive process in
which properties of the film interact with properties of the viewers. We will discuss
this in more detail in the next section. The refiguration is the world in front of the
text. It is also the impression of the film that is made in the mind of the viewer by
watching the film and can be compared to the 'received text' in film theory.168 The
refiguration also refers to the functions of the film for the viewer. Together, the
David Bordwell, Making Meaning. Inference and Rhetoric in the Interpretation of Cinema
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1989), 3.
165 Mikos, "Analysis of Film.”
166 A.W Zwiep, Tussen tekst en lezer: een historische inleiding in de bijbelse hermeneutiek Dl. II,
(Amsterdam: VU University Press, 2013).
167 Ricoeur, Time and narrative I, 54-70 (subscript his).
168 Ibid.
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meaning of the film and its function for the viewer form the appropriation as
considered in this study and this part of the hermeneutical process is the main
focus.
The hermeneutical arc cannot only be applied to the film itself, but also on
the viewing process of the viewer. The viewer has a prefiguration too, that is at
least equally important in the reception process as the intention or background of
the filmmakers. The understanding of an Indian Bollywood film is very different
for Indian viewers and Western viewers. A Dutch viewer may see an almost
incomprehensible and very long exotic blend of singing, dancing and melodrama,
where an Indian viewer is enthralled by the careful process in which her cultural
norms are confirmed. Differences in prefiguration also explain why some viewers
thoroughly enjoy the films of the Russian filmmaker Andrei Tarkovsky as
intellectual masterpieces, while others experience it as excruciatingly slow or
boring.
In this research project, this means that viewers will experience the films
differently for different reasons. Some viewers are used to watching art house films
such as Des Hommes et des Dieux, for others it is completely new to see a film in
another language than Dutch or English. Not only their religious identity is
different, ensuring different 'prefiguration starting positions' but also their level of
cultural competence, level of education and viewing experience. Someone who has
gone through a similar process as Don, the main character in Blue like jazz, will
watch the movie differently than someone who has never been outside one’s own
environment. The film itself (configuration) is experienced differently and hence the
function the film performs is different too (refiguration). As a result, the research
project must be narrowly focused. It is not the goal to explain all differences
between different viewers or categories of viewers. If that were the case, a different
study design is necessary to carefully unravel all possible variables and a more
cognitive or sociological quantitative study (or at the very least mixed methods)
would be more suited.
This study cares to describe and understand the relation between religious
identity and film appropriation — not as an explaining variable, but as a first
exploration of an important part of viewers that is rarely focused on in research. In
that process, naturally some differences between viewers will occur and they will
be of interest to understand how orthodox Protestant viewers appropriate films.
They will not, however, be seen as causal nor can the exact level of correlation be
determined.
In terms of Ricoeur’s hermeneutical arc, religious identity is first of all part
of the prefiguration of the participants. Their religious background will have its
impact on the way they interpret the film. A Christian viewer will more often see
religious themes in a film than a non-Christian, even in films that are not made by
Christian directors — hence the tendency to see Christian themes in secular movies
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by theologians who write on film.169 While this can lead to some eisegesis instead of
exegesis, in our view it does not mean that the interpretation of such a Christian
theologian is entirely flawed. (S)he sees the film against her own background and
can only understand the film through the lens of that background.170 That does not
mean that the viewer can make the film mean anything: the film text (the
configuration) allows only for a certain width of interpretations.171 It means that the
meaning of a film is seen not as a static element that the 'ideal' viewer can interpret
to come to the 'right' meaning, but rather as a result of the interplay of
prefiguration, configuration and refiguration in the hermeneutical process that will
vary across different viewers, but only to a certain extent. We will elaborate on this
when the pro-filmic theory of Martin Barker is explained below. Second, the
participant’s religious identity is also part of the refiguration: after the film is
appropriated, the meaning of the film could make a mark on the religious identity,
thereby changing the viewer. This leads to a new situation in the prefiguration, and
so on.
The many different elements in prefiguration, configuration and
refiguration make audience reception research quite complicated. As stated above,
within this practical theological study the focus is on the appropriation of narrative
films and the relation with the viewer’s religious identity as main elements for
analysis. The focus of research is on refiguration, and the appropriation of the film
especially.
This is also the focus of the construction of our theoretical framework and
thus of the rest of this chapter. But since the refiguration only occurs after watching
the film (the configuration) and watching that film comes from a particular position
of both viewers and filmmakers (the prefiguration), they need to be discussed in as
far as they are important for the appropriation process. In this sense, Ricoeur’s
hermeneutical arc forms the foundation on which the house of the theoretical
framework is built. In the rest of this chapter we will construct this theoretical
framework, using the discipline of film studies to explain both the workings of the
film text (configuration: 3.3) and the place of the viewers in this process
(refiguration: 3.4).

This is partly due to the fact that Christianity is such a large part of Western cultural
history that even secular filmmakers will often use that Christian repertoire even when they
are not aware of it. For Christians, these remnants of Christianity are easier to recognise. In
this sense, Christian themes are part of the prefiguration of both filmmakers and audience.
170 See also Clive Marsh, Cinema and Sentiment.
171 More on this below.
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3.4 Configuration: properties of the film
In this paragraph the properties of film itself are discussed, in relation to
the appropriation process of the viewer (see 3.4). As explained earlier, the focus is
on film theories within a cultural studies and social construction paradigm. The
central ideas of film theory within a cultural study paradigm fits this study best,
since its focus on production, text and consumption together resembles the
hermeneutical arc of Ricoeur.172 Other theories, such as structuralism or
psychoanalytical film theory, focus solely on the properties of the film text itself
(that is: on the configuration) and tend to underscore the effects of the prefiguration
and the refiguration. Since the relation between the refiguration, prefiguration and
configuration is the main focus of the present study, these theories are left aside.173
In the following sections, those properties of the configuration that relate to the
appropriation process of the viewer are discussed with the insights of neoformalist
film theory, which sees film viewing as an active cognitive process of the viewer.
The configuration of a film is in itself a complicated, multi-layered text. In
film analysis, often three layers of a film are distinguished: the filmic layer (what
Bordwell calls 'style': the specific film attributes that filmmakers use, such as
cinematography, editing and mise-en-scene), the narrative layer (the storyline of
the film, often described as fable and sujet174) and the symbolic or ideological layer
(not only the use of symbols but also the worldview implicit in the film or the
ideological stance of the film text).175 The meaning of a film is seen as a result of
these three layers and the interaction of viewers with these layers.
3.4.1 Cognitive cues and pro-filmic theory
One of the most important bodies of theory on the subject of film analysis is
the cognitive approach that is developed by David Bordwell and Kristin Thompon.
Bordwell and Thompson’s writings on film art and narration are standard
textbooks in most universities and no study in film studies can deny the importance
of their work.
Bordwell states that a film provides certain cues on which the viewer builds
an interpretation through a process of induction. In short, Bordwell argues as
follows: a film consists of thousands of cues, which are used by a spectator to
See also Bakker, Jezus in Beeld.
The reader is referred to standard works in the field if interested in these theories. For
cognitive views on film see Bordwell and Thompson, Film Art or David Bordwell, Narration
in the Fiction Film (London: Routledge, 1985). On narration theory applied to film from a
more literary paradigm see Peter Verstraten and Mieke Bal, Handboek filmnarratologie
(Nijmegen: Vantilt, 2008).
174 'Sujet' is an originally Russian term and is spelled differently in English by different
authors (syuzhet, sjužet, suzet).
175 Chris Vos, Het verleden in bewegend beeld: inleiding in de analyse van audiovisueel materiaal
(Houten: De Haan, 1991).
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actively construct the meaning by many inferential activities. The spectator draws
on many cognitive structures, previous knowledge and cognitive processes in order
to perceive links between different shots, scenes or reality. All of the information
the film provides is built into the constructed meaning by the spectator.
Although this is clearly a constructivist position, Bordwell is keen to stress
that any film cannot mean anything to just any viewer. Meaning-making is not an
ex nihilo construction but based on material that is already there.176 The cues that a
film provides limit the interpretations that the spectator can give of a film. The title
of one of Bordwell’s books, Narration in the Fiction Film, could suggest that meaning
is derived from the storyline only, but that is certainly not what Bordwell intends.
Rather, the cues that films use to communicate meaning, are on all three levels of
the film: the filmic layer, the narrative layer and the symbolic layer. For the
understanding of the narrative (and thus for its appropriation!), the filmic layer and
the symbolic layer are as important as the narrative layer itself. Everything contains
cues and the spectator uses these consciously and unconsciously.
Bordwell’s work is not in any way empirical, his viewer is a hypothetical
construct:
[T]he 'spectator' is not a particular person, not even me. Nor is the spectator
an 'ideal reader', which in recent reader-response criticism tends to be the
most fully equipped receiver the text could imagine, the one most adequate
to all the aspects of meaning presented. I adopt the term 'viewer' or
'spectator' to name a hypothetical entity executing the operations relevant to
constructing a story out of the film’s representation. … Insofar as an empirical
viewer makes sense of the story, his or her activities coincide with the process I will
be describing.177
Kristin Thompson based herself on Bordwell’s cognitive approach but stays
closer to the literary theory of the Russian Formalists, which she extended and
improved to form the school of 'neoformalism'.178 The basic idea of neoformalist
film theory is the emphasis on form: the way the film conveys the meaning through
its style and content together. Bordwell and Thompson see film as a system that a
viewer constructs actively.179 In this process, all three levels of a film (filmic,
narrative and symbolic) must be taken together and cannot be separated.
Bordwell, Making Meaning, 3.
David Bordwell, Narration in the Fiction Film, 30 (emphasis added).
178 By some scholars, Bordwell is considered neoformalist as well, but it is closer connected to
Thompson. Bordwell certainly draws upon the Russian Formalists though, see the
Introduction of Narration in the Fiction Film.
179 For an extensive introduction in the neoformalist theory, see Bordwell and Thompson,
Film Art.
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Another important concept in neoformalism is defamiliarisation or
alienation, which stresses the difference between film as an art form and our
everyday lives. The main function of film is to lift the viewer from everyday
experience, that is: from the routine and ordinary life. The character of art is such
that it breaks this routine and emphasises that which is not ordinary.
It also stresses the different nature of the universe of the film and the reality
of the viewer. Other rules apply in the world of the film than in 'real' life. General
principles of logic (such as 'it is not possible to travel through time') can be put
aside for the duration of the film. What counts is how the different parts of the film
and of its story measure up in the grand total of the film world. Thus, the fact that
Marty McFly can travel with a time machine makes perfect sense in the context of
Back to the future. By no means does a viewer of this film think that (s)he will be
capable of doing the same thing. Importantly, this also works in a moral sense. The
viewer can involve himself in the world of two criminal hit men in Pulp Fiction,
even if he would never associate himself with anything illegal in real life. In
neoformalism, the world of the artwork and the real world are thus two different
things.180 Norms and values that apply in the real world, may be broken in the film
—a spectator will not assume that murder is all right because it happens in a film
such as Pulp Fiction.
The stress on the viewer’s active cognitive processing and the function of
defamiliarisation gives a theoretical basis that maintains a clear role for the film
itself (the collection of cues that form the film text or the configuration) and for an
active viewer, who perceives these cues and uses them to construct his own
meaning of the film (the received text). It also allows for an emphasis on the
appropriation of the film by the viewer. If the function of film is to defamiliarise the
viewer from the ordinary, it means that the viewer sees (a part of) the world in a
new light.
Neoformalism is not free from difficulties. First of all, Bordwell’s spectator
is a cognitive, theoretical construct that does not necessarily exists. In order to use
this framework in an empirical study, some adaptation is necessary. Also, the
process of inferring meaning from the film is an almost entirely rational and
cognitive event in the view of many neoformalists, with an unclear role for affect
and emotions.181
These points of critique on neoformalism have been put forward as well by
the British film scholar Martin Barker.182 He too follows the trace of the
neoformalists but his main asset is that he combines Bordwell’s and Thompson’s
This does not mean the two have no connections at all, as will be explained below.
Barker points out that Thompson does refer to emotion but it is unclear to what effect.
182 Barker is editor of the online journal Participations and closely involved in the worldwide
research into Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit, see Martin Barker & Ernest Mathijs, eds.,
Watching the Lord of the Rings: Tolkien’s World Audiences, NY: Peter Lang, 2007).
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approach with a clearer cultural studies approach.183 His pro-filmic theory takes
seriously both the film as a text that conveys meaning and the audience with his
own response to it. In building on Thompson’s theory in particular, he also brings
the experience of the actual viewer, with sensuous, emotional and social aspects
into the equation.184 He not only explicitly examines the workings of the film text
itself, but also certain production and consumption aspects. Furthermore, he uses
film analysis together with empirical research, which makes him very relevant to
our study because his theory entails prefiguration, configuration and refiguration
aspects.
Barker shares with Bordwell an antipathy for psycho-analytical theory and
hermeneutical approaches, which he sees as highly speculative. Many ideological
approaches build an abstract theory around films but have no eye for the particular
meanings of individual films, says Barker.185 Instead, he proposes a more
transparent style that seeks to interpret any film on its own merits rather than
piling films together in one great Theory. Crucial is his insistence to analyse films in
relation to their wider context. He calls his way of analysing a film 'pro-filmic
theory':
Pro-filmic theory, then, is that aggregate of concepts through which we can
address films as constituting imaginative universes. These generate possible
(sensuous, emotional, aesthetic, cognitive, social) roles for audiences to
occupy. Through inhabiting these, they can construct an engagement with
the film’s process. In and through this process, films proffer proposals for
how the imaginative universe might be brought into relation with other
aspects of its audiences’ lives. Pro-filmic theory therefore always reaches out
beyond films themselves to the surrounding worlds of film production and
distribution, to the histories of cinema and its role in people’s lives, to different
communities of response, and so on.186
Bordwell’s spectator is called implied audience by Barker. That too is a
theoretical concept, but he defines it in such a way that it becomes relevant to the
narrative approach in our study. Barker speaks about audiences 'fulfilling a role' by

Even though Bordwell mostly focuses on the film text itself and the analysis of its formal
characteristics, his approach falls much more in cultural studies than the former
hermeneutical approaches to film theory, such as post-structuralist theories or psychoanalytical, Lacanian theories. See especially Bordwell and Carroll, Post-Theory which clearly
has a cultural studies preference.
184 Barker, From Antz to Titanic.
185 See also Bordwell and Carroll, Post-Theory. Note that many publiciations in the field of
film and religion run the same risk.
186 Barker, From Antz to Titanic, 193 (emphasis added).
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enjoying and interpreting a film. This 'role of the implied audience' is a role that the
film opens up for actual viewers and that they can be capable or not capable of
fulfilling: “The role is made up of the sequence and the sum-total of cued responses
necessary for participation in the world of the story.”187 If the cues are not picked up or if
the viewer refuses the cues, (s)he becomes unable to participate in the world of the
story.
These responses to the cues in the narrated world are manifold and occur
on many levels: physically (for example when one cries when watching a
melodrama or gets goose bumps during a particularly chilling scene), emotionally
(one can actually feel sad for the characters in a melodrama or excited in a thriller),
sensually (there is a certain pleasure in watching a movie), aesthetically (depending
on the film but especially art house films require some sort of aesthetic response)
and intellectually (one needs to think through the events in the story in order to
follow it, especially in 'puzzle films' such as Memento).
Barker follows Bordwell in stating that the viewer actively constructs the
meaning of a film by a process of deduction. Based on the cues in the film, the
viewer forms hypotheses about the characters, their motivations and the events in
the narrated world, (s)he guessed ahead on the basis of what is presented.188 Based
on the cues from the film, (s)he sometimes has to revisit or re-evaluate certain
earlier scenes when the hypotheses are not being confirmed, on occasion (s)he is
puzzled or confused, needing to work out whether to trust or distrust the cues that
are handed to him. Guided by the information from the film, (s)he takes a stance for
the protagonist and against the antagonists (even if the character in question is
utterly loathable such as Frank Underwood in House of Cards). The whole purpose
of that complicated enterprise is to piece together a construct of the film in the
viewer’s mind (comparable with the received text in many other theories), which
makes it possible to answer the question what the film is about. In this regard, both
Barker’s pro-filmic theory and neoformalism follow the Russian Formalists in
distinguishing between fable (the actual events in chronological order, whether they
are screened or not) and sujet (the plot, the events as they are shown on the screen).
The main task of the viewer is to construct the fable based on the cues in the sujet.189
Barker builds on this central idea, but broadens the narrow cognitive focus by
focussing on affective aspects of film watching as well.
For Barker, the key to going from the film (configuration) to the audience
(refiguration) is his concept of stepping into a role that "any actual member of the
audience of a film must enter into, to some degree, if s/he is to attain a meaningful

Ibid., 48.
See Bordwell’s famous and excellent example of Rear Window in Bordwell, Narration in the
Fiction Film.
189 Bordwell, Narration in the Fiction Film, chapter 4. See also note 174 for the spelling of 'sujet'.
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encounter with the film."190 It is thus both a theoretical construct (as is Bordwell’s
spectator) that emerges from the way the film presents itself as a role that actual
viewers must occupy. Any actual viewer will to some degree step into this role of
the implied audience, although nobody will be able to pick up every cue of the film
(not even an academic film scholar) and some will fail or refuse the role — because
they cannot understand the storyline, disagree with the film’s perceived message or
because they dislike the style of the film.
By using the concept of the implied audience as the total sum and order of
the cues in the film, Barker both allows for an analysis of the film as text (the
implied audience) and for a focus on how the audience handles this text (the actual
audience). He thereby offers the present research a theoretical bridge between the
film as text and the appropriation of that text by viewers. Moreover, the idea of the
audience as performing a role when watching films, makes his theory very
worthwhile in our narrative approach.
Another reason Barker’s theory is useful for the present study is the way
Barker connects the fictional universe of the film with the reality of the viewer. He
insists it is important to both analyse the film itself (configuration) as the audience’s
response to that film (refiguration). They need not necessarily be the same.191 The
analysis of the film and the audience response to a film together shed light on what
a film 'does', why film matters and what film can mean in the lives of real people.
A film calls into being an alternative, imaginative universe, both through its
own characteristics as a film text (film form) and through the ways audiences pick
up the cues in the film and 'create' a universe in their heads. It is these imaginative
universes — filtered by previous experiences, norms and values, reflections, et
cetera — and not the film itself that have a bearing on one’s life outside of the
cinema. Barker does not deny that films can have a great function in people’s daily
lives, but polemically argues against the idea that films directly influence (and
harm) an innocent public.192
For this refusal of any direct influences, he bases himself on the concept of
defamiliarisaton in the neoformalist theory of Kristin Thompson in particular. The
film text as a formal system and life are two different entities. So rather than
implying that film has a direct effect on a (passive) audience, a film opens up an
imaginative world, with which the viewer reacts and engages, thinks about, cares
about. It is that intermediated response that is capable of changing one’s real world,
not the film itself.
This insight helps a theological approach to film and theology, as the
British theologian Clive Marsh has realised as well. He incorporates Barker’s theory
Martin Barker, From Antz to Titanic, 48.
Cf. the approach of Gräb et al. who used a similar approach and found that the audiences
they researched came to different conclusions.
192 Barker, From Antz to Titanic, 174-175.
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but may underestimate the value pro-filmic theory can have in overcoming a
merely moralistic view on film. This is very worthwhile, since many studies in the
field of film and theology — and certainly many reactions of 'lay' viewers — are
still based on the premise of the 'magic bullet theory'.193 Barker strongly objects
against effect theories and the idea that film is some sort of magic bullet. His theory
offers an excellent rebuttal because it shows how audiences are active by stepping
into a role (albeit unconsciously) and because he allows for more than just a
cognitive approach to spectators (the major drawback of Bordwell’s concept of
spectator) and also includes emotions and the cultural context. There are no direct
effects, states Barker:
What in fact appear are responses: that is, real people combining their
understanding of a film, their degree and kind of emotional involvement in
it, their (aesthetic, moral, cultural) evaluation of it, and their weighing of its
significance (which often includes having all kinds of ideas about who it is
for and, oddly, what kinds of 'effect' it might have!).194
For Barker, the significance of a film for viewers (what is called its
appropriation in this study), is perceived by viewers as an effect, but this is actively
constructed by the audience and mediated by cultural, aesthetic and moral
evaluations. Barker states that such effects are not directly springing from the
fictional world, but that they are mediated by the background and evaluation of the
viewers. In his view, the imaginative world of the film works through the active
constructions of the viewer (if they take up the role of implied audience) and any
effect that the fictional world of the film may have in the real world is mediated
through the background of the audience.
This leaves room for the fictional world to operate on its own. That is the
key to formalist thought: by offering imaginative universes, governed by their own
rules, logic and morality, films defamiliarise viewers from their own lives. They
offer escapism (being away from one’s own world) but also opportunities for
exploration and moral reflection. Thus, these fictional universes open up space in
the real world to use films as an aesthetic moral laboratory where viewpoints can
be discussed and tried out.195 This resembles the concept of semantic innovation, a
term that is used by Ricoeur and has found its way into theology through the
practical theologian Heinz Streib. This is the topic of the next section.

See chapter 2.
Barker, From Antz to Titanic, 188-189. Note how the aesthetic, moral and cultural
evaluation relate to the three levels of evaluation that are discussed in 3.5.2.
195 Note how this can also create the necessary narrative space for identity development in
real life. This subject will be elaborated in chapter 4.
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3.4.2 Semantic innovation
Semantic innovation refers to the ability of language to take on endless new
meanings. In The rule of metaphor, Ricoeur showed that metaphors create a surplus
of meaning — by using a word in a certain context of a sentence and an entire
discourse, it takes on a new meaning that is only understood by seeing the word in
its context. The same goes for fiction: through writing a story, a writer creates ever
new plots and ever new meanings, and these semantic innovations open up
possibilities to understand the word anew.
It is this concept of semantic innovation that best describes what Barker
means when he says that the imaginative universes of films have significance in the
real world but not as a direct effect. The significance of the films is in the semantic
innovation that occurs by creating — and understanding — fictional stories again
and again. This semantic innovation of the fictional world opens up possibilities to
understand the real world anew. What else is fiction but creating new plots,
building on older forms and genre types but always re-actualising it in new
contexts and stories. The whole point of creating narratives is to create variations in
meaning that help readers negotiate between the two poles of idem and ipse
identity196, says Ricoeur: "In this sense, literature proves to consist in a vast
laboratory for thought experiments in which the resources of variation
encompassed by narrative identity are put to the test of narration."197
Stories work as laboratories that help us experiment with different
possibilities. They show an endless variation, not only in characters but also in the
way these characters react to situations and open up new ways of looking at the
world. It is this function of narrative that links fictional stories to 'real' life. Fiction is
more than a 'laboratory for thought experiments', because the outcomes of such
experiments have the power to change real lives. Ricoeur states this power of
transformation in a well known passage:
Narrative fiction, we said, 'imitates' human action, not only in that, before
referring to the text, it refers to our own pre-understanding of the
meaningful structures of action and of its temporal dimensions, but also in
that it contributes, beyond the text, to reshaping these structures and
dimensions in accordance with the imaginary configurations of the plot.
Fiction has the power to 'remake' reality and, within the framework of
narrative fiction in particular, to remake real praxis to the extent that the
text intentionally aims at a horizon of a new reality which we may call a
world. It is this world of the text which intervenes in the world of action in
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See also chapter 4 for a full explanation of these terms.
Ricoeur, Oneself as Another, 148.
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order to give it a new configuration, or, as we might say, in order to
transfigure it.198
Practical theologian Heinz Streib refers to this part of Ricoeur’s theory in
his view of fiction as "it-could-be-otherwise-stories.”199 Emplotment creates a
double reference of the story, Streib says, by referring first to the particular
situation of the characters in the plot and secondly to fictional alternatives. In
fiction, new plots are constantly invented, offering an endless supply of learning
opportunities. Streib then applies Ricoeur’s hermeneutics to religion and religious
education. Just like Ricoeur always insisted that there is no direct route to
understanding (contra Dilthey’s concept of Verstehen), but one always needs the
detour of symbolic interaction, Streib insists that a similar detour is needed in
religious communication. He finds this detour in fiction’s capacities as 'it-could-beotherwise-stories': neither the dry language of religious explanations or theological
theories, nor the illusionary assumption of immediate understanding will do. What
is needed, is the detour of religious stories.
It is the character of it-could-be-otherwise-stories told in the religious
communities, it is the feature of this kind of semantic innovation that is able
— by means of its double reference — to relate the human alienation in its
concreteness and particularity to salvation in all its dimensions.200
Combined, the insights from film studies (most importantly Barker’s profilmic theory), Ricoeur’s philosophical theory and the practical theological insights
of Streib, form a theoretical model for how the configuration of the film text can
work out in the refiguration of the world before the text. In this connection, the
viewer has an active part. It is his appropriation that makes this connection
possible. In his pro-filmic theory, Barker has explored the implied audience, but not
necessarily the properties of the real audience. To move from the theoretical
construct of the implied audience, the properties of the actual viewers are more
closely examined in the next section.
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3.5 Refiguration: properties of the viewer
The previous section had its focus on the properties of the film text (the
configuration). It is now time to turn to the viewers and the interplay of film and
viewer in the construction of meaning and appropriation of films (the refiguration).
First, three different levels of processing a film are offered in 3.5.1; followed by an
examination of different levels of normativity that are used in evaluating a film.
The last section of the chapter examines the different functions films may perform
for viewers.
3.5.1 The three layers of processing a film
The three layers in films can also be related to different levels of processing
in the viewer. Donald Norman,201 writing on the emotional effects of all sorts of
design products, refers to the theory of film scholar Jon Boorstin202 to explain these
levels. He distinguishes between the visceral level, the behavioural level and the
reflective level of emotional response. Norman’s theory is used here because it
provides a link between the elements of the film (the configuration) and the
response in the viewers. His levels of processing focus not only on the cognitive but
also the emotional reactions that films provoke. His three levels correspond rather
neatly to the three levels of films: the filmic, narrative and symbolic level.
The filmic layer evokes a 'visceral' response, the "gut reactions of the lizard
203
brain.” A filmmaker manipulates these visceral responses mostly by the use of
filmic means: the use of camera positions, mise-en-scene, editing, sound, et cetera.
The use of music in horror movies is a prime example: it enhances the feeling of
fear, while the viewer thinks it is the storyline that is scary (but remove the music in
most horror movies and nothing happens).
The narrative layer, which corresponds to Norman’s behavioural level of
processing evokes strong, intuitive emotions that are unmediated by the ratio. They
are felt, unconsciously. On this level, the viewer is immersed in the story,
sometimes experiencing the circumstances in the movie as if he was participating
himself. This is where involvement occurs and identification with the characters
happens. If a film is enjoyed properly, the viewer feels lost in the movie (Norman
compares this to the concept of 'flow')204. It is the level of escapism and catharsis.
This behavioural level is where many of the writings on audience response studies
focus on, see for example Ed Tan’s early work on A- and F-emotions or Clive
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Marsh’s Cinema and Sentiment.205 As with the visceral level, the behavioural
processing occurs largely unconsciously, argues Norman — as soon as one realises
what is going on, one has entered the reflective level.206
As soon as the mind comes in and the viewer thinks about the film, during
the screening or afterwards, he starts to process on the reflective level. All conscious
processing is reflective, whether it is about the cinematography or the underlying
theme or message of the movie. Thus, the reflective layer not only corresponds to
the symbolic layer, where thinking about the symbols, message and theme of the
movie is required, but also to the other two levels. Talking or thinking about the
visceral level leads a respondent to move from the visceral level (what (s)he feels on
an unconscious level) to the reflective (how come I feel this or that). In everyday
film viewing, not every viewer always arrives at this reflective level. Some films are
superficially seen by way of relaxation and quickly forgotten after the last scene.
Hollywood type films have such a narrative and filmic structure that the visceral
and behavioural levels of processing can occur entirely unconsciously. Other films
demand further reflection to fully understand them, such as the narrative layers in
The Usual Suspects or Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind. These make it impossible
for viewers to process the film only on the visceral and reflective layer, by actively
drawing viewers towards the reflective level. They are films to "chew on,” as some
of the participants phrased it.
The visceral and behavioural layers are not directly accessible for
researchers.207 By interviewing the participants after their film experience, they are
asked to think about their film experience and thus questioned on the reflective
level. It is thus impossible to investigate the participants processing of the visceral
and vicarious levels directly, although some traces of these levels can be traced in
the interviews when participants speak about their identification process or
emotional response to the images spontaneously. This is inherent to the research
process — but even though the participants are aware that they are in a research
project and tend to think about the screened films more consciously than they
would normally do, an important part of watching films together with others is
always to talk about them afterwards. In other words: the participants are brought

Ed Tan, "Film-Induced Affect as a Witness Emotion," Poetics 23, no. 1–2 (1995): 7–32;
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to the reflective layer more consciously than they would normally do, but the
reflective layer is usually present in ordinary circumstances too.
A relation between the viewer’s appropriation and his religious identity
will occur on the reflective level. This relation may occur on any one (or all) of the
visceral-filmic layer (e.g. through the music or the way of filming), the behaviouralnarrative layer (e.g. through involvement with the characters and immersion in the
story) and the symbolic layer (e.g. through the theme or metaphors of the film).
3.5.2 Evaluation of films: levels of normativity
The visceral, behavioural and reflective layers form a theoretical basis for
the largely unconscious emotional responses of films. But films are also consciously
evaluated and this evaluation will have a large effect on the appropriation of a film.
Why understand, remember or use a film if you hate it?
Viewers have different reasons for liking or disliking films. Some prefer
stories that are literal adaptions of true stories, others value very hermetic art house
films and yet others seek nothing else but escapism in romantic comedies or
melodramas. Evaluation also relates to Ricoeur’s hermeneutical arc: one can place
its emphasis on the prefiguration, the configuration or the refiguration. Some
viewers find it very important what the intentions of the filmmakers are
(prefiguration). Others insist on interpreting the film only as work of art, giving a
strictly formal interpretation of properties of the film itself (configuration) and yet
others are concerned with what a film has to teach about reality (refiguration).
For the purposes of this study it is thus not only necessary to look at
whether or not the films are evaluated positively, but also how this evaluation
comes about. What norms are used in evaluating films? Besides the functions that
films can perform for viewers (see next section) this is an important aspect of the
appropriation of narrative films.
In order to study the participants’ evaluation, we distinguish three different
layers of normativity: the dogmatic, ethical and aesthetic layer of normativity.208
These terms were coined by Ganzevoort to show how people judge stories (or
religious praxis) with different criteria. These criteria can be found in three
categories: in truth (dogmatic layer of normativity), goodness (ethical layer of
normativity) and beauty (aesthetic layer of normativity).209
The dogmatic layer of normativity is concerned with the depiction of reality
in films and the way it relates to beliefs and convictions of the viewer. It asks: Is this
true? Is the world (or God) represented in accordance with my idea of the truth? For
example: When a film is based on a true story, does it confirm to the real people
behind it? Is Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings trilogy adapted in a way that is "true,” are
Ganzevoort, De hand van God, 160-161.
For the labels dogmatic, ethical and aesthetical normativity see Rinke van Hell, ’Kerk en
film mogen in debat. Interview met Ruard Ganzevoort’, CV Koers, 5 november 2010, 59.
208
209
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all characters, scenes and storylines represented in a way that does justice to
Tolkien’s books? Or does Exodus: Of kings and men tell the 'right' story about Moses?
For most Christian viewers, this means: is the film depicting reality according to
Biblical norms?210 This is the dominant evaluation strategy in Christian film
criticism, states Ganzevoort.211 It is a poetics of film that is highly mimetic; films
should reflect reality and have something to teach about the world. If that means
that a film also shows the bleak aspects of reality, through foul language or a
realistic depiction of sex, this is not necessarily wrong because the films are then
said to reflect the fall in creation.212
The second level is the ethical level of normativity; this is concerned with
the goodness of the reality in the film. It asks: Is this right? Is the way the main
characters deal with dilemma’s and ethical issues justified? For many conservative
Christian viewers, this is the main evaluation. The film is judged entirely (or almost
entirely) according to Biblical norms and values. If the language is too explicit or
there is any form or nudity or sex, the film is deemed unworthy of watching. As a
result, people avoid all secular films (because in almost every film there is some
sort of swearing or sexuality) or all R-rated films. A film like The Godfather is
refused because no Christian should ever watch films about the Mafia, particularly
if they are so violent as this film. However, other Christian viewers value The
Godfather saga precisely because in its violence it shows what the consequences of
choices are and because it shows how the soul of man is easily corrupted. These
viewers value the ethical layer in light of the dogmatic (and perhaps aesthetic level,
see below). Importantly, the ethical level is not only used by Christian viewers.
Many discussions in the media about the supposed effects of violent films are
essentially about the dominance of an ethical normativity over an aesthetic or
dogmatic normativity.213
The third level of normativity is the aesthetic level, which judges a film on
its qualities as piece of art. This level of normativity asks: Is this beautiful and am I
being touched by this work of art? It should not be equated with evaluations on the
filmic layer only. The aesthetic layer is more about allowing to place one's own life

Hence the label 'dogmatic', though this should not be confused with 'dogmatics', i.e. the
discipline in systematic theology that is concerned with doctrine and a systematic account of
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211 Ibid.
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next to the imaginative universe (with all its aesthetic properties). In Barker's terms:
is there space between the fictional world and the real world?
It is important to note that beauty is not equated with positive stories or
beauty only. Dark or violent films such as Festen (Thomas Vinterberg) can be seen
as beautiful too, for many different reasons. An excruciating and in many ways
'ugly' film as Son of Saul (Lásló Nemes) is still aesthetically a very strong film. The
main criterion is whether the film offers space for the viewer to offer his own
interpretation and to be touched by the film (both cognitively and affectively).214
Evaluating the film on the aesthetic level is characterised by openness. The viewer
finds the space to relate in her own ways to the fictional world. Some films are
better suited than others to provide this space. In that sense, the aesthetic level is
about processing those aspects of a film that touch the viewer: a film does not work
if it only informs or offers an opinion about an ethical dilemma. The film should
touch the viewer in an artistic sense, too.
We shall see in chapter 6 that some participants do not reach the aesthetic
level of processing with Mar Adentro because they find the film judgemental. Films
as Le scaphandre et le papillon (Schnabel, 2007) or Michael Haneke's Amour offer more
space to form one's own opinion. In these cases, both art house films, the filmic
properties of the films offer more space. The many positive reactions on Mar
Adentro in chapter 6 show how the finding of this reflective space on the aesthetic
level is a personal affair, that is depended on many different factors. Evaluating a
film is always subjective.
The three layers of normativity correspond to the aesthetical categories of
truth, goodness and beauty. In the l'art-pour-l'art criticism that has become
dominant in the twentieth century, only the latter category (beauty) was seen as
valuable. Any question about a films level of mimesis or pragmatic relations with
the world were considered 'bourgeois' or moralistic. However, for many viewers, a
sole emphasis on beauty alone is not enough. Only rarely do people mention the
filmic layer or the artistic properties as the primary reason to watch films. They
refer to the possibilities of films for value reflection and educational purposes much
more (see chapter 6). Therefore, judging films on aesthetic standards alone is not
enough. A more complete view on normativity is needed, offered by the dogmatic,
ethic and aesthetic levels.
Evaluation is not the only aspect of appropriation however. Appropriation
is also the use of film in one’s everyday life. After all, in 3.4.2 it was argued that
films form laboratories in which viewers can do experiments that help them to lead
or understand their lives. These functions of films will be the focus of the last
section in this chapter.
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3.5.3 The functions of films
One of the most important features of film is that it has an emotional
impact on the viewer.215 It is through this emotional response that film works. There
is still little understanding on how this emotional appropriation works, but that it
does seems clear:
[…] there is widespread evidence that film-watching can 'do something' to
people emotionally. It is difficult to theorise adequately, especially since
different films do different things to people, but the theorising is
nevertheless worth engaging in. It is even more difficult to assess what
lasting influence and ideological or behavioural change, if any, may result
from the emotional impact of films.216
Part of why the researching of this emotional impact is so difficult, is that is
not a one-way street. It has already been argued that the meaning of a film is
actively constructed by viewers and that it is impossible to say that a film has 'an'
effect on viewers directly. Rather, film works through the interplay between the
fictional world and the real world of the viewer. Without an emotional impact,
however, a film will never be able to perform any function at all (see chapter 6).
The emotional impact of films occurs through all layers of the film and
through all layers of processing in the viewers. The filmic-visceral layer is equally
important (most film scholars would say more important) as the narrativebehavioural layer in provoking emotions. Through close-ups, music, camera
standpoints and the like, the viewer is 'manipulated' towards certain emotional
responses (the visceral response as Norman calls it). Usually, especially in
Hollywood movies, this will be done in a subtle and hardly noticeable way, so that
the 'ordinary' viewer only perceives these manipulations subconsciously — when
the filmic means are used too obviously to provoke a response, viewers will feel
trapped and refer to the film as 'cheesy'. The best films steer the emotions of
viewers in such a way that there is still space to experience your own emotions and
balance the film against your own background. In other words, the best films allow
for an evaluation and processing on the aesthetic level of normativity. This can be
done by Hollywood films and by art house films — it is not the genre that really
matters but the aesthetic space.
Through emotional involvement with the imaginative universe in the film,
movies perform many different functions for viewers. It is this aspect of films that
makes film important in a theological sense, says Clive Marsh: "Film-watching
enables viewers to grow and develop as people, in their emotional literacy and […]
in their moral development as a result of working with their emotional
215
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responses."217 Through their emotional response, viewers appropriate the meaning
of the film and learn something that is applicable outside the fictional world. These
functions of films are manifold, from escapism and relaxation to new forms of value
reflection as chapter 6 will show.

3.6 Summary
The appropriation of meaning involves thus many different aspects, which
have been discussed in the previous sections. The question remains how all these
aspects come together and how all of this relates to the research questions. That is
the topic of this section.
The main structure of the theoretical framework is Ricoeur’s mimetic arc.
Within each dimension of prefiguration, configuration and refiguration are
elements that enlighten the process of meaning-making. For this research, which
focuses on the appropriation of the meaning of narrative films it is mainly the
refiguration and the space between configuration and refiguration that is
important.
Viewers build their interpretation of the film on the three different layers
that constitute each film: the filmic, narrative and symbolic layer. Depending on
their own processing on the visceral, behavioural or reflective layers, they will
focus on either style elements (filmic-visceral layer), the plot (narrative-behavioural
layer) or the worldview of the film (symbolic-reflective layer).
This processing is dependent on the cues that are provided by the film and
that viewers actively use to understand the story. The more experienced they are in
viewing films, the easier they will pick up these cues and understand the films.
Through appropriating the meaning of the film, a new phase in the hermeneutical
circle begins: the appropriated meaning forms a new prefiguration and the cycle
continues. Watching films is thus an on-going transformational experience.
This transformation occurs because of the possibilities that films offer for
semantic innovation. Films form fictional laboratories, which allow for emotional
experimentation and learning experiences. In order to appropriate the film and
these transformational experiences to occur, the viewer must be emotionally
involved in the imaginative universe of the fictional story. It is through this
emotional involvement that the film can perform its function.
However, the main research question of this study does not only refer to
the appropriation of films, but seeks to explore the relation between the
appropriation of films and religious identity. It is this concept that is theoretically
explored in the following chapter. We will offer a theoretical basis not only for
identity formation but also for possible connection between film appropriation and
that identity formation.
217
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SCENE 4: RELIGIOUS IDENTITY
4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3 we explored the appropriation of narrative films. It is now time
to turn to the other major topic of the study: religious identity. As is explained in
chapter 1, we choose to define religious identity narratively. We will first explain
what such a narrative view on identity entails (4.2). We then define what religious
identity means in this study. In 4.3 we explore how narrative identity is researched
in the social sciences and discuss previous links with film and media research. In
4.4 the concept of the identity statuses in religious identity is introduced. The
religious attitude aspects are explored in 4.5. Once all aspects of religious identity in
this study are established, we can look at how to research it in 4.6. Section 4.6
summarises the chapter and closes Reel II before moving to the empirical study.

4.2 Theology and narrative identity
Theology and narrative have belonged together for centuries — humankind
speaks about holy matters through stories. In the Bible, the believer encounters God
through the stories of other people living with God. Throughout the centuries,
writers and theologians have seen this importance of the narrative character of the
Bible.
What is often called the narrative turn is more recent. It is not only a
theological phenomenon, but has penetrated many disciplines in the social sciences
and humanities since the twentieth century. The narrative turn refers to the
phenomenon that narrative theory is applied not only to written forms of art and
science (such as literature or history) but also to human experience and action.
The narrative shape of our experience was already discussed in the
seventies by Stephen Criters in his article "The Narrative Quality of Experience.”
He sees experience as a rudimentary narrative form, because all experience has a
temporal quality (whether it be in the past through memory, in the present or in the
future through anticipation): we understand and remember our lives as if they are a
sequence of events, as if it were a story. "Stories, in particular, infuse the incipient
drama of experience with a definite sense of the way its scenes are connected. They
reveal to people the kind of drama in which they are engaged, and perhaps its
larger meaning."218 The sacred stories of culture help us to understand our own,
individual story, says Crites.
Given the narrative roots of theology, it is not surprising that narrative
approaches have become dominant in all streams of theology, including practical
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theology, in the past few decennia.219 Especially the hermeneutical philosophy of
Ricoeur has been seminal in this development. The importance of narrative
approaches for practical theology is based on two related ideas: first, the idea that
not only texts, but the whole structure of experience, the way we understand and
live our lives, is structured narratively. 220 Second, the idea that human identity and
meaningful action can also be studied and understood as texts.221
This latter idea can be found in Ricoeur's monumental work Time and
Narrative I-III. One of his main concerns in this book was the relationship between
text and reality.222 How does the fictional (or historical) world of the text connect
with the real world? According to Ricoeur it does so in a very real way: emplotment
in fiction is not so different from emplotment in historical works, or even in telling
one's life story. This opened the possibility to use narrative approaches in fields like
pastoral theology.223 Not only meaningful action, but also identity can be
understood narratively, that is as "the story the self chooses to think of itself."224
Ricoeur saw a necessary relationship between the temporal character of
human existence and the activity of narrating a story.225 The key concept here is
emplotment, which Ricoeur sees as "the art of eliciting a pattern from a
succession.”226 Through emplotment, experiences are ordered in a temporal
structure, thereby gaining meaning through this structure. It is emplotment that
relates narration and human existence. It gives a temporal order to events and
makes it possible to understand them as a story, a coherent whole. Following
Aristotle, Ricoeur sees emplotment, or mimesis, as the imitation of reality. This
imitation is not so much making a copy of reality, but creating a new reality through
description.
In this hermeneutical arc, all the individual elements are ordered to
constitute a coherent whole — a process of emplotment. It is this order that is very
important. We live our lives to make sense of it — to put order in chaos. We use
different elements of our surrounding culture to do so (prefiguration): we pick
some aspects from tradition, from biblical stories but also from the films we see or
the songs we listen to. We blend them together to tell our story (configuration) — a
story that fits our circumstances and help us to understand what happens. In telling
See R. Ruard Ganzevoort, "Narrative Approaches," in Wiley-Blackwell Companion to
Practical Theology, ed. B. Miller-McLemore (Chichester: Blackwell Publishing, 2011), 214–223
or R. Ruard Ganzevoort and Joke Bruinsma-de Beer (Eds.), De praxis als verhaal : narrativiteit
en praktische theologie (Kampen: Kok, 1998).
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this story to a particular audience, we relate to the other and their lives
(refiguration). We construct the story in such a way that we get our message across.
It is impossible to tell this story objectively: it is always already an interpretation
within the construction.
In the context of this study, this hermeneutic arc functions on two levels:
the respondents form their life story to formulate their religious identity, but they
also interpret the offered films in light of that religious identity. Interpretation of
the film follows the hermeneutical arc itself — as does the life story. Where are the
links between these two processes?

4.3 The social sciences and narrative identity
According to Ricoeur, identity occurs narratively in the dynamic between
the three forms of mimeses. His views on identity are philosophical and not
empirical, as are most of the definitions within social psychology. In an overview of
decades of psychological research to narrative identity, McAdams defines the
concept as:
the internalized and evolving story of the self that a person constructs to
make sense and meaning out of his or her life. The story is a selective
reconstruction of the autobiographical past and a narrative anticipation of
the imagined future that serves to explain, for the self and others, how the
person came to be and where his or her life may be going.227
In structuring life events into a (more or less) coherent whole, individuals
interpret them and give sense to them — not only to themselves, but also to others.
McAdams also points to the large role of culture and social life in handing
individuals the ingredients for their personal narrative. In constructing their ongoing life story, people incorporate cultural norms, metaphors, themes and images
they learn in social life. Narrative identities thus tend to differ across cultures and
social groups.228
People use the language of films, books and church to make sense of their
experiences and connect their own individual story with the 'big picture'. In his
influential book Religion in the Media Age, Stewart Hoover is one of the scholars in
film and religion that chooses a narrative approach to identity. He defines narrative
identity as follows: "Narratives are a process whereby we weave together
sometimes disparate, contingent elements of life into a story that at least aspires to
Dan P. McAdams, "Narrative Identity," in Handbook of Identity Theory and Research, ed. Seth
J. Schwartz, Vivian L. Vignoles, and Koen Luyckx (New York: Springer Science+Business
Media, 2011), 2 vols., vol. 1, 99-115.
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coherence. Identity narratives are the stories we tell ourselves and tell about
ourselves."229
One particular aspect of identity is one's religious identity. In a narrative
view religious identity is a story as well, that is told to an audience, on a particular
moment in time in a certain location. In other words: religious identity is contextual
in nature and cannot be researched without this context. This makes religious
identity not only psychological (individual) but also inherently social.
If identity is the story of the self as it is told to others, religious identity is:
"The story of one’s life in relation to God’s story as it is told to others.”230 It concerns
the way people relate their life story to the story of what is holy for them. Hoover
defines religious identity as: "that particular way the self chooses to think of itself in
religious or spiritual terms."231 The word chooses is essential here: in an age of
bricolage, one is held responsible for one's religious identity. This identity is built
inside the church as well as outside — people use not only the weekly sermon as a
building stone, but also the pop music they listen to or the films they see.
Hoover's definition of narrative identity as a story we tell stresses the need
for coherence in telling one's story. As an individual uses many different sources to
construct his or her identity, Hoover argues, these narratives should be integrated
to form "plausible narratives of the self.”232 This plausibility does not necessarily
refer to an external reality or an objective truth, but to the degree the narrative is
coherent to the self and to others around ourselves.

4.4 A story about the self
If narrative identity is defined as the internalised and evolving story the self
tells about the self, what then is 'the self'? This question can be approached from a
discouragingly large amount of angles.233 Given the narrative framework of the
present study and the importance of Paul Ricoeur's work in practical theology as a
whole and the theoretical framework of film appropriation in the previous chapter,
we will focus here on the philosophical work of Paul Ricoeur (4.4.2) and the
psychological work of E.H. Erikson and Marcia (4.4.3), because their identity status
model proved to be a valuable tool in understanding the way the participants of the
study used film in their identity construction.234
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4.4.1 Ricoeur’s concepts of ipse and idem identity
In his work Oneself as Another, Ricoeur lays out a narrative concept of
identity. Identity for him is always an reflection, an interpretation of the self. Rather
than an identity of the cogito (the self as an empirical or transcendental ego) he
proposes a hermeneutical view on identity, that consists of a dialectic difference
between "ipse identity" and "idem identity.”235 With ipse identity, Ricoeur means that
aspect of identity that refers to selfhood, the self-reflexive identity that interprets
itself again and again in different circumstances, over against others.236 Idem identity
on the other hand is the self that refers to permanence in time. By making a
difference between these two aspects of identity, Ricoeur accounts for the human
ability to construct its identity from different pieces, in different circumstances with
different people while being at the same time recognisable as a person. It allows for
the discontinuous and fragmentary character of life.
Ricoeur thus developed the notion of narrative identity as a link between
sameness (idem-identity, or mêmeté) and selfhood (ipse-identity, or ipséité). These
two poles of the self have a dialectical relationship in which narrative identity
mediates between the two poles. In the words of Ricoeur: "Narrative identity
makes the two ends of the chain link up with one another: the permanence in time
of character and that of self-consistency."237 It is in the construction of a plot (the
temporal order of different events) that the separate elements are woven into a
coherent whole and seemingly discordant elements are brought in agreement.238 So
in other words, it is in a narrative identity that meaning occurs (see also McAdams).
Not only the concept of time is crucial in Ricoeur's understanding of the
self, but also the importance of the other. For Ricoeur, it is impossible to understand
the self on its own: the self and the other cannot be completely separated (hence the
title of his book Oneself as another). "Selfhood of oneself implies otherness to such an
hermeneutical arc can function as a framework for both the film appropriation and the
construction of the self, we focus on Ricoeur's theory here. Since the religious identity
statuses emerged from the data as useful concept to understand differences in appropriation,
this became the main focus in religious identity (see 4.4.2 and 4.4.3). For more on Dialogical
Self Theory, see H. J. M. Hermans and Thorsten Gieser, eds., Handbook of Dialogical Self Theory
(Cambridge ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012). For more on self identity and
the interaction with others, see G.H. Mead, Mind, self and society: From the Standpoint of a
Social Behaviorist (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1934). For application of Mead's theory
in pastoral theology, see e.g. R.R. Ganzevoort and J. Visser, Zorg voor het verhaal (Zoetermeer:
Meinema, 2007); H.A. Alma, Identiteit door verbondenheid. Een godsdienst-psychologisch
onderzoek naar identificatie en christelijk geloof (Kampen: Kok, 1998) or G. Heitink, Pastorale zorg.
Theologie, differentiatie praktijk (Kampen: Kok, 1998).
235 Schwartz et al., Handbook of Identity Theory and Research, 4.
236 Ganzevoort and Bruinsma-de Beer, De praxis als verhaal.
237 Ricoeur, Oneself as Another, 166.
238 Ibid.
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intimate degree that one cannot be thought of without the other."239 Identity is thus
not only how we view ourselves, but also how we look at others and how others
look at us. We play different parts in life and depending on who we have before us,
that role can differ.240 All these different parts need to be brought together to create
a balanced and coherent whole: the narrative identity.241
A narrative identity is thus an identity that is constructed and achieved by
an individual in a social context. The self not only chooses to think of itself, it also
chooses to display itself in a certain way, using symbolic resources, experience and
language. Identity is never constructed from scratch, nor is it a given by birth.
Rather, it is made within a particular discourse, in a particular moment in time and
in a certain language field. The way we experience our lives is socially constructed,
says Crites: "People awaken to consciousness in a society, with the inner story of
experience and its enveloping musicality already infused with cultural forms."242
Cultural elements, such as myths or films are integrated in the concept of identity at
a very basic level.243
A consequence of the social aspects of identity is that personal identity
always has a moral side to it. The self must relate not only to itself, but also to
others and understanding oneself also means understanding the world and others.
This is important for a research project about the meaning of films and religious
identity, because the two intersect in in the lives of our participants. In films, one
meets the other through identification with characters, through understanding a
plot (a narrative by itself) and through relating to those characters and the plot.
Film forms a sort of safe environment where ethical issues can be explored but it
also forms a whole moral field in itself: the characters in the film relate to each other
as do people in the real world. By watching films, one reflects on these moral
processes and draws lines to ones own relationship with others.
4.4.2 Erikson and Marcia: identity statuses
In the pilot analysis of the interview data, the religious identity statuses of
moratorium, foreclosure and achievement emerged as helpful concept to
understand both differences in the religious identity of the participants as
differences in appropriation of the films. In this section, we will trace the theory on
identity statuses from Erikson to Marcia and beyond. In the next section, we will

Ricoeur, Oneself as Another, 3.
R. Ruard Ganzevoort, "Stemmen van Het Zelf En Rollen van God. Fragment En Identiteit
in Religie En Pastoraat,” Tijdschrift Voor Praktische Theologie 26, no. 1 (1999): 3–23.
241 Ganzevoort and Visser, Zorg voor het verhaal.
242 Crites, "The Narrative Quality of Experience,” 304.
243 Hoover, Religion in a Media Age, 92.
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apply this theory on religious identity specifically by using David Bell’s model of
religious identity statuses.244
Erikson’s life span theory, developed almost fifty years ago, still forms a
landmark in identity formation research.245 In certain ways, Ricoeur's concept of
identity as the dynamic relation between selfhood and sameness is a variation of
the ego-identity as found by Erikson,246 who also pointed out that identity consists
of both a self-sameness and a dynamic sharing of identity with others:
The term 'identity' expresses such a mutual relation in that it connotes both
a persistent sameness within oneself (self-sameness) and a persistent
sharing of some kind of essential character with others … At one time, then,
it will refer to a conscious sense of individual identity; at another to an
unconscious striving for a continuity of personal character; at third, as a
criterion for the silent doings of ego synthesis; and, finally, as a
maintenance of an inner solidarity with a group's ideals and identity.247
Building on Freud’s theories on the ego, id and superego, Erikson explored
ego development in healthy individuals. Erikson saw ego development essentially
as a task for integration, primarily happening in (late) adolescence. Every
individual should establish their core of being, founded upon childhood
identifications and informed by social interactions.248
It was psychologist James Marcia who validated Erikson's theory
empirically. On the basis of two criteria, commitment and exploration, Marcia
distinguished between four identity statuses: identity diffusion, moratorium,
foreclosure and identity achievement.249 Identity diffusion refers to low
commitment and low exploration, moratorium to low commitment but high
exploration (these individuals actively search for identity formation, ideally
resulting in identity achievement). On the high commitment axe are foreclosure,
For another useful example of using the (religious) identity statuses in a narrative
framework, see René Erwich (Ed.), Theologie als beroep: verhalen van hoop (Utrecht: Uitgeverij
Kok, 2014).
245 See the many chapters that build on Erikson’s theory in Schwartz et al., Handbook of
Identity Theory and Research.
246 Daniel Sollberger, "On Identity: From a Philosophical Point of View," Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry and Mental Health 7:29 (2013), doi:10.1186/1753-2000-7-29.
247 E.H. Erikson, Identity and the Cycle of Life. (New York: Norton & Co, 1980). Quoted in
Sollberger "On Identity.”
248 Erikson, Identity and the Cycle of Life. See also J. Kroger and J.E. Marcia, "The Identity
Statuses: Origens, Meanings, and Interpretations," in Handbook of Identity Theory and Research,
Schwartz et al., for a brief overview of Erikson's theory and its relation with the identity
statuses.
249 Kroger and Marcia, "The Identity Statuses.”
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individuals showing little or no exploration but high commitment to an identity
that resembles that of their parents or other significant others; and identity
achievement: individuals who have explored their identity in depth and have come
to a high degree of commitment.250
Marcia’s theory is still widely used, despite substantial critique. For
example, Van Hoof points out that the content of the identity statuses has not been
properly filled in Marcia’s original theory.251 Van Hoof also questioned to what
extent the identity statuses refer to a development or that they are more stable than
Marcia implies.252 In response to some of this, Marcia insists that his theory is often
misused mostly because it is so widely used. Most social psychologists use an
entirely quantitative method of measuring the four statuses but according to
Marcia, much of the model's richness and validity is lost in doing so.253 Also, the
identity status model has often been deprived of its linkage to psycho-analytical
theory, resulting in a misconception of Erikson’s ego identity.254
The identity statuses are domain specific: the theory is being used for
occupational identity, moral identity, but also religious identity. For his study on
religious identity, David Bell adapted Marcia’s theory and overcame some of its
shortcomings. In the next section, we discuss the application of Marcia’s identity
statuses for the specific domain of religious identity.
4.4.3 Bell: Religious identity statuses
People vary in the degree in which they construct their religious identity
actively or 'simply' follow the religious identity they are handed by their parents or
other meaningful people in their environment. This happens even within churches.
Some members of orthodox Protestant churches seem to base their religious
identity only on the official dogmas handed to them by church education without
any exploration, others combine the teachings of the church with other sources
(such as popular culture).
Ibid.
A. van Hoof, "The Identity Status Field Reviewed: An Update of Unresolved and
Neglected Issues with a View on Some Alternative Approaches," Developmental Review, no. 19
(1999): 497–556.
252 For a brief but relevant review of the critiques on Marcia’s original theory and adaptations
for research in religious identity, see Erwich, Theologie als beroep.
253 Ibid., 38.
254 Ibid.; see also David M. Bell, "Development of the Religious Self: A Theoretical
Foundation for Measuring Religious Identity,” in Religion and the Individual: Belief, Practice,
Identity, ed. Abby Day (Aldershot, Hampshire, England ; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2008),
127–42 (a more complete development of Bell's religious identity statuses is found in his
study: David M. Bell, Religious Identity. Conceptualization and Measurement of the Religious Self
(Emory University, 2009), where he points out that Marcia too has diminished some of
Erikson's original theory).
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In the empirical part of this thesis it is shown that these differences occur
within this research population as well. Even when all of the participants in this
study are in some way or another orthodox Protestants, they experience their faith
in different ways. These differences run through denominational lines: it is not
always the case that a reformed participant is more traditional in the expression of
his religious identity than an evangelical.
As mentioned in the previous section, a useful theory for understanding
these differences, is Bell's model for measuring religious identity.255 Bell took
Erikson’s and Marcia’s theory of the four identity statuses (diffusion, moratorium,
foreclosure, achievement)256 as his starting point and reworked this for religious
identity in such a way that it is better suited for measuring the subdomain of
religious identity and closer to Erikson’s original ideas.257 One of the changes he
makes is that he speaks of integration rather than achievement, which has less of a
connotation of value judgement. Contrary to Erikson or Marcia, Bell claims that the
status of foreclosure is not less valuable than integration. For many people in
traditional churches, foreclosure may suit their religious tradition very well.
Bell also accounted for varying levels of both intrinsic and extrinsic aspects
of religious identity (in the dimension religious identity salience). A more extrinsic
religiosity will usually predict religious identity foreclosure or diffusion, Bell noted.
Marcia’s identity statuses have been critiqued by Van Hoof258 and others for
showing little actual difference between the four statuses. She also questioned
whether the statuses should be seen as a development from diffusion to foreclosure
or through moratorium to achievement. Bell handled this critique in his research.
As mentioned above, foreclosure is not a negative label and integration is not the
desired outcome of the identity formation process per se.259 The construction of
religious identity is as much an on-going process as the construction of personal
integration. Any research done regarding the construction of religious identity is
only a snapshot in time, even if the differences between one period in time and the
next are relatively small. Based on the two axes of reflection and attachment, Bell
Bell, Religious Identity.
Ibid.
257 Bell developed a multidimensional model with religious identity salience (how important
is religion in one's identity) on the one hand and religious identity status on the other and a
quantitative scale to measure the concept. For this study, his application of the four identity
statuses on religious identity is most important.
258 Van Hoof, "The Identity Status Field Reviewed.”
259 See also the research done by René Erwich et al. in the Netherlands among alumni of the
Department of Theology at The Christian University of Applied Sciences Ede. He found that
all sorts of processes were possible, even from integration back to moratorium. René Erwich
and D. van de Koot-Dees, Kwetsbaarheid En Omvorming. De Rol van de Opleiding in de Spirituele
Biografie van Studenten Hbo-Theologie. (Ede: Christelijke Hogeschool Ede, 2014) and Erwich,
Theologie van de hoop.
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developed a scale for measuring religious identity and redefined the four statuses
for the specific domain of religious identity: religious identity diffusion, religious
identity moratorium, religious identity foreclosure and religious identity
integration.260
The first status is religious identity diffusion (RID). This regards children
and adults with very little or no attention for religion or those who are only
superficially and extrinsically oriented towards religion. They have no commitment
to a religious community or beliefs nor any crisis over this lack of commitment.261
Religious identity foreclosure (RIF) refers to individuals who have made a
(strong) commitment to a religious tradition or set of beliefs, with little critical
reflection. Individuals in RIF are distinguished from those in religious identity
integration by their lack of flexibility and strong desire for conformity, says Bell.262
People in religious identity moratorium (RIM) do not demonstrate a
commitment to a religious tradition or feel anxiety about their religious identity.
Rather than making a commitment, the religious identity of people in RIM stays in
flux for either a short period of time (leading to RII) or their entire life. When
compared to people in RIF they have less need for a sense of conformity and are
more open to different religious viewpoints.
Religious identity integration (RII) is the outcome of critical reflection upon
the traditions and religious belief system of one’s own culture. They choose to be
committed to their religious tradition for their own sake and remain flexible, even
playful with their practices and beliefs.263
Since measuring religious identity is not the primary goal of this research,
but is only studied in relation to the appropriation of narrative film of Christian
viewers, we choose not to focus on the entire Bell Measure of Religious Identity, but
to research the concepts qualitatively: we used it as a filter over the religious
identity interviews.264 The four identity statuses have been operationalised to
qualitative codes along the lines of Bell’s scale items. The focus was on the level of
commitment and exploration and not on salience.
The reason we chose Bell’s religious identity statuses as filter is that the
data showed that the screened films were particularly used as an instrument for
Bell prefers the term integration over the term achievement (Marcia’s term) because
integration is closer to the original meaning in Erikson. Besides the four statuses, he also
measures religous identity salience: the relative importance of religion in one’s identity. We
left this out of our own research because the population is chosen among orthodox believers
by whom it is likely that the differences in salience will be very small (religion plays a
moderately to very important role in their lives). For the same reason, diffusion was not
found in the present stages of the participants.
261 Bell, Religious Identity, 119.
262 Ibid, 120.
263 Ibid, 122.
264 Cf. Erwich and Van de Koot-Dees, Kwetsbaarheid En Omvorming.
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reflection by individuals who were struggling with their faith and whose religious
identity seemed in flux (RIM) or for those that showed a high degree of exploration
and commitment in their religious identity (RII). The participants that showed more
patterns of inherited faith or little exploration (RIF) were also less open towards the
use and general meaning of the films. In other words, Bell’s statuses worked well to
understand the differences in the way the participants handled the three films
differently.

4.5 Religious attitude aspects in religious identity
In this research project the relationship between the appropriation of the
meaning of films and religious identity is central. With this topic, we border on the
field of attitudes research. In social psychology, attitudes are constructs that explain
certain cultural or biological dispositions towards a certain stimulus. Oskamp
defines attitude as: "… a predisposition to respond in a favourable or unfavourable
manner with respect to a given attitude object."265 If the film screening is seen as the
stimulus, the reaction on that particular film is not only related to one's religious
identity, but also to their attitude towards culture — and very likely also by one's
attitude towards God.
Generally, attitudes are viewed as existing of a cognitive, affective and
conative component. The affective component refers to the feelings and emotions
one has towards the object; the cognitive component consists of the ideas and
beliefs about the object, and the conative (or behavioural) component refers
towards one's action tendencies towards the object.266 We can apply these concepts
on religion as follows: in our research the affective aspect is operationalised as "the
feelings and emotions one has regarding religious matters and/or God.” The
cognitive aspect is defined as "the ideas and beliefs one has regarding religious
matters and/or God.” The conative aspect refers to "doing or intending to do
something about one’s attitude towards religious matters and/or God."267
Attitudes are usually seen as inferred processes: theoretical constructs that
explain certain behaviours or reactions towards stimuli. Together with Oskamp, we
see attitudes as latent, meaning that the attitude towards a certain object (the
stimulus event) itself cannot be directly observed, but only inferred from
observable responses (see figure 3). They are not necessarily always present, but are
constructed when a certain event occurs or one is asked to respond to an event. The

Stuart Oskamp, Attitudes and Opinions, 3rd ed (Mahwah, N.J: L. Erlbaum Associates, 2005),
9; emphasis his.
266 Ibid., 9.
267 Cf. Darhl M. Pedersen, Richard N. Williams, and Kristoffer B. Kristensen, "The Relation of
Spiritual Self-Identity to Religious Orientation and Attitudes.," Journal of Psychology and
Theology Vol. 28, no. 2 (2000): 138–48.
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interviews on religious identity and film screenings are seen as the stimulus events
to which the participants will respond in certain cognitive, affective or behavioural
responses. It could well be that a certain film leads to an attitude change towards a
certain theme (for example euthanasia in Mar Adentro or the relationships with
society or Islam in Des Hommes et des Dieux). This could happen with all three
components or just on one or two. With certain participants we saw cognitive
responses ("I need to think about my views regarding euthanasia") without a
behavioural response ("even though my view is not as strict anymore, I still will not
commit euthanasia or allow it"). It is assumed that the attitude towards the film (a
positive or negative response towards it) will somehow correlate with or affect
religious attitudes towards the themes of the films.

Figure 3 Latent process viewpoint of attitudes268

4.6 Researching religious identity narratively
If religious identity is a social construction, it means that it cannot be
observed entirely objectively. The narrative view on identity entails that it is more
or less fluid: every time I tell my life story, it will be different, depending on my
mood, my circumstances and my audience. If identity is the story the self tells about
itself (see Hoover), than this story is inherently relational, it is told to someone —
speaking about one’s identity always has a performative aspect. Naturally, the
differences cannot be too big, identity also needs a certain amount of stability in
order to be coherent for both the self and the other, as Ricoeur's concepts of ipse and
idem identity showed. An analytical model to research this identity will have to
allow for this.
In this study, the implication is that religious identity (and attitude as
aspect of that identity) is researched qualitatively using interviews rather than
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Oskamp, Attitudes and Opinions, 12.

surveys with standardised item scales. The analytical method to analyse and code
the interviews needs to be precise enough to yield valid results but also flexible
enough to maintain the advantages of qualitative research.
The model of analysis will be fully explained in chapter 5. It is developed
by combining aspects of a narrative method developed by Ganzevoort, which has
proven to be useful for practical theological research,269 with the relevant aspects of
Bell’s Measure of Religious Identity (to divide the participants in groups according
to religious identity status) and the cognitive, affective and behavioural
components of religious attitudes.
The focus of the research is on the appropriation of meaning and relation
with religious identity and not on religious identity alone. Therefore, the focus is on
the interviews after each film and not on the interview on religious identity. The life
stories are analysed as thoroughly as needed for applying them to the different
religious identity status groups, but not beyond that. Gansevoort’s model is
adapted accordingly.
Ganzevoort distinguished six dimensions in each life story: structure,
perspective, experience, role assignment, relational positioning and audience. The
first four dimensions relate to the story configuration. They describe the specific
way in which the narrator constructs a story from his or her experiences. The latter
two dimensions are about the relation with the audience and stress the
performative character of narration.
Structure refers to the process of emplotment, the selection and the
structure of the presented material. Through the sequential connection of the
different elements and the way the story is presented, it creates its own time. The
present is interpreted by retrospection of the past and anticipation of the future.
The events are presented in a certain order (chronologically or not), presented
coherently or not, it can be expressed metaphorically or highly logicalargumentative, etcetera. Storylines emerge through causal, temporal or thematic
connections. Structure can be used to distinguish between RIF, RII and RIM
because the different statuses imply different levels of coherence and metaphors,
for example. An integrated identity implies a high level of coherence without being
overtly coherent and losing space for incongruent episodes or viewpoints, since
integration is defined by its integration of different views, flexibility and
playfulness compared with the status of RIF. The life story of someone in RIF is
Though mostly used within a pastoral context to analyse pastoral conversations,
Ganzevoort has used the model also as an analytical tool for practical theological empirical
studies. Cf. Ganzevoort, "Reading by the Lines"; Ganzevoort, "Narrative Approaches";
Ganzevoort and Bruinsma-de Beer, De praxis als verhaal; Ganzevoort and Visser, Zorg voor het
verhaal (focused on understanding conversations in pastoral care). See also Van Ommen,
Suffering in Worship, who applied Ganzevoort's model on a narrative reading of Anglican
liturgy.
269
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expected to be very coherent, without too many loose ends or relatively logicalargumentative rather than narrative or metaphorical. A person in a state of RIM
may show their wrestling process in the structure of the life story, and so on.
Perspective refers to the stance from which the story is constructed. The
perspective constitutes the selection and the interpretation of events. It includes the
position of the narrator and power issues, which can be analysed critically in this
dimension.270 The different statuses also lead to different perspectives: Bell defines
the status of RIF as more passive than the other two. People in RIF depend on
tradition and/or others to define their identity, leading to a more passive
perspective as the ones in RIM or RII.
Experience, or tone as Ganzevoort calls it in later articles,271 is the overall
affective charge of the story.272 It refers to the attitude of the narrator: for example,
is the story told with the attitude of a victim or a prosecutor?273 Tone does not only
refer to the choice of the material (what is included or excluded) but moreover to
the way the story is told, both physically and emotionally. It consists of a "dialectic
interaction between sensation and interpretation."274 As is mentioned before, a
narrative perspective argues that a direct access to one's experience is impossible:
all experiences are interpreted. Ergo, emotions and physical experiences are
mediated through interpretation as well — they too are narrative. An emotion is a
construction of the sensations and by telling a story these emotions are included in
order to support a certain perspective or structure.275 Together with the plot, tone
constitutes the specific genre of the story: a comedy, romance, tragedy or irony.
This can be used to assess the levels of hope and commitment. Foreclosed identities
may lead to defensiveness, moratorium can lead to irony or sarcasm and
integration will show a happy or quiet tone.
Role assignment describes the specific roles that the author gives to
him/herself and other characters in the story. These roles, such as hero, caregiver or
victim, and the way they overlap or contradict each other constitute a distinctive
feature of the narrative structure, says Ganzevoort.276 The constellation of roles
maintains and enhances the narrative structure and the author’s identity.277 It is
assumed that RIM and RII individuals will choose more active roles than RIF
individuals, for example.

Ganzevoort and Visser, Zorg voor het verhaal.
271 See Ganzevoort, "Narrative Approaches.”
272 Ibid., 220.
273 Ganzevoort and Visser, Zorg voor het verhaal, 173.
274 Ganzevoort, "Reading by the Lines,” 25.
275 Ganzevoort and Visser, Zorg voor het verhaal, 175.
276 Ganzevoort, "Reading by the Lines.”
277 Ganzevoort, "Narrative Approaches.”
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Relational positioning refers to "the processes through which the narrator
uses his or her story to establish, maintain, shape and conclude relationships."278
What relationship is the narrator trying to accomplish by telling the story in this
specific way? Again, RIF often correlates with high conformity in Bell’s research,
and it is expected here too. Individuals in RIM will show more distance towards
others.
Audience describes "the way the author is addressed by significant others,
and accounts for his or her life in front of these significant others."279 This dimension
is about the way the author justifies himself for the audience. Is his or her story
legitimate and plausible? One way to add legitimacy is to refer to canonical stories,
for example. It is expected that individuals in RIF use more standard metaphors
and canonical language to describe their story with God than those in integration.

4.7 Summary
Religious identity is viewed narratively in this research project. In
exploring the relation between religious identity and film appropriation, the focus
is on religious identity status and religious identity attitude. Using the narrative
model of Ganzevoort to analyse the life story and religious attitude of participant,
they are categorized in different religious identity statuses, which work as filters to
understand the empirical data. This way, the main research question regarding the
relation between film appropriation and religious identity can be properly
answered by the empirical study in reel III of this study.
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REEL III : FEATURE FILM (EMPIRICAL STUDY)
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SCENE 5: METHODOLOGY
5.1 Study design
The research design is partly based on earlier audience response studies in
the field of film and theology and adapted to fit the specific needs of this study.280
All participants saw the three films together in a classroom at the ECU281 in a time
period of three months (one film per month) so that the viewing conditions were
the same for everybody. To prevent the participants preparing for the screening, the
title of each film was revealed just before the start of the film. Because all films were
released before the time of the research and especially the first two films are rather
well known, some of the participants had already seen some of the films (see table
1). They noted this on the evaluation form and the difference between this viewing
and the viewing in the past was mentioned in the interview.
Not seen before

Seen before

Mar Adentro (MA)282

22 participants

9 participants

Des Hommes et des
Dieux (DHDD)

23 participants

7 participants

Blue like jazz (BLJ)

29 participants

1 participant

Table 1 Number of participants who had or had not seen the films
5.1.1 Different types of data: triangulation
In order to answer the main research question, several sub questions were
asked (see 1.3). These questions were investigated by different types of data. In
table 2 an overview is given of the different data sources per research question.
Below, all data types are discussed in more detail.
There were several reasons to opt for a combination of focus group
interviews and individual interviews. It had some practical advantages, since it
would have been impossible for the researcher to interview all participants within
ten days of each film screening. More importantly, it had methodological
The research method was based in particular on the studies of Clive Marsh and Charlotte
Haines Lyon in the UK, Steve Hoover in the USA and Wilhelm Gräb in Germany: Hoover,
Religion in a Media Age; Gräb, Irgendwie fühl ich mich wie Frodo!; Marsh and Haines Lyon,
"Film’s Role in Contemporary Meaning-Making.” Another study taken into account was
Thomas Axelson, "Movies and Meaning.”
281 Ede Christian University of Applied Sciences.
282 This adds up to 31 participants. One of them withdrew from the study after the first film
(she was part of the focusgroups and found the whole process too stressfull to continue).
280
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advantages. Focus group interviews and individual interviews both have their own
capacities, advantages and disadvantages. They both shed light on the research
questions from different angles, making it possible to see more. This is called
triangulation.283
Research question

Data types

How do orthodox Protestant film
viewers construct their religious
identity?

* Survey questions before film screenings
* Personal interview

How do orthodox Protestant film
viewers appropriate the meaning
of narrative films?

* Survey after each film
* Survey after entire research period
* Personal interview
* Focus group

What is the relationship between
this appropriation and their
religious identity?

* Survey before film screenings
* Survey after each film
* Survey after entire research period
* Personal interview
* Focus group

What are the implications of this
relationship for practical theology
and religious education?

* Results of empirical study
* Theological sources

Table 2 Different data sources: triangulation
For complex processes such as meaning making and film viewing, both
focus groups and individual interviews can be appropriate, according to Jeanine
Evers.284 She mentions several reasons to choose focus groups over individual
interviews and vice versa. A group interview helps to investigate a subject in a
broader sense than an individual interviews. The respondents lead each other to
new insights and ideas on the film, showing more sides of the story. Focus groups
also help to see the diversity in opinions about a subject. Since it is likely that not all
respondents like the same films for the same reasons, it is useful to add focus
groups to try and see the diversity in opinions within a group. We were also
interested to see if people were influenced by the other participants in the focus
groups.
D.B. Baarda, M.P.M. de Goede and J. Teunissen, Basisboek Kwalitatief Onderzoek. Praktische
handleiding voor het opzetten en uitvoeren van kwalitatief onderzoek (Groningen/Houten:
Wolters-Noordhoff, 2001), 247.
284 J.C. Evers, Kwalitatief interviewen: kunst én kunde (Den Haag: LEMMA, 2007), 31.
283
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An important reason to add focus groups in this study was that it reflects
the normal situation in watching films (ecological validation): usually, people see
films together and talk about them afterwards — adding to their initial ideas about
the film. Therefore, including focus groups leads to a higher degree of ecological
validity.
Where focus groups increase the width of the research, personal interviews
increase the depth of it. Making meaning through films is a very personal,
complicated process for which individual interviews are best suited. Individual
interviews are also necessary to understand the personal context of respondents,
especially when it comes to religious identity. Another advantage of individual
interviews is that they help to explore both the depth and the details of a
situation.285
Because we had different sets of data (one interview on religious identity,
two interviews on the films, one focus group discussion and survey data) we had to
look carefully on how to arrange and combine them. The interviews on religious
identity were taken as the key. Here, the participants were eventually categorised
according to religious identity status, using a narrative analysis of their life story
and a qualitative assessment of their religious attitude. For the religious attitude we
used three dimensions: a cognitive view on their religious identity, an affective
view and a conative view.
In the individual interviews we looked for the appropriation of the films
themselves: did participants evaluate the films mainly on a dogmatic, ethical, or
aesthetical level and what functions did the films perform for them (see chapter 3)?
At the same time we looked at the relationship with the religious identity
interviews. Was there any relation with the participants’ religious identity status
and were there any themes that recurred or other similarities?
The evaluation forms that the participants filled out after each screening
were not analysed and coded themselves but used as a starting-point for the
personal interviews and to check the evaluation if this was not entirely clear from
the interviews.
The focus group discussions were used to look at the interaction between
the participants: does talking about a film with other viewers lead to a deeper
understanding? It was also used as a secondary source for the themes and functions
that participants found in the films (triangulation). In the survey at the end, several
participants made remarks about the focus groups. When relevant, these remarks
are taken into account with the results.
The quantitative data we gathered (the surveys) were used secondarily. The
number of participants were too few to allow generalisations or extensive statistical
calculations. These data were used to explore possible — tentative — differences
between individual members or explore further areas of research. Many of the
285

Ibid, 31.
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remarks that respondents made contained useful additional information on their
appropriation. In such cases, it is reported in the results.

5.1.2 Interviews and focus groups
Before the first film screening, the participants had their first interview on
their religious identity. This was partly an open interview where they told their life
story and partly a semi-structured interview on their religious attitude. The focus
was on religious identity and not their film viewing habits. All interviews
regarding religious identity were conducted by the main researcher.286
Most interviews on religious identity (24 in total) were conducted three to
one weeks for the screening and two interviews were conducted on the day of the
first screening. Four participants were included rather late in the study (less than a
week before the first screening) and their interview had to be conducted after the
first film.
After each film, participants had either a personal interview (with two of
the three films) or a focus group discussion (with one film). Added up, there were
five focus groups and ninety personal interviews. This is the bulk of the research,
leading to an answer on the second research question "How do orthodox Protestant
film viewers appropriate the meaning of narrative films?"
The focus groups were assembled according to geographical proximity, to
make the scheduling of the personal interviews easier (this way, we could focus on
interviews in a certain area of the country, rather than having to drive everywhere
after each screening). The first two films (MA and DHDD) both had two focus
groups (seven participants each for MA and six each for DHDD) and the focus
group on BLJ contained the last five participants.287 Even though the numbers
within the focus groups were slightly different, all focus groups were large enough
to bring about a meaningful discussion and small enough to let each respondent
participate in the conversation.
All respondents participated in one group interview, starting 10-15 minutes
after the screening, and two individual interviews either by the main researcher or
an assistant. The interviews lasted 30 to 50 minutes and were planned 2 to 10 days
after the screening. Most were planned in the weekend after the screening, but
because of planning problems, this was not always possible.288 The initial interview

See attachment A1 for the interview protocol (in Dutch).
See remark in table 5.1.1.
288 Because there were two focus groups simultaneously after the first and second screening
and twenty interviews in one week would be too much for one person, a student of VU
Amsterdam (the Master in Media, Religion and Culture) assisted with the first film and a
graduated Master’s student of the University for Humanistic Studies Utrecht assisted after
the second and third film. Because the researcher was diagnosed with a serious illness
286
287
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protocols for the films were developed on the basis of a topic list derived from the
research questions and the findings and difficulties of earlier research.289 This
previous research indicated that it is initially difficult for participants to see the
relationship with their religious identity or to talk about the meaning of the films.290
We therefore added some direct questions about the relationship with their faith
and their personal lives. After the first focus groups and individual interviews on
MA, the interview schedules were slightly adjusted. When people strongly
identified with any of the characters, it was usually spontaneously mentioned in the
first question, so after MA it was decided to drop the explicit question regarding
identification to put more emphasis on the message and relation between film and
faith (a question many participants found difficult to answer but was crucial for the
project). This did not have major consequences for the comparability of the
interviews on the three films.
5.1.3 Surveys
Each participant filled in several surveys.291 Upon entering the research
project, every participant filled in an online survey about religious identity and
personal details (gender, age, et cetera); directly after each screening, participants
noted their first impressions on an evaluation form; and about six weeks after the
last film screening, they filled in the last online survey about the research project as
a whole. In this last survey, the participants were explicitly asked whether they
thought their film viewing has changed by participating in the study and how. This
was not only to understand the research effect that inevitably occurs, but was also
added because of the study of Charlotte Haines Lyon, who found that this survey

between the second and third screening, two extra assistents were brought in the research
project to conduct the personal interviews after BLJ. The focus group on BLJ was conducted
by the same person who assisted in a focus group on DHDD. All assistents had their
Master’s degree, but only one had previous experience with qualitative research. All
interviewers followed the interview protocol as well as they could, but it is clear that the
responses were affected by this process: we already mentioned that in narrative research, the
relationship between interviewee and interviewer is crucial for the outcomes. So this
particular process both has advantages and disadvantages: all respondents spoke with
different interviewers so we actually received a broader spectrum of relationships, but the
researcher also lost some control over the research process.
289 See Attachment A2. The initial questions were adapted from Gräb, Irgendwie fühl Ich mich
wie Frodo and Joël Friso, "In een andere wereld stappen. Levensbeschouwing bij filmkijken,”
(Masterscriptie Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, 2011, unpublished).
290 In particular Marsh and Haines Lyon, cf. "Film’s Role in Contemporary MeaningMaking."
291 See attachments A4-A6.
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can also provide valuable information on the reflection process itself and the way
respondents discover relations between meaning-making and film viewing.292
Unfortunately, five participants did not fill in or fully complete the first
survey on personal details. Several reminders were sent, but participants who did
not fill in the forms were not excluded since the information was only a secondary
source. All remaining respondents filled in the final survey and the evaluation
forms after each films.

5.2 The appropriation of films and religious identity: a model of analysis
There is no coherent system of analysis for empirical qualitative research in
the field of film and theology that can be readily applied to the current research in
comparison to validated questionnaires and scales that are used in quantitative
research. Since the two disciplines in film and theology both have different goals
and strategies, providing such a model of analysis is a challenge. Another problem
was the selection of material for analysis because of the large amount of data. In the
present section we will account for the process as a whole by examining the criteria,
reliability and validity. Because of the large scope of the research process,
practicability is also a factor in the section. In 5.2.1 we will account for the criteria
and in 5.2.2 we will discuss the credibility and trustworthiness of the research
project.
5.2.1 Criteria
Before we move to the analysis process itself, it is necessary to note the
criteria that were used in analysing the data and choosing what depth of analysis
was necessary to answer the research question reliably. The central focus of the
research is the film appropriation and not the religious identity, therefore the focus
of the analysis is on the appropriation of the films. This seems very straightforward,
but it means that the analysis of the religious identity should only go as deep as
necessary to reliably assign a religious identity status to the participants.
For example, we chose not use the validated survey and interviews that
were developed by David Bell, since the religious identity statuses were only seen
as a filter in understanding the differences in film appropriation between the
participants and not as a focus of the research itself. Rather, we integrated his
survey items in the qualitative assessment of the interview on religious identity. By
coding these interviews for the different religious identity statuses we stayed
within the narrative framework of the research project.
This restriction also applies to the film interviews. In that analysis the
appropriation of the films is central, and was therefore done with a strong focus on
Charlotte Haines Lyon, "Kill Bill Volume 2: A Film Worthy of Meaning Making?,”
Particip@tions 5, no. 1 Special Edition (May 2008).
292
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the relationship with religious identity. Appropriation of meaning and meaning
construction are complicated processes with many different aspects. This is
reflected in the film interviews, which yield rich and detailed results. We
deliberately chose to leave a lot of those interesting findings outside of this study in
order to focus on the aspects of appropriation that are discussed in chapter 3: the
evaluation and levels of normativity, the relation between the perceived message,
recollection and religious identity or faith and the functions that the films perform
for the viewers.
The focus of this research project and its multidisciplinary character imply
that the assessment of religious identity in Christian orthodox Protestant viewers is
not as deep and thorough as it would have been in a religious studies project where
this identity is the central theme of the research. It also means that the
appropriation is mostly focused on the relation with religious identity and not on
the cognitive processing within the viewer or the entire reception process. This
choice may be clarified with a sports illustration. A hurdler does not run as fast as a
sprinter nor does he jump as high as a high-jumper, but he does something very
valuable in his own account.
When it comes to our central purpose, the chosen method proves fruitful
for shedding light on the way orthodox Protestant film viewers negotiate between
narrative films and their religious identity and how they appropriate the meaning
of narrative films in the context of their religious identity.
5.2.2 Credibility and trustworthiness
A crucial aspect of any research project is the reliability and validity but in
qualitative research these terms are considered problematic.293 Validity concerns the
extent to which the research findings actually measure the real situation (internal
validity) or the extent in which they can be generalised to other situations (external
validity). In qualitative research, internal validity is usually high but external
validity (or generalisability) is low, since the central idea in qualitative research is
that every situation and every participant is unique and should be understood in
his own context. 294
The focus of qualitative research on the uniqueness of every situation
makes the more quantitative approach of reliability difficult: in quantitative
research, reliability refers to the extent to which the findings are a result of
coincidence. Every research project should be replicable and still yield similar
The topic is discussed in any recent handbook on qualitative research, e.g. Norman K.
Denzin and Yvonna S. Lincoln, eds., The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research, 3rd ed
(Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, 2005); Jennifer Mason, Qualitative Researching (London;
Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage Publications, 2002); or David Silverman, ed., Qualitative Research:
Theory, Method and Practice, 2nd ed (London ; Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, 2004).
294 Baarda et al., Basisboek kwalitatief onderzoek.
293
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results. In qualitative research, it is precisely the uniqueness and context of every
individual situation that make this difficult.
Many solutions for this problem have proved to be valuable.295 Some
qualitative researchers prefer to speak about credibility instead of reliability and
trustworthiness instead of (external) validity.296 An important remark to make is
that there is not just one general form of qualitative research and therefore there is
not just any one way of looking at the subject. It all depends on the epistemological
lens of the project and choices made in the research design.297 For a qualitative
research project in the constructivist paradigm, the SAGE handbook of qualitative
research suggest trustworthiness, credibility, transferability and confirmability as
the appropiate terms instead of reliability, validity and generalisation.298
Mason suggests that it is not so much the term but the idea behind the term
that is important.299 Any research, including qualitative research, should be sound,
rigorous and appropriate. Therefore, she does not object to the terms validity and
reliability in qualitative research. While we agree that it is the thought that counts,
we prefer to use the terms credibility and trustworthiness as an alternative to
reliability and validity which we think is more appropriate for quantitative
research. Instead of external validity or generalisability we prefer transferability.
Even though the research sample was varied and relatively large for a qualitative
research project, we make no claims that the findings of this study show any
definite results regarding religious identity or (cognitive) appropriation in film
viewers in general (generalisability). The findings are transferable to the level of
theory, however. Furthermore, the insights gained in this study on orthodox
Protestant film viewers may well prove useful in other contexts (such as Roman
Catholic viewers) too —but further research needs to establish this. The use of
transferability is thus more appropriate for an exploratory research that aims to
find the relevant topics in the appropriation of narrative films and not a study that
seeks to explain the process. For such claims, another (at least partly quantitative)
research design is necessary, but with the chosen research design in this study, we
can make trustworthy and credible claims (that need to be further investigated in
further research).
If we speak of trustworthiness rather than reliability, what does this entail?
A well known model for trustworthiness in qualitative research is Guba’s model of
trustworthiness, which is also followed by practical theologians Swinton and
See Swinton and Mowat, Practical Theology and Qualitative Research for an excellent
discussion of this topic for practical theology.
296 Cf. Swinton and Mowat, Practical Theology and Qualitative Research, who follow this line.
297 Silverman, ed., Qualitative Research, chapter 15.
298 Denzin and Lincoln, eds., The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research, 24.
299 Mason, Qualitative Researching, 38-39.
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Mowat. They distinguish three dimensions: a) credibility, b) audibility and c)
fittingness.300 Credibility is defined as follows:
For the study to attain credibility, it must be able to present a thick, rich and
recognisable description of the subject matter. A qualitative study is
credible when it presents such faithful descriptions of a human experience
that the people having that experience would immediately recognise those
descriptions as their own.301
The detailed findings in chapter 6 ensure a rich description of at least this
reality of the three film screenings and the appropriation of the viewers. This
chapter is sent to the participants that are included in 6.2 to ensure that the results
are recognisable for them. One drawback to this method is that due to personal and
practical reasons, there was a lot of time between the actual research and writing of
the results chapter. The recognisability is therefore more general than we might
have hoped.
Audibility refers to the decisions made by the researcher at every step of
the process, so that it is clear for others.302 Throughout this study, methodological
choices have been described and warranted. To ensure the anonymity of the
participants and because of the large data set, the individual transcripts of the
participants are not added as an attachment but in chapter 6 there are numerous
quotes to the interview transcripts and all relevant protocols and instructions are
added.
Fittingness refers to the meaningfulness of a situation for everyday reality.
Are the finding presented with enough detail so that others can evaluate them in
relation to there own practice? This relates to generalisation. Swinton and Mowat
also make remarks regarding generalisability.303 They propose to see this in terms
of identification and resonance:
While the findings of qualitative research studies may not be immediately
transferable to other contexts, there is a sense in which qualitative research
should resonate with the experiences of others in similar circumstances.
(…) Qualitative research can therefore claim a degree of transferability
insofar as it often raises issues and offers insights which reach beyond the
particularities of the situation.

Swinton and Mowat, Practical Theology and Qualitative Research, 122.
Ibid.
302 Ibid.
303 Swinton and Mowat, Practical Theology and Qualitative Research, 47.
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We already mentioned that we do not wish to generalise the results to other
groups of film viewers or to all orthodox Protestant viewers per se, but by the way
the research is conducted, the findings that are presented do provide insights
beyond this particular situation. The fact that many of the findings confirm earlier
research illustrates this. It is therefore warranted to build the theological reflection
in Reel IV on the findings of the empirical research without stating that all results
can be transferred to the wider population.
The demands of the trustworthiness of a qualitative study requires detailed
analysis and a thorough reproduction of the findings. Since there were a lot of
participants and each participant was interviewed four times, there are limits to the
amount of detail that we can provide in chapter 6. In order to keep the study
practicable and the result chapters readable, we have limited ourselves in the report
of individual findings and in the analysis of religious identity. In the next section,
we will account for this analysis and the subsequent steps in the process.

5.3 Model of analysis: religious identity in relation to film appropriation
The research project was conducted in a way that was a mixture of theory
based and a grounded theory approach.304 The basis of the analysis of the religious
identity interviews was formed by the narrative model of Ganzevoort, as explained
in chapter 4. Not all of the six dimensions were equally useful for our purposes,
since our main interest was not the religious identity formation itself, but rather the
relation with film viewing. Some dimensions were regarded in greater detail than
others. In all dimensions, we looked for possible indicators for religious status.
For the first dimension, structure, it proved not useful to examine all
interviews formally, because the structure of the religious identity interviews was
not easily comparable to the structure of the film interviews. For example, it did not
make sense to look at the amount of words on each section or a thorough
grammatical analysis.305 We scored coherence by the length of the life story
For the theoretical framework of this study, see chapters 3 and 4. This has been a gradual
construction: we started with a broad theory from film studies and practical theology, and
when the research data showed some aspects that were more valuable in drawing relations
between religious identity and film appropriation, it was added (e.g., the concept of religious
identity statuses). Other aspects of the theory were abandoned (such as some of the
dimensions of Ganzevoort’s model) or given a less prominent place in the theoretical
framework (Van den Brink's sacred, social and vital aspects of religion, see chapter 1).
305 Cf. Thijs Tromp, Het verleden als uitdaging: een onderzoek naar de effecten van life review op de
constructie van zin in levensverhalen van ouderen (Zoetermeer: Boekencentrum Academic, 2011),
who used a highly formal model of analysis. He compared the same sort of interviews over
time, in which it makes sense to analyse the differences formally. Because our film interviews
had a completely different, and much less open structure, we could not compare our data
sources as easily.
304
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(average, long, short) and the coherence of the story (average, high, low). These
were taken as indicators for the religious statuses: the hypothesis was that an
average story in combination with high coherence correlates with religious identity
integration (RII), a short or very long story in combination with low coherence with
religious identity moratorium (RIM) and a short or average story with a high
degree of coherence to religious identity foreclosure (RIF).
For perspective, we looked at the stance of the story (is the narrator an
outsider or does he tell the story from the inside?), the degree to which the narrator
is the authorative figure in her own story and the degree of attention for the
perspective of others. An active perspective in combination with high degree of
perspective of others suggests RII, the reverse RIF or RIM.
Regarding tone, we looked at the affective charge of the story, emotions
and genre: for example, negative affective charge and strong emotions suggests
RIM. The genre can go either way: RIM is a status that usually leads to RII (a
positive end of the story) or diffusion (a negative end of the story).
Role assignment describes the specific roles that the author gives to
him/herself and other characters in the story. These roles, such as hero, caregiver or
victim point to certain identity statuses. It was assumed that RIM and RII
individuals will choose more active roles than RIF individuals, for example.
For relational positioning and audience, we looked at how the narrator
positions herself in relation to the interviewer. Is she asking for confirmation a lot
or is she confident in the way she narrates? Both RII and RIM individuals should
correlate to lower levels of confirmation. Is there a need for conformity or nonconformity (fitting in with the associated group for example)? Non-conformity
should indicate either RII or RIM, according to Bell, and the reverse is an indicator
for RIF.
5.3.1 Religious attitude analysis
Attitude is an important variable in the engagement with cultural products.
Since this is a concept that can be applied to religion (religious attitude) and film
(cultural attitude), it was hoped that religious attitude would form a bridge
between the two types of interviews. Such a direct correlation between religious
and cultural attitude could not be found, but the information on attitude did shed
some extra light on the narrative part of the interviews and was a useful indicator
for the religious identity status. In the semi-structured part about religious identity
attitude, some storylines were further explored, and in this part of the interviews, it
became more clear how wide and deep the participant’s exploration and
commitment actually were.
The value of the narrative analysis and the religious attitude analysis for
categorizing the participants according religious identity status is summarized in
table 3.
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Table 3 Overview of narrative analysis in religious identity status

5.3.2 Film interviews
Since the film interviews were semi-structured, a complete narrative
analysis was difficult. After the first analyses the level of normativity showed more
relations with the religious identity status than the level of processing
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(behavioural/narrative, visceral/filmic and reflective/symbolic levels). Moreover,
the amount of data made it necessary to make strict choices regarding analyses. We
therefore took our key for the methodology from Barker’s pro-filmic theory and
focused primarily on the way our actual audience shows to step into the role of the
implied audience. Barker's cues for a methodology are discussed below.
1. Focus on enthusiasts and the disappointed
Barker proposes to pay attention to those who are very enthusiastic and
those who are very disappointed about a film. Both have much to say about how
they prefer to look at a film and what a film should do for them. Barker brings this
into practice by looking at fan stories. We cannot do that here, because the
participants were not aware of the films they would see in the project before
applying, but we can look at those participants who liked the films a lot and those
who were very negative about it.
2. Look at how they retell the story
Barker states that the cued responses on films will include many aspects,
such as formulating hypotheses and guessing ahead, taking sides and wanting
some things to happen or not to happen, being puzzled, trusting or not trusting the
presented elements.306 Most importantly for our purposes is the last aspect:
"assembling a construct of the whole film from which it becomes possible to ask the
question: what is this story about?"307 We will focus on this construct of the entire
film by asking the participants to retell the story. In doing this, they tell us much
about how they have viewed it. What was important for them and what not?
3. Look at their evaluation and level of involvement in the film
It makes sense to assume that failure or success in taking up the role of
implied viewer — that is, success or failure to both understand and appropriate the
film — is the level of involvement in the film. Barker refuses the (psycho-analytical)
concept of identification, which he thinks is too speculative and belonging to the
effects tradition in media theory.308 Instead of identification, he prefers the term
involvement. Involvement focuses on the emotional responses of viewers in
addition to a mere rational deduction process: "Emotional engagement, like
cognitive engagement, is a process. We become involved as a film progresses in
ways which condition how we respond to subsequent parts. There is, in short, a
logic to emotional responses to films."309 This process of cognitively and
emotionally understanding films are both part of the implied audience. In other
Martin Barker, From Antz to Titanic, 48.
Ibid., 48; emphasis his.
308 Ibid., esp. 1-31.
309 Ibid., 31.
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words, stepping into or refusing the role of implied audience has to do with the
level of involvement — but is this involvement related to the dogmatic, ethical or
aesthetical level of normativity? And does it occur on the filmic/visceral level as it
does on the reflective/symbolic or behavioural/narrative layers?

5.4 Process of analysis
In this section we will describe the process of analysis from transcription to
the final analysis.
5.4.1 Interview transcriptions
The focus groups were taped on video and the personal interviews
recorded by audio only. The first step in analysis was to transcribe all interviews on
religious identity and MA and the interviews on DHDD and BLJ to the point of
saturation (see below).310 All transcripts were checked with the audio file by the
main researcher, who also added emotion and irony tags where needed. After the
check by the main researcher, the transcripts, audio and video files as well as the
surveys were uploaded in Atlas.ti.311
Although we chose to use the entire sample of 30 participants for all
screenings, we chose a saturation strategy in the analysis and transcription phase to
keep the project manageable. Therefore, the interviews on DHDD and BLJ were not
all fully transcribed (following the guidelines of MA): when the point of saturation
was reached, the rest of the interviews were coded roughly through the audio files.
In chapter 6, quotations from the transcriptions in Dutch are translated in
English. A literal translation was aimed for as much as possible, but to maintain
readability, expressions and syntax were adapted to English standards and
grammar. This inevitably means some things are lost in translation, but the goal
was to keep the intended meaning as much as possible (this being a form of
interpretation too). In order to translate the original Dutch to English, sometimes a
few words were added in square brackets to make the sentence grammatically
correct or to keep the original meaning. Literal quotations from the interviews are
referenced to the quote in Atlas.ti and participant number: e.g. RES 1, 1:1 or focus
group number: FOCUSGROUP MAR ADENTRO I, 83:1.

This was done by external researchers and students. For the transcription protocol, see
attachment A3.
311 Since we used the new version of Atlas.ti for Macintosh, not all features were available
from the beginning of the analysis phase. The surveys and videofiles were uploaded later.
This had no consequences for the analysis itself, but sometimes the sequence and numbering
of the files and codes is a bit odd.
310
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5.4.2 Coding and analysis
In order to grasp the data, we first looked at the data in a wide and general
312
way. In the first step, the transcriptions from two randomly chosen participants
(numbers 1 and 10 on the list) were analysed narratively (both on religious identity
and the film screenings) using the narrative model of Ganzevoort as explained in
chapter 4.313 In step 2, we probed the data further and examined all audio files and
surveys by each participant, noting key words in order to see similarities and
differences and to explore the first emerging patterns.314
On the basis of the transcripts of the religious identity interviews and the
film interviews on MA, the concept of religious identity status emerged as useful
filter to see differences and similarities across the sample. It was decided to use this
concept as key to the different sets of interviews (religious identity and film
interviews) rather than only the religious attitude. In section 5.2 we explained the
model of analysis to assign a religious identity status to the participants. In this
phase of the analysis it became clear, that this model would be very time
consuming. Because of the large amount of data, some choices had to be made
regarding depth of analysis. To explore what interviews were most promising for
the study, all interviews on religious identity were coded for level of commitment
to the religious tradition, the level of exploration of the religious identity and the
level of conformity to dogma’s, traditions and peer pressure. On the basis of these
indicators, all participants could be tentatively assigned a religious identity status
and it became clear which participants were the most clear examples of each status.
In step 3, the clearest case for each religious identity status was selected.315
These three cases were explored further by using the full model of analysis for all
interviews on the three films and the interview on religious identity. From these
participants, a biography was made on the basis of their interview on religious
identity and a careful narrative analysis according to the model of Ganzevoort.

See also chapters 3 and 4.
At first, we looked for relations between both types of interviews on formal and semantic
properties and examined the different dimensions of religious attitude to see if there was a
relation between religious attitude and film appropriation. These relations were not entirely
clear and it became obvious that the data sources were too different in nature to be analysed
in the same way on formal grounds (such as structure, et cetera). The three dimensions of
religious attitude could not be compared directly to a narrative reading of religious identity
but this step did yield valuable information on the relation between film interviews and
religious identity.
314 See attachment A7 for a random example.
315 RIM: Onno, RIF: Jennifer and RII: Johannes.
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These analyses were sent to the participants for consent and as an extra check for
reliability.316 These results can be found in chapter 6.
Of these cases, also the interviews on DHDD and BLJ were transcribed in
full. It became clear that the method was useful, but time consuming. Therefore, it
was decided to divide the rest group into the different statuses by only scoring the
level of conformity, exploration and commitment rather than providing a full
narrative analysis for each participant. The rationale behind this was that religious
identity status in this research was used as a filter and not as the main focus of
research.
In addition to the three layers of film as discussed in chapter 3, we found in
the pilot analyses that there were some differences in appropriations along the lines
of normativity. In step 4, all interviews on the films were subsequently coded not
only for the different layers of film but also for the three levels of normativity as
explored in chapter 3: dogmatic, ethical and aesthetic normativity.
In chapter 6, we summarise the main outcomes for all three films together
and discuss the elements of appropriation from chapter 3: the evaluation and type
of normativity and the main functions of the films for the viewers that emerged. We
discuss what patterns between religious identity and film interpretation came up
and how these interpretations came up (along the lines of which dimensions).

5.4.3 Surveys
The participants filled in several surveys (see 5.1.3). The survey on religious
identity and the last survey after the research period were uploaded both in Atlas.ti
(qualitative analysis) and in SPSS (quantitative analysis). Since the survey data was
largely qualitative, most of the analysis is done in Atlas.ti. SPSS was only used for
descriptive analysis, since the number of participants is too low to make any
statistical inferences and the nature of the study is qualitative. However, SPSS
provided a convenient instrument to show the descriptives of the research sample.
The data in Atlas.ti was left unchanged. In SPSS, some of the variables were
transformed from text into numeric variables. This way, SPSS could provide tables
and graphs and compute the mean values.
The participants were asked to fill out a short evaluation form directly after
the film screening.317 This survey did not ask for a direct judgement, but used open
questions to ask for their first reaction. In the interviews, the first question was
what impression the film had made and what had stuck with them. Both the survey
and the interview did not ask directly for a positive or negative evaluation, in order
Cf. Swinton and Mowat, Practical Theology and Qualitative Research, who argue that this
check by participants is a good way of assessing reliability, or credibility as they prefer to call
it in qualitative research.
317 See attachment A4.
316
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to keep the reactions as open as possible. The survey and the interview were taken
together in the analysis to assess the evaluation for each participant: positive,
negative or neutral.318

5.5 Film selection
Most empirical studies in the field of film and theology ask people about
favourite films or films they have just seen for themselves (not in a research
setting). These earlier studies indicate that many films can be a source of meaningmaking, whether or not they are art house, religious or even of high qualitative
standards.
In this particular research project, it was chosen to screen three different
films for the entire group, rather than only asking participants about their film
habits, favourite films or the films they went to see in a cinema.319 Because so many
films can form a source for meaning-making, certain criteria are needed to offer a
suitable choice of films. These criteria are explained in this section. Sections 5.6 - 5.8
offer an overview of the films in this project.
The films were chosen relatively early in the research project on the basis of
the sacred, social and vital aspects of Van den Brink et al.320 It was hoped that these
aspects would show a relation with the film appropriation if the content of the films
had such a relation.321 We aimed for films with different languages, art house and
Hollywood-films (filmic layer), different narrative forms (narrative layer) and use
of symbolism (symbolic layer).
Besides this content related criterion, there were other factors taken into
account. The three films should be varied enough in both content and form to allow
some conclusions across all three films (validity). Given the research project’s focus
on orthodox Protestant viewers, there were some restrictions on genre and
morality. For example, considering the research population it would not be wise to

None of the participants showed a great discrepancy in the evaluation in the form and the
interview. We assessed the evaluation as neutral when a participant was either not positive
nor negative or (more often) when they had a mixed evaluation and said they both liked and
disliked aspects of the film.
319 For the rationale behind these choices see the previous sections and chapter 1.
320 Van den Brink, ed., De Lage Landen en het hogere.
321 Initially, it was assumed that we would see a relation between religious identity and film
appropriation according to a vital, social and sacred focus on religion. While all three aspects
did occur among the participants, it turned out that the religious identity statuses could
explain the differences much more than these focuses (since the differences were not that
sharp among the participants and more importantly: the participants did not appropriate the
films along these lines).
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choose horror films or films with explicit sex or language.322 On the other hand, we
did want some level of moral conflict to see if participants move beyond a purely
ethical level of normativity.
Practical factors need to be taken into account too, such as the length of the
film (the films should be under or about two hours to have enough time for the
focus groups), popularity and availability. With these criteria in mind, it was
chosen to screen Mar Adentro (Alejandro Amenábar, Spain 2004, 121,” MA), Des
hommes et des dieux (Xavier Beauvois, France 2010, 122”, DHDD) and Blue like jazz
(Steve Taylor, USA 2014, 108”, BLJ).
The order of the screened films was partly coincidental: because of the
release date of BLJ in the Netherlands, this film needed to be screened last. Since it
was assumed that DHDD would be more difficult to follow than MA, we decided
to start with the latter.323 This way, the participants who were not used to art house
films could hopefully participate more easily.
After the religious identity statuses and level of normativity emerged as
most important theoretical concepts, the three films showed to be still useful. The
films were interesting on all three levels of normativity: dogmatic, ethical and
aesthetic. On the dogmatic level, because all three films were drama films
(coincidently all based on true stories) they were perceived as realistic and they
made it possible to draw lines to one's own world. At the same time the films
succeeded in alienating the audiences from their own situation, both because two of
them were art house films and because in all three films the world in the film was
far enough from the viewers’ situation. On the ethical level, the films were not too
explicit or ethically challenging, but especially MA and BLJ did offer some conflicts
with the worldview of the participants. On the aesthetic level, the three films
offered various amounts of space for different interpretations or to put one’s own
life next to that of the film. For example, because of the pace and the filmic form of
DHDD, it offers a very large space to let the film speak in its own filmic form. In
contrast, BLJ, as a far more typical Hollywood-like story, almost takes the viewer by
the hand and MA is in between. With all three films, some viewers could enter the
aesthetic level and others could not — making it possible to compare the different
ways participants handled the different levels of normativity.
In conclusion we can state that the three films form a broad spectrum,
making it possible to draw credible and trustworthy conclusions regarding
appropriation. The results are shown in chapter 6, but first the specific contents of
the three films are discussed in 5.6 to 5.8. These sections explore some general
information about the films regarding prefiguration, configuration and refiguration
— in other words, some context on production, film text and reception — but not a
Several respondents indicated that they were relieved that no such films were included or
that they would not have participated if this was not stated explicitly in the announcements.
323 DHDD is a slower film and does not follow a clear Hollywood-type narrative structure.
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full analysis of the films, since the study is in essence a practical theological inquiry
in how viewers appropriate the meaning (and not a film studies project that
explores the meaning of these films). The structure of each section on the films is:
1) an overview to briefly note the credits, storyline and main themes
2) a depiction of why the film matters for this research
3) information about the prefiguration, configuration and refiguration of
the film. In these sections, the main emphasis is on the scenes and features that
were most mentioned by the participants (see chapter 6).

5.6 Mar Adentro (MA)
5.6.1 General information
credits324
Spain/France/Italy, 2004, 125”
directed by: Alejandro Amenábar
cast: Javier Bardem (Ramón Sampedro), Belén Rueda (Julia, lawyer), Lola
Dueñas (Rosa, mother with kids), Mabel Rivera (Manuela, sister-in-law),
Clara Segura (Gené, social worker)
scenario: Alejandro Amenábar, Matteo Gil
storyline
"The factual story of Spaniard Ramon Sampedro, who fought a thirty-year
campaign in favour of euthanasia and his own right to die. MA explores
Ramón's relationships with two women: Julia, a lawyer who supports his
cause, and Rosa, a local woman who wants to convince him that life is
worth living. Through the gift of his love, these two women are inspired to
accomplish things they never previously thought possible. Despite his wish
to die, Ramón taught everyone he encountered the meaning, value and
preciousness of life. Though he could not move himself, he had an uncanny
ability to move others."325
main theme
The theme of euthanasia and the question of a right for self-determination
run throughout the film, but a major theme is also the value of Ramón's life
and life in general.
Filmpage at IMDB.com, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0369702/?ref_=ttfc_fc_tt (accessed
June 12, 2015).
325 Filmpage at IMDB.com, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0369702/?ref_=ttfc_fc_tt (accessed
June 12, 2015).
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5.6.2 Value for research
The film was selected for the research because the theme of euthanasia was
related to the vital aspects of religion. One’s relation with one’s body, the value of
life, one’s position outside of society because one is unable to work — or in this case
even walk — are all themes that are very relevant in Dutch society today. The
question whether or not euthanasia is allowed will be answered negatively by most
orthodox Protestant Christians, but under the surface many of their values such as
the right for self-determination, one's inherent value regardless of position and the
place of the church in these kind of dilemmas may be more humanistic than the
respondents themselves suspect. The film was chosen in the hope that this film
would bring the participants to reflection about these topics and to see whether a
direct clash between the values of the film and the values of the participants would
occur.
Regarding the levels of normativity, the film is interesting on all three
levels, though at first sight, the focus is on the ethical level. On the dogmatic level,
the film is based on a true story, depicted realistically and it offers a balanced
account of the story. Since the story is based on true facts, it also relates to reality in
a more direct way: on the dogmatic level, participants may wonder whether the
film reflects reality truthfully.
It was assumed beforehand that the ethical level of normativity would be
most important in this film. The film is very strong on the ethical level, asking
many questions beyond the euthanasia discussion: about Ramón’s behaviour
towards his family or friends and the role he occupies in his family; or about Julia’s
reasons to help Ramón and her falling in love with him; or about the role of the
priest towards the family.
The greatest value of the film may be in the aesthetic level of normativity.
MA does not really condemn any of the positions and allows the viewers to make
up their own minds. The pace of the film is such that the viewer gets enough time
to reflect on the story and the position of the characters in relation to one’s own life.
5.6.3 Brief analysis
MA326 was directed by Spanish director Alejandro Amenábar, who was also
partly responsible for the screenplay (with Matteo Gil). Amenábar was already a
famous filmmaker at the time, with his previous film Abre los ojos (1997) being a
great hit, both in Spain and abroad.327 In various interviews, Amenábar has said
that he wanted to make the film because of the character of Ramón Sampedro and
In the context of this research, we do not analyse the film in full and offer only an
overview. The focus of the research is what the viewers have to say about it rather than the
researcher.
327 This film got a Hollywood remake in 2001 as Vanilla Sky (director was Cameron Crowe
and the main actor Tom Cruise).
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not specifically to open the debate on euthanasia.328 It was only when he heard
about Sampedro’s relations with others and the power of dreams in his life that he
thought it could be a real film and not an abstract pamphlet on ideas about life or
death.
The story was very famous in Spain, long before MA was made. Ramón
Sampedro wrote a book about his struggles and a part of the video in which he
drinks the cyanide was broadcasted on Spanish television in March 1998.329 This
ignited the debate on euthanasia in Spain, but his death did not really bring about a
change in legislation. According to Amenábar, this was one of the reasons for
Bardem to co-operate.330 Because the story was well known and the topic
inflammatory, the release in Spain was very successful. In its opening weekend, the
film grossed approximately 2.2 million in Spain (with 275 screens).331 In other
countries, such as the UK (73 screens), USA (23 screens) and the Netherlands (15
screens), it was seen as a relatively small art house film. Since the film was well
received and won a lot of awards (see below), it has remained a popular film that is
still current on DVD. It scores well on popular internet sites: 8,1 on the IMDb332 and
84% on Rotten Tomatoes.333
The film was generally well received by the press and won many prizes,
including the 2005 Oscar and Golden Globe for Best Foreign Film, 14 Goya Awards
(including Best Picture, Best Director, Best Actor, Best Actrice) and the Grand
Special Jury Prize and Best Actor at the Venice Film Festival in 2004. 334
Looking at the configuration, the film text itself, MA is valuable on all three
levels of films. Narratively, the film follows the Hollywood structure. The storyline
is told in chronological order, but there are some flashbacks that are clearly
indicated. The story is sometimes interrupted by scenes where Ramón is dreaming.
For example Stephen Applebaum, "Alejandro Amenábar: The Sea Inside,” BBC Movies,
http://www.bbc.co.uk/films/2005/02/01/alejandro_amenabar_the_sea_inside_interview.s
html (accessed August 4, 2015).
329 This broadcast did not only spark a discussion in Spain, but was reported on worldwide
as well, see "A Suicide Tape on TV Inflames the Issue in Spain,” New York Times, March 9,
1998: http://www.nytimes.com/1998/03/09/world/a-suicide-tape-on-tv-inflames-theissue-in-spain.html (accessed August 4, 2015).
330 Stephen Applebaum, "Alejandro Amenábar: The Sea Inside,” BBC Movies,
http://www.bbc.co.uk/films/2005/02/01/alejandro_amenabar_the_sea_inside_interview.s
html (accessed August 4, 2015).
331 Filmpage at IMDB.com, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0369702/?ref_=ttfc_fc_tt (accessed
June 12, 2015).
332 Ibid.
333 Filmpage at Rotten Tomatoes, http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/sea_inside/ (accessed
August 4, 2015).
334 Filmpage at IMDB.com, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0369702/?ref_=ttfc_fc_tt (accessed
June 12, 2015).
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On the filmic layer, the film is an art house film in the sense that the pace is low and
the development of the characters is more important than the storyline. The film is
carried by the magnificent acting of Javier Bardem, who has shown in various films
such as Before night falls (Julian Schnabel, 2000) or No country for old men (Joel and
Ethan Coen, 2007) that he can almost disappear in a role. The film subtly steers the
viewer by camera movements, diegetic sound, montage, acting, et cetera but is
careful to show all sides of the argument. This can be seen most clearly in the priest
scene, which works as an apt illustration of how the entire film works. A paralysed
priest has found his mission in keeping Ramón from committing suicide and
helping him to see the error of his ways. With this goal in mind, he comes to
Ramón's house and starts a discussion. But because his wheelchair is too large for
the staircase and Ramón obstinately refuses to come downstairs, both men need to
have their discussion through the means of the priest's aide, who runs up and
down the stairs to communicate to the one what the other has to say. Needless to
say, the priest is unsuccessful and what is more, he is told off by Ramón's shy sisterin-law who accuses the priest of "having a big mouth.” Using insights from film
theory and paying attention to the way the film is shot, rather than what is actually
said, it becomes clear that the cinematography, editing and sound have a balancing
effect on the viewer. He or she is forced to see both sides of the story and identify
not only with Ramón, but also with his family and friends — and even with the
church, in the person of Hermano Andrés (the unfortunate running aide). This
makes MA more than a pamphlet for euthanasia and shows the complexity of these
kinds of situations.
Although the film certainly uses metaphors — note the role of the sea, for
instance — the film is not overtly symbolic in its filmic language. The film forces
viewers to form an opinion about an ethical topic, euthanasia, but does so in a
relatively open way. Ramón’s death is eventually shown as a loss and the dilemma
always stays a dilemma. The film is a truthful reflection of Spanish culture, where
the Roman Catholic church is still influential in ethical manners even though the
society is becoming more and more secular.335
The cinematographic value of the film cannot be seen apart from the main
topic of euthanasia. For some reviewers, their views on euthanasia and paraplegia
influenced their opinion of the film, too. Roger Ebert, for example, only gave the
film a three star review, based on his experiences with other paralysed people. He
ends his review on a personal note: "I agree with Ramon that, in the last analysis,
the decision should be his to make: to be or not to be. But if a man is of sound mind
and not in pain, how in the world can he decide he no longer wants to read
tomorrow's newspaper?"336
The court scene is a good example of this paradox.
Roger Ebert, review of The Sea Inside, RogerEbert.com, December 16, 2004,
http://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/the-sea-inside-2004 (accessed August 4, 2015).
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On the whole, it can be stated that although Amenábar made the film
because of the intimacy of the personal story of Ramón Sampedro, the value of it is
certainly enhanced because of its impact on the debate. In an article in the British
Medical Journal, it was stated that the film had a large impact on the euthanasia
debate in Spain.337 There was so much media attention, that both opposes and
advocates for euthanasia could express their opinion widely. Prime minister
Zapatero felt obligated to attend the film’s premiere, but the film was — not
surprisingly — condemned by the Spanish Catholic church, who was fighting
several wars with the Socialist government at the time.338

5.7 Des hommes et des dieux (DHDD)
5.7.1 Overview
credits339
France, 2010, 122”
directed by: Xavier Beauvois
cast: Lambert Wilson (Christian), Michael Lonsdale (Luc), Olivier
Rabourdin (Christophe), Philippe Laudenbach (Célestin)
scenario: Xavier Beauvois (adaptation), Etienne Comar (scenario)
storyline
"In 1996, in Algeria, eight French monks of The Monastery Notre-Dame de
l'Atlas of Tibhirine have a simple life serving the poor community that was
raised around the monastery. During the Algerian Civil War, they are
threatened by terrorists but they decide to stay in the country and not
return to France. One night, the extremists break in the monastery and
abduct seven monks. A couple of months later, they are found dead in
controversial circumstances."340
main theme
G. Casino, "Film Reopens Euthanasia Debate in Spain," BMJ: British Medical Journal 329,
no. 7470 (2004): 864, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC521636/ (accessed
August 4, 2015).
338 Giles Tremlett, "Suicide film sparks ‘right to die’ debate,” The Guardian, September 12,
2004, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2004/sep/12/spain.film (accessed August 4,
2015).
339 Filmpage IMDB.com, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1588337/?ref_=nv_sr_1 (accessed
June 12, 2015).
340 Filmpage IMDB.com, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1588337/?ref_=nv_sr_1 (accessed
June 12, 2015).
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The main theme of the film is loyalty and martyrdom. Secondary
themes are life in a monastery and interreligious relationships.
5.7.2 Value for research
The film was selected because the setting at a monastery and the way the
monks’ daily lives are depicted are strong examples of the sacred aspects of faith.
An important secondary reason was aesthetic. The film is a typical art house film
and with its quiet pace and careful cinematography it can be quite inaccessible. It
was estimated that this would lead to different evaluations in the research sample,
so that implicit views on what constitutes a good film could be studied.341 The film
is not only very strong on the filmic layer, but of the three films it is also the most
symbolic of the three. Narratively, the film follows a Hollywood structure in that
the plot has a beginning, middle and end and a clear dilemma at its core, but it is
also quite slow and just a depiction of daily routines.342 This makes the narrative
layer most like an art house film, compared to the other two films.
Of the three films in this research project, DHDD may offer the most
opportunities for an evaluation on the aesthetic level of normativity, because it
invites the audience to step into the daily routine at a monastery and forces them to
follow the quiet rhythm.343 The film strongly places the viewer for the ultimate
question: what would you have done? The storyline of the relation of the monks with
the village also makes it interesting on a dogmatic and ethical level of normativity.
5.7.3 Brief analysis
DHDD is made by French director Xavier Beauvois. Before DHDD he was
mostly known for his second film N'oublie pas que tu vas mourir (1995), that won the
Special Jury Prize at the Cannes Film Festival in 1995. As with MA, DHDD is based
on a true story. In the middle of the civil war in Algeria, eight monks were
kidnapped and killed by either Algerian freedom fighters or the Algerian
government. The case was never solved and people wondered for years who may
have murdered the monks. The filmmakers never intended to make their film a
who-dunnit, however. Co-writer Etienne Comar stated in interviews that the main
question that drew him to the story of the Trappist monks was not so much who
It is nice if everybody likes a film, but as Barker argues, quite often a researcher learns as
much from the disappointed as from the enthusiastic viewers.
342 For a discussion of a typical Hollywood structure, see David Bordwell, The Way Hollywood
Tells It: Story and Style in Modern Movies (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006) or
Paul Ruven, Marian Batavier, and Steven van Galen, Het geheim van Hollywood: de gouden
succesformule voor schrijvers, acteurs, regisseurs en alle andere filmliefhebbers (Amsterdam:
Theatrebookshop, 2007).
343 Another film that would work equally well or perhaps better would be Philip Gröning’s
Die grosse Stille (a.k.a. Into great silence, France/Switzerland/Germany, 2005) but with 169
minutes this film was too long to be selected.
341
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killed them but why on earth they had decided to stay.344 If anything, they wanted
to show that different religions can peacefully live together. This became the central
theme in the film.
Throughout the film, several subthemes can be seen as well. The monks
never try to convert the villagers to Christianity and are often depicted while
reading or quoting the Qu’ran. This way, they are shown as examples of
interreligious dialogue. At the same time, the film subtly asks questions about
colonialism and views from the West about Third World countries. The relations
between the villagers and the monks are very good, but also quite patriarchal. The
scene where villagers describe themselves as birds and the monks as the branch on
which they sit (and thus lean) is illustrative. The filmmakers are careful never to
state an opinion too obviously, though. The viewer is free to make up his own
mind.
In general, the film was well received. It won the Ecumenical Jury Prize and
the Grand Jury Prize at the Film Festival of Cannes, as well as three Césars
(including Best Film). The film was a huge hit in France, despite its quiet art house
character. For some writers, it were these art house qualifications that made it so
popular. The film allowed the French public to think about their norms and
values.345 Another reason may have been that despite the setting in a small village
in Algeria, the film is quite universal, thinks scriptwriter Conmar: "My feeling is
that everyone can relate to this dilemma."346 The box office figures suggest he is
correct — 3,2 million tickets were sold in France alone.347 The film scores a 93%
rating at Rotten Tomatoes, with an average rating of 8.1/10.348

5.8 Blue like jazz
5.8.1 Overview
credits
USA, 2012, 108”
directed by: Steve Taylor
Matt Ford, “O brother, we’re arthouse: the monks taking France by storm,” The Guardian,
December 2, 2010, http://www.theguardian.com/film/filmblog/2010/dec/02/of-gods-andmen-monks (accessed August 4, 2015).
345 Ford, "O brother, we’re arthouse."
346 Ibid.
347 Filmpage IMDB.com, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1588337/?ref_=nv_sr_1 (accessed
June 12, 2015).
348 Filmpage at Rotten Tomatoes,
http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/of_gods_and_men/?search=des%20hommes%20et%20
des (accessed August 4, 2015).
344
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cast: Marshall Allman (Don), Claire Holt (Penny), Tania Raymonde
(Claire)
scenario: Donald Miller (story and screenplay), Ben Pearson
(screenplay) and Steve Taylor (screenplay)
storyline
"Disenchanted by the church and his devout Christian mother, 19 year-old
Donald escapes Texas for the liberal Northwest and attends Reed College at
the urging of his secular father. At Reed College, Don finds that his
classmates, from all walks of life, are more anti-religious and antieverything than he was prepared for. In an attempt to fit in, and more
importantly, in an attempt to find himself, Don joins an activist group
which forces him to question what he really believes in."349 After denying
his faith for several months, Don realises that faith in God is not about
following rules but about forgiveness and living according to one's beliefs.
main theme
The main theme of the film is identity formation: the process of finding
one's own faith. It also shows the life at a modern, liberal university.
5.8.2 Value for research
BLJ was selected for the research project for several reasons. The storyline
shows all three aspects of Van den Brink’s model of religion — Penny’s focus on
environment can be seen as vital aspects, especially in a global setting; the depiction
of the Texan church refers to a more traditional, strictly sacred religion and its basic
theme of identity formation fits well within the social aspects of religion.
In terms of the three levels of normativity, BLJ fits best with the dogmatic
level of normativity, although it does raise some ethical questions and many
participants rejected the film mostly on the aesthetic level of normativity (they
found the film too obvious, giving them no or hardly any space to make up their
own mind).
There were also a few secondary considerations in selecting BLJ as the last
film in the project. The film is interesting because it is the only Christian film in the
research project and the subject is close to the religious background of many of the
participants. It is also much more of a Hollywood-type film than the other two —
not only because it is an American film but also because the filmic and narrative
layers follow the conventions of Hollywood.

Filmpage IMDB.com, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1758575/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1 (accessed
June 12, 2015).
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5.8.3 Brief analysis
BLJ is an adaptation of Donald Miller’s semi-autobiographical novel. It was
directed by Steve Taylor, who has earned some fame in the Christian
Contemporary Music industry as a rock artist. Taylor has a reputation of being
critical of the social codes often associated with (evangelical) Christianity, which is
reflected in many of his songs.350 Before the film was released, Taylor objected to
the term 'Christian movie', although the film was made by Christians.351 For him,
the film is an ordinary film that happens to be a about a boy who needs to make his
parents’ religion his own. For a faith-based film, it is not very family friendly. The
characters swear, they drink alcohol before the age of 21 and there are quite a few
references to drug use. In the interview with Christian Post however, Taylor
indicates that they "really toned-down the Reed College experience.”352
The film almost did not get made because the producers could not find
enough funding. At last, Miller wrote a blog announcing that the film project was
close to dead after four years of trying to get the funding together. After reading
this news, a couple of fans of the book decided to resort to crowdfunding and
launched the project 'Save Blue Like Jazz' on Kickstarter. A few months later, it was
the most successful Kickstarter project to date, raising more than $ 300.000 by
almost 4.500 participants353 — an indication that the adaptation of Miller’s novel
was widely anticipated.
The film is an independent production, but it follows the structure and
style of Hollywood production (but naturally, the budget was much smaller). BLJ is
the story of a 19-year-old boy who grew up in a Southern Baptist environment and
who chooses to go to a liberal college in Portland rather than a Christian college in
Texas. In his first year at Reed College, Don meets several people that make him reevaluate his Christian upbringing in different ways. The focus is on the relation
with two of his female fellow students, on whom he has a crush. The lesbian
Lauryn represents the world that he never knew and always thought to be sinful or
dangerous but in reality is not so different from his own. Penny illustrates all the
good sides of Christianity if it focuses on praxis and not on dogmatics. Don also
develops a friendship with the Pope, a senior student who is very anti-religious and
keeps pressing Don to rethink his values. Because Don wants to fit in, he dismisses

For example, (implicit) racism in We don’t need no colourcode or strict social rules in I want
to be a clone. For more information on Steve Taylor as a musician see his Wikipedia page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Taylor.
351 Jeff Schapiro, "'Blue Like Jazz’ Director Steve Taylor Says Film Isn’t Christian,” Christian
Post, http://www.christianpost.com/news/blue-like-jazz-director-steve-taylor-says-filmisnt-christian-73395/ (accessed 12th June 2015).
352 Ibid.
353 Cf. Case Study: Save Blue Like Jazz, Online Independent Funding (accessed August 4,
2015).
350
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his Christian identity and tries to be something he is not. In the end Don gets
chosen as the new Pope, which makes him realise that he needs to ask forgiveness
for the image that the church has made of God. This provides room to recreate his
own identity.
Regardless of its success as a Kickstarter project, the reception of the film
shows that it was a disappointment for many of the fans of Miller's original book,
despite (or maybe because of) the wide anticipation. Most critics were fairly
negative, even if they praised Taylor’s good intentions. Christianity Today only
gives the film 2,5 stars, although the review starts off not too bad:
Taylor brings this movie the kind of grit (read: off-colour humour, some
brutal satirizations of evangelical subculture, and even some four-letter
words) that you won't find in, say, Courageous. And he does a lot with a
little, budget-wise; this film was financed largely via Kickstarter, and while
the production values are not exactly high, it is nevertheless a quirky and
genuinely funny indie.354
The downside of the film for Christianity Today is that the resolvement in
the film is that Don exchanges his legalistic Christian faith for a contemporary
spirituality that only pays attention to feelings and social conduct and not on the
atonement of Christ for sinners: "In the movie, it means we get a vivid portrait of
where evangelical culture has gone wrong, but the alternative we're given is a
"Christian spirituality" that emphasizes all the wrong things (and pretty much
excludes Christ himself)."355 In other words, Christianity Today reviews the film
badly because its picture of Christianity does not conform to their norms (so they
evaluate the film on the symbolic layer instead of the filmic layer and use a
predominantly dogmatic and ethical levels of normativity).
Other outlets have more problems with the filmic qualities. As one
reviewer puts it, the film "tries to navigate a middle course between mainstream
Hollywood and mainstream evangelical movie-making, and in the process loses
everyone."356 The Rotten Tomatoes rating is 38% with critics, but the audience is

Josh Hurst, review of Blue Like Jazz, Christianity Today Movies,
http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2012/april/bluelikejazz.html (accessed August 4,
2015).
355 Ibid.
356 Eleonor Barkhorne, "Why 'Blue Like Jazz' Won’t Save Christian Cinema," The Atlantic,
April 16, 2012, http://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2012/04/why-bluelike-jazz-wont-save-christian-cinema/255965/(accessed August 4, 2015).
354
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more positive with 63% saying they like it.357 These numbers are in line with the
reception of the film in this research project (see chapter 6).

5.9 Participants
5.9.1 Criteria
The population of the study consisted of orthodox Protestant film
viewers.358 The aim was to find around 30 respondents, because this would lead to
a varied group in terms of sex, age, education, viewer experience, religious identity
and denomination. Another reason to work with a set number of participants,
rather than to stop conducting interviews when no new information comes up
(saturation) was both practical and methodological. Methodologically, we wanted
to ensure ecological validation: we wanted the participants to watch the films
together, in conditions that were the same for everybody and that resembled a visit
to the cinema as much as possible. Therefore, we had to make an estimation
beforehand how many respondents we would need. In light of the risk that
participants would drop out of the research, we aimed for a relatively large sample.
Also, watching a film in a cinema is different than watching a film at home with
one’s family or a small number of friends. We wanted to approach the situation in a
cinema as closely as possible, therefore we wanted at least twenty or thirty
people.359
Given the study's focus on orthodox Protestant film viewers, the
participants were recruited mainly in the confessional part of the Protestant Church
of the Netherlands (Protestantse Kerk in Nederland, here after PKN), the smaller
reformed churches (Nederlands Gereformeerd, Gereformeerde Kerken vrijgemaakt,
Christelijk Gereformeerd), baptist churches and non-charismatic evangelical
churches (Vrije Evangelische Gemeenten, free churches).360
The age of the respondents was 25 - 55 years old: just after adolescence and
before 'third age', so that we could assume a more or less stable identity.361 The aim
was to have an even division between higher and lower educated participants.
Film page at Rotten Tomatoes, http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/blue_like_jazz/
(accessed August 4, 2015).
358 For more on the definition of ‘orthodox Protestant’ see 1.4.1.
359 Anyone who has ever watched a film in a movie theatre where only a couple of people
were present, knows this is a different experience from watching a film with a larger number
of people.
360 Note that the different denominations were not used as variables. The aim was to find a
group of participants that was on the one hand rather homogenous (orthodox Protestant)
and on the other hand varied enough to be valid. See also 1.4.
361 Identity formation never really stops (see chapter 4) but according to Erickson and Marcia,
the process is most crucial in adolescence. We can generally expect a more or less stable
357
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All participants were regular film viewers, watching at least one film per
month. It did not matter whether they see these films in cinemas or at home on
television or DVD. The average cinema visit per capita in the Netherlands is only
1,8 a year so it did not make sense to look for people who watched films only in
cinemas.362 We did want participants who viewed films regularly or often, because
viewer experience is known to affect the viewer experience.363 In the next section,
the process of finding the participants and the eventual sample is discussed.
5.9.2 Process
The study took place in The Netherlands. The participants were recruited
by a snowball method.364 First, an email was sent to friends and family of the
researcher with the request to forward the email to others. None of the receivers of
the initial email participated in the study, but there were a number of people who
forwarded the email, leading to several participants. The same day, a request was
made through Twitter and Facebook with a question to participate and/or forward
the request. Both the tweet and the Facebook message were widely spread,
resulting in over ten replies.
Lastly, a press release was sent to orthodox Protestant Christian organisations and
media. This was picked up by the weekly magazine Visie of the Evangelical
Broadcasting Company (Evangelische Omroep) and an orthodox daily newspaper,
Nederlands Dagblad. Especially the article in Visie proved fruitful. All in all, 54
people have applied, making it possible to select respondents according to
education and denominational background. Initially, 30 candidates were selected
with an even selection in education (both higher and middle education), age groups
(25-35, 35-45 and 45-55) and gender. When the dates of the film screenings were
communicated, some participants were unable to attend all screenings. For this
reason they were excluded from the study. Eventually, we were able to select 31
candidates because applications kept coming in through Facebook and Visie.
5.9.3 Parameters
Table 4 summarises the parameters of the participants.

identity after late adolescense. After the retiring age, a whole new phase in life begins, so we
chose to set the maximum at 55 years of age.
362 Bioscoopmonitor 2013/2014 (Amsterdam: Stichting Filmonderzoek, 2014).
363 For example, see Harry B.G. Ganzeboom, Cultuurdeelname in Nederland: Een EmpirischTheoretisch Onderzoek Naar Determinanten van Deelname Aan Culturele Activiteiten (Assen: Van
Gorcum, 1989).
364 cf. Baarda et al, Basisboek kwalitatief onderzoek.
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Table 4 Information about participants
Unfortunately, the even selection in education was lost in the final sample:
over 85% of the participants have a higher education.365 After the first screening
and focus group, one of the respondents declined to participate further, because she
found the process of film viewing with regular interviews too stressful. This
participant was thus excluded from the analysis and the tables below and the final
group existed of exactly 30 respondents.366 This group shows substantial variety in
age and denomination. The distribution is not entirely even, but for our purposes
varied enough.367
Not all included respondents managed to fill in the questionnaire at the
beginning (see chapter 6). From the participants who did complete it, the overall
majority watch more than one film per month, half of them even watch a minimum
of one film per week. In the request for participation, there was no distinction made
between Christian films and secular films. All participants except two usually
watched secular films instead of Christian films.

This uneven selection paradoxically makes the sample closer to reality: film consumption
is related to a higher level of education. Of the Dutch population, only 35% of lower
educated people visits a cinema (commercial cinemas and arthouses together) at least once a
year against 68% percent of university educated people and 58% of the HBO (university of
applied sciences) educated people. Cf. Lahaut, 'Bioscoopmonitor 2013/2014'.
366 Because this participant was a member of one of the focus groups, she was included in the
analysis of that focus group interview so that the total amount of the viewers of MA was 31.
Since a focus group is a conversation with all participants it was impossible to exclude her
here.
367 None of these parameters are taken as variables. We only wanted to make sure that we
recruted a varied group of participants that had some similarities with other cinemagoers,
but it was not our intention to draw conclusions that are statistically relevant. For more on
the use of variables in qualitative research, see Jennifer Mason, Qualitative Researching.
365
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SCENE 6: RESULTS
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the results of the empirical study. In section 6.2 the
central topic is religious identity status. In section 6.3 the film appropriation is
discussed and 6.4 focuses on the connection between the two. The chapter ends
with a summary of the results, leading to the conclusions in chapter 7.

6.2 Religious identity
This section is structured according to the religious identity statuses that
were identified in chapter 3: religious identity moratorium (RIM), religious identity
foreclosure (RIF) and religious identity integration (RII). In the first section an
overview of the religious identity statuses is given (6.2.1). In the subsequent
sections, each religious identity status is explained in further detail by presenting
the clearest case for each status (6.2.2 - 6.2.4) and in section 6.2.5 the findings are
summarised.
6.2.1 Religious identity statuses
Based on the poles exploration, commitment and conformity, it is possible to
indicate categories for different religious statuses. When all participants were
scored on the basis of their life story (coded for levels of exploration, commitment
and conformity), they could be tentatively assigned to the different statuses. This
was taken as the starting point to examine the different ways participants reacted to
the films and not to offer a definitive overview of the religious identity statuses of
the research population.368
Explora
-tion
high
DIFFUSION
MORATORIUM

Commitment
high

X
X

FORECLOSURE
INTEGRATION

Exploration
low

X
X

X
X

Commit- Confor- Conforment
mative mative
low
high
low
X

X

X

X
X
X

Table 5 Poles of the different statuses
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See chapter 4.
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DIFFUSION

MORATORIUM

FORECLOSURE

INTEGRATION

-

Tess
Jack
Jan
Jonathan
Onno

Sanne
Rijk
Zoë
Jennifer
Lisa
Eva
Jessica
Dirk

Thijs
Sophie
Tim
Arie
Johannes
Jane
Rachel
Anna
René
Daniël
Emma
Fenna
Joep
Emily
Lauren
Paulette
Piet

Table 6 Participants per status369

Figure 4 Participants per status
369

All names in this research are pseudonyms to mantain anonymity for all participants.
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The participants are categorised using qualitative data only. Thus, the
categorisation should be seen as an indication, not a definitive way of measuring
the participants’ religious identity statuses. The results fall within the range of what
would be expected on Bell’s measurement of religious identity. None of the
participants could be placed in the diffused status. This makes sense considering
the population of the research project: the participants were recruited in
conservative Christian media and were all from a conservative Protestant
background and past the late adolescent age. This also explains the high level of RII
participants and low level of RIM participants.
The next sections explore the clearest cases for each status in depth. This
way of presenting the results is chosen because it is not possible to present all
analyses of all thirty participants. The clearest cases are used not only as an
example but also because they represent the other cases best.370
6.2.2 Religious Identity moratorium: Onno’s story
Meeting Onno
Onno is in his mid-fifties at the time of research. He works freelance in
journalism and the creative industry. He is currently working on a novel. He
moved to a different part of the country about five years ago, which exacerbated a
series of doubts about his faith that had already been occurring for some time.371
His personal religious identity since then has been characterised by strong
developments.
He grew up in a small village in a strict religious family.372 His view of God
balanced between God as a strict Judge and God as a loving Father. In his teenage
years, the latter image won over the stricter view. He developed a seemingly strong
evangelical identity373, in which God played a great part. He married young and,
together with his wife, he was an active member of a small evangelical church. He
describes this period of his life as relatively happy.

See chapter 5 for the rationale behind this strategy.
At the time of the research.
372 Onno's family belonged to a conservative branch of the mainline Protestant Church in the
Netherlands (Hervormd Gereformeerde Bond).
373 Evangelical is here used according to the definition of Pieter Boersema: “A movement in
Protestant circles where people feel drawn to testify in work and deed about a personal
conversion in which Jesus Christ occupies a central place, for whom the Bible is the most
important guidebook for their life, and for whom the work of the Holy Spirit is
indispendable,” cf. Boersema, 'The evangelical Movement in the Netherlands.'
370
371
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His job often brought him to turbulent places in the world. He describes
this time as commuting between war zones and the safe, exclusive environment of
his evangelical congregation.374 Following their move to another part of the
country, Onno and his family became members of a relatively large Baptist church.
It was here that his struggles with his faith really took centre stage. Onno became
more and more uncomfortable and eventually decided he no longer wanted to
attend the services.
When I'm there I constantly have intense inner dialogues with myself and
that isn’t right. It isn’t beneficial. It is golden material for the book I am
writing, but I don’t want to sit in church like that. So now the question is:
what do I want now? My focus has been on the game that was played in
that church for so long, that now I have lost sight of the Other with a capital
O. I get the feeling that now there is space to think about what I really
believe. But it is not finished yet, it is very much happening right now.375
This is the process he is currently going through and he has to come to
terms with a new way of believing. He does not yet know how it will manifest
itself.
Reading Onno’s story
This section offers a close reading of Onno’s story, using Ganzevoort’s
narrative model of analysis. We distinguished six different dimensions of his life
story and we analyse these to confirm or deny the hypothesis that these dimensions
are suitable for determining his religious identity status (which, after the first
reading and coding of the different poles, was strongly suspected to be in RIM).
Table 7 (next page) summarises the six narrative dimensions. The overall
theme of the third storyline is his process of reflection on his religious identity: first
of all on the question of who God is outside of the evangelical subculture, but also
his troubled relationship with evangelical culture in general, and his current church
in particular. The main metaphors that belong to this part of the story are God as a
"carrying foundation under his existence" (his words) and himself as an ironical
commentator on the side-lines (researcher's words).

374
375

Onno, 32:70.
Onno, 32:68.
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Table 7 Narrative aspects in Onno’s story
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His story is structured thematically but also in a causal way: looking back,
he identified several reasons for his development. First of all, he no longer felt
responsible for the faith of others. His children had left home and he withdrew
from his leadership and church service activities. This opened some space to take
the growing doubts in the back of his mind seriously. These doubts grew from the
'worship culture', as he calls it, within the evangelical subculture. In his view, faith
became too sentimental and sometimes even disturbing. Secondly, at the same time
he started to enter the "slippery slope of fiction.” This made it necessary to reflect
on his life from the outside. He likes this reflection, but the downside is that he can
no longer escape the more difficult questions, and he realises that his idea of God as
Ever-Present Director of his life no longer seems to fit.
This process of reflection and struggles escalated after he moved. This is the
third and most likely explanation for his crisis of faith. The church they currently
attend is very large and popular, with conservative viewpoints, strong leadership
and a strong worship culture. Onno mentions that he probably would have
experienced a similar process if he had stayed in the middle of the country, but
perhaps it would have been slower. He realised that his own values clashed with
the values of the church and he strongly rejected their exclusivist culture. This is the
main thread throughout his story.
Dimension 2: perspective
Onno’s story is mostly told from his own perspective. He is fairly ironic
about the people in his own church and he distances himself from them by taking
the perspective of 'ironic commentator'. By doing so, he moves closer to people
outside of the church. On the whole, he is very much the centre of his own story (a
fact he reflects on in the first film interview where he exclaims at the end: "Oh no, it
is all about me. It is always about me. Narcissist. [Laughs]").
At the same time, he wants to find a broader perspective. He considers the
people in his church to be narrow-minded and is sharply aware of the fact that he
has thought and lived that way for most of his life. He would like to take other
perspectives into account, which can be seen in the film interviews. The only
perspective he refuses is that of his own church.
He is fairly critical of his own role: it bewilders him that it took him so long
to take action on his faith.
But eh, I look back at those 25, 30 years that we have spent in the
evangelical movement with a sense of alienation. How, how, how could I
have done that? And eh… Aren’t I enormously cowardly that I couldn’t just
face eh… important questions, or draw the obvious conclusions from them?
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Or ehm, well. It’s, like, I look at myself with some astonishment there, that I
let that, in that way, ehm, that I let it linger for so long, so to speak.376
In relation to his church, he embraces this process and his role of ironic
commentator at the side-line much more. He is clearly put off by the exclusivist
evangelical culture in the Church and he positions himself outside of it. The
extensive use of irony and even sarcasm is characteristic of this outsider’s position.
In telling his story from the perspective of the outsider, he wants to create a
distance between himself and the community he has been a part of. He sees himself
as responsible for his own process, but from the way he tells it, it can be seen that
he does not have complete control over it. This can be seen in the grammatical
form, too. The third storyline begins rather passively. He speaks about his process
as 'the search I ended up in' (passive voice in Dutch).377 The first cause for the
beginning of the whole reflection process is rather passive too: he ascribes this to
the change of culture in the evangelical movement. He experienced this as 'a
worship culture' where feelings, emotions and sentiments became most important.
In his view, this makes faith superficial and it caused him to stop leading worship
services, among other things.378 These are developments taking place outside of
himself. The second cause, however, is much more active. Here we see him as the
agent in his own story (literally, as he started writing fiction). He uses the book that
he is writing as an instrument for mastering his own process.
The third cause is somewhere in between: their relocation was not
something he would have thought helpful in his thought process, and it takes him a
while to come to action, but now that he has left his church, this has created space
for him to truly reflect on the significance that God and faith have for him.
On the whole, Onno takes a somewhat middle place between a passive and
an active perspective. He is certainly not the passive victim of the circumstances,
but he is not entirely in control either. He wants to take responsibility, even though
he does not know how much he can control. He tells his story from his own
perspective but is aware that this perspective is singular and other perspectives are
possible.
Dimension 3: tone
For Ganzevoort and Visser, tone is the attitude with which a story is told.379
There are many different possible keys: one can show a high level of anger or a very
positive tone. Or one can tell the story as someone who accuses others (active,
plaintiff), is accused by others innocently (passive, helpless victim) or is accused
Onno, 32:19.
Onno, 32:12.
378 Onno, 32:15B.
379 Ganzevoort and Visser, Zorg voor het verhaal, 173.
376
377
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rightly (active/passive, accused). This determines not only the selection of material
but also the (emotional) charge it is given.
For Onno, the overall tone of the story reflects the struggle he is in. It shows
great unease with the situation and especially with the social environment of the
church. Still, it is never truly angry or desperate towards God. When the
interviewer refers to his process as "struggling" he comments that this sounds too
difficult for him.380 There is always the hope that eventually it will work out.
Onno chooses the stance of a plaintiff (towards the church and Christian
environment) but elements of being the accused (by God) are also present. Often,
he is quite ironic and a lot of comments on his church or the evangelical movement
in general carry a negative undercurrent. This irony underlines the growing
distance between him and his church. One example is when he speaks about the
role of the Bible in his views on God. He states that the Bible has become
"contaminated" and that he cannot read it in an unbiased way anymore: "In the
evangelical movement we are experts at reading everything as a straight word from
God, for you personally. Yes. Well, right ((ironic)). You know, I don’t want to live
like that."381
The tone of the story is related to the genre of the story. Following
Northrop Frye, Ganzevoort and Visser distinguish four possible genres: comedy,
romance, tragedy and irony/satire.382 Since Onno’s story is still very much in flux,
it is not quite clear in which direction it is going. The story certainly has both winter
and spring elements.383 Even though the undertone of the story is irony (which can
reflect negative emotions, an absence of redemption) which is related to the genre
of tragedy, there are also many elements of agency in Onno's story — which is
more related to comedy. He resists the temptation to lose his ties with Christian
faith altogether and uses his fictional writing to get a grip on his process. He hopes
he will get somewhere in the near future, but at the time of research did not have a
conscious idea of where it was going (hence the many ironic references). The
implication is that he will conquer his strict evangelical environment and will be
the hero of his new faith story, in the service of a less exclusivist God. This makes it
likely that his eventual story will fall in the genre of comedy rather than tragedy.
Dimension 4: roles
The dimension of roles relates to how Onno describes other people (and God) in his
story.384 It is not only his own role that defines him, rather it is the interplay
between the different characters.
Onno, 32:76.
Onno, 32:36.
382 Ganzevoort and Visser, Zorg voor het verhaal, 173.
383 Ganzevoort and Visser, Zorg voor het verhaal.
384 Ganzevoort, "Reading by the Lines." See also chapter 5.
380
381
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Himself/narrator
In telling his story, he takes up the role of ironic commentator. This role of
ironic commentator becomes more active over time (see also the dimension of
perspective). He uses his fictional writing, but also the films in the research as
instruments to shape his own part in the drama of his life, which gives him some
space to make the character of the church less important.
God
God has played an important role in Onno's life, even from an early age.
His faith in God is one of the first things he mentions and it forms one of the main
themes of his story.385 Although it is in a process of change, God is still very much
at the forefront. Onno does not really seem to have a troublesome relationship with
God per se, but rather with the social environment that surrounds God.
The first time he refers to God in the present, he calls him The Other,386 of
whom he lost track because he was so focused on all the processes in the church.
The role God plays is less concrete now, he sees Him not as a literal Father or
Person but more as the "Carrying Foundation under my life.”387 He refuses to
explain certain experiences as coming directly from God without denying that He
can play a part. "It is the exclusiveness that I want to get rid of."388 He wants to
separate the character of God from the character of the church and realises this
makes God infinitely more complicated than just an "Ever-Present Director.” In his
mind, he loses the connection between everything that happens in his life, good or
bad, and direct actions from God.389 At the same time, he does not deny that God is
important and tries to redefine certain orthodox dogmas in new form, fully
realising that this has social implications as well.
Church
The true antagonist in this story seems to be the church he is currently
attending, personified by its pastor. Nearly all references he makes to this church
are negative or at least ironic. The way he describes his church reflects his personal
struggle to find a new way of looking at God and the world (the dimensions of
relational positioning and audience, see below). He positions the church as an
opposite character, narrow-minded and simplistic. It personifies everything he does
not want to be or believe at the moment and he uses his time in church to redefine

See also above (Structure).
See above (Structure).
387 Onno, 32:24.
388 Onno, 32:24.
389 Onno, 32:45.
385
386
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his own role, placing himself as Opposite, as the ironic commentator on the sidelines.
Family and next of kin
Onno's next of kin play a secondary role in his story. They are present in
the background, but they are not the source of his problems. He refers to his wife a
couple of times (even more in the interview on Des hommes and des Dieux),
mentioning that he sometimes joins her for church because he does not want to
alienate himself from her.
He refers to his children twice: firstly to affirm the positive climate at the
other church, mentioning that his children look back on that time positively too,
even though they do not attend evangelical churches anymore. Secondly, he uses
them to explain that his critical way of thinking is a part of his character. He sees
the same in his children: they cannot find their place in evangelical churches
despite never having had a bad experience.390 His conclusion is that it is probably a
matter of personality. By assigning his family the role of background characters, he
finds another justification for his own process.
Dimension 5: relational positioning
Onno wants to be seen as open and inclusive, rather than strictly
evangelical, both to himself and the interviewer. He does not want to be seen as a
victim or result of the social environment, but tries to actively unwind all the
threads of his personal story. At the same time he creates a distance between
himself and the church, thereby making space for a new place for God in his life.
Onno is well aware that his process is as much social as it is individual. He
mentions this too, to show that he realises that he is not the only one struggling
with these issues. His concern is not only to find out what he believes but also how
this relates to the Christian religion. A question that he asks himself is: "How does
my perceptual experience fit in with that of others?"391
In positioning himself in relation to others, he feels somewhat embarrassed
for not drawing certain conclusions earlier. Therefore, he tries to position himself in
a more active way, mentioning that "he has always had questions" and "never really
felt at home.”392 He tries to find plausible explanations for the fact that it took him
so long to take his questions on faith seriously. He often reflects on his former self
and it is hardly ever positive.

Onno, 32:41.
Onno, 32:62.
392 Onno, 32:38.
390
391
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Dimension 6: audience
The last dimension refers to the plausibility and legitimacy of the story.
What sources does one use to legitimise one’s story? What makes the story
authoritative to the narrator? One example is his mentioning that he has always
had doubts. This serves to overcome his psychological discrepancy: why did he
stay in the evangelical movement for so long?
What is apparent in this dimension is that he wants to stay clear of religious
language. He shows quite a deep fear of justifying any choice he makes with
religious language denoting a direct influence from God. "For example, the choice
to stop going to church services, to make that choice, which I think, yes, that is the
right choice to make. Of course, it is not that God told me 'you shouldn’t go to that
church anymore'. So in that sense, I am making my own choices."
An interesting aspect of this dimension is the way he refers to the Bible as a
contaminated book. In the evangelical churches, the Bible is read as God’s word,
directly appropriated to one's personal life. He uses some examples from the Bible
to show that it also has another side, that some of its stories are no longer
acceptable in our day and age:
I was thinking this morning that many of these great heroes of Christian
life, both for Reformed and evangelical Christians, would be in The Hague
right now, at the International Criminal Court. If you look at all that David
did or Eli, what’s his name, Elia [sic], who had these children eaten up by a
bear because he is a bit angry with them. And that… That… The Bible tells
such eh… such horrifying stories and we think that is totally okay and
those are our great heroes. […]393
Here he is creating distance. Christianity (and the Bible as the main vehicle
of that) is no longer purely positive. The Bible is not only a contaminated book for
him; it is still some form of authoritative source as well. In the second part of the
interview, concerning religious attitude, he refers to other sources to explain or
justify his beliefs. For example, he refers to Leonard Cohen’s song 'Anthem' with
the line ‘There is a crack in everything’ to explain that he still believes salvation
through Jesus Christ is necessary, even if he does not know how it works and
whether this salvation includes non-believers as well as believers.394
Religious attitude
Naturally, the process Onno is going through has its bearings on his
religious attitude too. We will now examine the three aspects of religious attitude in

393
394

Onno, 32: 82.
Onno: 32: 83.
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order to take a closer look at the main theme of Onno’s story: his process of finding
out what God means to him without his social environment.
Cognitive

* From concrete & conformative imagery to more abstract &
personal images
* Unclear about Trinity and soteriology
* Reflective on social & individual aspects of faith
* Bricolage: keeps what he finds important, tries to rework other
dogmas

Affective

* Emotions have become deeper but less well defined
* Trust in God has grown
* Aversion to sentimentality
* Overall affective charge of irony towards social group but not
towards God
* Touched by a new way of thinking about God’s view for him

Conative

* Hesitance to connect conative aspects of faith to
vocation/religious language
* Mistrusts his own intentions

Tabel 8 Religious attitude aspects in Onno’s story
He reflects not only on his view of God but also on God’s view of him.
Much of what he used to think of as sin, he would now describe as deviating from
the group norm. At the same time, he says he still believes in the concept of sin, but
it has become something other than just moral violations, something much deeper
and harder to solve. And yet, he now believes that God’s forgiveness is much more
inclusive than he once thought. "As if God says, that bastard, he screwed up again.
But that is just the way he is and I’ll make use of him just the way he is. And I think
that is a touching, a touching grandness, to experience it like that."395 Staying on 'the
narrow path' is not as important to Onno as it used to be. Instead, he feels that God
carries him, despite everything.
From the classic doctrines he used to believe in, he picks and chooses the
parts he wants to confirm ("Jesus as saviour") but if dogma clashes with his
experience, the dogmatic belief becomes more flexible. For example, he now leans
towards a position of universal salvation. This allows him to believe that God looks
favourable to people outside of the church as well. At the same time, he mentions
that he thinks this is somewhat dangerous. "Because this is very different from

395

Onno, 32:51.
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what I have been taught. But this is how I experience it."396 He shows this hesitance
at several parts of the interview. He relaxes his dogmatic beliefs, but he is not sure
whether it is appropriate or possible to do so. This is the source of tension: he is so
socialised in a particular environment that he finds it difficult to let go of the strict
and concrete rules. Part of this comes from the fact that he does not want to give up
on faith entirely and that he still sees God as more than just a force underlying all
existence. God is also personal for him (for example, someone who can think of him
as a bastard).
With his development from a more socially experienced, conformative faith
to a more individual, almost bricolage faith, Onno is a typical example of the
sociological developments regarding religious life in the Netherlands.397 All in all,
we see Onno moving away from a normative, evangelical life to a much less
straightly defined concept of God, while at the same time developing a stronger
affective attitude towards God.398 He balances between the language of faith he has
grown up with and his new definitions of these concepts. All this fits in with the
status of RIM in which we placed Onno on the basis of his narrative life story.
2. Affective aspects
In his new way of thinking, emotions and experiences (the affective aspects
of religious attitude) have actually become much more important. Interestingly, he
says that his image of God has become less well-defined, but at the same time
bigger and more trustworthy. This answer reveals how important God is for him,
not only cognitively but also affectively. He trusts in God more now than before. At
the same time, this process of moving towards a less defined and more abstract
faith causes all kinds of tensions in his personal life. He is not sure about where his
process will lead and, although he does not want to refer to that process as a
struggle, it is clear that it occupies a great deal of his thoughts and feelings. He is
not overtly angry or sad about it, but the significant levels of irony in all of his
interviews indicate that there is a negative affective attitude to the process. On the
whole, however, he is confident that it will work out in the end, even if he is not
sure where it will lead him.
Even though he shows a greater tendency towards the affective aspects in
his cognitive thinking about God, the relation between emotions and faith is
difficult for him. The sentimental bias of the evangelical movement, as he calls it, is
one of the main reasons he fell out with it.

Onno, 32:51.
Cf. Van den Brink, De Lage Landen en het hogere and De Hart, Geloven Binnen En Buiten
Verband.
398 Of course, this fits in well with many individualistic tendencies in evangelical circles and
more postmodern views of Christian doctrine.
396
397
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The service is built up in such a way that it evokes a certain feeling and it is
this feeling which we call God, and then we are on familiar grounds. And
then after a while, if we complete all that, we go home strengthened. And if
at home it doesn’t work out well, we put on the same music. Well, that is
what I really got stuck with. I don’t know if it has anything to do with God
at all. […]399
He insists that he does not want a completely reasonable, cognitive faith
(which could be seen in the cognitive part of the interview) but he refuses a
sentimentalist view as well. For him, there is a big difference between emotions and
sentiments. In the part of the interview about affective aspects of faith and the other
passages that show his affective state, it can be seen that even though Onno’s faith
is in a current state of flux, God (and a personal faith in God) is important to him.
This indicates that his status of moratorium may eventually (or in the near future)
evolve into integration, where he balances his affective and cognitive beliefs in his
own way.
3. Conative aspects
Onno’s process can be traced even in the conative aspects. His aversion to
evangelical language and culture reflects this aspect of his religious attitude. He
does not think good deeds and Christian action play a very important role, but this
is also because he does not trust his intentions. "Otherwise it becomes such a
confirmation, like look at how well I am doing. The Lord asks this of me and I do it,
too."400 He wants to make his own choices and does not want to be influenced
anymore by the dominant group that he is trying to distance himself from. He finds
it very difficult to go back to what he genuinely believes and wants to do,
regardless of what he should do according to the people of the church.
He shows a fear of justifying his faith and lifestyle choices by religious
language and connotations.401 In the evangelical culture in which he lived most of
his adult life, everything was seen as a direct vocation from God and since he no
longer thinks such vocations are possible, he does not want to use it as an excuse to
defer his personal responsibility. Here we can see the ways in which cognitive ideas
affect conative behaviour as well.
Conclusions
Onno’s biography and religious attitude reveal a lot about his religious
identity status. His process of being in flux and trying to actively create a new form
of belief fits Bell’s status of religious identity moratorium. One reason for choosing
Onno, 32:57.
Onno, 32:65.
401 See also the narrative analysis.
399
400
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his life story for a close reading was to see if narrative analysis and religious
attitude could form a qualitative way of placing participants in the categories of
religious identity status.
When table 7 and table 8 are considered, we can see that some aspects
confirm the hypotheses defined in chapter 4 and others do not work as well as
expected. These findings are summarised below.
Value of the dimensions of analysis
According to the dimensions of structure and perspective it was not
possible to determine the religious identity statuses by examining the formal
aspects, such as coherence and active or passive forms. On this level, the interview
did not differ much from participants in other statuses. On the level of content
however, a narrative analysis of the interview proved useful in confirming his
religious identity status. The dimensions of tone and perspective (on the level of
content) were especially useful.
The themes and metaphors Onno uses reflect the changing nature of his
identity and are less traditional than they used to be. In terms of the dimension of
tone, we expected the tone to be negative and express emotions like anger,
confusion, et cetera. This was mostly confirmed, since the overall charge of the
story is irony towards his direct environment, but he does not show anger or very
strong negative emotions. Sometimes this irony is also directed towards himself,
but never towards God. He is not openly sad or worried about his state of flux
although it clearly occupies a great deal of his thoughts. He often refers to the
process as confusing, however. The undertone of the story is more negative than
positive, although he seems confident he will resolve these issues eventually. The
genre of his story (hanging between irony and comedy) reflects this too.
Regarding roles, the initial hypothesis was that a participant in moratorium
would choose the role of victim or fighter. Neither fits Onno completely (although
the circumstances that have led him to a state of flux are mostly circumstantial and
not the result of active choices). Rather, he takes on the role of ironic commentator.
God is still very important in his story although he is not entirely sure how to
define him. The relation is not so much troubled (as it is with the church) as
unclear. The role of the antagonist is occupied by the church he currently attends.
The negative charge of the story is mostly directed here. On the whole, it can be
argued that the roles he assigns in the story fit the status of moratorium although it
is not as negative as we might expect.
On the levels of relational positioning and audience, he does not show a
great need for conformity, which confirms the status of moratorium. He does not
want to belong to his most important peer group (the evangelical church) and
seems to strive for a non-conformative belief. Even though the process was
triggered by circumstances and not his own choice, he shows an average level of
authority in his own life story. He takes responsibility for his decisions and does
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not feel a victim or deprived of choices. Neither is he depicting himself as hero.
Because he is willing to bear the consequences of his choices (leaving his church, for
example) it is valid to say that the level of authority in his story is rather fitting of
what is expected for moratorium, though it may not be as high as initially thought.
While legitimising his story (audience), Onno wants to stay clear of religious
language. He exhibits a deep fear of justifying any choice he makes with religious
language denoting a direct influence from God.
The religious attitude aspects all confirm the close reading of the narrative
story line and are useful in confirming a tentative categorisation of Onno’s religious
identity story. Especially in his affective remarks, it becomes clear that his religious
identity is important for him, indicating that he is moving towards integration.
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6.2.3 Religious Identity foreclosure: Jennifer’s story
Structure

Coherence
Themes

Metaphors

High
Fear of charismatic
influences in church
Fear of being centre of
attention
Discrepancy church - own
beliefs
Absent or traditional

Perspective

Form
Stance
Perspective of others

Passive/active
Orthodox (keeper of faith)
Low

Tone

Affective charge

Plaintiff (defensive,
strongminded, sometimes
insecure or ironic)
Not strong, but repeated
mention of fear of 'strange
things'
Novel

Emotions

Genre
Role

Narrator
God
Others: Church
Others: Parents

Orthodox keeper of the faith
Loving Father, but no Santa
Claus
Other
Safehaven

Relational Positioning

Asking confirmation
Conformity
Authority

High
High
High/average

Audience

Sources
Images
Legitimacy

Bible, dogma
Traditional, concrete
Traditional sources, own
opinion

Tabel 9 Narrative aspects in Jennifer’s story
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1. Structure
Jennifer tells her story more or less in chronological order. Her story is
coherent and her relation to the different churches she has attended in her life is the
thread that runs throughout. Three themes emerge from the narrative. The most
central theme is the fear of charismatic fuss in evangelical churches. This comes up
early in the story, as well as during the film interviews. Clearly, it is something that
runs deep.
The second theme is her fear of being the centre of attention. She would
much prefer to lay low. She does not specifically want to blend in, but she is
perfectly happy to anonymously visit the church in her residence. "I was just sitting
there for a couple of years during my studies, like, I don’t want to be bothered by
anyone. I just like to hear stories about God and I just really like going to church, I
want to keep doing it, but apart from that… I don’t want much."402
The third theme is the discrepancy between her own system of faith and the
religious beliefs of the church. The church of her youth became rather charismatic
when Jennifer was a teenager. This made her frightened and restless, so she was
glad when her parents decided to go to another, less Pentecostal church. During her
studies, she started to attend a mainline Protestant church. Whereas the first church
was too charismatic, this church is too liberal for her. She reacts against both. The
story about her current church and its beliefs often includes commentaries through
which she creates distance between them and herself. “One of the ministers does not
believe that Jesus hung on the cross for our sins, which is fine but that is not what I
believe, I believe something different."403 "For them it does not matter as long as
you are sweet and nice to each other."404 She is ready to move on and go to a church
where she "belongs.”405
In her life story, metaphors are almost absent. She mentions that she likes to
teach Sunday school because she finds the way children are told about God too
vague and abstract. She feels it is her vocation to give them a more personal image
of God and tell them the stories of the Bible. This is the main reason she is still a
member of the church.
At first I thought, well, at least I can tell the children about God, I liked that
very much. I don’t have a great urge to spread the gospel, but… I thought
like, if they [the children] don’t hear from anyone about the Bible and
nobody prays with the children, at least I can do that. And I can tell them a
story from the Bible, because they don’t do that much. [They play] games

Jennifer, 13: 28.
Jennifer, 13: 23.
404 Jennifer, 13: 30.
405 Ibid.
402
403
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mostly and they only talk a bit about butterflies or angels, but always very
abstract. So I thought, well I can do that.406
The way she refers to "only speaking about butterflies" reveals her dismay
about the symbolic, liberal faith of the other church members. "They talk about
God, but preferably as little as possible, [they talk] more about The Eternal One,
The Great One or The Holy One, they try to make it abstract."407 Perhaps as a
reaction to this, she likes to be specific about God.408 This need to see and
experience a concrete, tangible God runs throughout the interview. Only when
asked how she sees God (in the part about her religious attitude) does she speak in
metaphors, but these are rather traditional (see below).
2. Perspective
Jennifer tells her story from her own perspective, showing little room for
the vision of others. She recalls how she was already looking beyond the limits of
her own church as a young child, because the church did not provide answers.
Rather than looking for a broader perspective, Jennifer has always looked for
answers in the familiar and traditional. When looking for a new church in the
village where she lived during university, she opted for the first and easiest choice
without much reflection. The only thing she was wanted was to hide in the last
pews in a church that was quiet and without any "weird stuff.” Now that she has
discovered the stance of the church to be much more liberal than her own, she has
decided to look for another church with more confessional views, rather than
broadening her own perspective with the liberal views of the church.
The deeper emotion behind this is that she misses God’s perspective. In
other churches she hears more about God and Jesus as Redeemer for her sins and
she feels more at home in this environment. "So now that feels for me, after all those
years, 6 years actually, it feels a little like I want to go back to where I belong, so to
speak and… Just to hear about God and I feel like He is not here, and I have a need
for Him to be there."409 For her, God is a personal, concrete God and she cannot see
His perspective in the symbolic language of her church.
Over the past two years she has thought it is her job to secure God’s
perspective in the church, but she feels out of place and misses a congregation
where God's presence is felt. Besides her feelings of responsibility for Sunday
school (see above), another reason she has not yet left is that she finds it difficult to
look for a new church on her own. It serves to remind her that she is single and
needs to do it alone.
Jennifer, 13: 77.
Jennifer, 13: 23.
408 This is very clear in her religious attitude, see below.
409 Jennifer, 13: 76.
406
407
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On the whole, the perspective she takes is that of a traditional, familiar
faith. She does not like new or unpredictable things. Her concrete and familiar
language reflects this. When we look at how Jennifer watched the films, we will
also see this need for familiarity and unwillingness to take another’s perspective
into consideration.
3. Tone
The attitude, or tone, with which Jennifer tells her story is that of the
plaintiff. She does not literally accuse the church nor the ministers but she makes it
clear that she thinks about God very differently: "They don’t believe. That is fine.
But I do."410 This can be seen from the things she talk about too. Her whole life story
revolves around her choice of churches and attitude towards doing so. The
charismatic evangelical church scared her because what happened there was
unpredictable and unfamiliar. The mainline Protestant church was not enough for
her because her views on God are much more concrete and traditional than the
liberal, abstract images of her ministers and fellow Sunday school teachers.
In the way Jennifer tells her story, few overt emotions are expressed. But
the overall tone is quite defensive, almost hostile, towards the mainline Protestant
church. The level of irony when she speaks of her church reflects the way she thinks
about their way of believing. She often creates distance between herself and others,
and displays the need for a high level of control in her life. An example is the
episode where the minister asks her if she wants to help. She answers that she has
already worked with children, but then she is asked to participate in the group of
the 16-year-olds. She then says: "I thought, well those are pretty big children. I do
like kids, as long as they listen, so I prefer the little ones. [Little laugh]. So then I got
the 4- to 7-year-olds, the very little ones."411 The way she tells it is ironic, but the
undercurrent is: I like things to follow predictable patterns. She feels she can control
the little children more than the adolescents, so she prefers them.
Fear is also present in her story. She went to a mainline Protestant church
because she found it pleasant and quiet. She did not particularly like the psalms or
the organs, but at least she did not need to be afraid of "evangelical fuss":
I don’t care that they don’t sing praise and worship songs but only psalms
with an organ. I got over that because it is all about faith and, well, if I can
just go to church on Sunday I will not stand out either. Also I was a bit
afraid of those evangelical churches, that weird things would happen again,
so I thought, just let me sit quietly in a PKN-church.412
Jennifer, 13: 23.
Jennifer, 13: 21; emphasis added.
412 Jennifer, 13: 73. A PKN-church is a Mainline Protestant Church in the Netherlands
(Protestant Church of the Netherlands).
410
411
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When looking at the genre of Jennifer’s story, it falls within the category of
the novel, not because it is a summer story with a lot of optimism, but because
Jennifer positions herself (through tone, but also the other six dimensions) as the
hero of the story who defends the traditional values and fights "the enemy who
threatens rest and harmony.”413 This is exactly what Jennifer tried to do for several
years in the mainline Protestant church, but now she thinks it is enough. She will
not be able to change the church so she feels it is time for herself now.
4. Roles
Jennifer positions herself as the heroine of the story, as the one who is the
keeper of the orthodox faith. At the same time she is realistic and decides to find
another church where she can blend in better and where her values are the same as
those of the congregation. In other words, she is a tired heroine. She has always felt
alone, it seems, not only in this last church, but also in the first (the evangelical
church of her parents). Only the second church was a place where she felt secure,
where she could blend in. It was quiet and predictable and she liked working with
the children. She was baptised there as well (not only a sacrament, but also a sign of
commitment to and trust in not only God but also the church).
The role her parents (and brother) play in the story is interesting. As
background characters they do not seem very important, but they keep appearing.
They stand at the edge of the story, as safe-haven or beacon of what faith should be.
When the old church became too charismatic, they began the search for a new
evangelical church together. The one that they found still represents Jennifer’s ideal
of what a church should be (i.e., safe). Although she does not live at home anymore,
her parents play an important part in her life. Not only does she visit them often, in
the film interviews she also mentions every time that she discussed the films with
them.
Her current church also plays a significant role in the story, personified by
the two ministers, her Bible study group and her fellow Sunday school teachers. In
the Bible study group, she fits in more than with the rest of the church, because
most of the members share an orthodox faith. She mentions that the reverends drop
by on occasion to "see what kind of nonsense that recalcitrant little group is talking
about.”414 This is an introjection, showing that she positions the role of the
reverends as opposite her own. She shows no inclination to follow them. The
ministers and the other Sunday school teachers almost play the role of adversaries:
they are liberals, who of course can do and teach whatever they like, but it is clear
that she disagrees. In her opinion, church should be something different.

413
414

Ganzevoort and Visser, Zorg voor het verhaal, 173.
Jennifer, 13: 29.
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God plays an important role in her life too. She does not mention him much
in her life story, but she does say that she misses him in the church she currently
attends. For her, God is not just The Holy One or The Eternal One, but he is a
personal God, a loving Father. She mostly speaks about this in the religious attitude
part of the interview, so this point will be elaborated in due course.
This dimension is not only about the separate parts all characters play, but
mostly about their relations to each other. Jennifer only feels close to those she
knows well (her parents) or who behave and think alike (the youth Bible study
group). She identifies as an outsider, as a keeper of orthodox faith. Still, she would
prefer to fit in, to be conformist rather than the fighting heroine.
5. Relational positioning
Stories are told to establish relations in agreement with one’s purpose, say
Ganzevoort and Visser.415 Jennifer wanted to bond with the interviewer, asking for
confirmation a couple of times during the interview. She wanted to make sure the
interviewer was comfortable, and when the interviewer fell ill during the research
process she showed sympathy through email and WhatsApp several times. It seems
she wants to bond with Christians, even though she can get along well with her
colleagues at work (everybody is very interested in the research), she misses
Christians with whom she can share an orthodox faith.
She also positions herself in the role of the heroine (see above). That was
her reason for staying in the church for a several years longer than she felt
comfortable with. She considered it to be the job God gave her. At the same time,
she expresses missing God in that church; she is not able to establish a relationship
with Him there. Neither is she able to establish a relationship with people in the
church who are more liberal than her. Overall, she exhibits a considerable distance
between the church members and herself.
6. Audience
In order to legitimise her story, Jennifer refers to traditional sources and
prefers concrete language. Especially in the part about her religious attitude (see
below) she demonstrates an interesting process of reflection on her faith. She states
that she builds her norms and values on reason first, then afterwards compares
them to the Bible, only to discover that the Bible often says the exact same thing (see
below). In other words, she is careful not to base her legitimation of faith and
justifications for her opinions on the authority of the Bible per se, but on reason
first.
On the one hand, Jennifer seeks confirmation of her opinions with the
interviewer and places herself within an orthodox view. On the other hand, she
says she does not want to impose her opinion on others. A few times during the
415

Ganzevoort and Visser, Zorg voor het verhaal, 178.
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interview she says things like "I am open to what others think, but this is what I
believe.” This shows how she negotiates between her own viewpoints of faith and
the surrounding culture (colleagues, friends). She is open in the sense that she
respects other opinions, but she shows little sign of allowing those opinions to
influence her (for an example, see her reaction to Mar Adentro below).
The audience for this story is meant to be orthodox like her. In her story,
she positions herself as a keeper of orthodoxy and she does so by referring to
orthodox dogma and ideas about God. For example, she mentions that the
reverends do not believe in Jesus’ death as atonement for sin and makes clear that
she does. It legitimises her going to a new church and abandoning the children for
whom she feels responsibility.
Jennifer’s religious attitude
Many aspects of Jennifer’s religious identity status become clearer when her
religious attitude is examined.
Cognitive

* Concrete imagery & conformative dogmas / norms & values
* God is concrete, not vague
* Reason and faith determine viewpoints
* Own reflection on traditional dogma
* God’s Word is true, not symbolic

Affective

* Trouble reflecting on experience with God
* Strong experience of God, but afraid what others will think
* No sentimentality/focus on emotions in faith, but real
experience

Conative

* Concrete questions in prayer, but reason is important too
* Decides all things with God, God determines path of life
* Going to church is important for her personally, not necessary
* Voluntary work is important (not because Bible says so but
because she feels it)

Table 10 Religious attitude aspects in Jennifer’s story
Cognitive aspects of religious attitude
Jennifer is most comfortable with the cognitive aspects of her religious
attitude. When asked what her ideas and viewpoints about God are, she answers:
"Yes, I see God as a loving Father. As someone… well, as a person actually,
because, well, He has sent His Son to the earth and He is, eh, an image of Him,
right, of God actually on earth, so in that sense we look like God as well, or God has
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created us in His image."416 None of this is very well formulated and there are some
fillers and pauses, indicating that it is not a lesson learned by heart, but something
that she formulates on the spot. What is important is that God is personal and in
that sense concrete.
She uses the traditional image of God as loving Father, but also states
directly after that this does not mean that the Old Testament does not show an
image of God which is stricter and violent. "But well, that [the Old Testament] says
also that God can act quite violently against sin, if it goes wrong, so to say. And
well, I certainly see that side of God, I don’t just think that He is a sort of Santa
Claus, that if you pray, you get everything you want."417 This also is traditional
religious language, by which she not only conforms to the system of faith in her
youth (an evangelical environment) but also refuses some aspects of it (the
tendency to see only the loving side of God). For her, God is tremendum et fascinans,
but no mysterium. "But how I see God is, as someone who is always by your side,
who you can always go to if you have problems, not that they will disappear
straight away, but you will get respite. Well, someone through whom you are not
alone and, well, really a concrete Someone, whom you can get to know by reading
the Bible."418 This places her far away from the mainline Protestant church she
currently attends and close to traditional orthodox (evangelical) Christianity.
She claims that although her viewpoints are "very much determined by
faith"419 she first thinks for herself and only afterwards checks if her reasoning fits
with what the Bible teaches. She admits (without being asked) that, of course, her
reasoning has something to do with her upbringing and Christian socialising, but
she sees her thinking as objective, which just happens to fit the Bible, rather than
being determined by the Bible. She compares it with a continuum:
I think that if I were to place it on, like, left and right, like, what is my
viewpoint because I believe and because I just reason, they almost always
are the same because I think that what is in the Bible is not just an old book
that is not valid anymore but that there are things in there that are just very
relevant. So, eh, I have found out that a lot of what I think, many
viewpoints are the same as what the Bible says, but I don’t think it is
because it is in the Bible, and therefore this is the way it is. I think first, like
what is this like, and I reason about it, and then I come to a conclusion and
very often it is just the same, actually it only is the same, as what the Bible
says already.420
Jennifer, 13: 44.
Ibid.
418 Ibid.
419 Jennifer, 13:45.
420 Ibid.
416
417
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She does not think dogma is crucial. When she changed churches she
discovered that there are different ways to think about certain doctrines and she
believes that is a good thing.
So that is why I think it is good that I am part of a different church now, I
always thought that if you were a Christian, you believed this or that. So
yes, indeed that Jesus died for our sins and is risen again, so if that is
dogma, I believe that. But I have read about child baptism and baptism on
faith, because that was what I was used to and then suddenly they are
baptising children in this church. I know that happens, but I like to know
why and where they get it from. So I talked about it with friends […] and
now I think, yes, well, there is no right and wrong and if you can reason
about it, and they can, well, then I think they are allowed to baptise
children.421
This quote is interesting for several reasons. First of all, it shows that she
values the different opinions of the other church. She has not done a lot of
exploring but she likes to see there is more to faith that what she was brought up
with. Secondly, it is clear that before she came to the mainline Protestant church,
she was brought up without a lot of exploration. She did not know any other ways
of believing than what she had grown up with. Thirdly, even though she explores
the other customs and doctrines, she still talks about it in terms of they and them. In
other words, she does not incorporate the new doctrine into her own system of
faith, but sees it as something that different forms of Christianity have different
opinions about and she accepts this. Although she explores, it is not very deep and
it does not make her more open. When it comes to dogma, crucial aspects of faith
like the death and resurrection of Jesus, she is not prepared to explore. Taken
together, the cognitive part of the interview confirms Jennifer’s status of
foreclosure. On the surface she shows some openness towards other opinions, but
her level of exploration is very low and her natural need for conformity very high.
Affective aspects
When asked if she had ever experienced God, Jennifer hesitated. "Well, I
think that is terrible, to have to do that [answer the question] because I don’t like
that at all. Can I say that?"422 There were two reasons for this: she hates when other
people describe their special experiences of God, because either she does not
believe them or she sees other explanations; and secondly, she thinks that other
people will think the same about her if she mentions her special experience.
421
422

Jennifer, 13: 48.
Jennifer, 13: 49.
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She is quite clear about her faith, and emotion and experience do have a
place in it. "I think I am certain that God exists. But I think everybody is allowed to
say, well that is what you believe, it is your opinion."423 For her God is like the
wind: not seen, but felt. She does not want a sentimental faith where everything is
about emotions and feelings, but they certainly have a place.
In discussions I try to keep [my feelings] out of it but well, I am human and
I think I am pretty sensitive, so feelings do play a role, but I want to protect
the borders of it. I don’t like it, how in evangelical circles they create a
hallelujah atmosphere, that you have to cry, laugh, clap. That you have to
go along with that atmosphere.424
The other thing that is clear in her arguments about the affective aspects is
that it is very important to her what other people think. Because she hates people
describing their experiences, she thinks they will reject her experiences too. It is not
a part of herself that she likes, but it is clear she conforms to social norms.
I am not afraid [that I am seeing things which are not there], that is quite
clear to me. But I find it difficult what others may think of me. And
obviously, that is difficult for me and I resent that. That I have that. But it
troubles me if people think about me like that. I don’t know. […] And I
would think they are right, as well, because I think the same way. So people
are right in saying that it might be rubbish and how ridiculous. And I think
I am afraid that people think like that.425
In conclusion, it could be argued that the above remarks and her need for
conformity in this dimension of religious attitude suggest another confirmation of
the status of foreclosure.
Conative aspects
Jennifer is much more comfortable talking about conative aspects and it is
clear that her faith determines many choices in Jennifer’s life. She is concrete in her
prayers and experiences God as someone who answers these prayers in concrete
ways. Although she found it hard to speak about the affective aspects, they
resonate in the conative aspects too:
I don’t ask [for things like] a tree on the road if I go to a job interview and [I
want to know if] God does not want me there, but I do ask very clearly that
Ibid.
Jennifer, 13: 56.
425 Jennifer, 13: 54.
423
424
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if this is right, that it will feel right. And if it does feel right, than it is okay.
And I do think that God wants me in a certain place in life or wants to get
me to a certain place, or that there is a path for me. And I want to follow
that very much and I am praying for that, even when I don’t have to make a
choice. I pray that I am on His path, eh, where He wants me, where He can
use me. So.426
One of the most important areas of her life is going to church. She stresses
the fact that she likes it personally and that she cannot miss it for more than a week
or two, but that it is a personal choice that every Christian needs to make for
herself.
I would miss something, like if you have a nice friend and you don’t see
her. Something like that. But if someone else feels differently about it … I
do think that you have to be tested by fellow Christians and pastors, like, is
what I believe actually, well, can you think about that differently too, so in
that sense I think it is important to go to church. You hear things and you
can agree or disagree, I think that is important, that you don’t follow the
masses but just to say, I don’t like what that reverend preaches, and this I
do like, but well, if you don’t go then you cannot… I see it like a test. To test
my faith, that I do not believe on my own.427
When asked what she thinks about commitment to society and doing
voluntary work, she answers that this is important to her. She works for an
organisation that arranges outings for disabled people.
It is something I have deliberately chosen and I think it comes from faith, of
course, but I also think, I see a lot of people who are not Christians and they
work for the same organisation, so more people have that, that they want to
take care of their neighbour. So you can take those things from the Bible,
but there are more people who feel that way. So I don’t see it specifically as
something that I have to do because the Bible says so, but I feel it for
myself. [..] The only thing I wanted to do alongside it was voluntary work
for a Christian organisation, like a conference or something. So I do that
because of, well, faith.428
Jennifer has a tendency to see only overtly religious things as Christian or
really inspired by faith. Her voluntary work for the disabled organisation does not
Jennifer, 13: 58.
Jennifer, 13: 67.
428 Ibid.
426
427
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count as Christian, because non-Christians do it too. It reflects a strict vision of
Christianity and what counts as Christian or not. This can also be seen in the way
she thinks about the films (see section 6.4). It is yet another confirmation of her
status of foreclosure.
Summary
When looking at the six dimensions of the narrative model, the religious
identity status of foreclosure emerges. Jennifer never had a real crisis of faith (a
theme she elaborated on in the interview on Blue Like Jazz, see 6.4). She has changed
churches, but there was not a great amount of reflection involved in the process.
The church was close to home and offered her the chance to attend church without
participating much and without focusing attention on herself. She does not mind at
all that some doctrines (such as baptism) are different, but she has not changed her
own views while being in the church. Now that she knows that the church is much
more liberal than she is, she would like to ‘go back to where she belongs’, as she
puts it. This is closely related to the faith she encountered when she grew up.
All dimensions of her religious attitude confirm the status of foreclosure.
She uses traditional language and images to speak about her faith and shows a
strict view on what counts as Christian or not. At the same time, her level of
commitment shown in the affective and conative dimensions is very high. God and
faith are very important for her and she certainly experiences it as a personal belief.
Jennifer is also a good example of how people in religious identity
foreclosure construct and maintain their faith in contemporary culture. She bases
herself on what she personally thinks and feels and only after such a process uses
traditional faith statements to justify her faith. At the same time, this faith is based
on traditional dogmas and imagery — even though emotions and an affective
charge of her faith are very important, they do not change her views. We will see in
section 6.4 how this resembles the way she watches and appropriates films.
In the original theory of identity formation of Erickson and Marcia,
foreclosure is seen as a negative status. Bell does not agree and states that a status
of religious identity foreclosure can work fine within a specific religious peer
group.429 This can be seen in Jennifer too: her faith is internalised and she has
thought about it a great deal. She is clear about making her own choices, and both
agrees and disagrees with people in her own social group. The difference is,
however, that she has not explored her faith in any deep way nor does she integrate
different opinions into her own faith. That makes her faith more traditional and
maybe less broad and playful than that of Johannes, but it serves the same purpose
and works for her equally well.430 In section 6.4 we will see what role films play in
her religious identity.
429
430

Cf. Erwich, Theologie als beroep.
The question remains though whether she would cope if she had a crisis.
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6.2.4 Religious Identity integration: Johannes’ story
Meeting Johannes431
Johannes is in his early thirties, married with two children. He was brought
up in a Baptist family and now works as a pastor in a moderately sized church.
Faith has always been important to him and he had his first real spiritual
experience in his early teens after watching a Christian film. In his teens he was
very radical about his faith and he was baptised when he was 18 but shortly after
he abandoned this radical lifestyle and lived in what he calls a "lukewarm" faith for
a while. He studied at an MBO (mid-level education) and found a job in local
government. In his early twenties he enrolled in an evangelical college to study
theology part time, in addition to his job. He wanted to become a youth worker, but
could not handle the questions that studying theology on an academic level
provoked. He dropped out after six weeks and went through what he describes as a
"pretty heavy crisis." He stayed in his job until he experienced another conversion
experience and felt a vocation to put his entire life in the hands of God. He pursued
his studies in theology full time and this time it was an enriching experience rather
than a culture shock. He describes himself as a "naive" believer at first, who had
great difficulty believing there were also human processes involved.
I think that when I started seminary I was a very naive believer, in the sense
that the Bible fell straight from heaven and all that is in it is therefore true.
Well, I still believe that last part, but at least I don’t believe it was dropped
out of heaven. But well, if all of a sudden you are confronted with human
processes that are in theology as well - that did not fit my image of God at
all.432
The second time, however, he discovered that studying theology is about
asking questions and knowing where to look for the answers, without necessarily
finding them. In his crisis after the first period at the theological college he learned
a lot about himself and developed a more secure identity, both in general and
religiously. This made the second time much easier. He finished his studies in
about five years, got married and started to work in the south of the Netherlands.

Due to the unclear chronological structure, the initial version of this section contained
some mistakes in the details. Johannes corrected these when he read the story for validation
purposes.
432 Johannes, 5: 17.
431
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Reading Johannes’ story
Structure

Coherence
Themes

Metaphors
Perspective

Form

Average/low
Fear/finding security in unsafe world
Developing identity in relation to others,
self-acceptance
Faith (radical/lukewarm, strict/open)
About God: Traditional, concrete
About himself/life: some (e.g. being put
on a sidetrack in his family)

Perspective of
others

Passive/active (looks back on himself in
reflection)
Open (to human aspects in work of God,
towards other people and life)
Moderate/high (refugee, parents, pastor,
etc.)

Tone

Affective charge
Emotions
Genre

Satisfied, enthusiastic
Positive
Comedy

Role

Narrator
God
Others:
family/parents
Others: outside
world

Intermediator, disciple, hero (as disciple)
Holy Father (distance and proximity)

Asking
confirmation
Conformity
Authority

Moderate

Sources
Images
Legitimacy

Bible, dogmas
Traditional, philosophical/theological
Own reflection in relation to tradition

Stance

Relational
Positioning

Audience

Safe-haven, betrayers (before crisis)
Unsafe at first, place of wonder now

Average/low
Average/low

Table 11 Narrative aspects in Johannes’ story
1. Structure
Johannes’ story is not completely coherent. He starts off in his teens, when
he came to faith after seeing an evangelical film. He says this scared him so much,
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that he "gave his heart to the Lord immediately.”433 Looking back on it, he says that
is probably not a good reason for conversion but that was the way he felt at the
time. He then mentions he was baptised at 18 and asks whether he should say more
and how elaborate his story should be. After a little encouragement from the
interviewer he continues with the period in his late adolescence. He draws broad
strokes, all centred around conversion experiences and alternating periods of
radicality and diffusion. The focus is on his early twenties up until the present.
The chronology of his story is not very clear, rather than telling his story in
a temporal order, he focuses on the theme of conversion and the way his theology
studies changed his faith. After some probing questions, a more complete story
emerges. From an early age, he felt unsafe around others. He was bullied in
primary school and at that time, his parents/parental home felt like a safe-haven.
Later, after the resolution of his first major crisis after dropping out of the
theological college, he felt betrayed by his parents. At that time, his parents took
care of a refugee at home and Johannes felt jealous and neglected. The secure place
that was his home became another place of insecurity. It took a new spiritual
experience to heal this feeling of insecurity. He decided to help the refugee to cross
the border and the journey was a powerful experience for him. 434 About a year and
a half after this vocation, he decided to renew his theological studies full time.
From the structure of the story, it is clear that he struggled a lot with his
faith and his place in the world in his teens and adolescence. After his second
period of theological studies, it seems that all the pieces of the puzzle fell into place
and he describes his current state of faith as stable and integrated. Especially in the
part on religious attitude he shows non-conformity in his thinking and he is not
afraid to go against the flow (see below).
2. Perspective
Although he tells the story from his own perspective, he also comments
and reflects on it. Thereby, his perspective is broader that just his own story. By
looking back at his life and reflecting on certain episodes, he shows that he has
indeed processed his initial insecurity. For example, he can clearly explain his
feelings about the refugee at his home and he can describe the difference between
his very strict, almost fundamentalist faith in his youth and his more open way of
reasoning now (without losing his orthodox viewpoints). His stance is fairly open
now, he realises he has moved from a closed view on the world to a much more
open one and he can balance this against his own viewpoints.
His relationships with others have been troubled in the past, but he is able
to see from another perspective when describing these episodes. He does not
Johannes, 5: 12.
In order to secure both Johannes’ anonymity and that of others involved in the story, we
will not elaborate on the nature of the spiritual experience.
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choose their perspective entirely nor does he function as an omniscient narrator,
but he takes a little distance by reflecting on the episode and explaining why it
happened. He thus chooses the perspective of being on the outside of the episode,
rather than the inside. This shows how he has processed what happened and how
he has integrated it into his identity.
So yeah, you get into… I was launched into a crisis of faith and with that
also in a crisis of identity, and that was strengthened by… I found out also
that I had a very negative image of myself. And that all came together at
that time, so that was pretty intense. So then, all of a sudden, I quit my
studies after six weeks. And eh, that might not have been smart, to leave
without any notice. Because the school could not guide me in saying
goodbye and stuff. So I ended up crying in the pastor’s office.435
He mixes 'you' and 'I', showing a bit of distance, that can be seen later on as
well an intermingling of himself as character and as narrator. The distance can be
seen in how he comments on his actions as well: saying that leaving college so soon
was not very smart is the judgement of the narrator.
3. Tone
The tone of his story is quiet, sometimes enthusiastic if he speaks about his
faith and work. He has had some intense episodes which were no doubt painful,
but the pain cannot be heard in his emotions or tone of voice. On the whole, his
tone is positive, even about more painful episodes. He can put things in perspective
and smile or laugh about himself. At the same time, he still understands his actions
and reactions in the past.
The genre of his story is comedy. His story has a positive ending, he is quite
convinced that most of the difficulties of his earlier life (insecurity for example) are
solved now. During his second time at the theological seminary he let go of the
difficult times, as he calls it, and moved his attention to the present and future. He
shows clear signs of integration here: "And eventually I learned to accept myself
and right now I am fairly confident in myself. At least, I have the feeling that I can
take my place in this world, yes, absolutely. Otherwise, you would not be able to be
in the pulpit every Sunday, by the way."436 The positive words are confirmed by his
tone of voice and quiet body language during the interview.
The genre is more comedy than novel because, especially in the part about
religious attitude, he shows a high level of non-conformity. In many ways, his story
reflects the general order of society, but when people are behaving in a nonjustified way (in his mind, anyway) he is not afraid to choose the opposite
435
436

Johannes, 5: 19.
Johannes, 5: 24.
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direction. He has strong ideas about how a Christian should behave: it is not so
much about a strict application of rules but about an attitude of the heart. If that
means discussion with other members in church, he is not afraid to enter into
confrontation. He can also be critical of society in general: "I saw things in the
Netherlands at that time [when he was helping a refugee] that made me think,
wow. Most people don’t realise that we haven’t learned much actually, in the 60 or
70 years after the war. It still happens, that you have to protect people."437 He is not
a real outsider as in a pure comedy438 but he does perform the role of brave hero,
who does what is necessary (see below). He would usually be rather conformative,
but if it goes against his sense of justice, he will stand up to confrontation.
4. Roles
In the episode of his strongest spiritual experience he fulfills the role of
brave hero who fights for justice, although he would probably rather call himself an
‘obedient disciple’ and would see God as the main character there. He feels it is
God who guided him and provided him with strength. Still, on reading his story
the image arises of a brave person who does what is necessary. However, this
bravery comes from being a servant; he is always more of a disciple than a true
hero.
This is not the only role he plays however. In his youth, he was a victim of
bullies and only felt safe at home. This led to a great deal of insecurity, which he
learned to overcome in the theological seminary. Here, he grew from a victim of
bullying into an active agent, who takes care of others but is not afraid to choose the
position of defender of justice, if need be. This is a role that fits his profession as
pastor well. In the relationship with his parents, he grows from the helpless child
who must be protected, to an almost neglected child, and eventually to a healthier
situation where he is certain of the love of his family without leaning on them.
The second important character in his story is God, who has always been
very important to him. In his teenage years, God was a figure whom he was afraid
of, so he converted from an emotion of fear rather than love. He eventually was
touched by God in such a way that he decided to devote his entire life to Him,
leading to a vocation in ministry. God seems to be more a figure of trust now,
someone who is both very near to him and elicits reverence. On the whole, God
plays the role of active director in his life, who leads him and tells him how to live.
In his youth he saw God as someone who pulled strings directly and dropped the
Bible straight out of heaven, whereas now he sees God as the guider of his life and
those of others, but in such a way that he uses human processes to do so.
His wife is in the background of his story. He met her during his second
period at the seminary where she played the role of his opposite: she was in a
437
438

Johannes, 5: 33.
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charismatic Bible school at the time, so he had to find his position towards her
process with God as well as the tradition she was in at the time. They work together
in the church, but he is not dependent on her for his religious identity.
The role his parents play in his life has changed from safe keepers to betrayers
to healthy parents (see also above). He leaned heavily on his parents in childhood,
when the rest of his environment felt unsafe. When his parents started to devote
much of their time to somebody else he felt jealous and betrayed, but he learned
that their social position towards others had nothing to do with his own role. His
relation to them still seems fairly close, but not in an unhealthy way.
In his relations with others around him he shows an evolution from
someone who is insecure and cannot fit in even if he wants to (during primary
school) to a balanced individual who is not afraid to think differently from those
around him. This can be seen in the way he deals with ethical discussions in his
current church, for example.
Maybe I am very postmodern. I can notice that in our congregation, too.
There are a lot of very intelligent people, but [laughs a little] they can have
some autistic tendencies sometimes. Well, that gets to be funny when ethics
is involved. I think it is great fun when I have an ethical discussion with
these people. They are black or white, they don’t know grey, but for me, I
do have a clear black and white opinion, but in the application of it I am
rather grey, simply because I believe I should navigate pastorally.439
Disagreement with his congregation does not make him insecure, he
navigates these processes playfully.
5. Relational positioning
Johannes’ eventual confidence is traceable throughout the interview. He
starts with only a very short part of his life story, from his teens to his baptism at
age 18. He then asks whether he should elaborate, because he is not sure what the
interviewer needs. After some confirmation ("Just your story, important points in
your life."),440 he continues. He is careful to mention that he feels much more
confident now than he used to. He can reflect on himself and identify with former
images of the self, all leading to the current image of a confident pastor who knows
his place in the world. He takes some distance from his former naive self but he also
knows where that came from and that it was a necessary part of his development.441
He relates to the interviewer, but not in such a way that he asks for a lot of

Johannes, 5: 50.
Johannes, 5: 7.
441 Johannes, 5: 17.
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440
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confirmation or reassurance. He just checks every once in a while if his story is
what the interviewer needs for the study.
6. Audience
A significant part of his development has been his evolving theology on the
authority of Scripture. He sees his earlier position (in his youth, up until his second
period at the seminary) as flawed and is comfortable with coupling a high authority
of Scripture with the idea that there is also a large human involvement in the
forming of the canon.
He is comfortable that theology sometimes elicits more questions rather
than providing easy answers. "When you begin with a study of theology, you want
to know everything when you graduate. And well, I think that after my education I
know a lot less than I knew before, but now at least I know where to look [for
answers]."442 He has come to realise that a life with God is not automatic in the
sense that processes are mechanical and dogma is straightforward.
Even though he believes God leads his life actively and directly, he is
careful to legitimise this in an individual, experiential way rather than stating it is
the truth. He notices that accounts of personal experiences are always subjective but
he recounts several spiritual experiences without trying to explain or justify them.
For him, it is clear that God worked in those instances and that is how he wants
those experiences to be regarded.
Religious attitude
Johannes is very capable of speaking about his religious attitude. It
confirms the image of an integrated religious identity, where he can balance
between more traditional dogma and his own reflection on experience and faith.
For him, what is crucial is not the teachings of dogma, but the praxis of
discipleship.

442
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Cognitive

* God as Father and holy at the same time (distance and
closeness)
* Conventional imagery with affective charge (integrated)
* Dogma is crucial, doctrine and opinions are not
* Viewpoints are 100% determined by faith, but not legalistic
* Not convinced of own truths

Affective

* Dualistic about emotions in faith: can be deceiving but
experience is necessary
* Thankful for experiential side of faith
* Affective charge of cognitive and conative dimension

Conative

* Discipleship is crucial
* A lot of space for environment and lifestyle choices
* Being involved in society is the most important part of being
Christian

Table 12 Religious attitude aspects in Johannes’ story
Cognitive
When asked for his ideas about God, Johannes answers in an affective way.
Eh… The first thing that comes to mind is that God is my Father. That
comes above all else. For the rest, God is eh… extremely holy for me. So
that means it is very special that God is my Father. I think this is how I
experience it, that I think it is special that I may call God my Father and this
prevents me from seeing God just as a hugging Daddy, but [I realise] that
He also asks something from me. And that is not always nice, because it
means sometimes I don’t do things that I would want to do. So God is holy
for me, certainly holy, He is my Father also, so in that He is extremely close
but in a very intense way. And I don’t want to take that for granted too
quickly. I want… I think it is important that it is special. Yes. And because
of the tension between His holiness and the image of a Father, it makes sure
that He never comes too close. While He is always near, at the same time.
Yes. I think that is my image of God. Yes.443
The image of God as Father comes first, which is an affectively charged
image. It has connotations of trust and being loved but also of obedience and
respect. The more reverent aspects of the Father image are stressed immediately
after, by stating that God is holy too. This tension is something that Johannes
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experiences as special, urging him to take God’s grace seriously. That can be seen
also in his focus on the conative aspects of his religious attitude: God calls him to
action, not to teach the exact right dogma.
Although Johannes wants to be obedient to God and he is careful not to talk
about God as if he were a close friend, he is also careful not to be too legalistic in his
visions of God. He says his viewpoints are 100 percent determined by his faith, but
he does not stop there.
But I hate legalism. That is, if I only knew God as the Holy Almighty One,
then it would be very easy to live in a legalistic way. Because I would live
in fear then. Exactly the fact that He is a Father too means that I have to be
obedient. At the same time, I am called to live in freedom. I see a fear in a
lot of Christians of making mistakes. Also fear to have ethical principles
that are wrong. While I would not want to be indifferent to that, but…
maybe it has to do with my studies in theology so I can oversee the field
better, but I am accounting for the fact that my ethical viewpoints may be
wrong. I look for it and I may be too loose or I may be too tight, but I will
never say that I have the only truth.444
This is very characteristic of Johannes. He has his viewpoints, and for him
they are clear, but he is happy to acknowledge that these viewpoints are limited at
best and perhaps even wrong. If his views are not helpful in a certain pastoral
situation or in relation to non-believers, he is happy to look for the grey in ethical
situations. For him, ethical viewpoints are not the primary identity markers
between Christians and non-Christians - nor should they be. The only thing that
makes him reject another viewpoint is if people deny the deity of Jesus. “The early
Christian confession, Jesus Christ as Lord, which means that you are not… That is a
dogma, which, you know, for me that is crucial. And I believe I can handle a lot of
different people and different viewpoints, but the breaking point is if people stop
confessing that Jesus Christ is Lord.”445 He sees this particular dogma as very
important and also as a non-negotiable identity marker for being a brother or sister
in faith or for a church to be fully Christian. Doctrines such as the end of times or
the infallibility of the Bible are far less important, and things he is less willing to
discuss.
Affective
While the affective dimension of religious attitude is clearly important for
Johannes, he is dualistic about the place of emotions in his personal faith.
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Ah, I am in two minds about that… Because I grew up in postmodern times
where emotions are [paramount], and pretty soon I learned in theology that
feelings can be deceitful. So of course I have an aversion to feelings, but at
the same time you need religious experiences, because otherwise it will be
very, very strict. So absolutely, I think there should be a lot of space for
feelings, I am grateful to God for the religious experiences one can have
every once and a while. But I am reluctant to say that God wants me to do
this or that on the basis of my religious experience.446
Johannes proves to be a child of his time here. Over the last two or three
decades, a faith based on traditional, communal notions has been replaced by a
more emotionally based and individually experienced faith. This is true both in
society as a whole and in traditionally religious circles.447 Johannes shows elements
of both and seems to be on the threshold of a more traditional faith with which he
was brought up and a more individual, bricolage-like faith that he sees around him.
He can negotiate between the two: he realises he is rather influenced by what he
describes as postmodern, but at the same time he is hesitant because he does not
trust such emotions. They cannot be true sources of religion, although they can
bring some colour into an otherwise very bleak religion. He describes it as follows:
"My compass is, well, also God’s [revelation] but also my rationality and my
feelings. But it is an interaction between those three. Yes."448 The affective
dimension is worthwhile, in other words, but only in interaction with the cognitive
dimension. We will see below that the conative dimension is even more important
for him.449
Conative
Far more important than most dogmas and more trustworthy than feelings
is the actual lifestyle of a Christian, according to Johannes. When asked how his
faith informs lifestyle choices, he states:
Well, that is interesting. Because I believe, truly believe, that if I want to be
a follower of Christ, whether I am a pastor or just any Christian, if I want to
be a follower of Christ, it is not just the acceptance of a set of rules or habits,
but my whole lifestyle needs to be adapted then. […] Going to the
Johannes, 5: 55.
Cf. Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self: The Making of the Modern Identity (Cambridge, Mass:
Harvard University Press, 1989) and for the specifics of the Dutch situation: Van den Brink,
De Lage Landen en het hogere.
448 Johannes, 5: 59.
449 Which is also very much in line with the developments sketched by Van den Brink, De
Lage Landen en het hogere
446
447
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supermarket by car or by bicycle is not seen as a spiritual choice by many
Christians, but for me it is a very spiritual choice, because if I take the car I
wreck God’s creation.450
Being a Christian is being a disciple, he believes. Everything should be
reformed according to Scripture, he says, even if this is difficult: "I notice that I am
still discovering areas in my life where I think the light of the Gospel has not shone
yet. So well. I have some work to do there. Yes."451
On the question what place social interests and neighbourly love play in his
life, he answers:
For me, that is just about what Christ has shown us to do. Jesus did not say
you are my follower if you have certain ethical viewpoints or if you have
been baptised or have had your confirmation. All of that won’t make you a
Christian. But… Jesus was involved in society, I think if anyone was, it
would be Jesus. […] I think that if you could ask Christ where He would
rather be on Sunday mornings, I don’t think He would like to be in church.
He would rather be in some slum, I think.”452
Church for him is the place you go to on Sundays to be able to live in the
world the other six days. It is not unimportant, but not the centre of faith. It is not
only telling that Johannes finds sanctification the most important part of being a
Christian, but it is clear also that he sees sanctification not only in terms of loving
God or loving one’s neighbour, but in concrete actions towards society and the
environment in particular. This confirms the findings of Van den Brink et al: that in
traditional Christian circles a more ‘vitalistic faith’ (directed at the senses) is
growing on top of more social and sacred forms of religion.453 Johannes’ story forms
a living illustration.
Summary
When looking at both Johannes’ life story and his religious attitude, he
shows a great deal of religious identity integration. He is clear and confident in his
beliefs but he does not think nor state that his truth is the only one. And he is
willing to bend the rules or to navigate in a grey area when it comes to moral
principles as long as the crucial dogmas of faith are being confirmed. He has
overcome a crisis, both in his general identity and in his personal faith, which
enables him now to separate the wheat from the chaff and focus on what is really
Johannes, 5: 4.
Ibid.
452 Ibid.
453 Van den Brink, De Lage Landen en het hogere
450
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important. For him, this is not a strict view on dogma or ethics, but the practice of
Christian faith. He is not afraid to get into conflicts with people who are more
traditionalistic, rather, he describes these experiences as ‘fun’. He shows signs of a
‘postmodern’ faith, especially in his incorporation of individualistic and emotional
experiences and a focus on praxis, but this does not change his general
traditionalistic faith in the triune God that was already confessed by the ancient
church. A confession he has not blindly accepted but rather constructed through a
lifelong process of identity construction.

6.2.5 Preliminary conclusions
These three stories show that on the level of content, the preliminary
categorisation of religious identity statuses is confirmed. It is possible to use
participants’ spiritual life stories to divide the group according to religious identity
status. Of Bell’s four statuses, only RIM, RIF and RII were present.
Almost all participants could be categorised with certainty, using the poles of
commitment, exploration and conformity to code their life stories and religious
attitudes: five participants were categorised as being in a state of RIM. Six
participants were categorised with certainty as RIF and fifteen participants as RII.
Four participants were in between integration and foreclosure: they only showed
superficial exploration but no doubts or struggles with their faith. Two of them
were eventually identified as foreclosure on the basis of the film interviews as well,
bringing the total of foreclosed participants to eight. The other two were eventually
seen as integrated, bringing that total to 17.
One other important conclusion is that religious identity formation is never
really finished. Several participants show a state of RIM, even later in life. The
reasons for a move from a previous state of RIF or RII is different for every
participant, just as the ways the participants deal with their religious identities
differs per status.
For Onno, exploring his faith and finding new ways of believing in God is
crucial. His whole story is structured around his current crisis in faith and his hope
that this crisis will lead him to a new, open way of believing. Jennifer, on the other
hand, likes everything the way it used to be. She is not open to the more inclusivist
faith system in her church and prefers the more concrete way of believing in her old
evangelical church. Her quest for quiet and certainty is reflected throughout her
story. Johannes forms the middle ground between the two. Although his faith can
certainly be described as orthodox and within traditional parameters, he does not
care that much anymore about the exact labels of dogma. He has overcome his own
personal crisis in faith and knows how to handle differences in opinion and
attitude. He knows what is important to him and lets go of the rest. His faith is
more defined than Onno’s, but not as confined as Jennifer’s.
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Each of these three participants tell their own story. It helps them to
understand their identity and their faith. Jennifer’s secure status of RIF is no less
valuable than Johannes’ status of RII. It leads, however, to a less open way of
dealing with the opinions of others (although it remains to be seen how open
Johannes is if his central dogmas are tampered with) and it has consequences for
the way she watches films, as we will see in the last section of this chapter. Onno’s
status of religious identity moratorium is a more temporal state, and he experiences
it as such. He has high hopes he will find his own way (probably towards religious
identity integration) but in order to do so, he will need new sources. The Bible is
contaminated for him, so he tries to find his answers elsewhere. In film, for
example, as can be seen in the last section of this chapter.

6.3 Film appropriation
The focus of this section is the second research question: How do orthodox
Protestant film viewers appropriate the meaning of narrative films? The focus is on
the differences and the similarities for all films and viewers, so that a pattern
emerges of how orthodox Protestant film viewers appropriate films. The results are
presented in the order of the different data sources and the different phases of the
research: in 6.3.1, the results of the surveys are presented. In 6.3.2, the three films in
the research project are examined by presenting the results of the personal and
group interviews with a focus on the functions films perform. In 6.3.3, the focus is
on the evaluation of the films in the research project. The last section, 6.3.4,
summarises the results and offers some preliminary conclusions.
6.3.1 Function of narrative films I: General (surveys)
First survey
The first survey asked participants about their religious identity (6.1) but also about
their film habits and their reasons for watching films.454 The main functions that
were mentioned are summarised in table 13. Each function is illustrated with a
representative quote from the surveys.

454

See attachment A5.
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Table 13 Functions of films for viewers (beforehand)
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The prime category of functions for viewers is 'entertainment'. Only four
participants do not mention this function. In this category, people mostly mention
relaxation. Film viewing is an excellent way to relax after a hard day's work, with
or without others. Escapism is also mentioned. Film can transport you to another
world for the time the film lasts. The pure enjoyment of stories, the way these
stories can be entertaining, is another prime reason. Like books,455 films are
narratives and they have the advantage that "a picture is worth a thousand words,"
as Emily reflects in her final interview. She also reflects on another benefit of films
as compared to literature: you can enjoy them with other people. Many respondents
state that they love watching films with nuclear family or with their partner.
For many participants, this entertainment function of film is not enough.
Even if viewers watch films primarily for relaxation purposes, the respondents in
this research project see films as a form of education too. Fenna says she watches
for relaxation, but also notes you "can (sometimes) learn from them. Historically
interesting. Adaptation of a book you've read, and so on)." Several others say they
watch films primarily to learn something about the world or other cultures.
Films are also used for value reflection (see next section), although nobody
states explicitly beforehand that they like films to think about norms or values.
Only Tim states that he likes films because they make him think about the big
questions and themes of life. A few other participants indicate that they like films
because they make them think, but it is not clear whether they mean that as
education (thinking about the world) or in a moral sense (value reflection).
The last reason to watch films is headed under 'artistic enjoyment'. These
participants like film as a form of art or because the visual qualities and the
multilayered nature of films make the impact of the stories bigger. Nobody
mentions these reasons alone, it is always in combination with films as
entertainment or education, et cetera.
None of these functions are very new. Three out of the four categories that
were listed by Haines Lyon and Marsh are also mentioned in this survey (only
inspiration is not mentioned here) and entertainment is the primary reason for
watching films.456 In this sense, the orthodox Protestant film viewers do not differ

It is notable that many participants compare films to literature. It would be interesting to
study the relation of both art forms to see whether the decline in reading is less in the
orthodox Christian subculture and whether literature is still valued over other media among
orthodox Protestants (where the reformational stress on 'the Word' vs 'the image/ritual' has
always been strong). It could also be that books are losing their first position and cinema is
taking over. The first survey seems to suggest this, but because the sample is not
representative and the aim of the study is not to generalise results, further research is
needed.
456 Cf. Haines Lyon and Marsh, "Film’s Role in Contemporary Meaning-Making."
455
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much from viewers in earlier research: films are first and foremost a form of
relaxation and an escape after a hard day's work.457
For the highly religious viewers in our population however, that is not
enough. For this population, a film must be entertaining and educational at the
same time. Several participants indicate that a film is extra enjoyable when it has
substance and that they learn about the world and other people through films. As
Piet puts it: "[I watch films for] entertainment, [while also hoping] that a good story
comes along with it, that offers ‘food for thought’ afterwards."
In the context of this research project, it is striking that God is only
mentioned once, by a participant who usually watches Christian films. Apparently,
explicitly religious reflection on films does not occur spontaneously for the other
participants, although several can indicate some religious functions when asked
about it in the final survey (next section).458
Final survey: evaluation of the research and experienced research effect
The final survey asked for the experiences of the participants during the
research project and thus addressed the research effect that inevitably occurs. This
study confirms previous research which has found that the functions of films for
viewers mostly occur unconsciously but when asked explicitly for any value of
films beyond mere escapism and entertainment, many other functions come to the
surface.459
At the same time, such a research effect is difficult to measure. Habits
regarding film viewing depend on many different variables which are often
intertwined and it is not the intention of this research project to map the film
viewing habits of Christian film viewers per se. The current study examines
whether people have the experience of changing their film behaviour and their
attitude towards films.
In the final survey participants were asked explicitly if they thought film
viewing had value for their religious identity and personal faith.460 After watching
three films and being interviewed four times about the relation between film
viewing and religious identity, people are more accustomed to thinking about the
relationship and may be able to put it into words better than they could have done
beforehand. They were also asked about the number of films they had watched and
if they thought this had changed because of the research project.

Ibid.
In the interviews and focus group discussions, it was also part of the topic lists, see next
sections.
459 Cf. Axelson, "Movies and Meaning" or Haines Lyon and Marsh, "Film’s Role in
Contemporary Meaning-Making."
460 For the complete survey see attachment A6.
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458
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1. Number of films watched
In the final questionnaire, participants were asked to report the number of
films they had watched in the month between the final film and interviews and the
survey. 461 The answers show great variation. The average number of films watched
is 6,8 but this number is distorted because of the variety. Lisa did not watch any
films and reports this as 'a little less than before'. Daniël reported 30 films over the
last month, which for him is 'the same as before'. In other words, the results from
individual participants are difficult to compare. What is most interesting to know is
whether the participants themselves think they have watched more or fewer films
compared to before the research. Figure 2 summarises the outcomes: the overall
majority reports no change in the amount of films watched.

Figure 5 Change in amount of films after research (N=30)
2. Attitude towards films
Another question relates to the attitude of the participants. Most of them
watch as many — or as few — films as before, but do they watch them differently?
This was asked in the final survey as well.

Note that the phrasing of this question is different in the final survey than in the first
(open vs multiple choice). This was a deliberate choice: in the first survey the reason of the
question was to roughly categorise the participants as 'great film buffs' and 'average film
viewers', et cetera. In the final survey we tried to push participants into a reflection process
about their film behaviour and whether or not this was a result of the research. In that case,
asking for the number of films in an open question is more reliable. Both questions cannot be
compared but that was not the intention of the question.
461
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Figure 6 Watching differently after research (N= 30)
Again, almost two thirds report no difference in the way they watch films. One
third of the group does report a difference, although only one participant says this
is very different. When this question was answered positively, participants were
asked to elaborate in a second question.462 Most respondents indicate that they pay
more attention to the possible message of a film and that they put more emphasis
on the content of a film. Sophie mentions that if she tells others about films she has
seen, she now puts more emphasis on the meaning and a short summary than on
her personal opinion. Emily says she is more aware of the purpose of films and that
she has become more critical and does not want to watch films she does not like
anymore. For Arie, the research project had a learning effect not only in discerning
the meaning of the content of a film, but also in the way the filmic means are
important: "You pay more attention: content, background, deeper meaning,
connections between image and music, etc." The project also made him aware of the
religious connotations in films: "Many fiction films have a 'Biblical' reference (end
of times, one sacrifices himself for many, etc.)."
3. Value of films for religious identity and personal faith
Participants were asked explicitly if they thought films were of value for
their personal faith and religious identity.

462

See attachment A6.
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Figure 7 Value for religious identity (N=30)
For the overall majority of the participants, films are or can be important in
their religious identity or personal faith. Only two participants (Rijk and Jennifer)
see no value for films at all in this respect. Rijk simply answers the question with a
no and does not elaborate, but Jennifer remarks extensively:
No. You probably could see films as valuable for your personal faith or
religious identity, but I don’t see it that way. My personal faith and
religious identity are determined by my background (in part), the people I
hang out with, the circumstances of my life (what happens to me), what I
see and hear in church and sometimes a good book. I see films purely as
entertainment. I think they are too short and too superficial to be profound.
And actors or the setting distract me too much to really (want to) learn
from it.463
For five participants, the relationship between religious identity and film
viewing is more complicated. These participants see films mostly as entertainment
and good sources for relaxation but not so much as educational or inspirational (see
also the first survey). For some, it depends on the films. Fenna: "It totally depends
on what films you watch. I will never watch certain genres and with 'worldly' films
I almost always ask myself what the 'good message' of the film is." Other
participants do not fully realise the impact of films. Anna states that films are more
a form of relaxation than a relevant factor in her personal faith but films can
stimulate discussion on topics that can be confrontational for Christians. This
indicates that films are of more value for her faith than she realises: by stimulating
463

The relation with Jennifer’s religious identity is explained in 6.3.
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discussion, a certain indirect learning effect inevitably occurs (whether or not one’s
viewpoint changes).
Over three quarters of the participants indicate that film has value for their
religious identity and spiritual life. Through films, the participants feel they get to
know the surrounding culture. Sophie phrases it eloquently:
Films are a mirror of everything that happens in society and of the thoughts
and ideas in society. Watching films stimulates me to form my opinion, to
test this against the Bible and to revise or reconfirm my spiritual life or
sometimes my opinion. Films offer recognition or rather examples of 'hownot-to-do-it', input you had not come up with yourself, etc. During the
processing of these impressions in my life, it turns out that it is often related
to faith.
This comment shows how films help Christian viewers to balance their
religious lives (what they read in the Bible, hear in church, et cetera) with their
surrounding culture. It also reflects a bit of her appropriation process. Viewing a
film triggers a process of reflection, not only on the story but also on her opinions
about the story or the central topic. This allows Sophie, or even stimulates her, to
reflect on her personal faith, norms and values et cetera. Being a Christian, she tests
this against the Bible (her most important religious source) and the outcome is a
changed viewpoint or religious outlook. Films are taken as an example of how it
could be or should be (either in negative form as Sophie puts it or more positively).
Other participants report the same process. Emma: "Films can inspire you like the
film of the monks did with me. An example of how you can live as a Christian,
without expecting results immediately. […] These films offer an image, an icon,
where you can return to when you are busy with other things."
Film as a stronger form of art because of the connection of image, sound
and story is also mentioned. René, who also mentions film as a mirror: "For me,
film is a highly relevant form of art and a mirror of our times. Sometimes films can
say something in image, colour, physical expression or dialogue that is difficult to
come across in other media."
Summary
Both surveys offer important insights into the way Christian viewers
handle films and what functions they think film can perform. It all starts with
relaxation and escapism. Watching films is fun and a pleasant pastime — either
alone or with others. It is also a great activity to spend quality time with one’s
partner, friends or nuclear family.
However, film has much more to offer than just relaxation alone. In the
present research, other reasons for film viewing such as 'learning from the world'
are mentioned spontaneously in the first survey as well as when directly asked for
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the religious functions of film. Only two participants see no function for film in
their religious identity. Many participants indicate that even though films should
be fun, they should also be worthwhile. The participants in this project want the
films to have substance and film watching is not just an idle activity for them. Film
as miscere utile dulci — mingle the useful with the pleasant (or perhaps more the
other way around).
The functions that are most mentioned besides entertainment are cognitive
and affective as well as conative. Films offer food for thought and examples of how
to live or not live one’s life (value reflection), or they function as windows to the
world (education). The affective or emotional functions of film have to do with pure
enjoyment as well. This enjoyment springs from the stories in films but also from
the filmic way in which these stories are told. Films should pull you in the fictional
story and involve you in the life of the characters. This offers 'what-if scenarios'464
for one’s own life. As such, films form an addition to Christian sources for value
reflection or the understanding of life. Onno recounts this explicitly:
Films are, just like literature, of great value for understanding existence.
Although, understand…? These forms of art help me to find my own way.
Of course, the church plays a role as well, but that role has changed over
the course of time. […] Good art has to do with everyday life. In good
books and good films I encounter characters that are valuable to me.
In the final survey, conative functions were also mentioned (though they
were not as salient as the other functions). Emma mentions how certain films have
inspired her (see above). Paulette states not only that films help her to form or
change her opinions but also that they help her to listen better and to pay more
attention to others.
6.3.2 Functions of narrative films II: Personal interviews
In the personal interviews, the participants were not asked specifically
about the function of films, but a number of functions could be distilled from the
interview data. They are summarised in table 14.
For MA, 'value reflection' is the most important function, with 'what-if'
following as a close second. For BLJ 'what-if scenario' is most important and for
DHDD, the most important function is 'inspiration/appeal', together with
education'. This function is important in BLJ too, as is 'entertainment'. None of these
functions are very surprising: MA has an ethical dilemma at its core, so it would be
very strange if 'value reflection' was not as important and BLJ is a light-hearted,
This term was coined by Haines Lyon and Marsh: "Film’s Role in Contemporary MeaningMaking."
464
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Hollywood-style story, so it is natural that it scores higher on 'entertainment' than
the more artistic DHDD and MA.

functions

number of
interviews
mentioned

Mar Adentro (MA)

* value reflection
* what-if scenario
* education

10
9
1

Des hommes et des
dieux (DHDD)

* what-if scenario
* education
* inspiration/appeal

12
12
9

Blue like jazz (BLJ)

* what-if scenario
* entertainment
* education
* inspiration/appeal

12
6
6
5

Table 14 Main function of the films mentioned in the personal interviews
1. Entertainment
The entertainment function is most important in BLJ, although even in this
film it is not the most mentioned function. For a few participants however, the
entertainment function was the reason they like BLJ more than the other two films.
They loved BLJ because it was a relaxing, easy-to-follow and 'fun' story. Sanne says
in the focus group: "You know, it was easy to swallow and the other films were
more like, I don’t know, art house films. Those are films we never really watch
voluntarily. So I needed to readjust for that a lot. So well, the film tonight, I thought
‘this is very nice actually’. So I enjoyed it, I liked it."465
Entertainment, which involves escapism, relaxation, enjoyment, should not
be underestimated as its own function for film viewing. It can have a great positive
effect on people’s mood and as a result it may help to cope with life. Rachel
expressed this very clearly in her personal interview: "I thought it was fantastic,
because I was in a really melancholic mood and then you go to see a film like this
and it puts everything in perspective. So I loved it. ((.)) I enjoyed it."466
It gave her another perspective on her own life — and most importantly, it helped
her to laugh about it. Entertaining though the film may be, it does perform other
465
466

FOCUSGROUP BLJ.
Rachel, 110: 1.
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important functions beyond relaxation. It also offers her a new way of looking at
her own faith. "It just makes faith a bit more light-hearted, you know. Sometimes
people take things so seriously, myself included. So then it is great to watch a film
like this."467
In the personal interviews on the other two films, entertainment is not
mentioned explicitly. This is to be expected because of the serious nature of the
films. A lot of respondents use adjectives like 'impressive' and 'intense' to describe
their impression of the film. Many of them are not used to art house, so they had to
make adjustments but were able to do so easily. Johannes states in his final survey:
"The first two films were a genre I would normally not stay at home for (and I
would certainly not go to the cinema for it). Still, these films have touched me and
made me think. The last film was much more accessible."468
In his approach towards the films and the research project, Johannes is
representative of many of the others, who were not used to art house films
beforehand but were grabbed by the way films can do more than just entertain. As
stated in the previous section, what is interesting about this research sample is that
almost half of them were explicit beforehand about the other functions that films can
perform. At the same time, the entertaining qualities of BLJ are not enough for most
participants. They want a film to have enough substance to think about afterwards
and they miss that in this film. The results of BLJ thus illustrate the outcomes of the
first survey: pure escapism is not what most participants are looking for in films. If
a films offer no deeper layers, it will fail (see 6.2.3 as well).
2. What-if scenario
Besides entertainment, one major function of film that emerged from the
personal interviews was the ‘what-if function’ of film.469 Haines Lyon and Marsh
define it as: "[T]he way in which the imagination is stimulated and used to enable
viewers to reflect on life-situations which may or may not happen in order to
prepare themselves for similar, if less drastic, life-situations."470
Our findings confirm that for many people, film forms an instrument to
master one’s life by offering a safe space to experiment emotionally with possible
life situations. The majority of participants reported to have asked the question
‘what would I do in that situation’ and show that the reflection on this question
have brought them further. This was the most important function in DHDD and
BLJ, but could also be seen in interviews about MA. Importantly, the ‘what-if
scenario’ did not only work for possible life scenarios, but some participants used
the film also to work out how to cope with real situations, whether or not these
Rachel, 10: 1.
RES 5, SURVEY AFTER RESEARCH: 5.
469 Haines Lyon and Marsh, "Film’s Role in Contemporary Meaning-Making.”
470 Ibid., 120.
467
468
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were exactly the same as in the film. The fictional universe of the film offers them
ways of exploring these situations in real life. This was very clear with Onno, who
loved DHDD because it helped him to understand his own religious identity
process and was very annoyed by BLJ because it could not perform the same
function (see 6.4).
3. Education/value reflection
The educational function was most important with DHDD. Many
participants showed reflection on the relations between Islam and Christianity or
more concretely; the relation between the monks in the monastery and the Muslim
inhabitants of the village. Most viewers expressed that they saw these relations as
exemplary. Some viewers also indicated that the film made them think about
colonial relations and patriarchal tendencies in the relation between the monks and
the village. Another educational aspect was simply the way the film enlightened
life in a monastery.
Film can be educational not only because it shows something of life in a
strange culture (as DHDD does) but also because it involves the viewer in the life of
characters and their struggles. Rachel shows signs of this in her personal interview
on MA. For the first time she realises what it is like to be in a position where you
would want to end your life:
There are more people who deal with that, but I don’t see them. I don’t
meet them. For me, this was the first person I saw who wrestled with that. I
don’t encounter that very often. No, never actually. I heard about it once,
but I did not know that person so that cannot touch you, so to say. […] But
this man, you looked straight into his eyes and then you see that there is a
complete personality behind it, just a beautiful person.471
4. Inspiration/appeal
In some cases the participants indicated that a film had changed them or
made them behave differently. The films not only made an impact emotionally
(affective response), but changed the participants' behaviour as well (conative
response) or, at the very least, made them want to change their behaviour. An
example is the way DHDD works for Anna. On her evaluation form after the film,
she indicated that "the film appeals to things that are personal," meaning that in
general, the film appeals to the personal traits of any viewer (not just herself). In the
interview, the interviewer asked her about that remark.
Interviewer: Because you said the film appealed to something personal on
your form… Anna: Yes, I think so. I really think that the film makes an
471
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appeal, like where do you stand on this? Yes. In relation to the other, in
relation to making yourself less important than others, making your own
interests less important. I do think those are the trickiest processes in being
a Christian. So well, if someone didn’t take that away from the film, I
would not understand. I think [that if you don't], you have closed yourself
off.472
She describes the film as a wake-up call that relates closely to processes
within herself. Vocation and living her life as a Christian in everyday life is very
important to her and she recognises how the film shows similar themes. In the days
between the interview and the film she has thought about the film and the message
numerous times. The monks are an example and an inspiration to her, helping her
to construct her life before God.
In 6.3 we will unravel this relation between the functions of film viewing
and religious identity further. First, we will discuss the most important findings
regarding the evaluation of the films and how this relates to appropriation and the
functions films perform.
6.3.3 Evaluation of narrative films
Most participants are enthusiastic about the research project and the films
that were screened (figure 8). Some participants could be assessed easily as positive
or negative, but for many participants it is really in between. Some neutral
participants indicate that they did not really dislike nor like the film (saying things
like 'it was okay I suppose'), but even more respondents give mixed evaluations
(both positive elements and negative elements) in either their interview or their
survey. For example, MA is seen as a mostly beautiful film and participants
indicate that they had enjoyed it, but at the same time they are bothered with some
aspects or specific scenes (the priest scene in particular) or the film is seen as too
long and a bit dreary, especially in the middle. The pace of the film is a major
complaint for the neutral viewers of DHDD as well. People liked it but also think it
was far too long and very slow. BLJ on the other hand is perceived by neutral
viewers as a nice, light-hearted film but with a shallow storyline that did not make
a lasting impression (which they see as negative).
DHDD is the most positively evaluated film, with over two thirds of the
group responding positively and only two participants responding mostly
negatively. People praise both the content and form of the film: many participants
love the quiet pace and beautiful imagery. Participants find the story of the monks
and their decision to stay inspiring and touching. Not everybody can easily accept
472
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the pace of the film, though. Some participants find the film very slow and difficult
to get into. With this film in particular, if participants could not evaluate the film on
the aesthetic level and step into the space of the film they do not like it much (see
below).

Figure 8 Evaluation of films

BLJ is the least valued film, although a couple of participants indicate both
in the interview and in their last survey that it is their favourite. In comparison to
the other two films, this story provokes extreme reactions: participants either love it
or hate it. The participants who give neutral evaluations do not like the film for
themselves, but think it is worth watching for teenagers or make remarks like "quite
alright for a Christian film.” The interesting aspect of BLJ is that it is not necessarily
those with an art house taste who dislike the film and those with less film viewing
experience who like it. One’s religious identity and personal biography seems more
important: if the film is seen as familiar to one’s own identity process, the film is
received positively, even if participants indicate that it is not as good on the filmic
level as the other films. If the film does not strike a familiar chord in one’s religious
identity, the film is far less appreciated. For example, Joep, who dislikes MA mostly
for filmic reasons because the filmic level of the film push him to a certain stance
about euthanasia, quite likes BLJ. The story of Don is familiar to him and he likes
the honest picture that the film sketches of Christian subculture.473 “[…] I thought
that scene was magnificent, where they eh were in that confessional chair and
473
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they… it was a reciprocal forgiveness. For the crimes of those… these
fundamentalist Christians against humanity. I liked that. And when it came to the
acting it was very impressive too, especially the guy who played the Pope, I
think.”474
Joep also mentions things about the film that he thinks are not very good
(he refers to the way of shooting as ‘slick’ and he does not really like the romantic
comedy approach, but on the whole he is fairly positive about the film and he calls
it “fairly credible and authentic.”475 Even though the film is shot in a Hollywood
style, he likes it better than MA, because the way the film is shot fits the story and
genre.476
MA is in between DHDD and BLJ. It is only evaluated negatively by three
participants (see below). With this film, it is noteworthy that the ethical level of
normativity is not the most important level on which to judge the film. Quite a few
participants still liked the film a lot, while at the same time noting that they did not
agree with Ramón’s wish to die.
Evaluation and level of normativity
The evaluations of the films are further analysed using the three levels of
normativity as explained in chapter 3: the dogmatic level (is the film realistic, does
it show a true picture of the world or of creation?), the ethical level (is the film right,
i.e. according to the right norms and values?) and the aesthetic level (is the film
beautiful and does it function as a work of art, providing space to make up one’s
own mind?). In table 19 the levels of normativity are shown for each film. All
evaluations (positive, negative and neutral) were coded with one label for each
level, so the score of 13 evaluations on the dogmatic level for BLJ does not mean
that 13 participants think the film is realistic but either that they like the film
because it is realistic or hate it because it is unrealistic — in either case, the
dominant level of normativity was the dogmatic level.

Joep, 113:3.
Joep, 113:2.
476 For MA, his problem was on the filmic layer, see below.
474
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Figure 9 Most important level of normativity in individual interviews (MA:
N=16, DHDD: N= 17, BLJ: N=24)
Figure 9 shows that films are appropriated on all three levels of
normativity: dogmatic, ethic and aesthetic, but the dogmatic level of normativity is
most important. If no form of involvement is constructed on this level, the film is
hardly or not at all appropriated. For example, the negative evaluations of BLJ
occur mostly on the dogmatic level. Those who could not get involved in the film,
dismiss it and report that they had soon forgotten the film or hardly thought about
it afterwards. They do understand the film but it performs no function for them (or
only very little). In other words, the appropriation is low. If people do get involved
on this level, the appropriation is deeper. The ethical level of normativity is less
important than the other two levels. People certainly make judgements on this
level, but they are also capable of refusing the message of the film if it does not
comply with their norms and values.
A comparison of the most enthusiastic and most disappointed viewers for
each film clearly shows this role of the levels of normativity in the evaluation of the
films. The key factor appears to be involvement. Those who are disappointed are
not able to get involved in the film (in other words: unable to step into the fictional
world) — or refuse to, because they do not like or understand the film.
MA is refused by three participants, two of whom do so on filmic-visceral
arguments. Joep and Jonathan both find the camera shots, the music and the overall
sphere of the film "too Disney-like" and they feel the message is too heavily
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emphasised (symbolic level). Both dislike the film on the filmic level and find the
film saccharine. Joep phrases it nicely when asked for his reaction on the film:
Well, I thought it was a very annoying story, annoying music. […] the story
did not fit the way it was filmed at all. Look, to lead a life such as his is very
depressing I think, but there was a veneer of, how do you put it, caricatures
of people, you know. An evil brother who does not agree and those horrible
Disney fields the camera passed over.477
Joep feels that such a terrible dilemma should be depicted as much rawer;
he feels it is romanticised (as the example of the "Disney fields" shows). It is not
true, in that sense. Even though his problem is on the filmic-visceral level, his
trouble with the film is more on the dogmatic level than on the aesthetic level. The
way the story is told does not confirm his views on reality. Suffering in real life is
hard and life is not always beautiful. He wants this to be reflected in the film, but
because the film is shot so beautifully, it paints a picture of the world that is not
true. Only the death scene overcomes this: "Seriously, I thought that was a good
scene, where he swallowed [the potion] and died horribly. For the first time, you
see a bit of the rawness and the directness of the theme."478 This example also shows
how the levels of normativity are related and sometimes intertwined. The world is
not reflected as it really is, which makes it difficult for Joep to appreciate the
aesthetic aspects and value the film on the aesthetic level. He refuses to step into the
aesthetic space because the film is not worth it. In other words, the refusal of the
film on the aesthetic level is a consequence of his refusal of the film on the dogmatic
level (but both are caused by the filmic level).
Jonathan mentions the same in his interview: "My overall impression is that
the film is kitsch. The music for example. That was way too controlling."479 Some
other films he recently saw on the same topic, Amour and Once upon a time in
Anatolia, are far better in his opinion. They offer him more food for thought, not
only because those films are slower and more aesthetically rewarding, but also
because they offer him new ways of looking at things: they surprise him while MA
did not. He cannot learn anything and, what is worse, because of the way the film is
shot, he experiences no space to form his own opinion. In other words, the film fails
Jonathan on the level of aesthetic normativity. It is not so much that the film is told
in a sweeter way than the world really is, but it does not surprise him; it does not
tell him anything new. The film only offers him a sugar-coated picture of something
he has seen before, and fails to challenge him or to evoke a feeling of alienation or
shock.
Joep, 46: 3; emphasis added.
Joep, 46: 2.
479 Jonathan, 50:1.
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Jennifer, the third participant that dislikes MA, says that her reason to
refuse the film is that it only tells her what she already knows, but in her case this
refusal mostly happens on the ethical level of normativity.480 For her, it is the
narrative-behavioural level that fails. She dislikes the main character and thinks
that the characters are not developed— on the dogmatic level, the film never feels
real. She sees the film as a sort of visual essay about an ethical topic but not as a
story about people. On the ethical level, she hears no new arguments, so she feels
unstimulated to get involved and to look at the matter from the other side. In her
personal interviews on DHDD and BLJ, she comes back to MA (on which she had
her focus group discussion). She finds the film dreadful and sees it as a visual essay
where "everybody is allowed to voice their opinion on the matter, but afterwards he
just goes his own way. Fine by me, but why should I see it? I already know all
viewpoints anyway."481 She dislikes Ramón intensely; she thinks he is "whiny."482 So
for her, it is mainly a dislike of the main character and the feeling that the film just
voices all possible opinions on a subject she already has an opinion about. It offers
her no story she can familiarise herself with or can immerse herself in.483 This
causes her to reject the film as a whole and she is unable to use it as a confrontation
with her own stance on euthanasia. Her strong dislike of Ramón can also be seen as
a resistance towards the ethical position of the film for which she wants to find
other, not moral, arguments.
The positive viewers of MA react oppositely. They feel very involved, even
to a point where they treat the characters as 'real' people. The most enthusiastic
viewer, Johannes, indicates that because he is not used to art house it took him a
while before he could step into the universe of the film but when he did, he became
completely immersed. "In the beginning of the film it took me a lot of effort to get
into it. Because it is a certain type of film and you know that it is going to be slow.
And you think, 128 minutes, phew. And I noticed also that in the beginning I was
very preoccupied with how far in we were and I believe that it was after half an
hour or so that the film caught me."484
He then shows a very interesting way of getting involved in the film:
without ever forgetting that it was a fiction film and the characters do not actually
exist, he treats them as real by looking for ways to counsel them pastorally
(involvement on the dogmatic level through the narrative-behavioural level). He
currently runs a course on contextual therapy and the story of the film, the different
Jennifer was one of the few cases where a film was dominantly refused because of the
ethic level of normativity.
481 Jennifer, 30:40.
482 Ibid.
483 More on Jennifer and how this relates to her religious identity in 6.3.
484 Johannes, 35:31.
480
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characters and their relationships give him ample opportunity to put his
knowledge into practice: "Then I thought, oh man, that is swimming against the
tide. They are all so damaged by the situation. I thought that was rather well done
by the director to do it in such a way that I can see the problem beginning with
every person and that I can understand them."485 He then continues by giving a
short ‘anamnesis’ of all the characters.
What Johannes shows here is that he takes the film seriously on a dogmatic
level. The film has something to say about reality, even though it is fiction. He also
shows a high level of involvement with the characters (he shows he understands
them and lets himself be touched by the situation) but he also takes his distance, he
uses them to grow as a contextual therapist and learn from their situation. He says
this happened during the film. Afterwards he was too busy discussing the ethical
issues involved. Interestingly, he realises at the same time that it is fiction: "And
somehow you think: there should be a counsellor in that situation. Well, fortunately
that is not necessary because it is a film script. So, technically, there is no
problem."486
Here, he moves from the behavioural level of processing (involvement) to
the reflective level (How can I learn from this?) This is neo-formalist theory in
practice: the film is fiction and stays fiction, but the viewer makes the movement
from the fictional universe to his own world where the film has an educational
effect: he uses the film as an exercise for real life. Once he was involved in the film,
it made it possible to step into the space between the fictional universe and his own
life. It confirms his views on pastoral care and ethical judgements but also shows
new insights and helps him to realise more fully what it is like to be ill or take care
of someone who is ill. The film thus offers both familiar elements (it confirms his
ethical thinking) but it also shows him something new (the role of the priest but
also the realisation that he could use his contextual therapy here).
On the ethical level, he was very annoyed with the role of the priest. In his
work, he encounters a lot of people who think in black-and-white terms about
reality, but he finds that unhelpful in moral dilemmas. This scene confirms him in
thinking that ethical dilemmas should be carefully considered and the film as a
whole helps him to find new ways to do that.
That is why I find that priest scene so very sad. That man believes he can
think from a sort of textbook. Like, okay, so this man wants to die. Someone
who wants to die has had no love: ‘Oh, this man gets no love.’ Hopla.
Opinion determined. You see Christians do that to each other. Whereas I’m
thinking: if you had gotten to know that man, you would have found out
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Ibid.
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that there was no lack of love at all, most certainly not of his sister-in-law,
how much love do you want to have!487
Other positive viewers of MA also mention the gap between their actual
moral beliefs and the way Ramón’s situation is described in the fictional world.
This makes them realise what it must be like to lie in bed for so long without being
able to move — in other words, the film alienates them from their everyday,
theoretical, moral opinions and shows them the practice behind such ethics from
new angles. Sanne puts it eloquently:
Well, you start to think about what your own convictions are of course.
And well, you have more like an opinion about something and now you see
the other side of the story and that makes you think more. But eventually, I
still think that we should not decide ourselves. But it is good to see the
other side. That you do not just have a written idea about something or so.
Yes. Interviewer: Yes, so it helps you to see what it means [for someone] but
it does not change your opinion? Sanne: No, that’s right. […] I can really
understand it, though. So I can imagine. Interviewer: More than before this
film? Sanne: Yes. Yes, I mean it is no small thing if you are stuck in your
bed for 26 years without being able to do anything except with your head.
That is very intense and it is… It can feel and be hopeless. But eventually
((.)) I did not agree.488
This quote shows that MA does not have a direct affective influence that
cannot be refused, but that it opens up some space that allows viewers to use the
experience in the fictional universe for value reflection in the real world. It does not
directly influence them, but it does offer new ways of looking at the world or
ethical issues. Most participants do not show any difficulty in balancing their own
opinions with their involvement in Ramón’s concrete story.
Only Emily states that after the film, she finds it difficult to stick to her
opinion. This is not because she does not like the film but because she loves it so
much. In the beginning of the interview, she mentions that she has been thinking
about the film a lot. "I thought it was a very beautifully made film, with a lot of
integrity. I noticed that. Just quiet. That was… there was a calmness about
everything. And very interesting, I think. Things just happened, it seemed. And
well, I just thought it was a pity that all that love was not enough in the end. To
keep on living."489 The beautiful aspects of the film are exactly what makes it
difficult for her:
Johannes: 35:23.
Sanne, 40: 21.
489 Emily, 47: 2.
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488
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[…] I think there is a message in it. And humanly speaking, you can almost
do nothing else but say: 'Yes of course he has to, that man has to die if he
wants to. Of course.' And then I think: no. I don’t think so. But it is like all
arguments for that are kicked out of your hands. It feels a little like that.
Because it is so beautiful, the film. So beautifully made, so warm, so
humanly warm. I really like that. Very pure as well. And then it is nearly
impossible to say after such a film, well actually, I am not a proponent for
such a law for euthanasia.490
Emily is the only participant who experiences the film in that way. With
this reflection, she offers another account of how films work to bring participants to
a deeper level of reflection if they find a film to work on all three levels. First, she
finds that the film gives an accurate picture of life (dogmatic level): "And I liked
that Rosa a lot, because nobody else thought she was relevant but for him, she was
very, the most relevant in the end. And I thought that was very surprising, such
things. And it is just like life itself. That is not 1 + 1 = 2. So that is what I liked about
the film, the beautiful part of it.”491 On the ethical level of normativity, she likes the
surprising elements in as far as they make her see other sides of the story or the
value of people that may not always be seen, like Rosa. But because she likes the
film so much on its filmic-visceral and narrative-behavioural level, it is difficult for
her to hold her own moral principles. She fully realises how the film works as a film
but that also makes her uncomfortable because she feels she needs to change her
opinion. At the same time, she values how the film brings the subject to the fore. It
is an important topic, and because the film clearly shows Ramón’s value to those
around him, the film also shows that palliative care is crucial, she thinks.
In that sense I think it is very valuable, like, this way we can really mean a
lot to each other if you can facilitate it. Because isn’t it true that [taking care
of] a terminally ill patient, you not only give a lot, but you also get a lot. I
thought that the film showed that very beautifully, actually. And I think it
is a pity he did not catch up on that, but such is life. And I saw that in the
film, I thought it was very hopeful that something of love is created because
he is so ill. I loved that.492
So even though she does not agree with all moral aspects of the film, she
also probes further, to see if the film shows her something she did not realise before
— again, even if she says she finds it difficult to stick to her opinion, the influence
Emily, 47: 42.
Emily, 47: 37.
492 Emily, 47: 17.
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of the film is not straightforward. It both confirms her in her thinking and opens up
new possibilities.
The negative viewers of DHDD mostly react to the filmic-visceral level.
They find the film too slow, which makes it impossible for them to get into the film
— they cannot get involved in the fictional universe or step into the role of implied
audience. With Jan, this completely blocks his film experience. He finds the film
"rather boring, to be honest."493 Even if there are a few aspects of the film he likes,
on the whole he thought it was a waste of time. He admits that the subject requires
a certain slowness (life in a monastery is hardly exciting) but the story as a whole
could be told in a lot less time. Because he experiences the film as boring and
tedious, he is unable to get involved and thus the film does not get appropriated.
This is not only because of the slow pace of the film, but also because the
lives of the monks do not resemble his life at all and he cannot place himself in their
shoes (narrative-behavioural level): "I thought, pah, I can’t bear to think that you…
[would have to live that way]. In those white garments and all those services you
know, that they are singing in that chapel, all in a row. I thought that was very…
sort of oppressive, so to say. I cannot bear to think about it myself."494 On the
dogmatic level, the world of the film is so far removed from his own life that he
cannot find the aesthetic level, the space between the fictional universe of the film
and his own life.
For the other negative viewer, Thijs, it is also impossible to relate the
fictional world to his own, but this has to do with the symbolic level: he does not
agree with the pacifistic stance of the monks. He thinks that reality is different and
that you cannot do without some violence in this world (both the dogmatic and
ethical level of normativity). "All the time, I was thinking like 'when is it going to
touch me'. Maybe that is just me. From the start, I thought, 'what would I do in such
a situation'. Then I thought: 'well, that is nice and easy, living like a monk like that'.
[…]"495 On the other hand, the film had no happy ending, which he appreciates:
"They do all die at the end, I usually think that is a plus. Yes, that is real life.
Eventually you lose. Whether you are pacifistic or not."496
So here, the film is appreciated for the dogmatic level (no happy ending),
but refused because he does not manage to get involved on the ethical level. This is
partly because he refused the film on the visceral-filmic level: it was so slow he
could not get involved (filmic-visceral level) and the monks were so pacifistic he
did not want to get involved (symbolic and narrative-behavioural level). Therefore,
he did not pick up any information in the film that might shake his views. It only
confirmed him in his thinking and he thinks that is a pity — it is not what he
Jan, 95:1
Jan, 101: 18.
495 FOCUSGROUP DHDD II, 103: 6.
496 FOCUSGROUP DHDD II, 103: 6.
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normally expects of a film. He indicated in the final interview and in the final
survey that he found this a drawback in the research: he would have liked some
"shocking" films.
The positive viewers of DHDD report that the film certainly does offer
something new. It shows a view on the relation between Muslims and Christians or
among the monks themselves that they either did not know was possible or did not
realise was so important. Onno (see 6.2.2) is the most enthusiastic viewer and he
explains that this is because the film shows him an example of a new way of
believing in God and being radical about it. It offers him a way out of his own
religious identity process and it does so precisely because on the one hand it offers
a familiar story (he has been in similar situation) but on the other hand it offers him
something radically different from his own life: these monks are fully dedicated to
God but never think about their own position in exclusivist ways. This is in stark
contrast to the evangelical church he has trouble with. The fictional universe of the
film thus offers him a model of how to cope with his own life. The film works for
him, because on the dogmatic levels of normativity he judges the film to be
authentic and an exemplary way of dealing with the world and on the ethical level
it shows him exactly what a good life is. Because the film also offers a lot of space
on the aesthetic level to place his own life next to the fictional universe, the film can
touch him profoundly and he indicates that the film has been very important for
him to master his life in reality.
Another very enthusiastic viewer of DHDD is Arie, who also draws a lot of
connections between the fictional universe of the film and his real life. He wants to
put the film into practice and has told many people how much he likes it. One of
the reasons why is mentioned early on in the interview: the image of the birds and
the branch offers him a new point of view. "When that woman said 'you are the
branch and we are the birds'. I liked that very much actually. It made me think, hey,
a very different approach, another perspective."497
He likes the film on each of the three levels of normativity: the dogmatic
level because he thinks the film shows a true picture of the way life is in a remote
village; the ethical level because he totally agrees with the way the monks deal with
the Muslims in the village; and the aesthetic level because the film is made in such a
way that provides him with a space to reflect on all of those aspects himself. When
the levels are taken together, it offers him a new perspective and it also helps him to
live his real life.
With BLJ it is clear that the dogmatic level is crucial in order to step into the
fictional universe. Those who dislike the film all say it is inauthentic, too
"American" or "cheesy" (which most participants see as synonyms), or too
497
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"Christian" (and therefore putting the message above reality). The most
disappointed viewer is Onno. He criticises the film on all three levels, but mostly
the aesthetic level. The film offers him no space to use the film as a reflection on his
own process (something that he could do with DHDD) because the message itself
was so clearly imposed, both on the filmic-visceral level and on the symbolic
level.498
Arie is also very negative about the film. He mostly reacts on the dogmatic
level: the film does not show a realistic portrait of an American college. For the film
to be realistic, it should at least have contained some sex or drugs. The language
especially bothers him: "I would imagine that if I went into the students’ world,
people would not be so clean in their language. I don’t think I’ve heard one curse
word. And that makes me think, wow, all those students are complete goodygoodies!"499 This is quite revealing, because it shows that he ranks the dogmatic
level above the ethical. A film should be realistic, not necessarily obedient to rules
of Christian subculture.
Emily is the most positive viewer of BLJ. She bought several copies to be
able to share the film with people she thinks may like it. When asked to express the
impression the film made on her and what stuck with her, she is not only very
positive, but she also says she has been thinking about it a lot. The film makes an
appeal to her to do better in her interaction with non-believers: "What stuck with
me was that I have been thinking about it a lot, like oh yes, this is a really good way
to practise Christianity and I should pay more attention to it, that this is a good
way."500 She uses the film to illustrate the position of Christian adolescents in real
life and assumes they will find it familiar, because for her the film shows a realistic
picture of the world and how young people live in it.
And what it was about as well, was how bizarre the world is. The
extravagance. At that high school501 too, the parties and enormous amounts
of booze, the detachment… I always think, well, you see it more often, but I
always find it shocking. […] It is familiar I think, because even if a lot of
young people don’t go to Lowlands502 themselves, they know people who
do. And the atmosphere there, of 'anything goes'.503

More on this in 6.4.
499 Arie, 108: 5.
500 Emily, 104: 1.
501 During the whole interview it is clear she thinks he went to another high school instead of
university.
502 One of the largest rock festivals in the Netherlands, comparable to Lollapalooza in the
USA or Glastonbury in the UK.
503 Emily, 104: 16.
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When asked if she saw a relation between her faith and this film, she
describes how her own background is quite similar to Don’s:
When I moved into lodgings during college, I was 17. I had thought about
my faith before and read about it, but it was mostly theoretical ideas. But
then I went to lodgings and was thrown into the world, you know, into
tough practice. So I mentioned something in class, like ‘as a Christian you
do this or that’ and then I got criticised by the whole group. And I was not
used to that at all, so I thought ‘what on earth is this?’ I thought that was
pretty difficult, because I was insecure then. You need to feel secure to
handle the confrontation. This boy encountered it much more intensely
than I did, but I thought it was familiar.504
She not only thinks the film paints a familiar picture of the (student) world,
but she also likes the way the church is depicted.
Well, I thought the image of the church they created was realistic. The
church wasn’t made any better or worse than it is. I thought that was a very
strong point. Because in most films, you see a caricature of the church, I
think. […] And I thought that second pastor, of the blonde girl’s church, I
liked him. […] He was just very, very relaxed. He [Don] was in one of those
portable toilets, which had fallen over, and he just got him out. 'Hello', he
said. No comment, just very friendly, I think 'yes, that is just nice'. No
judgement, really.505
These extensive quotes show how she evaluates the film positively on both
the dogmatic and the ethical levels. It shows a truthful and correct picture of a
world she is familiar with. At the same time, the film offers some aspects that are
alienating, that make her realise that there are other possible ways of dealing with
life. This has mostly to do with the way Christians and non-Christians are placed
opposite each other in the film and how the different characters deal with that. The
film shows her that people who reject the church may have more of a point than she
had previously thought: "A sort of handle, I thought it was. Like, okay, so this is
how you can be credible and loving for other people. But that requires a different
attitude and a different view on people."506 She mentions she finds that difficult but
the film has challenged her to try and change her attitude towards others, especially
if they irritate her with an anti-Christian attitude.
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But then, you find out that most people don’t act like that for nothing. And
if you try to get to why they behave like that and you forgive them, and
you ask them to forgive you… Because that is what he did at the end, he
asked will you forgive me because I wasn’t honest. I thought that was very
cool. I thought, yes, I feel like that is what Jesus would do. Well, that is
pretty hard, I think. For normal, ordinary people. But very good to keep it
in mind. So that is what I have been thinking about this week. About what
people can say to you or what you encounter in the media, I can get very
annoyed by that. But to always look at it with love, that is a challenge for
me, but well, something that is good to do. To turn things around.507
She likes the film on all three levels and because it works on all three levels,
it is possible for her to appropriate the film deeply — and it performs an important
function for her. The combination of familiar and alienating aspects in the film
allows her to see other ways of dealing with non-Christians and to look at things
from their perspective. This has a learning effect for her: she sees how it could be as
well and decides to bring this into practice.508
Focus groups
In the focus groups, the pattern of evaluation is different. We took the
discussion in the focus groups as one evaluation, see table 15. The level that was
most promint in the discussion is shown with XXX, the second most prominent
level with XX and the least prominent with X.
Focus
group
MA I
(N=7)

Focus
group MA
II (N=7)509

Focus
group
DHDD I
(N= 6)

Focus
group
DHDD II
(N=6)

Focus
group
BLJ
(N=5)

dogmatic

XXX

XX

X

XXX

XXX

ethic

X

XXX

XXX

XX

X

aesthetic

XX

X

XX

X

XX

Table 15 Dominant level of normativity in focus groups

Ibid.
More on this below.
509 Fleur quit after this film, but her contributions in the focus group have been taken into
account.
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For both MA and DHDD, the ethical level of normativity is more dominant
than the dogmatic level in one of the focus groups. In these two groups a discussion
arose on ethical dilemmas: the topic of euthanasia in MA and the proper attitude of
missionaries in DHDD. In these focus groups, most members that had a strong
influence on the discussion are in a religious identity status of foreclosure. In
section 6.3 it will be shown how this relates to their film evaluation.
In the other focus groups, the dogmatic level is most important. In the focus
group on BLJ, the negative evaluation of most viewers is largely because of the
filmic aspects: members of this group think the film was cheaply produced and not
very well acted. The negative participants think that it gives a very slick image of
reality, and most participants agree that it is "cheesy" and very "American.” The
only participant that objects to the film on an ethical level is Jessica. She is the most
negative viewer of the film in the focus group and her biggest problem is with the
dogmatic level, but in the end she also mentions some ethical objections. Her first
evaluation is on the dogmatic level: "I thought it was all very implausible, the way
it was brought on. Everything he landed in was so absurd, so … [Eva: Extreme]
Yes, extreme. Absolutely not realistic. Jonathan: Na, not realistic? Jessica: I don’t
think so. Like there are bears and rabbits cycling all the way through campus, that
absolutely isn’t… [plausible]." A little later she is asked by the interviewer to
elaborate on her initial response. She then says: "The story in itself was very nice, I
think. Someone who grows up protected in a Christian family and then ends up in
the big crazy world out there. But because it was so absurd and bizarre at the university,
I gave up. I thought like, well, that just isn’t plausible anymore."510 She pulls out of
the film experience and refuses to "suspend her disbelief" as Coleridge would say.
She is unable to stay in the role of the implied audience and gives up. She is
surprised to hear from Jonathan that he has seen stranger things in his time at a
student fraternity. In her reply, we see a more ethical objection to the film too:
I am too down-to-earth and Calvinistic for that, then. I really do not like it
at all, especially the American aspects of it. […] In itself, it is nice to show
how someone actually can change. But the change came on too quickly. […]
At that university too, he did not come forward about his faith at all and he
suddenly just agreed with everything. Even that lesbian woman, he wished her
good luck! That is just implausible if you have been brought up as a Christian for
twenty years or so. You don’t throw it all away just like that, even if it
[moving to university] is intense.511
She finds it implausible but also objectionable. By giving up on the film in
an earlier stage, because of her dogmatic normativity, she has lost the empathy that
510
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is needed to understand the characters’ actions, even if one disagrees. She cannot
imagine that Christians "just agree" with everything. Besides the implausibility it is
also the confrontation with different lifestyles that bothers her: "I thought it was
unclear what the message was exactly. At the same time, I think, what value does this
film have for me as a Christian? How am I supposed to see everything that happens
on campus, how all those lesbians interact with another? [...] Why do I have to see
all that, that is what I think."512
The film is too strange for her and it alienates her to such an extent that she
cannot get involved anymore. Because she refuses the role of the implied viewer,
she cannot understand the cues and so sees the film as a failure.513
As an illustration of how BLJ is supposed to work, we offer the response of
Johannes (see 6.2.4) on her remark that she did not like seeing the lesbian
relationships on campus.
To be honest, the moment when that girl stepped in his bed, I thought that
was a fantastic moment in the film. […] There is someone here with pain and
sadness, she has a lifestyle that I don’t agree with, but hey, she is a human being.
And I really liked that moment where he put his arm around her and was
so understanding. I thought, well, he understood a little bit [of how it is
supposed to go].514
Both Johannes and Jessica disagree with Lauryn’s lifestyle, but the
difference between them is Jessica is not at all involved in the film at this point,
whereas Johannes is. This is because the film offered Johannes a familiar (or at least
plausible) portrayal of how one needs to incorporate one’s faith into one’s identity
and at the same time it alienates him enough to offer him a reflection on his
subculture. It makes him see the good and the bad sides of faith by analogy: “I felt
some vicarious shame as well, when I saw those processes at these youth club
gatherings. Vicarious shame, I was watching it and I thought: oh yes. This is really
what we do. That is really bad! [Laughs].”515 Because the film shows these scenes in a
way that is somewhat exaggerated but not too offending, he is alienated in just the
right way: he can look in the mirror of the story and realise that there are some
slightly ridiculous aspects to Christian subculture. This gives him the opportunity
to gain something from the film that Jessica cannot.

FOCUS GROUP BLJ, 118: 15.
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Summary of the results
Taken together, the results of the positive and negative viewers and the
experiences in the focus groups show that the key to a positive evaluation is
involvement. This involvement can occur through the filmic-visceral level, the
narrative-behavioural level or through the symbolic level, as long as the film offers
food for reflection.
In order to reach involvement in the film, the dogmatic layer is most
important. If the film is seen as unrealistic or the characters are perceived as
cardboard or too unpleasant, it is very difficult to get involved at all. For the film to
be most fully appropriated, the aesthetic level is also important. Only if viewers
experience enough space in the gap between the fictional universe and their own
lives, can they reflect on it thoroughly and can the film perform functions beyond
entertainment. The ethical level, although more prominent in the conversations
than the aesthetical level, is less important for a positive evaluation. Even if
participants disagree with the stance of the film or choices of the characters, they
can still value the film for painting a truthful picture of the world or for teaching
them something about life. People are very capable of balancing their own view on
things with what they perceive as a message.
If participants do get involved, very often the fictional world shows them a
new way of looking at things. Sometimes this literally helps them to master their
actual lives in reality, sometimes it just adds a new layer to reality. But most of the
time it is exactly this ability to show something new or original that is valued.
6.3.4 Preliminary conclusions
The leading question in section 6.3 was ‘How do orthodox Protestant film
viewers appropriate the meaning of narrative films?’ In this paragraph the findings
of 6.3 are summarised and some preliminary conclusions are drawn. These will be
elaborated on in the next chapter.
Orthodox Protestant film viewers indicate both before and after watching
the films that film is more than just escapism or relaxation. It also offers them new
insights into the world and ways of looking at God and their faith. Film is therefore
not only an important means for relaxation but also a functional element of life and
faith.
For films to be fully appropriated, it is necessary for viewers to feel
involved in the fictional universe. All positive viewers showed some sort of
involvement, which made it possible to appreciate and fully relate to the film. The
negative viewers showed a refusal or inability to get involved in the fictional
universe. This involvement does not only happen on the narrative-behavioural
level (through some sort of identification or emotional involvement with the
characters), but also on the filmic-visceral and symbolic levels. If the film is
experienced as too slow, inaccessible or as too cheesy or polished, the viewer rejects
the film on the filmic level and no involvement occurs. If the message is
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overemphasised or the worldview of the film is too opposed to that of the viewer,
the film is rejected on the symbolic level.
In the evaluation of films, all three levels of normativity are used. Although
MA was mostly appreciated for its authenticity and possibilities for value
reflection, DHDD for the aesthetic space it offered and BLJ for its realistic depiction
of evangelical subcultures, the most positive viewers valued the films on all three
levels. When it comes to involvement, the results make clear that it is mostly the
dogmatic level that is crucial. If a film is seen as unrealistic, that is, if it shows an
untruthful picture of reality in the viewer’s opinion, no involvement will occur. As
a result, the film cannot perform its functions. For the most positive viewers, who
all indicate that the film did more than just entertain, the aesthetic level of
normativity is also important. On this level, participants do not only evaluate the
filmic aspects of the films, but this is the level where they can occupy the space
between the fictional universe and their own lives. It is on this level that the film is
most fully appropriated. The ethical level of normativity is least important for a
positive evaluation. Even if people disagree with the main stance of the film, they
could still value it, although it is less strongly appropriated.
The films performed many different functions for the participants: from
pure entertainment to a direct appeal to change aspects of one’s life. When these
results of the evaluation and functions of films are examined, it shows how films
work as means of semantic innovation (see chapter 3). By offering new stories, the
films offer surprising new ways of looking at things that can help the viewer reflect
on their own norms and values (value reflection), help them get trained for life
situations (‘what-if’scenario), show new aspects of how the world works
(education) or make them realise how they can make changes in their lives
(inspiration/appeal).
These different functions all have something in common. The films work
precisely because they play with the combination of familiar and new elements and
manage to both involve and alienate the viewers. In this sense, films work as
parables: on the one hand they offer the viewer a familiar picture of the world, with
which they can identify or feel involved. On the other hand, films can offer new
insights or inspire epiphanies because they defamiliarise or alienate the viewer as
well. It is what can be called the function of "film-as-parable" that makes cinema
such a powerful instrument in the lives of the participants. This notion will be
explained further in chapter 7. First, the relationship between film appropriation
and religious identity will be explored in the next section.

6.4 Film appropriation and religious identity
In this section we will answer the last part of the main research question:
what is the relationship between the film appropriation of orthodox Protestant film
viewers and their religious identity status? First, the many direct links between the
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religious identity interviews and the perceived message in the film interviews are
explored in 6.4.2. The next section will discuss the general relations between film
evaluation and religious identity for the whole group (6.4.3). Section 6.4.4 explores
the relationship between the functions of films and religious identity for the whole
group. These general findings are then further illustrated by the stories of Onno,
Jennifer and Johannes (6.3.5) — the clearest examples of the religious identity
statuses we met in 6.2. The last section of this chapter brings everything together
and answers the main research question (6.3.6).
6.4.1 Direct links between religious identity and perceived message
In all personal interviews the participants were asked to define the message
of the films ("What did the film mean or what do you think the message is?").
Initially, most respondents found this difficult and tried to express the intentions of
the filmmakers. In such cases, another question was asked in which the interviewer
insisted that the question was more about the meaning the participant deducted
from the film than about the intentions of the filmmakers.
The answers varied greatly, as is to be expected. Even if some of the themes
could be categorised in three broad groups, the individual messages every
participant distilled from the film were phrased in individual terms, which could
often be directly related to the interview about religious identity.
In table 16 the most important themes (that were mentioned in more than
10 personal interviews) for MA and DHDD are listed as an example. For BLJ, the
personal interviews were analysed until the point of saturation was reached, so the
numbers are smaller.516

The point of saturation was reached after nine interviews, but we also analysed 18 and 29
because of their positive evaluation despite their ‘highbrow’ taste. This suggested that their
religious identity played a role in their evaluation. In total, eleven interviews on BLJ were
fully coded and analysed (Thijs, Sophie, Tim, Arie, Jane, Rachel, Jennifer, Emily, Onno, Joep
and Jonathan).

516
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Tabel 16 Most important themes per film

Many participants phrased the message in terms of their religious identity
interviews, almost to the point where different participants viewed different films.
Because of the large amount of interviews, we only offer some cases as an example.
These are summarised in table 17.
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Table 17 Links between the message and the religious identity
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6.4.2 Religious identity status and levels of normativity in evaluation (general)
This section shows how the evaluation of the films (on all three levels of
normativity) is connected with one’s religious identity by summarising the results
for the whole research sample. In the next sections, the connection is closer
examined in the most exemplary cases.
For the religious identity statuses of foreclosure and moratorium in
particular, there were clear connections between religious identity status and the
appropriation of films. Naturally, this relation was not straightforward in every
case. People differ and the nature of qualitative research is to follow each person in
its own way. That does not mean that patterns did not arise. The religious identity
status was not a predictor for a certain film appropriation, but it did offer a way of
explaining why the film appropriation of some was more successful than that of
others.
In tables 18 to 20 the relationship between religious identity and level of
normativity in the entire group is presented for the individual interviews. The
tables should be read as follows: for all participants with a religious identity
integration status (and an individual interview), two evaluated the film
predominantly on the dogmatic level, two on the ethical level and two on the
aesthetic level.
N=16

dogmatic

ethical

aesthetic

integration

2

2

2

foreclosure

4

1

-

moratorium

1

integration/
foreclosure

-

2

1

total

7

5

4

1

Tabel 18 Mar Adentro - Predominant level of normativity
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N=17

dogmatic

ethical

aesthetic

integration

4

2

2

foreclosure

2

1

-

moratorium

1

-

3

integration/
foreclosure

2

-

-

total

9

3

5

Tabel 19 Des Hommes et des Dieux - Predominant level of normativity

N=24

dogmatic

ethical

aesthetic

integration

8

2

3

foreclosure

3

2

-

moratorium

1

-

3

integration/
foreclosure

1

1

-

total

13

5

6

Tabel 20 Blue like Jazz - Predominant level of normativity517
The only four participants (Rijk, Zoë, Jennifer, Lisa) who did not use the
aesthetic level at all in their individual interviews were all in the group of RIF.518
The other four RIF participants did reach the aesthetic level, but it was never
dominant. When Table 18 - 20 are examined together, it can be noted that the
aesthetic level does not occur in the status of RIF at all nor does the ethical level
with RIM. Especially in relation to RIM individuals, it seems more difficult for
those in RIF to look at the space between the film and one's own identity, as
Jennifer's story illustrates (see also 6.3.4). They are more inclined to 'check' the
views of the film against the views in the Bible, but if a film differs from their
perceived Biblical view, it does not mean they reject the film. Lisa illustrates this:
Of these 24 interviews, 13 were coded for level of normativity on the basis of the audio file
and 11 on the basis of a full transcript and analysis. The other two films and the eleven fully
analysed interviews however already clearly indicated the pattern.
518 That does not mean they did not like the film or that the filmic level was not mentioned,
but in their evaluation of the film they stayed on the dogmatic or ethical level only.
517
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she is neutral in her evaluation, stating that she thought it was a good film "in the
sense that, well, it was all depicted very well, but I wouldn’t say I want to see it
again. No, I don’t think that is necessary."519 The reason is that she thinks the
subject is "nasty.” When asked with whom she could identify, she answers that she
quite liked Rosa, but she would not go as far as saying she identified with her.520
She also refuses to connect the film with her own life story. Even after a few followup questions, she answers negatively: "Interviewer: So you do not think about
things that have happened in your life either? That it invokes associations with
what happened in the film. Lisa: No. […] No, because I don’t know anyone with a
disease like that and I don’t take care of someone with a disease like that or similar.
So no, I wouldn’t know, no."521 Later in the interview, she compares her husband,
who is disabled due to a different disease, with Ramón: "Like my husband. […] He
takes every opportunity he can get. He travels alone. […] And so, someone who is
paraplegic should do that as well."522 When at the end of the interview, the
interviewer points out that she did draw comparisons, it is a surprise for her:
"Interviewer: But you said, I do not connect it with my life story. But actually, in
our conversation I noticed that you did compare it a bit because you mentioned
your husband. Lisa: Oh, you mean it like that. Well, I did not think that far."523 It is
the same with the question of connecting her faith with the film. She says: "Well,
pff… As far as I saw it in the film, with these people, there was no faith, so I don’t
think they believe. At least they do not depict believers. Whether they are believers
in reality, that I don’t know, of course."524 Connecting the film with her faith means
for her that either the actors or the characters share the same way of believing as
she does. Because she does not see such a direct Christian link, she finds no
connection between the film and herself. The interviewer follows up by asking the
question again and now Lisa responds in a more moral sense:
Interviewer: But do you see, can you connect it with your own faith? If you
see the film? Lisa: Well, my viewpoint hasn’t changed. I mean…
Interviewer: Your viewpoint is different from what you thought the film
said? Lisa: Yes. Interviewer: Because? Lisa: That euthanasia just isn’t ehm…
[…] I don’t mean to judge. But… Look, I can imagine it if someone is in a lot
of pain. But as far as I can see, it is not Biblically warranted. I don’t mean to
say that you’re not allowed to do it, but if I met someone, I would find that

Lisa, 51: 4.
Lisa, 51: 7.
521 Lisa, 51: 8.
522 Lisa, 51: 11.
523 Lisa, 51: 29.
524 Lisa, 51: 12.
519
520
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very difficult. And well, I wouldn’t say, like, you don’t know how it goes,
but… No. I think it is very difficult.525
The quote showed that she is reluctant to state her opinion, but it is clear
she finds it difficult to get involved in the film because she does not agree with the
way Ramón deals with his illness. It is an evaluation on both the ethical and the
dogmatic level: she thinks that Ramón’s position is not truthful in the sense that, in
her worldview, people can still have valuable lives even if they are disabled. She
also supports this with her own experiences. At the same time, she disagrees with
what she understands as the stance of the film, because this is not biblically
warranted. Both reasons make it difficult for her to get involved in the film and step
into the imaginative universe of the film. As a result, she sees no connection at all
between either her life or her faith and the film. That does not mean she did not like
the film. She was annoyed with Ramón’s refusal of a wheelchair, but she thought
the acting was very well done and the scenery and images were all very beautiful.
She also appreciated the Spanish language, because "at least it was something
different for a change."526
The inability to step into the space between the fictional universe and her
own reality (the aesthetic level of normativity) stems from her vision of faith and
the connection between fiction and life. If the form of faith in the films is not the
same as her own, she does not find any familiar connections and she fails to get
involved. This could also be seen in the most clearly foreclosed participants:
Jennifer, Rijk, Lisa and Zoë. If there was no connection made between the fictional
world and reality, it did not mean the film performed no function beyond
entertainment at all, but the appropriation was a lot shallower.
It was different for most integration and moratorium participants. In the
group of religious identity moratorium, the aesthetic level of normativity seems
most dominant, though the numbers are too small and the research method is not
suited to draw any conclusions about a correlation or causality. It makes sense,
however: these participants are in the process of reconstructing their religious
identities and it appears that these participants use films as one of the sources for
their religious identity. In order to do so, they need to experience the space to
reflect on their own lives or identities — the aesthetic level of normativity.
For the group of integrated participants, there was a lot of variation in
terms of viewer experience and general ways of looking at the world, which makes
it more difficult to establish a connection between religious identity status and
appropriation. What could be seen was that these participants were mostly positive
525
526

Ibid.
Lisa, 51: 17.
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about MA and DHDD (only Joep was negative about MA because he found the film
too pushy, and Thijs was negative about DHDD because it was too obviously
Christian for him).527 With BLJ, this was different. While most integrated
participants were still positive, quite a few thought the film was lacking in realism,
mostly because it was too virtuous.
Although the dogmatic level of normativity is most dominant, all of the
integrated participants did reach the aesthetic level of normativity with at least one
of the films. When they were negative about a film, it was not only because they
found it lacking in realism (although the process of getting involved was harmed)
but also because the film did not offer any new elements.
It did not alienate them from their daily lives and thus it offered no food for
thought or space to enter the aesthetic level of normativity. This could be seen for
example in Arie’s dealing with BLJ. Arie: “This is a film with a standard concept
that is supposed to show: well, so he is a Christian. And then he goes astray. And
then he comes back. Well, but that is not everyday life, is it?”528 This shows the
major refusal is on the dogmatic level — the film does not give a truthful depiction
of reality. It also offers nothing new, no surprising elements and hardly any
content. This disappoints Arie because he likes to be engaged with a film on a
deeper level as well. The film also relates to his religious identity because he finds
the rules and dogmas in the film too strict, which is something he is averse to, as he
also mentioned in his religious identity interview. In that sense, the relationship
between his integrated religious identity status and his film appropriation is also
clear: he likes to be challenged and think for himself.
6.4.3 Religious identity status and the functions of film (general)
In 6.3 it was argued that films function as parables and offer opportunities
for semantic innovation. In terms of Streib, they are "it-could-be-otherwise
stories"529. Films function as parables: they form fictional laboratories where
participants can experiment and learn from stories in a fictional universe. In this
section, the relationship between religious identity status and this parable function
of films is unravelled. It shows that the parable function of films is most important
for people in RII and RIM (where for some participants it is a crucial source for the
reconstruction of their religious identities) and least used in RIF.
Surveys
In the final survey, participants were asked whether they thought film had
any value for their religious identity or for their daily Christian life. Most
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See 6.3.4.
Arie: 108: 3.
Streib, “The Religious Educator as Story-Teller.”
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participants indicated that it was at least partly possible. Only two participants saw
no value in films for their religious identities or Christian lives.530
The reasons given for the value of films are in line with the general
functions mentioned in 6.3: value reflection, education, what if, inspiration/appeal.
Films can be of value if they are substantial enough to teach you something, to
show another way of looking at God or if they help you to live your life as
Christian. All of these reasons can be summarised by the parable function of film.
The only two participants who did not mention such functions were
Jennifer (see below) and Rijk. While nothing definite can be said about a direct
correlation between religious identity status and functions of films (since that is not
the goal of qualitative research), we argue that this is no coincidence. Neither
participant reached the aesthetic level of normativity in their interviews (see
previous section). Taken together, this makes sense: these participants cannot enter
the space between the imaginative universe and their daily lives (including
religious identity) the way other participants can. They are quite rigid in their
religious beliefs and have no inclination to allow other sources, such as film, to
influence or question these beliefs. This fits well with a foreclosure status. Jennifer
states in her first survey that she watches films for escapism reasons only: "Nice to
be away in a different world. Sometimes just to laugh about funny films. Other
times to swoon over romantic films and sometimes [I] just like to watch
detectives/thrillers for the excitement/the story."531 This shows that although she
sees no connection between her faith and her film habits, she can still enjoy films,
and will probably learn from them on a more subconscious level despite not
appropriating them as deeply or consciously as other participants do.
The general picture was more diverse with the other statuses. Two of the
participants in moratorium (Onno and Jonathan) clearly used films as parables:
they demanded that a film show them a new way of looking at reality and used this
to develop their religious identity. The other two participants used films a lot less
as a source for identity. These participants (Tess and Jan) differed from Onno and
Jonathan in the ways they dealt with their faith crises. They did each experience a
crisis, but their levels of exploration in trying to solve their crises were far more
superficial: they certainly have questions but do not actively explore answers
outside of their own circles. Jan and Tess were also much more conformative than
Jonathan and Onno. In their dealing with the films, they did show reflection on
their own processes and religious identities, as did almost every participant, but
they did not actively use the films as a source to rebuild their identities. In Jonathan
and Onno (and also Jack, who is further in the process and seems to have already
reached an integrated status) this tendency was much stronger. For them, films are
530
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See attachment A6.
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very important to construct a new form of religious identity. Jonathan was
disappointed with MA and BLJ because the films did not offer him new insights or
ways of looking at the world, much in the same way as Onno was disappointed
with BLJ. For these participants, the Bible and Christian dogma do not offer the
answers they need, forcing them to look elsewhere — for example in film.
For Tess and Jan, the other two participants in a current state of
moratorium, film seemed far less of a source to reconstruct their faith. When their
stories are analysed, they are more on the diffusion or foreclosure side of the
spectrum than on the integration side (where Onno and Jonathan seem to be
heading). They are far less open and inclined to search for alternatives than
Jonathan and Onno. In the interviews on religious identity it can be seen that they
have their doubts and their problems with faith but show little inclination to
resolve this doubt by forming another way of faith. Instead, they retreat (Jan
moving towards diffusion and Tess to foreclosure). In the film interviews, they do
not use films as an alternative source to deal with their religious identities as does
Onno in particular and Jonathan in a broader sense.
Where people in moratorium are almost forced to look at other sources to
construct their identity because the Christian tradition and Scripture offer no
answers (as Onno's story in 6.2.3 illustrates), people in a status of integration are
much more comfortable with these traditional sources. They are flexible enough to
handle tension that might arise with it. That is not to say that films are less
important for them. Looking at the value of the three films for Johannes, it was
evident that films performed more functions for him than for Onno. The way he
deals with the films is more flexible in a sense — where Onno used all of the films
as "an exercise in faith" (educational function) as he said in his focus group
discussion on MA, Johannes uses it not only as a form of education (helping him to
look at the world in a better way) but also as a 'what-if scenario' or inspiration.
The group of participants in integration is the largest and most varied of all
categories. Films perform many different functions for them, some very saliently
and others more unconsciously. Although integrated participants often watch films
simply because they are fun and allow some form of escapism, the parable function
of film could be seen in almost every case. If a film offers both familiarising and
alienating aspects, participants learn from them, use them as value reflection tools
and imagine what they would do in similar circumstances in order to apply these
films to real life. They can handle both the familiar and unfamiliar elements of the
imaginary universe, but in general it is appreciated if a film shows something new.
They do not mind being challenged, in comparison to the foreclosed people. The
difference with the participants in moratorium is that film is not crucial to them —
they are less conscious in how they construct their religious identities with the films
that were seen. They were similar, however, in that they let the films touch upon
their real lives, if they felt involved in the imaginary universe. Compared to the
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most foreclosed individuals they had a higher ability to accept all characters for
what they are and to disagree with the characters. Jane is an example in how she
handled the priest scene in MA: "Ehm, well, at some point, that 'SGP-man'532 so to
say, who comes and speaks the truth from his own faith. Yes, that doesn’t do
anything to me. I think like, well yeah. It takes all sorts, you know. Like that. It does
not stick with me."533
6.4.4 A closer look: film appropriation and religious identity status
Onno was in the focus group for MA (FOCUS GROUP MA I) and had his
personal interviews on DHDD and BLJ. DHDD was his favourite of the three. The
film made a great impact and has been very helpful for him in his religious identity
process. In the final survey he explains why: "Because of the recognition. I would
want faith to play the same part in my life as it did with the monks, i.e., connecting,
also with other faith groups instead of acting superior, which makes the other an
object that I have to get on my side. This is what I look for. The film helped me very
much with that."534
Onno (moratorium)
dogmatic

ethical

aesthetic

message

function

MA

XXX

X

XX

- (focus group)

Educational

DHDD

XXX

X

XX

"A message of
Educational
humanity: the value of /Inspiration
any life is more
important than any
system of faith or
thinking in terms of
enemies."535

BLJ

XX

X

XXX

"Thou man, take care
that you keep
believing the way you
are taught. [...] Do not
renounce Jesus."536

Table 21 Overview Onno
Dutch Reformed political party.
Jane, 53: 15.
534 Onno, SURVEY AFTER RESEARCH.
535 Onno, 33: 4.
536 Onno, 34: 21.
532
533
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(failure to
perform
function)

Although he did not appropriate the film as deeply as DHDD, Onno liked
MA because it was touching and not caricatured at all. He says at the beginning
that he could put himself in the situation of all characters (exactly what fails to
happen in BLJ). He also mentions it helped him in his own process (by which he
means his struggle with his religious identity).
BLJ was the opposite: there were some aspects he liked but on the whole
the film failed. He feels Don goes back to the exact same situation as in the
beginning of the film and that he has not learned anything.
Onno's evaluation is on all three levels of normativity. For MA and DHDD,
the most important level is the dogmatic level, in BLJ he reacts mostly on the
aesthetic level — it is not that he finds the film unrealistic but he does not provide
him with space to learn from it in respect to his own situation. In MA, he feels the
characters are credible, it tells a true story about what happens in these kinds of
situations. From all the participants in the focus group, he refers the most to similar
cases. Later in the discussion, Onno is also the one who mentions that it is a true
story. He also mentions that an acquaintance of his has the same condition but
chose to marry and have children anyway.537 He also refers to Intouchables.538 All of
this shows how Onno reflects on the film on the dogmatic level. One reason Onno
likes the film is that it tells a realistic story, in a way that allows him to be involved
and look at the main theme from many different angles. He goes beyond this
dogmatic level of normativity however. In his ethical normativity, he appreciates
the way the film shows all sides of the story, including the priest and the way
Manuela reacts to his behaviour. Although there is not much space in the focus
group discussion to speak about the way the film works cinematically (aesthetic
layer), there are some traces to be found. Because he is an author himself, he pays a
lot of attention to the way the story is set up and the impact of different storylines
on the main theme. He keeps looking at the way the film creates space for different
opinions and what that does to him. Even if it is not the most dominant level, it is
crucial for how he relates to the film (which can be seen in BLJ where this level
fails).
He notices that in his ethical reflection on the theme, the way he looks at the
film now reflects his religious identity development:
That is my own development also. Now I think, the way he tells his story, if
he says 'I want to stick with my death wish', to use that harsh expression,
then I think that is okay. It is not like I think from the perspective of my
faith, that you should believe more, have more love, more this or that, you
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should stay alive. When it comes to that, I think this is a good exercise too,
an exercise in belief or something, also. You can be yourself.539
It is only a small remark, but it is very important in Onno's story. A couple
of years ago, he might have judged the film much more on the ethical level of
normativity. Now, he actively looks for the aesthetic level and how that affects him.
In all his film interviews, he draws explicit links between his religious identity and
the way he interprets the film. His identity process is very salient and what he
wants from a film is that it helps him to grow in his own religious identity process.
The film that functioned best on this level was DHDD. He wonders why the film
touched him so deeply, since he is (at the time of the screening) rather averse to
radical choices in real life (see biography).
Yes, I always see so much grey and so many nuances that I think: ‘How can
you make such absolute choices.' And I don’t want that anymore, either.
And then I see people in this film make the most radical choice ever. Which
is to give their lives for their ideals, to put it that way. And to my utter
surprise I can actually completely go along with that.540
This surprise about the impact of the film is the main theme of the
interview. There are many occasions where a direct trace to his religious identity or
biography can be traced. The film hits "the sore spot"541 which is why he wants to
view it again with his wife and some close friends. The film not only helps him to
understand what is going on inside him, he also believes it helps him to explain this
process to his next of kin.
BLJ works in the reverse direction: it could have helped him to form a new
outlook on faith, but it did not. He finds this disappointing.542 He is very aware of
this and reflects on it explicitly:
So at some point I started to ask questions and this way of believing is not
suited for that. So you have to look for a way in which you can believe and
ask questions. Well, and this film could have played a part in that. It could
have told me how it could work. But it doesn’t and that is why I react to it
so strongly. Because at the end it says, hop, get back in your cage. That is
the way I saw it. So the theme could have been interesting, but only if the
new way of believing could have had a part in it. That’s my idea.543
FOCUS MAR ADENTRO I, 83: 42; emphasis added.
Onno, 33:6.
541 Onno, 33:12.
542 See his story in 6.2.3.
543 Onno, 34: 29.
539
540
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This shows how the film fails to function as parable: it does not help him to
explore new ways or to find the space to see how-it-could-be-otherwise. He is
certain of one thing: he does not want to follow the path that is presented in the
film (so in an indirect way, the film does present him with options, but he refuses
those and they do not help him to progress).
He is mostly looking for the film to perform an educational function, but
because of Don's return to the safe faith of his youth (in Onno's eyes) this is not
possible. He is looking for sources to build a new faith or to help him understand
the traditional sources of faith that are no longer enough for him to build his own
beliefs on. He does not want to abandon Christianity, but he does want to reject its
rigid explanations. He cannot find examples in the Bible or in the church tradition
he comes from, so he tries to find it elsewhere. The film could have been such a
source — should have been such a source, for him — but in the film, Don goes back
to the same pattern as before his crisis. So for Onno, nothing is resolved.
For Onno, the film fails at all three levels of normativity. Part of the
difference between BLJ and DHDD is the filmic quality. Onno reacts to that, but it is
not the most important reason the film fails. It is the aesthetic level that makes the
difference. The film fails as film, not even because it is not realistic in his opinion
(although he finds the conversion too quick and the omission of sex unrealistic), but
mostly because it does not offer any space to read his own story in the film. In his
view, Don's religious identity stays foreclosed: it still does not allow any big
questions, or the possibility that those answers will not be answered.
In all three films, Onno uses the films to develop or understand his own reflection
process. In order for this to happen, he needs the film to work on all three levels of
normativity. It needs to tell a true story about reality (dogmatic level), it needs to
challenge him to think about the goodness of that reality (ethical level) and it needs
to offer space to connect the story to his own life and grow in his identity process
(aesthetic level). If the film does not allow that, he is thoroughly disappointed and
even angry. If it works, the film is actively appropriated and helps him to lead his
life according to his own norms and values.
Summary: relationship appropriation and religious identity
There are many clear links between the way Onno appropriates the films
and his religious identity process. He reflects on these connections explicitly in all
three interviews. In his personal interviews he is asked what the message of the
film is in his opinion. On both occasions, it can be seen that he interprets the film in
the light of his religious identity. The humanity or value of each human life above
all faith systems was a clear theme with DHDD and the reason for this is that the
film resonated with the process Onno was going through with his current church
(see 6.1). He experiences the climate in that church as a rigid system with no space
for questions or other opinions. The climate in the monastery is opposite to that,
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allowing him to see that there are other ways of believing which are no less radical
than traditional evangelical faith. This was a major eye-opener for him and it
offered him hope that he could move from a rigid system of faith to a more open
way of believing, without losing faith in Christ.
For BLJ, he had hoped to see a similar space but did not. His
disappointment is reflected in the sarcastic tone in phrasing the message of the film.
The climate in BLJ feels much the same as his own environment, so from BLJ he
draws the conclusion that space for a more open faith system is not to be found in
these kinds of evangelical churches. The film offers him no new ways of believing
and therefore the whole film is rejected.
All of this makes sense when his religious identity status is considered.
Onno is currently in a state of religious identity moratorium and struggles with
some deep issues of faith. It is not that he questions God Himself, but he does
question the image of God that is created in the traditional evangelical churches
where he spent most of his life. This means that the sources he has drawn upon
until now (mostly the Bible and evangelical tradition) do not work anymore. He
refers to the Bible as a 'contaminated' book. He needs new sources. Some films can
be such sources if they offer him a new look on faith and the space to form his own
opinions and to experience faith in his own way. He also refers to this in the last
survey.
The balance between the dogmatic, ethical and aesthetic levels can be
clearly seen here. Art helps him to live his everyday life by example (dogmatic
level), courageously and well (ethical level), but only if he encounters space to help
him find his own way (aesthetic level).
In other words, no matter how much he enjoys the filmic aspects of a film,
in the end the film should relate to everyday life. The films in this research project
performed an educational function for him: they showed him new ways of ethical
reasoning or new ways of following Christ — or not, as his reaction to BLJ shows.
This is what we described as semantic innovation in chapter 3 — the films function
as it-could-be-otherwise stories. When a film does not function that way (BLJ), the
film fails and he dislikes it.
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Film appropriation and religious identity status: Jennifer (foreclosure)
dogmatic

ethical

aesthetic

message

function

MA

XX

XXX

-

- (focus group)

-

DHDD

XXX

XX

-

"There are
different forms of
faith and that is
fine?"544

Education
al

BLJ

XXX

XX

-

"You can go wild
for a while but
faith is not all that
bad."545

Entertainment
/
educational

Table 22 Overview Jennifer
Jennifer was in the other focus group on MA (FOCUSGROUP MA II) and
had her personal interviews on DHDD and BLJ as well. The film she liked best was
DHDD. She states in her final interview: "The actors were good, the setting was
beautiful (a bit slow sometimes) and the story was good! It was nice to see the life
of the monks, too. Too bad it did not end well :-) But we knew that from the
beginning..."546 She hated MA and referred to this in the two other interviews too.
She even calls it "a disaster" at some point. She was rather positive about BLJ,
because that was a lighter film than the others and it made her laugh.
That fits with Jennifer’s way of thinking about the importance of films. She states in
her final survey that films are not important for faith or religious identity and the
research project did not change her opinion on that.
In none of the interviews does Jennifer reach the aesthetic level of
normativity. She mainly judges a film on its realism (dogmatic level). She liked

Jennifer, 88: 19. Jennifer had great trouble to define the message: "I wouldn't really know
what the message was. I did not get the idea that that was the intention of the film makers, to
put a strong message in it. I have thought about the Roman Catholic faith for a while, but
although it is shown, it is not depicted in such a way that you think this is the way to believe,
you have to be catholic and to be a Muslim is wrong. No, more like to be a Muslim is fine. ...
So well, maybe that is the message, then? That there are more ways of faith and that all of
that is fine? But..." Jennifer, 88: 19.
545 Jennifer, 112: 17. Again, it was difficult for her to phrase the message, because she
identifies the intentions of the filmmakers with the message and it is difficult for her to see
those.
546 Jennifer, Survey after research.
544
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DHDD because it showed her the life of the monks in a war situation. In that, the
film seemed to perform an educational function, but she does not notice this herself.
MA did not function at all, she disliked the film so much that she refused
any way the story worked. Jennifer does not say she has a problem with a positive
outlook on euthanasia, but she saw the film as a sort of ethical discussion on the
topic where every character was just a personification of another viewpoint (ethical
layer). She says she has already thought a lot about the subject and therefore does
not need to see it all again. She was the only openly negative viewer in her focus
group: "It did not make a big impression actually. I think it is the same as you said
[Dirk]: all opinions are treated. And well, I already knew all of that. [...] I didn't see
it before but it is always the standard argumentation that is used."547
When asked what her own opinion on the matter is, she answers that there
are a lot of ways to look at it, but she has an opinion from the viewpoint of faith as
well. "I think it is a simplification of reality. You really need to look at each case for
itself and I tend to look at the law as well. But from my faith I also think that God
has created life and that you don't... well, end it yourself."548
The film did not change her opinion about the matter at all nor did it help
her to rethink the subject in any way. Because she has already formed her opinion,
based on rational arguments, she closes herself off to the story of the film. She can
only see it as a moral discussion as if it were an essay in images. The characters are
not people of flesh and blood but personifications of ethical arguments. Therefore,
she does not get involved in the film at all. In terms of Barker’s pro-filmic theory, it
becomes impossible for her to enter the imaginary universe and step into the role of
the implied audience. We also see that the dogmatic and ethical levels of
normativity are both important and that her judgements on these levels prevent her
from entering the world of the film and getting involved. And because she is not at
all involved, the film does not affect her in any way (except to annoy her — she
mentions the film several times in the later interviews).
In BLJ we also see that the dogmatic and ethical levels are very important to
Jennifer. When asked why she liked the film she said: "Nice story, I just liked that in
relation to the other films it was fun, a bit of a lighter subject. So in that sense I liked
it. [...] But well, I did not think it was impressive and I don't think I have taken
anything away from it. No. I thought it was familiar, you know, I often hear these
stories and now I see it in a film."549 The most important function of the film is
entertainment and this is the only function she is aware of. This quote also shows
however, that the film does more than she realises. It also works as education: now
she sees before her own eyes what a process of identity formation looks like. She
has heard such stories, but in watching the film she gets involved in one (albeit not
FOCUSGROUP MAR ADENTRO II, 84: 6.
FOCUSGROUP MAR ADENTRO II, 84: 8.
549 Jennifer, 112: 3.
547
548
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as deeply as other participants). Later on in the interview, she states that she is
troubled by the sense that you need a crisis in faith in order to grow.
So that might be the trouble I have with films like this. Is it really necessary
to find God in this way? I know that a lot of people do it like that, but I
think that you do not need to go wild per se in order to value what you
have. That is the feeling the film leaves me with. […] The story is familiar in
the sense that I hear it from others. Like I said, with baptism ceremonies
and so on. Actually, you hear it a lot, that people say they don't need God,
but find out later that they do. That is what I mean. I find that story
familiar, I know all that, but not in my own life. No, not at all.550
It annoys her that films like BLJ make it seem that a period without God is
necessary to find your own faith. She mentions this at several points in the
interview. This relates to Jennifer's religious identity status. Foreclosure is defined
by its low level of exploration and conformity to the faith one has been brought up
with. Jennifer never encountered such a period of exploration but she feels she
should have when she hears all the stories of people around her. This film confirms
that feeling and it annoys somewhat because it makes her feel as though her faith is
less valuable.
Another way the interview reflects Jennifer's foreclosed status, is her low
level of openness towards the opinions of others. She has trouble balancing
different opinions side by side. That makes it difficult for her to phrase the message
of the film, because she is afraid her interpretation differs from the intentions of the
makers. For her, the central message is "after a time of going wild, you may always
return to God.”551 At the same time, she did not see that expressed in the film.
Whereas you'd say that that is a message of the Christian faith. Like, gosh,
no matter how strange you behave, God always has mercy and you are
welcome. But I did not see that here. It was more like a boy who is looking
for himself and in the end returns to where he came from. [...] Yes, and
well, what I have trouble with is that he loses his faith because of what
people do, because of his mother who happens to commit adultery. [...]
And that is why he becomes distanced from faith a bit and I always have
trouble with that. God and people are two different things. If faithful
people do strange things, this does not mean it comes from God. That

550
551

Jennifer, 112: 4.
Jennifer, 112: 20.
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troubles me with films like this. Maybe that is why I don't understand the
message very well.552
She says she cannot put herself in Don's position because of that line of
reasoning.
I don't understand that you lose your faith because your mother does
something like that. Perhaps that is because I come from a very normal,
warm family with parents who love each other. You know, he came from a
broken family, so your foundations are not as stable maybe. So I don't
know, it makes it hard for me to get a message out of it because I don't
recognise it at all.553
She does not get deeply involved in the film and she cannot put herself in
Don's situation, not even for the duration of the film. It has nothing to do with the
film itself (other participants can), but with her ability to postpone her own
opinions and views and identify with the other. She looks at the film from the
outside and she only recognises what is close to her. She likes it for telling a familiar
story (that she knows from other people) but she cannot really relate to it because of
the things that are alien to her. She does not use the film to imagine what it is like to
be someone else or to think about what other people go through. In some ways, she
is stuck on the dogmatic and ethical levels and cannot enter the aesthetic space. The
unfamiliar parts of the story prevent her from getting involved and relating the film
to her own life.
This also happens when Jennifer is asked about the relation between her
faith and DHDD. Faith for her is only the type of Christian faith she grew up with
and the highly ritualised way of believing depicted in the film is different from that.
Therefore, she finds it difficult to make a connection, both for her personal faith and
faith in general. The way the monks experience God is very different from the way
she does, so she does not see it as faith. Jennifer:
Yes, I am trying to link them [faith and the film]. [...] But it did not really
come up. It was not like one of them would pray or that one of them
received a word from God at breakfast. Well, I don't like that very much, so
I was glad it did not happen, but I think that if you want to make a film
about faith, you should have done that. Like one of them saying, I have
received a word from God and we should all stay. But it wasn't like that,
they all made their own decisions - with a lot of fear, as well.
Note that this is also how Onno saw it, but where he objects, Jennifer just dislikes the way
Don parts from God and not how he returns.
553 Jennifer, 112: 23.
552
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She liked the fact that the monks showed fear despite being Christians,
because it seemed realistic and relatable (dogmatic level). But at the same time, it
makes it more difficult for her to see DHDD as a religious film because she relates
that strongly to a charismatic experience in which God always puts everything
right.
Summary: relationship appropriation and religious identity
With Jennifer as well we can see relationships between her appropriation of
the films and her religious identity, between her religious identity status, the
functions the films perform for her and the themes she finds important in the films.
Bell states that foreclosed individuals are distinguished from integrated individuals
by their lack of flexibility and a strong desire for conformity.554 Both these traits can
be found in her dealing
with the films. Jennifer lacks the flexibility to put her own opinions and
outlook on life aside to get involved in the film, if this film is too far away from
what she is used to. She likes DHDD because it is quiet and BLJ because it is
familiar, but the elements that are strange for her are evaluated negatively. This
prevents her from stepping into the imaginative universe and getting involved. As
a result, she cannot step into the role of the implied audience and in both DHDD
and BLJ she mentions she did not really understand everything. With MA she
completely shuts herself off from the imaginary universe. Since she did not get
involved (or only superficially as in DHDD and BLJ), the film does not work out at
all in the 'real world' — there is no semantic innovation at all (note the difference
with Onno who took from both MA and DHDD new ways of seeing the world).
Because she does not get involved in the films (or only superficially) and
because she is convinced the films are nothing but entertainment, they do not
perform a function in her life. She would never see films as a source for her faith the
way the Bible or Christian books are. Faith is faith and films are films, the two are
separate — as far as she knows. That also means that films cannot be used to open
up and identify with others. Jennifer feels almost attacked by a film like BLJ,
because it makes her feel as though she should also have a crisis like the
protagonist. While that is not necessarily the case — we already stated in chapter 3
that foreclosure should not in itself be seen as a negative status — it is true that it is
difficult for Jennifer to use films as a source for faith or everyday life.

554

Bell, Religious Identity.
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* dying with dignity
should be one's own
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what if
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Table 23 Overview Johannes

Johannes was in the focus group on BLJ and had his personal interviews on
MA and DHDD. He liked DHDD best, according to his survey after the research
but he was very positive about MA as well. On his final survey, and in the focus
group on BLJ, he did state that neither DHDD nor MA were films he would have
watched voluntarily, but he is glad he has seen them. This points to his attitude
towards films in general — Johannes is more of a mainstream viewer than an art
house viewer. In the entire research project, it was clear that after exposure to art
house films, he realises he does like them and that they perform important
functions. The project was not suited to show learning effects in the interpretation
or handling of films, but Johannes’ attitude towards the films seems to confirm
Bordwell’s and Thompson’s suggestion that films first and foremost teach you how
to watch films and incorporate previous viewing experiences in the way you watch
new films. At the same time, Johannes contradicts this, in that he admits in the
focus group on BLJ that he likes the Hollywood style and pace because it is not as
slow — even though his appreciation for art house films has grown, he still prefers
Hollywood. He is more open to art house than his wife Sanne for whom the films
have less impact on real life. Again, this seems to suggest that the impact of the
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imaginary universe (the film experience and learning effect during film viewing)
relates to the impact it can have in the real world. First you need to get thoroughly
involved and then you reflect on the consequences for real life.
Even so, BLJ is more his kind of film, although he does not like the fact that
it is explicitly Christian. He prefers secular films because they show him something
about the culture he lives in. He states in his final survey:
I think it is important to know what is going on in the world. Secular films
tell me something about values we embrace as a society. Very often, those
are not the values I embrace as a Christian. But if I didn’t watch those films,
I could not say anything useful about the world around me. A Christian
should therefore just take note of what the world around us is watching.
Nevertheless, if something seduces you to sin, you'd better not see it.555
Much about the way he sees films can be seen in this quote: he likes the
entertainment function of film best, but he also thinks film does more than that. It
forms a window to the world, something that is important because, in the end, you
are called as Christians to be in the world (even if you are not of the world). It also
shows that he can balance his own views and values with those in films, and
actively reflects on the relation between his faith and the films. He is not uncritical,
however, and keeps a certain amount of caution in his attitude towards films: if
they seduce him to sin, he refuses to watch it.
The focus on how film can teach you something about the world, a certain
topic, or about people, could be seen most clearly in MA and BLJ. He found DHDD
mostly inspirational and it made an appeal to him to see his own life differently.
BLJ mostly confirmed what he already thought: in your own identity formation
process it is important to learn to make faith your own and not just follow your
upbringing; and that faith should alter the way you live your life. Note how this is
related to his religious identity interview: in his personal biography he encountered
a crisis, which allowed him to integrate his faith and environmental issues and the
task of a Christian in the world is important in his religious identity.
In 6.2 we identified Johannes as being in religious identity integration. The
openness and playfulness we saw in his first interview can also be seen in the film
interviews. It is not difficult for him to accept that the characters in the films make
different moral choices than he would do. He treats them as people of flesh and
blood, but he does not necessarily agree with them. He is also very reflective about
the functions of film for his life and faith. When asked what the films mean, he
notices how that depends on his own context. He understands that the film allows
him to see his own message in the film and create meaning for himself:

555
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I think that also depends a bit on what you want to see in it. Look, for me the
message is, and now I think from my context, right, well what I said, that you
can be against euthanasia but oh, how you understand this man. […] I don’t
know who the director is, so I wouldn’t know what his message is exactly.
But he gives me a message about life. And what viewpoint he has - I don’t
know.556
He does not really care either — the film makes him understand another’s
position and that is what the film means for him. In that space between Ramón's
reasoning and personal story, and his views on euthanasia, he wants to understand
where Ramón is coming from. In his interview on DHDD he jokes that he may be
too postmodern to state just one message from the film. "[ironically] What does it
have to say for you? What is your message? [serious] Well, the film shows me about
fellowship, the film shows me something about being radical in faith, the film
inspires me to take care of people... But I think fellowship is most important."557 It is
something he misses in his own faith and in the church where he works. He notices
that Western Christianity is very individualistic these days and the way the monks
share their lives as well as their faith is something that appeals to him:
I notice sometimes how... on Sunday morning we arrive and we celebrate
the service together. The rest of the time we only meet with activities, with
commissions, but that is all just... Sometimes I miss the communal aspect of
celebrating something. Just being together in a relaxed atmosphere and
enjoying each other's company without a task or purpose. It felt very
purposeless what they were doing there and that was the fantastic aspect of
it. At such times, I think: when do we celebrate life anymore? It is all so
purpose- driven.558
In all three films, he is mostly focused on the dogmatic level of normativity.
This is also what he states as the most important function for him: showing the
world as it is, so that he can learn from it or relate to the culture around him. As
with MA, DHDD performs a clear 'what if' function as well. He says that he
constantly sees himself as one of the monks. That also makes him wonder what he
would do in their position. He admires the way the monks make it seem simple.
"Jesus wouldn't have left, so why should we? And I think, darn, yes, it is very
simple. We make it hard sometimes. So yes, that is why I get very involved I think.
I wonder, what would be the right choice? I'm not so sure."559
Johannes, 35: 27.
Johannes, 86: 29.
558 Johannes, 86: 17.
559 Johannes, 86: 23.
556
557
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The film makes an appeal to him in two ways. First, he realises that he is
called to the same faithfulness as the monks in the film:
And then I think, yes. As a Christian I should be free from life as well.
Because this life is temporary and there are so much more beautiful things
ahead. And at the same time I cling to life. I am married, I have children
and of course, you don't give that up. So I would want to keep my life at all
costs and I am not free at all. [...] I think that is radical, if you can do that.
To say like Paul 'life is Christ to me and death is gain'. That makes me
think, Paul was free as well. Admirable. Yes.560
Secondly, he admires how the monks live with the Muslims in the village.
He shows no signs of exclusivism there nor does he think the monks are there to
convert the village:
If you live in a world where you are surrounded with Muslims, you'd
better just know the Qur'an. And I admire how you can cite the Qur'an
right at that moment, so that it puts that man [the terrorist] on the spot.
Because if he harmed him after that, he would go against his own book. So I
think, yes. This man assimilates himself to his context. Probably also to help
those people, but in this case it came in handy. Strong.561

Summary: relation between appropriation and religious identity
The films that were screened in the research project were all valuable for
Johannes. He reflects on the films deeply afterwards and he likes the first two
especially because they make him think. BLJ does that too, but the world of the film
is far closer to his line of thinking, so it does not have as big an impact as MA and
DHDD.
For all three films, the major level of normativity was the dogmatic level.
Films make Johannes think about life. When appropriate, he reflects on what films
have to say about the goodness of life too, but it is not dominant. Even in MA, he
says the directors teach him about life - not so much about ethics. Nevertheless, the
ethical level of normativity is important to him. He says in his survey that it is
better not see a film that may cause you to sin. It is not the most important question
for him however, which is: what does it teach me about life? Even if Johannes does
not refer to the aesthetic level of normativity much, it can be seen that he looks for
the space a film offers to compare one's own life to that of others. He admires the
openness of the monks in how they relate with their neighbours and it may be that
560
561

Johannes, 86: 33.
Johannes, 86: 13.
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watching a film like DHDD helps him to do the same in his own life. For Johannes
film is definitely another resource for his faith, even if it will never have the status
of the Bible or church dogma. He realises that films like MA and DHDD (art house
films) do this more than BLJ. He feels thankful for all the films because he would
not have chosen them himself, but now that he has seen them they have shown him
things that he could not have learned otherwise.
6.4.5 Preliminary conclusions
The main question in this section was: ‘What is the relation between film
appropriation and religious identity?’ This question will now be answered briefly.
In the next chapter the results of the empirical research will be elaborated on and
the final conclusions drawn.
Based on the results of this chapter, it is clear that one’s religious identity
plays an important role in how people view and appropriate films. Section 6.4.1
shows how we could identify many connections between the religious identity
interviews and the message partipants distilled from the films. Section 6.4.2 shows
that when the religious identity statuses were compared with the level of
normativity in the evaluations, many participants in RIM evaluated the films on all
three levels, including the aesthetic level, whereas those in RIF did not reach the
aesthetic level at all. In return, the ethical layer was much stronger in RIF
participants than in RIM participants. This makes sense in regard to the level of
openness in both statuses. The integrated group was too varied to show strong
patterns. It was also shown in 6.4.4 that films can perform powerful functions in the
lives of orthodox Protestant Christians, especially when the films are appropriated
on all three levels.
In 6.2 it was argued that films are appropriated as parables. As such, they
can perform an important function for Christian film viewers, especially when
these orthodox Protestants are in a state of RIM or RII. For those in RIF, there is less
evidence that films have a role in their religious lives. These results will be further
explored in the next chapter.
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SCENE 7: CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the first three research questions that were formulated in
chapter 1 will be answered.562 It follows the general structure of chapter 6. In 7.2 the
main conclusions on the construction of identity are explored, 7.3 has the
appropriation of films as its subject and in 7.4 the main research question about the
relation between religious identity status and film appropriation is answered.

7.2 Conclusions on the construction of religious identity
In this section, the first research question, "How do orthodox Protestant
film viewers construct their religious identity?," is answered. In chapters 4 and 5 we
explained that during the research process the religious identity statuses emerged
as useful lens to understand the religious identity construction and the relationship
with the film appropriation of orthodox Protestant viewers. In chapter 6.2 these
statuses were closer examined and in the next section we will offer the main
conclusions.
7.2.1 Religious identity statuses
A narrative reading of the life stories and the religious attitudes of the
participants showed that they could be categorised in different religious identity
statuses. These religious identity statuses also proved a valuable lens to understand
the relation between religious identity and film appropriation. The religious
identity statuses of the orthodox Protestant film viewers in this research project are
religious identity integration (RII), religious identity foreclosure (RIF) and religious
identity moratorium (RIM).
The status of religious identity diffusion (RID) was absent. This can be
explained by the research sample, which exists of orthodox Protestant film viewers.
The participants were recruited via orthodox Christian outlets and it was clear that
one had to self-ascribe as orthodox in order to participate. However, the research
also showed that religious identity formation is a process: one can move from one
status into another. In other words, even though the status of RID was absent in
this sample, it does not mean that some of the participants may have been in RID
earlier or may not grow into diffusion after a severe crisis.563

The fourth subquestion regarding implications for practical theology and religious
education is answered in Reel IV.
563 Considering the research sample this development is considered unlikely, but Jan for
example showed some indication that he finds religion less important than he used to.
562
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7.2.2 Religious identity is an ongoing process
This leads to another important conclusion, which is that religious identity
formation is never really finished and that the direction of its formation is not a
one-way street. Several participants show a state of RIM, even at a high age. Not all
of them were in a state of RIF before. Especially Onno and Jonathan appeared to be
in RII before (showing both commitment and exploration in the past and a high
level of non-conformity throughout their life story) but a crisis in faith caused them
to re-evaluate this position. This conclusion confirms earlier research by Erwich et
al, who showed this flexibility in Christian alumni of the ECU.564
This conclusion is notable because it shows that the fluidity of religious
identity statuses does not only occur in young adults (within late adolescence) but
also in mature adults. Identity needs to stay open to a degree in order to be able to
handle crises and growth.565 In the process, one uses many different sources to
(re)construct one’s identity. Besides traditional Christian sources such as the Bible
and church doctrine, the orthodox Protestant film viewers in this sample also use
films. This will be explored in the next paragraph.

7.3 The appropriation of film by orthodox Protestant film viewers
In this section, an answer is given to the second research question: "How do
orthodox Protestant film viewers appropriate the meaning of narrative films?" In
6.3 it was shown how film viewing has some important functions beyond mere
entertainment. It is an important means of semantic innovation, that is used by
participants to grow in their personal and spiritual lives. One important factor in
the film appropriation is involvement. This statement will be unpacked below.
7.3.1 Film viewing as a functional element in life and faith
Both the surveys and the personal interviews showed that film viewing has
important functions for orthodox Protestant film viewers. The functions range from
pure entertainment to a direct appeal to change aspects of one’s life. The main
reason that respondents give for watching films is entertainment. At the same time,
the best films are those that not only entertain, but also have a thing or two to say
about the world or about one’s faith. Films are seen as windows to the world and
for many viewers they are irreplaceable instruments to understand the secular
world. Films offer surprising new ways of looking at things, that can help viewers
reflect on their own norms and values (value reflection), help them get trained for
life situations ('what if'-scenario), show new aspects of how the world works
(education) or make them realise how they can make changes in their life
(inspiration/appeal). When these results about the evaluation and functions of
564
565

Erwich, Theologie als beroep.
Cf. Luther, Religion und Alltag. This will be elaborated on in chapter 8.
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films are examined, it shows how all of the functions that films perform work on
the basis of semantic innovation. By appropriating the meaning of films, one learns
about one’s own life, the world or God.566 Films are not always fully appropriated,
however. This leads us to the second conclusion.
7.3.2 Involvement is paramount
Not all films were appropriated in full by all participants. For some viewers
it was impossible to step into the fictional universe and perform the role of the
implied audience. The crucial factor in this process was involvement: for films to be
fully appropriated, it is necessary that viewers feel involved in the fictional
universe. All positive viewers showed some sort of involvement, which made it
possible to appreciate and fully relate to the film. The negative viewers showed a
refusal or inability to be involved in the fictional universe.
This involvement does not only happen on the narrative-behavioural line
(through some sort of identification or emotional involvement with the characters),
but also on the filmic-visceral and symbolic layers. If the film is experienced as too
slow, inaccessible or — oppositely — as too cheesy or polished, the viewer refuses
the film on the filmic layer and no involvement happens. If the message is pushed
too much, the film is refused on the symbolic level.
This conclusion forms an empirical confirmation of the pro-filmic film
theory of Martin Barker, who describes the task of the film viewer as "stepping into
the fictional universe"567. The most important condition for this is involvement. In
order to achieve this involvement, the fictional universe must appeal to the
prefiguration of the viewers: (s)he must find familiar elements in the film that help
him or her to step into the role of the implied viewer. When films were
appropriated deeply they were often evaluated positively, but the normativity
behind the evaluations differed greatly. This leads to the third conclusion.
7.3.3 Most important layers in evaluation
In the evaluation of films, all three levels of normativity are used, but the
dogmatic and aesthetic layers are most important for a positive evaluation.
Although MA was mostly appreciated for its authenticity and value reflection
possibilities, DHDD for the aesthetic space it offered and BLJ for its realistic
depiction of evangelical subcultures, the most positive viewers valued the films for
all reasons. When it comes to involvement, the results make clear that it is mostly
the dogmatic layer that is crucial. If a film is seen as unrealistic, that is, if in the
viewer’s opinion it shows an untruthful picture of reality, no involvement will
occur. As a result, the film cannot perform its functions. For the most positive
viewers, who all indicated that the film did more than just entertain, also the
566
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aesthetic level of normativity was important. On this level, participants did not only
evaluate the filmic aspects of the films, but it was the level where they could occupy
the space between the fictional universe and their own lives. It was on this level
that the film was most fully appropriated.
The ethical level did not influence a positive evaluation of the film as much
as the other layers. With MA it could be seen most clearly that even though many
participants did not agree with Ramón’s choice, they still appreciated the film. Only
in a few cases did the viewers object so much to the ethical side of the film, that
they dismissed it entirely. The place of the ethical layer in the overall evaluation
leads us to the fourth conclusion.
7.3.4 No empirical basis for 'magic bullet theory'
The previous conclusion that the ethical layer is least important in a
positive evaluation of the film, leads to the conclusion that this study offered no
empirical basis for the working of the 'magic bullet theory of communication' in
orthodox Protestant film viewers.568 Only one participant indicated that she felt it
was impossible to be against euthanasia after viewing MA, because it was such a
beautiful film. Even this participant rejected that overall message even though she
found this difficult after being involved in the film. This shows that she was not
influenced in a direct manner by the perceived message of the film, but that the film
triggered an ethical evaluation in which she was forced to think about a certain
matter.
Many other participants indicated that they appreciated the film and the
way Ramón’s story was depicted, but that it did not change their opinion about the
topic of euthanasia. Even though films are clear instruments of value reflection, the
film does not automatically take over the entire norms and values systems of the
viewers. Rather, it questions this system and triggers viewers to think about topics
and to reflect on one’s opinion. This can occur on all layers of the film (narrative,
filmic, symbolic) and thus will not always happen consciously. For example, the
visceral nature of the filmic layer means that the film works mostly unconsciously
there, while the reflective layer invites a conscious deliberation of the themes and
topics of the film. The combination of all these processes together points to a
complex appropriation of films. As was stated above in the first conclusion, the way
films do this is by functioning as semantic innovation. The films function as itcould-be-otherwise stories, allowing viewers to see alternatives to their own view
(but not necessarily taking over these alternatives).
7.3.5 Semantic innovation depends on a mix of alienation and familiarity
The different functions of film and the ways film viewers evaluate and
handle films all have something in common: the films work precisely because they
568
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play with the combination of familiar and new elements and manage to both
involve and alienate the viewers. On the one hand they offer the viewer a familiar
picture of the world, with which they can identity or feel involved in. On the other
hand, films can offer new insights or work as epiphanies because they defamiliarise
or alienate the viewer. This confirms pro-filmic theory but also shows that films
function as it-could-be-otherwise stories: they show a way out in difficult
situations, offer examples of how it should be or rather, how it should not be. In
chapter 8 we will explore how this function of films relates to the parable model
that is used in pastoral theology. By turning around familiar elements, the films
offered the most enthusiastic viewers a powerful experience that can help them to
overcome difficulties in personal lives or in their religious identity. Before we turn
to the relation between religious identity and film appropriation, we will
summarise the conclusions of this section in 7.3.6.
7.3.6 Summary
Summarised, the conclusions in this section show that orthodox Protestant
film viewers appropriate films by getting involved, thus stepping into the fictional
universe and the role of the implied audience. This allows them to experiment in
the laboratory of the fictional world, but films will only be appropriated fully if
these experiments are put into practice in the real world. As such, orthodox
Protestant film viewers appropriate films as it-could-be-otherwise stories that offer
ample opportunity for semantic innovation. This function can only occur however,
if participants are able to step into the role of the implied audience and evaluate the
film mostly positive. By itself, this offers no explanation why films work more
strongly for some than for others. The last section of this chapter shows how
religious identity is an important factor in that process.

7.4 The relation between religious identity and film appropriation
The main research question in this study was: ‘How do orthodox Protestant
film viewers appropriate the meaning of narrative films and what is the relation
between film appropriation and religious identity?’ In section 7.2, it was shown that
the religious identity statuses emerged as a lens to understand the differences in
film appropriation. In 7.3 it was concluded that orthodox Protestant film viewers
appropriate films as it-could-be-otherwise stories, especially if they can become
involved in the film. The present section answers the main research question: 'what
is the relation between religious identity and film appropriation'?
7.4.1 The religious identity offer a useful explanation for appropriation level
It was found in section 6.4 that one’s religious identity plays an important
role in how people view and appropriate films. Section 6.4.1 showed examples of
the connections between the way participants perceive the message of a film and
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their religious identity. This suggests that films do not have clear-cut messages they
impose on viewers, but rather that the prefiguration of viewers (among which
religious identity) influences how films are interpreted and thus appropriated.
The results also indicate that there is a connection between religious
identity status and the level of evaluation of films. People in RIF are less likely to
reach the aesthetic level of normativity, through which connections between the
fictional universe of the film and real life are made. For people in RII and RIM, this
happens more often. They are able to draw connections and find the aesthetic level
of normativity, even if this is not the most dominant level of evaluation (which is
the dogmatic level).
When films are appropriated on all levels of normativity, they can perform
powerful functions in the lives of orthodox Protestant Christians, especially when
these orthodox Protestants are in a state of RIM or RII. For those in RIF, it is less
evident that films have a role in their religious lives. These participants are less able
to learn from the semantic innovation possibilities that films have to offer. The
defamiliarising elements that other participants see as surprising elements that
offer new, appreciated, insights are not picked up by RIF participants or they are
unable to connect these unfamiliar aspects to their own lives. Thus, the learning
effect is lost.
It is exactly this it-could-be-otherwise nature of films that helps RIM
participants to use films actively in re-constructing their religious identity. In the
interviews of the participants who are most clearly in RIM, this can be seen most
clearly. These participants cannot use the traditional sources of faith, such as the
Bible or church tradition because these sources are the problem itself. The films that
were screened in this research project are a powerful alternative. If the films
functions on all three levels of normativity (including the aesthetic level), they work
literally as it-could-be-otherwise stories: they show the participants a way out of the
struggle between life and faith or theology and faith. If the participants cannot
evaluate the film on the aesthetic level, for example because the film itself does not
offer enough space to think for oneself (as was the case with MA for Jonathan and
BLJ with Onno), the film fails to perform its most important function and is
dismissed.
For RII participants, this is the case as well, but here the learning effects are
less crucial because they have more faith in the traditional Christian sources. Films
do add value to the participants’ faith life, but they are not crucial new sources.
That is not to say that films are not important. They are greatly appreciated by
orthodox Protestant film viewers in RII for their ability to show new worlds and to
grow as people of God in today’s secular society.
7.4.2 Summary
The conclusion of the empirical research is that films are appropriated most
deeply by orthodox Protestant film viewers in the religious identity statuses of RIM
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and RII. This appropriation will only occur if the viewer is able to step into the
fictional universe and feels involved. Especially when the mix between familiar and
alienating elements is right, a powerful function of film as it-could-be-otherwise
story occurs. This gives film an important function in the lives and religious
identities of film viewers. For participants in the religious identity status of RIF,
films play a less important role and film is mainly seen as entertainment. The
reason for this is that they do not use the defamiliarising elements as a form of
semantic innovation that could constitute a learning effect in their religious
identity.
In the next chapter we will explore the theological implications of these
conclusions. We will see how the possibilities of film to open up forms of semantic
innovation resembles the parable model of pastoral theology: the function of filmas-parable. The conclusion that film functions religiously in the lives of participants
has major implications for theology and the practices of the church. This is the
subject of Reel IV of this study to which we now turn.
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REEL IV: DIRECTOR'S STATEMENT
(THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION)
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SCENE 8 THEOLOGICAL REFLECTIONS ON FILM-AS-PARABLE
8.1 Introduction
In chapter 7, the main conclusion was that films perform strong functions
for orthodox Protestant film viewers, especially in the statuses of religious identity
moratorium (RIM) and religious identity integration (RII). They offer means of
semantic innovation by showing how 'it-could-be-otherwise'. What are the
theological implications of that conclusion? That is the topic of the present chapter,
which entails the normative task of Osmer's model of practical theology. This is the
task that asks: 'what ought to happen?' It asks for theological and ethical reflection,
as well as discerning good practices and learning from them.569
In the introduction, the current research was placed in the middle of a
continuum between a public and an ecclesial paradigm of practical theology.570
These two paradigms are both present in the current chapter by distinguishing
between the implications of film-as-parable in an ecclesial paradigm ('what are the
implications in the church?') and the implications of film-as-parable for practical
theology in a public paradigm ('what are the implications outside of the church?').
The reason for this is that the implications of the empirical study are twofold: first,
there are the implications for church leadership, because the orthodox Protestant
viewers that were the subjects of this study are all found in the pews of the
congregation. Second, we believe that practical theology should be relevant outside
of the church as well as inside (hence the position in between an ecclesial and a
public paradigm). Since the focus was on the relation between the film
appropriation of orthodox Protestant film viewers and their religious identity, the
ecclesial pole of practical theology may seem most important. However, as Kevin
Vanhoozer and Owen Strachan state in their recent book The pastor as a public
theologian571, the dichotomy between church and society is a false one. They claim
for a pastor-theologian, who is able to cater to the needs of both the audience in the
church as the audience outside the church. For reasons of structure, these are
discussed in separate sections (8.4 and 8.5).
The structure of the chapter is as follows. In 8.2, we show how the
appropriation of narrative films by orthodox Protestant film viewers resembles the
parable model that is used in pastoral theology. We call this the function of 'film-asparable' and in this section a theological basis for this function is offered. In 8.3 we
explore the use of film as a source for theology (which is one of the implications of
film-as-parable). In 8.4 the question 'what ought to be the place of film?' will be
answered for an ecclesial paradigm in practical theology and in 8.5 the same
Osmer, Practical Theology: An introduction.
As explored in the introduction,
571 Kevin J. Vanhoozer and Owen Strachan, The Pastor as Public Theologian: Reclaiming a Lost
Vision (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Academic, 2015).
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question is answered for a public paradigm.572 In 8.6 the findings are summarised
and a dramatic theology is proposed as the best way to incorporate the function of
film-as-parable for a practical theology on the midst of a continuum between an
ecclesial and a public paradigm. In 8.7 some limitations and recommendations for
further research are offered and the chapter —and thus the study — is closed by
summarising the exciting story of film and theology.

8.2 Film-as-parable
In sections 7.3 and 7.4 it was concluded that films offer forms of semantic
innovation by functioning as 'it-could-be-otherwise' stories.573 In theological terms
we could say that film performs a parable function. It is the assertion in this chapter
that it is exactly this function of 'film-as-parable' that makes cinema such a
powerful instrument in the lives of the participants.
The relation between film and parables is not new. It was already
mentioned by Herbert Jump in 1911 and recently discussed by authors such as
Christopher Deacy574 and Robert Johnston.575 There is a difference, however. The
empirical results show how films work as parables. Where Jump and Johnston only
see some films as modern day parables, the function of film-as-parable as it is used
in this study is more focused on the way films, which could be any film, are
appropriated. This shows a resemblance with how stories in general are appropriated
as parables. It makes use of the parable model as it is developed in pastoral
theology by various theologians.576 In this model, the focus is on the structure of
parables (not their content), which can be recognised in parables themselves but

As indicated in the introduction, we use the term 'ecclesial paradigm' to indicate that
practical theology for the church is always more than strict pastoral theology or educating
pastors. This paradigm is more focused on the praxis of the church. With a public paradigm
of practical theology we mean a main focus on 'lived religion' outside of the church, which
strives to make theology relevant in society. The division between implications within the
church and implications outside of the church does not mean we contradict the above
statement of Vanhoozer and Strachan, but this is offered purely for reasons of structure, as
these sections will show.
573 Streib, "The religious educator as story-teller."
574 Christopher Deacy, "Integration and Rebirth through Confrontation: Fight Club and
American Beauty as Contemporary Religious Parables," Journal of Contemporary Religion
17, no. 1 (2010): 61–31.
575 Robert Johnston, "Film as Parable: What Might This Mean?," The Covenant Quarterly 72, no.
3/4 (2014), 19–32.
576 E.g. H. Veltkamp, Pastoraat als gelijkenis. De gelijkenis als model voor pastoraal handelen
(Kampen: Kok, 1988) or Ganzevoort and Visser, Zorg voor het verhaal.
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also in pastoral conversations or, applied to this research, in the way people
appropriate the meaning of films. It concerns the appropriation of parables: the
ways in which the stories of man are connected with the story of God.577
Parables are pre-eminent forms of it-could-be-otherwise-stories. Jesus used
his parables, with their alienating and strange elements in very familiar settings, to
change the views and lives of his audience. Through the collection of parables in
the Bible, contemporary lives are brought in relation to the Kingdom of God, which
is always strange, alienating and new to us.578 Parables point to the it-could-beotherwise aspects of reality, to the Kingdom of God that is the 'already and not-yet'.
Even if films do not always directly communicate the Kingdom of God (as
the parables in the Bible do), the parable model explains the working of fiction as itcould-be-otherwise stories very well. The point of the parable model is that other
forms of stories work in the same way as parables. Even though fiction is made up
and therefore 'not real', the effect of such stories is very real indeed, argues Streib.579
By disclosing alternative ways of seeing reality, they can offer new ways of dealing
with that reality.
Streib refers to the parables in the Bible as a model to understand this ‘itcould-be-otherwise’ feature of religious story. Parables are 'it-could-be-otherwise'
stories by nature, because of their metaphoric character. Their structure and content
create space for alternative ways of dealing with reality and they open up ways of
linking God’s story with the story of people. Parables work by a process of four
essential moments: recognition, alienation, disclosure and response. These essential
moments can be recognised outside traditional parables too, argue Ganzevoort and
Visser: in the life story of pastoral clients, in art, or in humour.580
The four essential moments can be explained and applied to film viewing
as follows:
Recognition
Initially, parables deal with everyday stories and everyday people. The
situation is familiar and it is easy to identify with the story and the characters.
Therefore, the story offers possibilities for the audience to participate. This is true in
films as well: most movies offer a view of reality that is familiar to the viewer and
allows them to get involved. The characters are experienced as people like us.
Especially in genre films, but also in other films, people understand films by using
schemes, conventions and previous knowledge that is acquired by watching other

Ganzevoort and Visser, Zorg voor het verhaal.
Ibid.
579 Streib, "The religious educator as story-teller."
580 Ganzevoort and Visser, Zorg voor het verhaal, 121-122.
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films. Films follow familiar plots that make it easier to make inferences on the basis
of the clues that films offer.581
Alienation
At the same time, a parable offers an element of de-familiarisation and
alienation. Good stories, and especially parables, offer unexpected turns in the plot
and surprise the audience. Things are not as simple as they seem. A good parable
turns the world upside down and destabilises it, which confronts the listeners with
the consequences of a closed worldview or a taken-for-granted form of reality.
Sometimes, the familiar can only be recognised and dealt with if it is made
unfamiliar,582 say Ganzevoort and Visser: "In parables, the unexpected or the
alienating is the road by which openness is created for the other reality that Jesus
wants to point out. […] The parable functions as an invitation to change the image
of reality."583
It was explained earlier how alienation is an important aspect of
neoformalist film theory. A good film does not only confirm reality but offers
surprising elements too. Any genre film that merely copies the plot of other films
will eventually fail — the films that become true blockbusters will offer new
elements to familiar schemes. A film that 'works' for its audience first confirms the
viewers in their world, but goes beyond that in offering a (sometimes shocking)
experience of it-could-be-otherwise.
A film like Intouchables works, because it offers a familiar 'bromance' plot on
the one hand but also new, and for many viewers shocking, elements. The familiar
elements are in the plot, the alienating elements are in the harsh humour and the
otherness of the main characters (a disabled rich employer and a black, poor
immigrant who manage to build an unexpected friendship). The combination
brings about semantic innovation: it shows that the world can be different. If
someone who cannot move his body can find a purpose in life, maybe so can I, even
if my problems are different.
Disclosure
The new view of reality that is offered in parables is experienced as
disclosure or revelation. One’s own story is dismantled and reopened, it is changed
by the story of the Kingdom of God. Parables, through their metaphoric character
and tendency to alienate the familiar, are extremely effective in creating this
disclosure, but other non-religious forms of disclosure are possible too: hence the
importance of this model for the present research.
581
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The empirical results showed how the most positive viewers experienced
this disclosure. They realised that the films in the research project offered a new
outlook on the world, on themselves or on God. For many of them, this disclosure
could not easily be reached by other sources.
Response
The revelation that springs from the encounter of the Kingdom forces the
audience to react to it. A parable urges the listener to change their lives, in reaction
to the disclosure of a new reality. In the parable of the prodigal son, the eldest son is
urged to change his way of looking at his brother and his place in the family and
life. The listener is questioned through this eldest son and needs to position herself
in relation to the characters of the story. This does not happen for every listener. A
proper response to the disclosure of the Kingdom requires openness on the part of
the viewer to hear the message and react on the appeal (cf. the parable of the sower
in Matthew 13).
The results in the previous chapters show that this moment of response
happens in film viewing too. Many participants indicated that they had to answer
to the films, that they inspired them to change (aspects of) their lives — or at least,
to want these changes. Film-as-parable thus accounts for the function of appeal as
well as the 'what if-scenario'-function: it not only offers a laboratory to experiment,
but it also urges the viewer to bring the results into practice. Whether or not the
viewer responds is partly dependent on their openness for such an appeal (and
thus, religious identity status matters in this process).

8.3 Film as a source for theology
The empirical study has shown that films have an important role to play in
the religious identity of orthodox Protestant film viewers but that does not mean
that such a role is automatically theologically viable. This section aims to explore
some possibilities to justify a theological use of film-as-parable. Since the
implications are manifold and the theological reflection on this topic is still in its
infancy we do not claim to offer a full theological basis, but there are many
questions that need to be raised, even if a full and complete answer stretches the
scope of this research project.584 Can film function as disclosure of the Kingdom of

Even if many authors in the past decade have claimed that film has a sacramental capacity
('divine encounter' in Johnston's scheme, see also section 2.2.5), few of these authors have
offered a sound theological basis for this sacramental function of film. The reason for this
could be that most of the studies in the field of film and theology have been undertaken by
religious studies scholars or biblical theologians. There are some systematic theologians
(such as Detweiler or Marsh) involved, but on the whole, the field of film and systematic
theology is still largely undeveloped.
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God at all, or is the name 'parable' reserved for the stories in the Bible only? How
does the use of film in practical theology relate to the orthodox Protestant doctrine
of sola scriptura? This section will argue that there are good theological arguments
to take the function of film-as-parable seriously.585 Section 8.3.1 explores the
possibilities of film as a locus theologicus. In 8.3.2 a possibility for a positive theology
of film is offered, building on the concept of general revelation. This offers a basis
for the explorations in 8.4 (the implications for the function of film-as-parable for
the ecclesial paradigm in practical theology) and 8.5 (the implications for the public
paradigm).
8.3.1 Film as locus theologicus
The function of film-as-parable discloses the Kingdom of God and helps
people to move beyond the present, to explore new ways of living their lives before
God. Film becomes a source for faith and understanding, or in other words, film
becomes a locus theologicus — a 'place to find theology'586. This opens a discussion
about the possibility of other sources of theology, such as film, alongside Scripture
and revelation. In the case of film, matters are complicated further because film is a
visual medium. For conservative Reformed writers such as Meeuwse, iconoclasm is
still the main reason for not allowing film at all.587 For most writers on film and
theology though, film can be a strong instrument in thinking about the world and
God.588 The empirical study shows how this is the case with the orthodox Protestant
participants as well. In this paragraph we will try to add some theological rigour to
the idea that a visual medium as film can form a theological source besides
Scripture and revelation. In 8.3.3 this theological underpinning is found in a visual
aesthetics that counters the iconoclastic tendencies in (mostly Protestant)
Christianity. In 8.3.4 the concept of general revelation is offered as another
possibility for a theological basis.589

Saying that film functions as parable does not imply that films are parables in the way
that Jesus told parables. Rather, they work in the same way and are appropriated as parables.
In other words, in this section it is not the film and its properties itself that is central but the
function it performs for viewers.
586 The term loci theologici can refer to the common topics of theological discussion in
dogmatics (more or less the Protestant position after Melanchton's Hypotyposes theologicæ seu
loci communes from 1521) or in the sense of 'sources for theology' (which could be described
as the Roman Catholic definition, after Cano, 1563). It is used here in the latter tradition, as a
source for theology.
587 Meeuse, Schijn bedriegt, 16.
588 See chapter 2.
589 These are just two possibilities out of many. The aim of this paragraph is to show that a
theological basis for film-as-parable is possible and to raise the debate on film as a source for
theology rather than to solve the issue.
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8.3.2 A visual aesthetics relating to film
The empirical study shows that even in the strongly Calvinistic Protestant
tradition of the Netherlands, film is gaining a stronger position. Nevertheless, a
thorough theological reflection of a visual aesthetics related to film is lacking in the
Netherlands. Therefore, in order to explore the importance of film as a locus
theologicus, it is necessary to explore the possibilities of a "filmic" aesthetics.590
Before the possibilities for such an aesthetics can be explored, it is good to
discuss some of the objections that are often raised when it comes to film. The first
is the Second Commandment and the possibilities to create visual art at all; the
second is whether beauty means that something is always 'pretty' or that aesthetics
can involve 'ugliness' as well.
One of the first objections that is often raised to the use of film in theology
is the Second Commandment. The argument can roughly be summarised as
follows: if God prohibits the making of graven images, this surely means that
moving images are prohibited too.591 This has been an ongoing discussion since the
earliest days of the church. One of the first to tackle the issue in a moderate way is
Gregory the Great (c. 540-604) in his letter to Serenus, Bishop of Marseille: "For to
adore a picture is one thing, but to learn through the story of a picture what is to be
adored is another. For what writing presents to readers, this a picture presents to
the unlearned who behold, since in it even the ignorant see what they ought to
follow; in it the illiterate read."592 As long as an image is not worshipped in itself,
but leads to the object of worship, it is a valuable medium for those who cannot
read.
In modern theology, both from a Christian and a Jewish viewpoint, a literal
reading of the Second Commandment as a prohibition of all images is rejected. In
Judaism and the Visual Image, Melissa Raphael explores the historical interpretations
of the main texts and argues that the focus of the commandment is on the use of
images as idolatry and not on the use of images per se.593 A theology that takes
creation seriously cannot dismiss the visual. All of creation points to God, including
images. By referring to the creation story in Genesis 1, Raphael turns the objection
of the Second Commandment to visual imagery around, stating that a proper
590 To

offer a complete theological aesthetics on film would require another book. For an
excellent overview of aesthetics throughout Christian theology, see Gesa Elsbeth Thiessen,
Theological Aesthetics: A Reader (Grand Rapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans Pub.), 2005. One
of the very few essays on a filmic aesthetics in the Dutch context is Wouter Zwart, "Het
Schone En Het Ware. Gadamer En Christelijke Filmcritici," in Kunst En Religie, ed. Wessel
Stoker and Oane Reitsma (’s Hertogenbosch: Mathesis, 2011), 145–53.
591 This argument is still in use in some orthodox Protestant circles in the Netherlands, for
example in Meeuse, Schijn bedriegt. See also 2.2.1 for a historical overview of this position.
592 Gregory the Great, "Selected Epistles,” in Thiessen, Theological Aesthetics, 47.
593 Melissa Raphael, Judaism and the Visual Image: A Jewish Theology of Art (London ; New
York: Continuum, 2009), esp. chapter 2.
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interpretation of the text supports a theory of (visual) art rather than prohibits it.
The aesthetic pleasure of visual imagery is pre-given in creation: "But primordially,
God finishes making the world and the first thing the world experiences, as it were,
is not God’s word but its being an object of vision: God looks at it and sees (that is,
perceives, not pronounces) that it is good. The word refers to the appearance of the
world, not the other way round."594 The Second Commandment does not keep
humans from fulfilling their God-given creativity, but warns them to not use it as a
form of idolatry. God is always bigger than any image human can create of Him,
but that does not mean that man cannot enjoy visual imagery.
By creating humans in His own image, God’s creative capacities are
installed in humanity as well. They are not only allowed to create art (and visual
imagery), but rather it is impossible for them to not do it. "God’s infinite surplus of
being overflows into creation as the gift of creativity itself. Before God gives over
the conduct of the world to human agency, he has created the possibility of
aesthetic pleasure."595 The focus on creation and the cultural mandate is the main
argument for Christian writers on the subject of art as well.596 Since God created
man in his image, it is not only allowed but even warranted that man should create
in his own right (including films).597
The second problem involved in a visual aesthetics relating to film regards
the concept of beauty itself. Many films offer a grim picture of the world and even
though they are often called beautiful, they proffer the question what beauty is in a
creational view on aesthetics. We argued before that aesthetics cannot be equated
with beauty in a strict sense.598 The aesthetic layer of normativity for example is
about enclosing an existential truth about the human condition, which can be harsh.
A proper filmic aesthetics allows for a full creational view on the world, which
means that it was originally tov but haunted with sin after the fall. Truly beautiful
films do not brush away the difficult parts of life.
This subject relates closely to the relation between beauty, goodness and
truth in art. An aesthetical theology not only affirms visual imagery but also

Raphael, Judaism and the Visual Image, 45; emphasis added.
Ibid., 46.
596 Cf. William A Dyrness, Visual Faith: Art, Theology, and Worship in Dialogue (Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Baker Academic, 2001). Some examples are Francis A. Schaeffer, Art and the Bible
(Downers Grove, Ill: IVP Books, 2006); Rookmaaker, Art Needs No Justification. Applied to
film, see Romanowski, Eyes Wide Open.
597 See also Detweiler, Into the dark who not only bases himself on the Imago Dei but also on
the concept of general revelation. More on this in the next section.
598 See 3.5.2.
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couples beauty to truth and goodness.599 The human being is not just a creation, but
is created in the Imago Dei. In that creation process, the entire world is affirmed as
God’s originally good creation. Raphael states that this should be reflected in art:
"Genesis 1 offers a primary model of imitatio dei in that it suggests that making
images that are visibly tov: that are beautiful because they render the world holy or
fit for God’s sight or countenance, is a mimetic repetition of God’s creation of the
world as fit for life."600
This coupling of the beauty of images with holiness suggests that beauty
and ethics belong together in a visual aesthetics relating to film. The visual arts
should not be seen as holy in themselves, but should point to the world as a
creation of God. This should be an honest picture. Good art (including film)
reminds the viewer of the original goodness of creation but also of what is wrong
with it after the fall. It shows how it-should-be-otherwise. Art should not be
idolatrous and stand in the way of God and creation but should point to it. As such,
it can be both prophetic and sanctifying, argues Raphael.601
This view on art allows for beauty to be difficult and rough as well as
beautiful. Art can be prophetic too, in the sense that it can show a picture of the
world as it is in its fallen state or point to how it-could-be-otherwise. Good art is
prophetic rather than idolatrous, insists Raphael. "Art in the service of the prophetic
imagination is therefore not only a refusal of idolatry, it represents the effects of
social sin and judges them; it envisions a state of transformed or mended social and
spiritual being which is itself the messianic state."602 It is cinema in this sense, films
in the service of the prophetic imagination, that can function as parable. Good films
point to the condition humaine, whether they are beautiful or grim (such as Se7en).
They call upon the viewer to realise that it-could-be-otherwise. They echo the
original goodness of creation and create a longing for the paradise to come.
In a filmic aesthetics, the visual image and truth are coupled, they cannot be
seen separately.603 This is affirmed also by Raphael: "[T]he world is a work of art
that makes God visible in so far as it is a representation of God’s glory first to
himself and then to the created other. It is created as an image that enables us to see or
discern truth."604
This theologically upholds the possibility of the disclosure of film-asparable: film as a representation of life enables the viewer to see God’s glory in

Zwart, "Het Schone En Het Ware." In contrast, aesthetics after Kant has mostly focused on
beauty alone, especially in the twentieth century. This is a risk of neoformalist filtheory as
well if the fictional world is not related to the 'real' world. For more on this, see chapter 3.
600 Raphael, Judaism and the Visual Image, 54; emphasis hers.
601 Ibid., 56.
602 Ibid., 63.
603 Zwart, "Het schone en het ware."
604 Raphael, Judaism and the Visual Image, 46; emphasis added.
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creation but also to discern truth. It also points to the necessity to evaluate films
along all three lines of normativity: the dogmatic layer (which asks for truth), the
ethical layer (which asks for goodness) and the aesthetic layer (which asks for
beauty and the space to be touched).
Both the findings of the empirical study and our outline of an aesthetic
theology point to the doctrine of general revelation. That is the topic of the next
section.
8.3.3 General revelation as a basis for film and theology
The function of film-as-parable that was found in the empirical study opens
the debate on whether God is at work in secular films. If spectators have the
experience that they learn from watching films and if we say that bits and pieces of
the Kingdom of God are disclosed in the appropriation process, what then is the
role of God in this? For orthodox Protestant film viewers, this is not just a
hypothetical question. If film is to have a place in an orthodox Protestant practical
theology, it is not enough to simply state that it is a form of lived religion and
therefore valuable. The orthodox Protestant believer (and theologian) wants to take
this a step further: how does the disclosure of the Kingdom of God in films (no
matter how fragmented) relate to the disclosure of the Kingdom of God in the
Bible?
Craig Detweiler explored the doctrine of general revelation as an answer to
this question in his entertaining book Into the dark.605 In this book, he states that God
reveals himself through contemporary films whether or not the specific filmmaker
is a believer himself: "As the Spirit of God raised up unexpected sources of wisdom
during biblical times, so the same creative Spirit is inspiring actors, screenwriters,
and directors today. The relative faith or righteousness of the artists has no bearing
on their ability to become a conduit for revelatory insights."606 Detweiler’s aim in
the book is to "search for that wild, untamed God who reveals whatever to
whomever whenever God chooses."607
With the concept of general revelation Detweiler argues that the personal
faith of a director or actor does not matter in the religious experience the film can
create for its viewers. In his argumentation, Detweiler is careful to underline the
difference between general and special revelation. No matter how revelatory a film
can be, the film alone will never save us. For Detweiler, there is no salvation
without Jesus Christ. The insights that can be gathered from films alone are not
enough, we will always need the Bible and a relationship with God for grace to
fully function. "General and special revelation are complementary gifts for
navigating the complexities of life, for fuelling our dreams, and for enduring our
Detweiler, Into the Dark.
Ibid., 29.
607 Ibid., 30.
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disappointments. Unfortunately, they are often placed in opposition, submitted to
comparison and contrasts."608
General revelation is an underdeveloped theological category, states
Detweiler. In engaging with various theologians as Wright, MacDonald, Moltmann
and Von Balthasar, Detweiler attempts to develop the relation between general
revelation and film further to argue that "[e]very film, every experience, every
moment in our lives (including dreams) is potentially loaded with theological
possibilities."609 We agree with Detweiler that the concept of general revelation may
offer a theological foundation for the belief that God works in culture, even in our
secularised culture, but unfortunately the many questions that are raised by the
concept are not addressed in Into the Dark.610 In the limited scope of this study,
however, we accept Detweiler's premisse that general revelation points to a
possible explanation of the theological value of secular films for both Christian and
non-Christian audiences. We find another justification for doing so in the
beautifully expressed argument of Berkhof, who states that reality as God's creation
always witnesses to the aim of its Creator, no matter how fragmented or broken
this may be:
Dan kan het ook niet anders of deze mens moet in zijn werkelijkheid steeds
weer stralen, seinen, openbaringen van Gods aard en bedoelingen
opvangen. Juist omdat wij geloven, dat Jezus Christus de centrale
openbaring is van de schepper der wéreld, kunnen wij niet geloven, dat er
buiten hem en buiten de geschiedenis waarin hij centraal staat, geen enkel
bevroeden van deze centrale scheppingswil zou bestaan. Hij die de sleutel

Ibid., 263.
609 Ibid., 36.
610 Such as, what are the pneumatological and anthropological implications, i.e. what is the
role of sin and how does God work through non-believing directors? There are many ways
to explore these questions, such as the concepts of Imago Dei, common grace, et cetera.
Answers may be found in catholic theology (e.g. Von Balthasar, see 8.6) or classical
(Reformed) theology (e.g. Calvin, who said of secular writers: "Therefore, in reading profane
authors, the admirable light of truth displayed in them should remind us, that the human
mind, however much fallen and perverted from its original integrity, is still adorned and
invested with admirable gifts from its Creator. If we reflect that the Spirit of God is the only
fountain of truth, we will be careful, as we would avoid offering insult to him, not to reject or
condemn truth wherever it appears. In despising the gifts, we insult the Giver." Calvin,
Institutes of the Christian Religion, II.2.15, 237 (Christian Classics Ethereal Library,
http://www.ccel.org/ccel/calvin/institutes.iv.iii.html; accessed April 11, 2016).
Unfortunately, it would take another book to fully engage with the possibilities of these
concepts.
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is tot het verstaan van de wereld, vindt deze wereld als de deur waarop hij
past.611
This idea of general revelation relates to the separation of a profane and a
sacramental realm and whether or not a distinction between the two can be made at
all.612 The question whether film can function sacramentally necessarily relates to
what counts as 'sacrament' (the visible sign of an invisible grace) and if this is
always related to the church. Berkhof for example states that the list of sacraments
is not confined to the traditional sacraments such as baptism or the Lord's Supper.
For him, the importance of the activities in church is found in the participation in
the covenant. This can be done through different means, including activities that
fall beyond the scope of the traditional sacraments. Under the guidance of the
Spirit, new instruments become charged with sacramental possibilities and the list
of sacraments is thus principally open, says Berkhof.613 Faith can be sustained by
different activities, whether or not these activities are institutionalised.
Wie aan verschillende gelovigen de vraag zou stellen, welke activiteiten
geleidend waren of zijn voor het tot stand komen of het onderhouden van
hun geloof, kan op zeer uiteenlopende antwoorden rekenen, waaronder
bijvoorbeeld het lezen van bepaalde boeken, het zingen van bepaalde
liederen, het deelnemen aan bepaalde kringen, de omgang met bepaalde
personen. De Geest waait waarheen Hij wil en de participatie is zo
geschakeerd als het leven zelf.614

"Especially because we believe that Jesus Christ is the central revelation of the creator of
the wórld, we cannot believe that there is no idea of this central will of creation beyond him
and beyond the history wherein he is central. He who is the key to the understanding of this
world, finds this world as the key on which he fits." H. Berkhof, Christelijk geloof: een inleiding
tot de geloofsleer, 6th ed. (Nijkerk: Callenbach, 1990), 47; translation mine. However, it is
necessary to point out that Berkhof himself opposed to the terms 'general' and 'special'
revelation because for him, the revelation of Christ is normative but not exclusive (and
therefore he has no need for the distinction). All revelation points to God's self-disclosure in
Christ and Berkhof believes it is unhelpful to suggest a break between the biblical revelation
and the revelation outside of it. This relates to his view on Scripture, which is different from
Detweiler's. See Berkhof, Christelijk Geloof, 41-109, esp. 78-81.
612 E.g. Willem Ouweneel, De Geest van God: Ontwerp van een pneumatologie (Vaassen:
Uitgeverij Medema, 2007) who follows Clark Pinnock, Flame of Love: A theology of the Holy
Spirit (Downers Grove, InterVarsity Press, 1996).
613 Ibid., 343-344.
614 "Whoever would ask different believers the question which activities were or are
mediating for their coming to or keeping the faith, can count on many different answers,
such as for example the reading of certain books, the singing of certain songs, the
participation in certain circles, the relation with certain people. The Spirit blows where He
611
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Implicit in the question whether or not secular films are a form of general
revelation or if they can be seen as sacramental depends on one's pneumatology
and the scope in which the Spirit works (only in the church or beyond). The
argumentation of Detweiler is dependent on the underpinning that the Holy Spirit
works throughout the whole of creation. Wherever man searches for the deeper
meaning of life, the Spirit is at work, argues Dutch theologian Willem Ouweneel as
well. "De Geest werkt niet alleen in alle cultuurarbeid, maar ook in alle rusteloze
zoeken van de mens naar de laatste en vaste gronden van zijn bestaan."615 Together
with the doctrine of general revelation, this leaves ground to accept that God can
reveal himself through the movies: if there is no such thing as a sacramental realm
and a secular realm, God's spirit is at work throughout the whole world, including
Hollywood.616
Still, how this works out in a specific pneumatology that is applied to the
field of film and theology is uncertain. The topic receives little to no attention
within the field, observes also Clive Marsh, who calls for a 'worldly pneumatology':
"We need a theology (including a pneumatology) for what is actually already
happening (and has been for some time) in the realms of the consumption of the
arts and popular culture across Western society."617 Unfortunately, this omission is
still a problem that cannot be solved within the scope of this particular study.618
8.3.4 Summary
It was found in the empirical part of the study that film performs many
important functions for viewers. Theologically, the appropriation of films performs

wishes and the participation is as diverse as life itself." Berkhof, Christelijk Geloof, 342;
translation mine.
615 "The Spirit works not only in all works of culture but also in all of man's restless looking
for the ultimate ground of being." Ouweneel, De Geest van God, 275; translation mine.
616 See also Gordon Lynch, ed., Between Sacred and Profane: Researching Religion and Popular
Culture (London: Tauris, 2007).
617 Clive Marsh, "Would Wesley Have Gone to the Movies?: Towards a Dynamic
Pneumatology 'for This Present Age'.", Epworth Review 37, no. 1 (2010): 6–17,
https://oimts.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/2007-4-marsh.pdf (retrieved 11-03-2013).
618 The issue involves so many (systematic) theological questions, that it would require an
entire book to properly discuss the subject. In his paper, Marsh only offers a very
rudimentary sketch for a possible solution. He merely points to the historical sources on
theology and the arts as collected by the reader of Thiessen, Theological Aesthetics and a few
directions where the answers may be found. Both Marsh and Ouweneel point to the
possibilities of (neo)calvinism for a more thorough understanding of a 'worldly
pneumatology', see e.g. William Dyrness, Reformed Theology and Visual Culture: The Protestant
Imagination from Calvin to Edwards (Cambridge, UK; New York: Cambridge University Press,
2004).
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the same function as parables: it discloses a new reality. This disclosure — in which
the viewer understands how-it-could-be-otherwise, to put it in Streib's terms —can
help the viewer reflect on the topic of the film or even make an appeal to change a
way of life.
Film thus becomes a source for theological reflection, a locus theologicus.619
In sections 8.3.2 and 8.3.3 some theological underpinnings are given for this
statement. Section 8.3.2 offers a rudimentary sketch of a filmic aesthetics and shows
that images can form a powerful profetic voice, although Protestant tradition has
often discarded the image as being inferior to the Word. Section 8.3.3 offers the
concept of general revelation as a possible theological foundation for the disclosure
in film-as-parable. The dichotomy between the sacred and the profane realm is a
false one, and God may be at work as much in the movie theatre as He is in the
church.620 That implies that the working place of theology is as much in the
everyday, mundane reality of our daily lives as it is in the ivory towers of the
churches or academia. The contours for such a theology that incorporates film-asparable is offered in the following sections.

8.4 Film-as-parable in an ecclesial paradigm
Now that the basis of film-as-parable has been explored theologically, it is
time to explore the theological implications of the function of film-as-parable in the
remaining sections of this chapter. Section 8.4 has an ecclesial practical theology as
its focus and 8.5 is focused on a public paradigm of practical theology. Section 8.6
brings all perspectives together to sketch a dramatic theology that makes it possible
to incorporate both the function of film-as-parable and more traditional forms of
theology in a thorough theology of popular culture.
In this section, the value of film-as-parable for the church is explored. If
film has the capacity to work as an it-could-be-otherwise story and has a place in
people’s religious identity, it follows that it is the task of practical theology to assist
church leaders and lay people to use this function of film-as-parable and create new
ways of handling the larger questions of faith. This statement will be further
explored and discussed in this section following the structure of the religious
identity statuses. It was shown in chapter 6 that these were an important factor in
understanding the differences in the appropriation of film; for each status, the
function of film-as-parable means something slightly different. Therefore, in each
subsection below, the implications for the different statuses are studied separately.

See 8.3.1 for a reflection on the use of this term.
As is the central thesis of central works in the field of film and theology such as Detweiler,
Into the Dark; Marsh, Cinema and Sentiment; and Johnston, Reel Spirituality.
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8.4.1 Implications of film-as-parable for people in moratorium
The empirical study shows how film is an important factor in the religious
identity (re)construction of participants in a state of moratorium (RIM). In the
function of film-as-parable, a new space was opened through the aesthetic
evaluation of a film. In this disclosure, viewers in a state of RIM can come to new
ways of believing and following God, especially when the traditional church
sources or Biblical arguments were not enough. For these participants, watching
films was an important way to figure out how to continue with God.
There are a lot of reasons for a crisis in faith. The results of this research
project (see 6.2.2 in particular) show that some of these reasons come from within
the church or theology. Some participants get confused by different hermeneutical
methods or the realisation that a literal reading of the Bible is not as sound as they
had always thought. They need to find another, perhaps more playful way of
believing in order to keep their faith.
The present study shows that film-as-parable has the capacity to form
another source to reconstruct their faith. If people cannot find their way back to
God through encouragements in the biblical texts or by trusting on the creeds and
other doctrinal sources, but can find the space to reconstruct their religious identity
through cultural sources, practical theologians and church leadership need to be
able to use these cultural sources to connect the story of God with the story of
people. This requires both academic theologians and pastors to be aware of the
problem and have the capacities to use these cultural instruments.
The outcome that people in RIM can use films as a source to renew their
faith commitment has pastoral implications as well. As the hermeneutical approach
in pastoral theology shows, it is the task of a pastor to assist people in relating their
personal story with the story of God.621 For those in RIM, it is exactly this relating to
the story of God that is problematic. When a pastor would only use traditional
sources such as biblical stories or church doctrine, the person in RIM is not able to
relate this to his or her own story. The study shows that people such as Jonathan
and Onno can be almost desperate to find new ways of believing, but when they
look for the solution in the ways they have always done it they do not succeed.
When, in opposition, they manage to use new sources (such as film) to rethink their
faith and are open to new ways of believing they succeed much better, as the story
of Jonathan illustrates. This would suggest that it is helpful if pastoral workers are
able to use other sources besides Scripture and doctrine. This sounds like a truism
and it is certainly not a new suggestion.622 However, in an orthodox Protestant
environment, knowledge of and ability to use cultural sources is not as self-evident
as it may seem.
Cf. Gerkin, The Living Human Document.
Cf. R. Ruard Ganzevoort, “Hoe Leiden We Anno 2014 Goede Theologen Op?,”
Handelingen. Tijdschrift Voor Praktische Theologie. 41, no. 3 (2014), 20–30.
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A greater ability to navigate popular culture is also crucial in making
churches relevant in a post-secular society. Although the focus of the present study
is on orthodox Protestant film viewers, the results imply that film can be a useful
source to help those with pastoral issues who are in the periphery of the church as
well. The participants in this study could not use the traditional sources of faith
anymore because these were contaminated by theological confusion or
disagreement with their personal beliefs. For many others, the traditional sources
cannot form a starting point because they simply do not know them well enough.
Rather than only focusing on the biblical stories, it may be useful to start with
cultural sources and interpret the Bible from there.623
This idea is used in creative ways in many churches already, but in many
orthodox Protestant churches the use of film has been controversial. The present
study strongly indicates that for conservative believers too film has proved to be a
valuable source to refind one’s way to God: all the more reason to invest in the use
of films in pastoral theology.
A theological use of film in churches, conservative or not, implies far more
than just a fun night for the teenagers. More and more, film becomes a crucial
source in which one's own story and the story of God are connected and new ways
are found to read the Bible in the present day. Many inside the church have not had
a Christian upbringing (and those who have may not be as familiar with the biblical
stories as previous generations). The traditional language of Christianity is lost in
most of society and must be triggered by using the lingua franca of popular culture
if one wants to raise Christian theological issues.624 Many pastoral issues can be
discussed by using films, and even the most unusual suspects can be used for this.
The general idea is that the strength of film-as-parable starts with the
familiarity of the story. It works because the film relates to the everyday reality of
the viewer. From there, it can turn that world upside down. As Gerkin states in The
Living Human Document, the best parables "are those that simply happen at the
'right time' in the counselling process, rather than those that the counsellor may
seek to insert as illustrative or suggestive stories."625 It is the viewer that
appropriates the film-as-parable, it is not a quality of the film itself. As with any
story in the pastoral process, the pastor cannot simply use any film by means of
parable. It has to start with the counselees, says Gerkin. It has to resonate with their
life, it has to be recognised as something familiar that becomes subverted through
the parabolic experience. When this happens while watching films, this often is not

This is not to say that biblical education is unimportant or that watching films can replace
the teaching and reading of the Bible. What it does say is that using films can help to make a
link between the Bible and the believer around a pastoral issue.
624 This will be explored further in section 8.3.
625 Gerkin, The Living Human Document, 171.
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seen as a true spiritual experience because films are not seen as 'proper' spiritual
sources.
If pastors are more aware of the function of film-as-parable, they can point
out these functions for their counselees. This requires of the pastor that (s)he is very
skilled in recognising possible Anknüpfingspunkte. In the case of people in RIM,
these points of contact between the story of God and their own story will not be
able to be found in traditional Christian metaphors, but it is very possible that films
provide new metaphors and ways of connection. Just as a pastor working with a
hermeneutical method must be skilled in recognising the parables that 'simply
happen', (s)he must be equally skilled in recognising the working of films as
parables in everyday life. This may mean that films must be introduced in the
conversation by the pastoral worker, but it may also happen that these are
mentioned in a by-line by the counselee — which the pastor as interpretive guide
should pick up and use to help the counselee to turn towards the story of God.
At this point it is necessary to theologically explore not only the use of film
in a status of moratorium but also this status itself, since the use of film in the
pastoral counselling of people in the status of RIM does not mean that this status is
a negative one that should be avoided. Even if doubt is often seen as something
negative, it could be argued that going through a crisis of faith can be theologically
useful.626 It creates the necessary space to get beyond a mere inherited faith.
Henning Luther states that these Grenzerfahrungen are necessary to build one’s
identity. We would rather avoid them, but once we have crossed the border, we
find out that other worlds exist too and that hope can be found there as well. These
Grenzerfahrungen can be both negative — such as illness or death — and positive,
such as the birth of a baby, the experience of beauty in art or nature, or the mutual
understanding that can occur between lovers.627 They occur in the everyday and
their purpose is to lift one out of the da-sein of the everyday to a fuller
comprehension of existence. Because we fail to recognise the everyday as a locus
theologicus these border experiences are often missed or supressed.628 Luther
strongly warns against such refusal of borders, because in his view, it is precisely at
the border that we can see hopeful glimpses of the ‘not-yet’ — the world as it could
also be. The world outside points to the transcendent and to a fuller existence that
moves beyond the mere da-sein. Practical theology should thus move in the border
terrain and use these moments of alienation, passing into strange terrain. The task
See also Tomá Halík, Patience with God: The Story of Zacchaeus Continuing in Us (New
York: Doubleday, 2009) for the positive consequences of doubt, both for believers and in the
conversation with non-believers.
627 Luther, Religion Und Alltag, 50.
628 For an example of using the everyday as a place for theological reflection, see Vanhoozer,
Everyday Theology.
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of practical theology is to move beyond that which is 'ordinary', not to keep the
'ordinary' safe.
Ihn sollte vielmehr gerade das Existieren-Können an der Grenze
interessieren, nachdem die normale Lebenswelt als brüchig erfahren wurde.
Seine Aufgabe ist also nicht, Grenzen zu setzen oder gar zu befestigen, das
Innen gegen Erfahrungen von draußen "wasserdicht" zu machen, sondern
gerade für die undichten Stellen sensibel und empfänglich zu machen.629
A practical theology of the everyday should praise those moments of
alienation through which we experience there is more than just that which we
know and feel comfortable with. Border experiences are opportunities to grow to a
fuller existence and to experience that there are other worlds (and perhaps other
ways of looking at the world) out there. Of all the religious identity statuses, people
in RIM are most prone to these border experiences. The whole point of the status of
RIM is to move beyond a border: to move from one way of looking at God to
another. This experience can be difficult and frightening, but through it one can
realise that there is another world out there, and experience the hope of a the new
territory.630
Films offer ample opportunity to 'practice' with these border experiences.
By offering 'what if-scenarios' they form possibilities to explore the new terrain
without entering it in reality. They awake the longing for this strange new world
and make one realise that although the land at the other side of the border is
unfamiliar, it may also be beautiful and rewarding. Some theorists of film argue
that good films are those that offer a narrative by which the main character moves
from a "second choice life" to a "first choice life": the main character gives up a
second rate life and grows into who (s)he really is.631 Seeing a fictional character
moving across the border helps to muster up the courage to cross one’s own.
Luther’s understanding of Grenzerfahrungen is that they are not just
individual experiences of individual suffering, but have a social component as well.
"[Theologians] should rather be interested in the ability to exist at the border, after the
ordinary world has been experienced as fragile. Its task is therefore not to create borders or
to confirm them, to make the inside "waterproof" for experiences from the outside, but rather
to make [one] sensitive for and susceptible of the untight places." Luther, Religion Und Alltag,
48; translation mine.
630 An important warrant needs to be given here. Crossing the border in this sense might
implicate that one should move from the status of RIM to RII, but that is not meant here.
Integration is not necessarily the end point of religious identity. Moreover, Luther states that
all religious identity should stay open to some degree. What is meant, is that one should
never accept the borders of one's faith as obstacles to grow.
631 Ruven et al., Het geheim van Hollywood. See also Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand
Faces, 3rd ed, Bollingen Series XVII (Novato, Calif: New World Library, 2008).
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This can be seen most sharply in the encounter with individuals or social groups on
the borders of society, such as immigrants or people who suffer from mental illness.
By their sheer existence, these groups ask questions about the normal-ness of the
dominant groups and the normality of the everyday.632
These questions should be explored rather than suppressed, argues Luther:
"Es käme darauf an, sich der Andersartigkeit auszusetzen, statt sie zu verdrängen
und abzuspalten. Diese Rückfrage an unsere Identität würde uns vielleicht auch
das Fremde und andere in uns bewußt machen."633 This is not only important for a
public theology (the subject of the next section) but also for an ecclesial practical
theology. The church is called to be church not just for the dominant group but also
for the suppressed. Many churches realise this and make the care for the
suppressed or other missionary initiatives a core element of their church policy, but
still many orthodox Protestant churches find it difficult to bridge the perceived gap
between culture and church — or rather to cross the border between them. That
makes it difficult to explore the social components of border experiences.
Arthouse cinema can be useful here, because it often has the marginalised
and suppressed individuals at the centre of their stories.634 These films show the
inner world of others and can therefore help to cross the border to the other in one’s
imagination first before the leap to the other is made in reality. The experiences of
the other that must be embraced rather than suppressed could be seen in the
participants’ appropriation of DHDD, for example. They realised that the people in
the village, or even the terrorists, were 'the other' but they saw in the social
encounters of the monks with the village an example that they would be eager to
follow in their own encounters with Muslims.
In conclusion, when it comes to constructing one’s religious identity, border
experiences are not just wanted, but a necessity, argues Luther. He warns against a
'reflection-less' form of religion, where one sees one faith as something that is 'just'
there.635
Mir scheint aber, daß eine Religion, die diese Verunsicherung der
Grenzerfahrung scheut, sich selbst verfehlt. Denn das Thema von Religion
is gerade nicht die Stabilisierung der innerweltlichen Ordnungen, sondern
ihre Intention liegt darin, an Grenzen zu führen und über sie hinaus. An
Luther, Religion Und Alltag, 53.
"It would be crucial to expose oneself to this otherness, instead of blocking it out and
suppress it. Perhaps these probing questions for our identity will make us aware of the
strangeness and otherness in us." Ibid., 53; translation mine.
634 See for example Dheepan, the winner of the Golden Palm at the Filmfestival of Cannes in
2015.
635 Luther, Religion Und Alltag.
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der Grenze zum Anderen, zu Unbekanntem, vorerst Unvertrauten und
Fremden kann aufscheinen, daß das, was ist, nicht alles ist.636
In such a view of religion, the religious identity status of RIM is a valuable
status of one's religious identity. However, recent research among late adolescent
alumni of the ECU637 showed how painful this process can be.638 Many students
who grew up in a protected religious environment became so confused when
confronted with other forms of faith or a variety in theological doctrines that they
encountered a severe crisis of faith. Crossing the border of one’s own world is not
always possible alone. It can help to have a guide who can point the way.
This requires pastors and church workers in the role of interpretive guides,
but also safe environments in which one can take a peek into the new land, before
crossing the border.639 For those in RIM, it may help to know that crises of faith are
not only negative, but that they can be necessary to move beyond the everyday. It
can also help to use the fictional 'laboratories' in films to help one to overcome one’s
own crises. Through films, many worlds can be explored and many new options of
how-it-could-be-otherwise can be explored, much more than in real life. Film-asparable has an important place in this exploring of unfamiliar territories across the
border of one’s own religious background. Therefore, they can be powerful
instruments for those in the church helping people to grow in religious identity.
That requires pastors, church workers, et cetera to be aware of these
possibilities and equipped to use them. They must be interpretive guides, not only
in recognising and assisting in giving meaning to border experiences, but also to
relate these Grenzerfahrungen both to traditional sources (the safe grounds of the old
territory) and new sources, such as films (the possibilities in the new territory).
Especially for those in RIM, these new sources and workings of films are crucial, as
argued earlier on the basis of the empirical study. We will now turn to the
implications of the empirical study for the religious identity status of RII.
8.4.2 Implications of film-as-parable for people in integration
Much has been written about the function of film for the meaning-making
questions of people outside the institutional church. Most of these publications

"However, it appears to me that a religion which shuns the insecurity of the border
experience fails itself. Because the central theme of religion is not the stability of
innerworldly structures, but its goal is to lead towards borders and beyond them. At the
border towards the other, towards the unknown, towards that which is unfamiliar and
strange at the moment can become clear that that which is, is not all." Luther, Religion Und
Alltag., 54; translation mine.
637 Ede Christian University of Applied Sciences.
638 Erwich, Theologie als beroep.
639 Ibid.
636
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relate in some way to Paul Tillich’s correlational method. In his search for ways to
make theology relevant for the modern day, Tillich insisted that the questions of
ultimate concern are asked in culture. It is the task of theology to answer these
questions with the sources of faith. Tillich’s method has been critiqued for being a
one way street but it forms the basis of David Tracy's model of critical correlation
which is in wider use in practical theology.640
The thesis of this section is that questions of ultimate concern are asked in
culture not only by people outside of the church, but to a growing extent also by
people within the church. The previous section discussed this development for
believers in a state of RIM specifically, but this holds for those in RII as well. The
majority of participants watch films because they point them to the larger questions
of life or because they show a different way of looking at the world. These
participants show that their theological reflection is shaped by watching films but
also that their film viewing is shaped by their personal faith and religious identity.
Watching films becomes a way in which orthodox Protestant film viewers in a state
of RII can experiment with faith issues. The function of film-as-parable works as a
laboratory for them too. The difference with people in RIM is that the stakes appear
less high: orthodox Protestant film viewers in RII have no trouble with the
traditional sources of faith, but in their religious identity interviews it could be seen
that they look for ways in which they can integrate their everyday life with their
faith. Watching films forms a laboratory situation in which they can do this. They
see situations that are sometimes familiar and sometimes very exotic, and they can
play around with the implications of these situations (the 'what if-scenario'-function
of film).
Films can thus form a source for theology for people in RII as well as for
those in RIM. In some ways, it will be easier for those in RII to travel back-and-forth
from one side of the border to the other, because they are more flexible than film
viewers in RIF or RIM. For people in RIF, Grenzerfahrungen are suppressed because
they do not have the openness to explore the strangeness on the other side. Those in
RIM need new sources because for them, the traditional sources have become
problematic in some way or another.
For people in RII, both traditional and new sources can point to God. This
group is thus the category that should best be able to bring faith and film viewing
in dialogue and the group for which the horizon of culture and the horizon of the
church are brought together if they do not overlap already. A strict distinction
between the two is no longer valid in a diverse and plural society, as many
publications within practical theology and the sociology of religion have pointed
David Tracy, Blessed Rage for Order, (Minneapolis: Seabury Press, 1975). For an application
in practical theology, see Don S. Browning, A Fundamental Practical Theology: Descriptive and
Strategic Proposals, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1996). See also Swinton and Mowat, Practical
theology for a good overview of the discussion about critical correlation.
640
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out.641 Still, these developments often leads to tension, both within a culture or
society and within the church.642 Traditional views on religion, or continuing in old
ways is no longer possible. A religious identity that is integrated looks beyond the
familiar to new ways of believing, both on an individual level and on a communal
level. Again, we may refer to Luther’s remark that a religion which hides for the
uncertainty that comes with having border experiences, fails itself.643
Practical theology for an integrated church points forward to the unknown
territories. This calls not only for new wine, but also for new wineskins: even if
individuals in the status of RII are familiar with both the traditional sources such as
Scripture or church doctrine, they mix and supplement this with new sources from
popular culture and the surrounding culture (the border of which, as Kathryn
Tanner states, is permeable rather than static).644 Churches, both orthodox and more
liberal, are struggling to react to this development.645
What then is the task of the church in the present time? Osmer sees the church as a
"community of interpretation that offers its members images, concepts, and
narratives that school their imaginations and nurture the capacity to interpret God’s
action in the events of their lives and world."646 This is very similar to the task of the
pastoral theologian who helps people to connect their personal story to the story of
God (see also the previous section). Churches need a practical theology that offers
these images, concepts and narratives, both from traditional and new sources.
These need to be related to each other over and over again. Practical theologians
must not only be interpretive guides to assist those in RIM to travel beyond the
border to a new territory but also to assist those in RII to push and break frontiers
— to explore the strange new worlds on the other side.
Imaginations need to be shaped and old and new narratives related to each
other. In the situation of the Dutch churches, it remains the question if the Sunday
E.g. Delwin Brown et al. (eds.), Converging on Culture: Theologians in Dialogue with Cultural
Analysis and Criticism, The American Academy of Religion Reflection and Theory in the
Study of Religion Series (Oxford/New York: Oxford University Press, 2001) or Tanner,
Theories of Culture.
642 For an example in the Dutch context, see Ganzevoort, De hand van God.
643 Luther, Religion Und Alltag, 54.
644 According to Tanner, cultures cannot be seen separate from the social processes that
underlie it. Rather than seeing cultures as homogenous wholes centered around a shared
belief system, she views cultures as dynamic, inherently fragmented, socially constructed
entities that are subject to varying interpretations. It is shared social practice that holds
culture together, argues Tanner, and people can be part of different cultures at once. As a
consequence, borders between cultures become 'fuzzy'. Tanner, Theories of Culture.
645 See Protestantse Kerk in Nederland, "KERK 2025: Waar Een Woord Is, Is Een Weg,"
Synoderapport (Utrecht: Protestants Landelijk Dienstencentrum, 2015).
646 Osmer, Practical Theology: An Introduction, 141.
641
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service actually shapes the imagination of the congregation or that an increasing
distance is experienced between the "sacred" words of the homily, the liturgy and
the horizon of the church and everyday life, as some participants indicated in their
interview on religious identity as well. Many participants showed hesitance or even
dismay regarding the questions about the cognitive side of their religious attitude.
Faith for them is not a matter of orthodoxy but of orthopraxy. They seek for ways to
connect the dots of faith with the dots of the world. What do we do for the world
around us, what is God’s action in the world and in my life today? Films can offer a
way of exploring this relation between world and faith. They can shape images and
narratives that can be used as a starting point to bring the horizon of God’s action
closer to one’s own horizon and vice versa. Not only meaning-seekers will
experience an epiphany or moment of revelation in watching films, the empirical
research shows that this is the case in orthodox Protestant believers as well. Film
thus offers forms of narrative that point to the bigger reality of God at work in his
church.
Where film works as parable for RIM participants to offer new ways with
God, the function of film-as-parable offers people in RII primarily new ways of
dealing with — or rather: relating to — the world. The story of Emily and BLJ in
chapter 6 is an example. The film showed her that some reasons for dismissing the
church may be valid. In a de-institutionalised and secular culture, these connections
between church and society are vital if theology and the church want a part to play
in the future at all.647 For people in the church, the educational function of film can
help to show what the world in this day and age really looks like. The church
community should interpret these films together and learn from them and look for
similarities and discrepancies. In this way, the church can learn from film to fuse
the horizons where possible but also to be a Gegenüber to the world if necessary.
It is good to realise that in this situation, the church and culture are not
separate entities. The implication of this for church leadership is that they should
realise that their members (RII, as well as RIM and RIF members) do not leave their
cultural coats in the cloakroom of the church. They are Christian members of
society and culturally influenced members of the church. It is the task of the pastors
and leadership to lead these congregations as shepherds - or interpretive guides, in
terms of Gerkin and Osmer. In order to do this, church leaders must know their
way about, not only in the traditional sources of faith (which lay people in the
church are less and less acquainted with) but also with cultural sources.
Paradoxically, to lead the church back to the traditional sources: in such a way that
it is understood.
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Ford, The Future of Christian Theology; Ganzevoort, De hand van God.
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8.4.3 Implications of film-as-parable for people in foreclosure
In the previous section it was stated that questions of ultimate concern are
increasingly asked in culture, both for people in the church and for those outside of
the church. This is a development that is already occurring with people in RIM and
RII, but here it is argued that it has important implications for people in RIF as well.
A foreclosed way of believing may work fine as long as one spends one’s religious
life in the same cultural circles, and Bell argues that it is not a less valuable identity
status per se.648 Still, it may present some problems in a plural environment where
some flexibility and playfulness are necessary to adapt and to relate to others. It is
for this reason that Henning Luther warns against seeing a fully integrated identity
as the goal of identity formation. An integrated identity should be seen as a
regulating principle of a development, rather than a (static) position to achieve.
This warning is especially valid for a RIF identity, which is by nature quite static
and dismissive of fragmentation or crossing borders (see previous section). A RIF
identity has little space for that which is different and may threaten the familiar
status quo.649 Luther states that the ideal of an accomplished identity is build on an
idealistic and too harmonious worldview. Human life is always fragmented, on the
one hand negatively because each life is always cut short by death, and on the other
hand positively because each moment in the present is but a fragment of the
future.650 We are both "ruins of our past" and "building sites of the future.”651 This is
a crucial insight for a religious identity, marks Luther, because "Selbsttranszendenz
ist aber nur dann möglich, wenn die Ich-Identität gerade nicht als vollständige und
dauernde, sondern nur als fragmentarische verstanden ist."652 Luther critiques the
status of integration as the end-of-the-line station of identity formation, so in terms
of the religious identity statuses he speaks about RIF rather than RII. For Luther, a
true Christian identity is an identity that takes the fundamental fragmentation of
life into account: "Das eigentümlich Christliche scheint mir nun darin zu liegen,
davor zu bewahren, die prinzipielle Fragmentarität von Ich-Identität zu leugnen
oder zu verdrängen. Glauben hieße dann, als Fragment zu leben und leben zu
können."653

See also 4.4.3.
See the reactions of Jennifer on MA, a film that forced her towards the border of her
ethical positions, and BLJ, which confronted her with the necessity of exploring one's
identity.
650 Luther, Religion Und Alltag, 168/69.
651 Ibid.
652 "Transcending oneself is only possible when the I-identity is not understood as complete
and persistent but only as fragmentary." Ibid., 169; translation mine.
653 "I would say that the typical Christian is in making sure that the principally fragmentarity
of the I-identity is not denied or suppressed. To believe means, then, to live as fragment and
to be able to do so." Ibid., 172; translation mine.
648
649
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Identity formation for Luther is never really finished, which also means
that there is always a task for religious formation and homiletics in churches.
Christian education (for both adolescents and adults) and church homilies should
be directed at helping people to cope with the inherent fragmentation of life. This
calls — again — for hermeneutical ability and the opening-up of possibilities
through language. “Bildungsprozessen” are interpretational affairs, where the
identity formation processes must be brought into contact with the Biblical text. In
this process, one cannot rely on scientific or customary language. Worn out words
and metaphors will not do. Luther calls for the aesthetic space that poetic language
can open up in homiletics.654
It is here that the function of film-as-parable can be made useful for those in
RIF too. To find space for the fragmentarity of life and for the fuzzy nature that is
inherent to identity formation, one can use films as a safe environment to explore
the borders. The empirical study showed that this is not self evident for believers in
a state of RIF. The process will be delicate. One must on the one hand offer safety
and trust and on the other hand use that safe environment to bring people further.
That requires the same fluent capacity to move from traditional sources to new
sources (such as film) as with people in RIM or RII but — importantly — the
process is moving the other way around. Where people in RIM refuse the
traditional sources and films can be used to move people towards a new
understanding of these traditional sources, the process with people in RIF moves
from the traditional sources to the new sources of film. Many RIF believers need
help to do this, because they do not easily recognise traces of faith beyond their
own vision on faith. The pastor as interpretive guide must then point out the
metaphoric power of films to see how-it-could-be-otherwise.
We stated before that the religious identity status of RIF is not less
meaningful than RII or RIM, but another reason why at least some exploration is
important, is that a very rigid way of believing may become difficult if one
experiences crises in one’s life (the fragmentation that Luther points to). Just like a
tall building should have some flexibility at the top to move along in strong winds,
so should people’s convictions and beliefs be able to softly move in the winds of
culture to keep standing (see also Luther who warns that all kinds of crises in the
life of adults seem to come from this disability to engage with
Differenzerfahrungen655).
In this exploration process, it is crucial to balance familiarity with
alienation. The empirical part of the research showed that people in RIF often only
recognised their own way of believing as "religious" or "faith.” In a plural culture,
full of diversity, this will eventually become a problem. People in RIF can learn to
use film as a laboratory too: to get to know the other with whom one is not
654
655

Ibid., 180.
Luther, Religion Und Alltag, 178.
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acquainted. This needs to be done in a careful fashion, both reassuring them in their
faith (help them get grounded in their faith position) and helping them to move
towards the border. Again, the image of the church leaders as interpretive guides is
helpful. A guide helps people to discover unacquainted territories but stays close to
the group (waiting for them if necessary) in order not to lose them. A balance
between familiarity and alienation is crucial, but some alienation is necessary in
order to open up and benefit from film as it-could-be-otherwise-story.
A last — and more pragmatic — reason for arguing that film is just as
important for believers in RIF as for those in RIM or RII, is that it may help in
relating to people outside the church. In a largely secularised culture, the language
of faith has disappeared or lost its original meaning. Popular culture, and film in
particular, may form a common language that is understood by both believers and
non-believers.656 This is not only true for believers in RII or RIM but also for those
in RIF. Paraphrasing Vanhoozer and Strachan: every believer is a public believer (to
a certain extent, at least). Film may help to perform this task. That is the topic of the
8.5, but before we make the turn to a public theology, the implications for Christian
education are discussed in 8.4.4.
8.4.4 Implications of film-as-parable for religious education
In the first paragraphs of this study we described some sociological
developments in the Netherlands. Throughout this study, the aftermaths of these
changes have lingered at the back of the screening room. The results of the
empirical study have shown how our participants, who all come from more or less
orthodox Protestant backgrounds, need to find their way in this changed landscape
—using film as one source among many. In the previous three sections we have
explored the ramifications for the church. In this section, we briefly explore the
consequences for religious education in the Netherlands.657 With religious
education, we not only refer to Christian secondary schools where religious
education is taught as a subject, but also to institutions of higher education that
have a Christian identity or offer theology or religious studies. In the past, these
institutions were often quite uniform in identity and student population, but
recently the current diversity and fast changes in society as a whole have
penetrated these institutions too.658
Erwich et al. showed that many alumni of the ECU show similar processes
as the participants in the current study.659 They concluded that the guidance of

See also 8.5 for a more thorough argumentation.
It is beyond doubt that many of our suggestions will be useful in other countries too, but
for the purposes of this study, we focus on the context of the Netherlands.
658 See also Erwich and Praamsma (eds.), Grensgangers: pendelen tussen geloof en cultuur
(Utrecht: Kok, 2016).
659 Erwich, Theologie als beroep.
656
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young people in a pluriform society is not an easy task. "Inmiddels hebben we
gezien dat dit van de hbo-theoloog vraagt om een grote deskundigheid op
(sub)cultureel terrein én het vermogen uit te dagen en te prikkelen tot nadenken en
reflectie in de diepte."660 That in itself is a daunting mission. Many of the future
theologians are in religious identity formation processes themselves. They need to
incorporate the complicated and demanding structures of contemporary society in
their own identity, norms and values systems and worldviews. The processes of deinstitutionalisation and secularisation in the Netherlands demand a new way of
educating theologians. There is some discussion on the direction where the
theological institutes should move, but it is certain they will have to deal with a
changing society.661 It is the thesis of this paragraph that film-as-parable may be
useful in this process, precisely because of its ability to form a laboratory where
new ideas may be explored.
The function of film-as-parable works in religious education for Christian
schools in much the same way as it does in an ecclesial theology. As is the case in
contemporary churches, we may expect all statuses to occur within these schools
(including diffusion, which did not occur in this research project). This requires the
teachers (and in higher education: lecturers and professors) to use film-as-parable
in similar ways as pastors working in the church. They must be literate in the arts
and popular culture, including film, and they need to be flexible and bilingual to
cater to the diverse needs of the pupils before them. As interpretive guides they
must know their way about to guide their fellow travellers.662
This requires a large place for film, and popular culture in general. It has
been the presumption throughout this study that film is much more than just
entertainment. The empirical study has confirmed this. Films can form powerful
windows to the world and ways to deal with that world, and it would be a waste to
leave that potential unused. This is true for future theologians, pastors and teachers
of religious education alike.
In the following alineas, we will offer some concrete implications of the
previous sections for academic institutes that offer theology and religious

"In the meantime we have seen that this requires the [bachelor] theologian to have a lot of
expertise on (sub)cultural terrain ánd the ability to challenge and entice to think and reflect
deeply." Erwich, Theologie als beroep, 202; translation mine.
661 Cf. Ganzevoort, 'Hoe Leiden We Anno 2014 Goede Theologen Op?' and ‘Klaar om te
wenden’.
662 This may be true especially for those who work with the younger generations. Teenagers
and adolescents are more explicitly constructing their religious identity and previous
research suggests that in doing so, the systems of meaning-making of themselves are not the
same as those of the church. See for example Sara Savage, Making Sense of Generation Y: The
World View of 15-25 Year Olds (London: Church House Publishing, 2011).
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education: the places where future theologians are formed and educated. Nearly all
studies and reflections on the theologian of the future point to the necessity of a
thorough hermeneutical competence.663 A plural and diverse society asks for
interpretive guides that know both the travel companies they lead as the new
landscapes they lead these people to. They need to be bilingual and flexible in order
to relate to people in all religious identity statuses. The current section will offer
some concrete suggestions for doing so, before moving to the place of film-asparable in a public theology in the next section and the offering of a dramatic
theology for the 21st century in 8.6.
The first and most important suggestion is that popular culture, and cinema
in particular, needs to occupy a place in the curriculum of academic courses in
theology. Film forms an especially powerful form of popular culture, that has the
advantage of not only being narrative (offering stories that form 'what if'-scenarios)
but also allowing the viewer to be emotionally involved in a world that is not their
own. They are laboratories for practising with 'how-it-could-be-otherwise', as Streib
would say. Film is not only an entertaining hobby for professors of theology, but it
has an important role to play in the repertoire of a future pastor or teacher of
religious education as well.
A second recommendation is to take the different religious education
statuses seriously and to keep reminding oneself as lecturer in theology how films
can form a new source of theology. This refers to the use of films in other courses
than Film and Theology (or whatever name a film course may get in the curriculum).
Biblical theology, historical theology and even dogmatic theology may all make use
of examples that can be found in cinematic history. There is no doubt that many
lecturers in these courses will already do that. The plethora of publications and
readers that can be found online provide a rich source of material. Here, we simply
want to point out that this use of film is more than just a more 'fun' way of doing
theology. It is crucial in building the student's hermeneutical abilities and in
helping them to connect their everyday lives with their progress in theology.664
Viewing films may help students in many different ways. Through the use
of the common language of films, teachers and coaches of theology students may
help their pupils as well to take on the difficult task of constructing their religious
identity and not be taken aback by the challenging of a plural society. It is to this
society that they must relate at some point — and film can greatly help to do so.
Film is not only important for theologians that work within an ecclesial paradigm,
but is also crucial in a more public form of theology. That is the subject of the
following section.

Cf. the aforementioned works of Erwich et al., Ganzevoort and Klaar om te wenden.
The need to connect the everyday with a progressing knowledge of theology was pointed
out by the alumni of the ECU as well, see Erwich, Theologie als beroep.
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8.5 Film-as-parable in a public paradigm
In the previous paragraph we discussed the implications of film-as-parable
for an ecclesial paradigm in practical theology for each religious identity status in
the empirical study and offered some implications for religious education in
Christian institutes for secondary and higher education. We closed by stating that
the function of film-as-parable may help the people in the church to connect with
people outside the church. That is the topic of 8.5.1, in which we explore the
dogmatic implications for a public paradigm in theology. In section 8.5.2 the ethical
implications for a public paradigm are discussed and the aesthetical implications
are the subject of 8.5.3.
8.5.1 Dogmatic aspects of film-as-parable in a public paradigm
Many different writers have already explained the value of film in the
present society's meaning-making processes.665 The use of films (and other forms of
popular culture) in a public paradigm of theology has also been discussed
previously.666 This section will add a layer from an orthodox Protestant viewpoint.
How should a practical theologian, working in an orthodox Protestant
environment, inside and outside of churches, use film in her vocation, given the
outcomes of the empirical study?
In the previous section and in the introduction it was stated that this study
takes a middle position between the two poles of public and ecclesial theology.
Practical theology is seen as that field of theological inquiry that links society and
culture with the church, or in terms of pastoral theology: the stories of ordinary
people with the story of God (or the transcendent or holy).
In a society where each has his own story with God this seems a daunting
task. What stories of which God do we connect with and in what ways? How can
practical theology take up this task in a plural and de-institutionalised society? For
some practical theologians the answer lies in a strictly public paradigm of theology,
which does not try to defend the truth of a particular faith tradition but seeks to
connect the questions of society with wisdom from many different sources. They
argue that much of the religious language is lost in contemporary society and that it
is the task of theologians to trace the remnants of religion wherever they are
found.667 In the Dutch context, Ganzevoort refers to Ulrich Beck's term 'zombie
categories' as an adequate term to describe religious terms like sin, grace, evil and

To name a few: Hoover, Religion in a Media Age, Gräb, "Irgendwie fühl ich mich wie Frodo!";
Marsh, Cinema and Sentiment, Lyden, Film as Religion. See chapter 2 for a more complete
overview.
666 In the Dutch context, see Ganzevoort’s De hand van God and Spelen Met Heilig Vuur.
667 Cf. Ford, The Future of Theology; Ganzevoort, De hand van God and Spelen Met Heilig Vuur.
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sacrifice. These are words that used to refer to a living reality but no longer do so.
They just have forgotten to die.668
The image of religious concepts as wandering zombies haunting
contemporary society may be stark, but the belief that theology should somehow
revive, translate or refill the old concepts of faith is found throughout the
contemporary theological landscape and has almost become a truism.669 Even if the
traditional language of faith has disappeared, the questions underlying the specific
discourse of religion are still there.
It is the task of a public paradigm of practical theology to trace these
questions and embed traditional religious concepts in a new context, thereby
refilling them with meaning. This asks for a particular form of wisdom and a large
amount of hermeneutical competence. In order to translate properly, one needs to
know both languages well —and what is asked of the theologian is more than just a
flat translation. Old questions and concepts need to be adapted to new
circumstances and a new context. It would perhaps be more adequate to speak of
an adaptation rather than a translation: in the same way as one sometimes needs to
bring new characters or scenes to a story in an adaptation from book to film screen,
one needs to find new concepts and a new language to fittingly describe what is
going on in the meaning-making questions of today. An adequate adaptation
requires wisdom and a thorough knowledge of both the source medium and the
new medium.
An exploration of such wisdom is given in David Ford's The Future of
Christian theology.670 Ford sees wisdom as the goal of theology, "which unites
understanding with practice and is concerned to engage with the whole of life"671
and he grounds this wisdom in his particular context of Christian theology. He
wants to explore a creative theology of the 21st century, in which wisdom and truth
belong together.
Ford is well aware of the consequences of a postmodern society, in which the metanarratives are replaced by particularistic visions and where the Truth has become
plural.672 He takes these developments seriously and states that this context calls for
a radically new, creative theology. He searches for an answer to modern challenges
that is "not a new totality, integration, or hegemony, but a diverse ecology of
wisdom-seeking, in which the connections are not maintained by conformity within
one overview but by partnerships of difference."673 What is called for in the 21st
Ganzevoort, Spelen Met Heilig Vuur.
See also Ford, The Future of Theology.
670 Ibid.
671 Ibid., 1.
672 John R. Franke, Manifold Witness: The Plurality of Truth, Living Theology (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 2009).
673 Ford, The Future of Theology, 10.
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century is a self-confident Christian theology that takes its place among theologies
from other traditions, such as ecumenical theology or the "many varieties of
'theology and …'"674
Theology and film can be particularly well suited for such a rich, creative
and wise form of theology. It was established in chapter 6 and 7 that the screened
films functioned as metaphors that opened up new possibilities by defamiliarising
the familiar. This semantic innovation that is opened up in the aesthetic
appropriation of the films, can be interpreted as wisdom for a new age. Film-asparable is a powerful instrument in a public paradigm if it is used in a good way.
An important disclaimer is warranted: we do not need old wine in new wineskins.
As Jesus pointed out, new wine needs new wineskins.675 The metaphor of the
interpretive guide is again helpful. A good guide knows where to find this aesthetic
space and how to make use of it. This means that practical theologians who want to
function as interpretive guides should be adequate in handling both the old sources
and the new ones. "The double immersion in past and present for the sake of the
future is a mark of wise and creative theologians," states Ford.676 A wise and
creative practical theology for the 21st century does not require abandoning the old
sources. What is needed is to refind the meaning of those old sources for a new
context. The old concepts do not die, they are revived. Only when practical
theologians are familiar with both the old worlds and the new worlds they will be
able to communicate wisdom and truth for a new age.
Moreover, it means that films in a public paradigm of practical theology
cannot be used as entertaining illustrations to explain the 'true' meaning of classic
doctrine. Nor can Christian practical theologians (the context in which this study
has placed itself) simply point out Christian themes in contemporary films to show
that these concepts still exist.677 It will not do to see a public paradigm in theology
as a correlational theology that only picks up the ultimate concerns and ultimate
fears in society and answers them with eternal truths that are just phrased a little
differently or merely illustrated with a film.678 In the end, such correlational
approaches to film run the risk of treating films instrumentally and of
appropriating a film only on the dogmatic or ethical layer. If a film is according to
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my religious beliefs or standards (or can be understood that way) it is suitable and
if not, it is discarded. That is the use of new wineskins only to keep the old wine.
Rather, practical theologians need to make use of the space that is created in
the aesthetic normativity. It is here that a reciprocal meaning-making approach
from film to theology and theology to film (a revised correlational method) and
truly creative theology can exist. The matters of meaning-making and the quest for
God are definitely present in many films, but this is a much more complicated affair
than just seeing religious themes in movies. The empirical study has shown that the
value of film-as-parable lies not in the religious topic of the film itself (some of the
viewers could not even recognise that) but in the way it is appropriated on the
aesthetic level. That requires a much deeper understanding of the way film works
in general, not just of those films that are religious in nature.679
Although the empirical study was done among orthodox Protestant
believers, its results are a confirmation that films can be very valuable for a public
paradigm in theology.680 Because films are seen by both Christians and nonChristians, they can function as shared contexts. Films can offer a lingua franca in a
society where religious and non-religious groups are speaking different languages.
Film as a shared context also points out how much Christian and non-Christian
groups in Western society have in common already. Christian theology will be as
influenced by secular thought as it is the other way around.681 That calls for wise
and creative practical theologians who can discern the core issues that are at stake,
incorporate the theological values in a practical theology for the 21st century, and
perhaps most of all: evaluate these issues and communicate them to a wider
audience.
It becomes the task of a practical theologian to aid this process and also to
evaluate it. Not every new contextualisation of religious language is adequate or
true and it requires wisdom to handle this process. Skilled people are necessary to
understand both the side of the non-believer and the side of the believer. Practical
theologians are trained to connect the stories of people with the stories of God. In a
plural and de-institutionalised society, they will need to do this both outside the
church and inside. As interpretive guides they can recognise the traces of God in
the stories of society and refill the 'zombie categories' in a theologically sound way.
In chapter 7 it was argued that film performs many of the same functions
for Christian film viewers as for non-Christian film viewers. That offers a shared
basis, but attention must be given to how films perform those functions. Since nonChristians and Christians have different prefigurations when it comes to religious
See below for some preliminary practical applications.
See the beginning of this section and chapter 2 for some of the older works with the same
conclusion.
681 Tanner, Theories of Culture. See also Taylor, A Secular Age, who points out that all of
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identity, the risk is that they will misunderstand each other. Everyone who has ever
lived in another culture knows how some things have a completely different
meaning and mistakes are easily made. Interpretive guides can only function if they
have spent time in the culture they are a guide of. A practical theologian who wants
to explore the parable function of film for a public paradigm must therefore know
the language and workings of films thoroughly. The task of a practical theologian
working with film is to avoid evaluating a film only on the dogmatic or ethical
layer and to disclose the aesthetical layer of normativity. This makes it possible to
connect the two worlds and to explore the shared space.
Within that shared space, (s)he should be capable to speak the lingua franca:
what are the traces of God that are found in the film by non-believers and believers
alike? How can we connect that with tradition, experience, reason — and Scripture?
How can concepts as sin and grace be adapted in such a way that they acquire new
value in a new context without losing their old meaning? As we argued above,
simply translating old concepts is not enough, since in translation something is
always lost. They need to be adapted, or perhaps we can theologically phrase it as
resurrection: they need to gain a new body which may make them unrecognisable
at first, as was Jesus in his encounter with his two followers in the walk to
Emmaus.682
That requires a thorough knowledge of tradition, too. One can only
translate or adapt that which one knows thoroughly. The traditional sources of
Scripture and tradition are not without meaning or value in a new context. Doing
justice to both is difficult, but theology has done this throughout the centuries.
We live in the already-and-not-yet and film-as-parable should point
eschatologically to 'it-could-be-otherwise'. In this creation that "sighs in distress"
(Rom. 8: 22) films can offer little spots of light that point to a happy ending. It is the
task of a practical theologian to help individuals and society as a whole to grasp
those moments of hope that often occur in films. Films can be vehicles through
which God’s love for this world can be brought to those who can no longer find the
truth in traditional sources, both within and outside of the church.
8.5.2 Ethical aspects of film-as-parable in a public paradigm
A theologian working in a public paradigm in theology should not only
make theological concepts understandable in a new context, it also has an
important prophetic part to play as a Gegenüber of society. Public theology is not
just a theology that reworks theological concepts into the meaning-making
processes of a culture or society (see 8.5.2) but also a theology that makes God’s
voice heard: in a positive way when possible, but critical when needed.
A theologian should use this prophetic voice to point at injustices both in
society as in the church. Film-as-parable can be important here. The disclosure of a
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new reality has a prophetic side as well as a pastoral side. It is important to realise
that film-as-parable works prophetically by showing and not by telling: its message
is appropriated by the viewer and not imposed by the filmmakers. This experience
becomes stronger if one is involved strongly in the fictional universe. As Sallie
McFague puts it: "The parable does not teach a spectator a lesson; rather it invites
and surprises a participant into an experience. This is its power, its power then and
now to be revelatory, not once upon a time, but every time a person becomes
caught up in it and by it."683
For film to function as parable then, it is necessary to be caught up in the
film. As we concluded in chapter 7, this is exactly what film can do. One is involved
with the characters, one feels with them, which makes it less threatening to realise
what the consequences of the storyline are. This could be seen in many of the
encounters with Ramón’s story in MA. That film only worked if the viewer did not
see the central theme as a propagandistic message but as an example of a real life
that touches the viewer.684
When the film succeeds in drawing the spectator into the fictional universe
and the viewer is willing and capable of stepping into the role of the implied
audience (that is: appropriates the film fully), the revelatory powers of films can be
great. All three films had some sort of prophetic value for those viewers that were
most enthusiastic about the film. It questions you and points to the other: it shows a
glimpse of how it-could-be-otherwise. It is the task of the viewer to discern the
value of the other: do you need to change or not? The study has also showed that
viewers are not mute in this or passively taken over by the values of the film.
Nevertheless, a film can make you think. This is true on the micro-level of the
individual viewer, but also on the meso-level of groups of people (for example a
church group watching films or a group of people that watch films in a film theatre)
and on the macro-level of an entire society. For example, the place of coloured
actors is still under discussion, but the situation is very slowly changing because of
films like Selma and television shows like Orange is the new black.685 In the latter
example, the cast is such a mixture of race and sexuality that the main character in
the first episodes (a 'typical' WASP) is not part of the majority. By following her
story, the spectator gets a little glimpse of what it is like to be part of a minority
group. At the same time, the show offers a lot of screen time to the background
stories of all characters (including the Afro-American and Latin characters),
creating empathy but also the realisation that social inequality is a real issue.

Sallie McFague, Speaking in Parables: A Study in Metaphor and Theology, New ed. SCM
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684 See the experiences of Jonathan and Joep in chapter 6.
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Television and film are thus important prophetic voices. The point is that
this is not a process by which society is numbed by the film or media industry
(roughly the Frankfurter Schule position) but that change comes by actively
exploring the meaning of films. In a practical theology of film this active exploring
of meaning is not just about traces of the sacred but also about traces of evil: for
example, injustice or social inequality. Theology can learn much in this regard from
cultural studies and critical film studies. A practical theologian should be able to
recognise injustice and not be afraid to point to the will of God: justice for all.686
Films can point out the evil in social systems very powerfully because the level of
involvement is so high. By watching a film, the fictional universe and the universe
of the viewer come together temporarily and one can see a situation from the
perspective of the O/other.
8.5.3 Aesthetic aspects of film-as-parable in a public paradigm
The aesthetic level of normativity asks not only for beauty, but also for
space to experience one's life in the context of a piece of art, we argued in 3.5.2. In
this final section before we draw the lines together in 8.6, we look at what the
aesthetic level of film-as-parable has to offer for a public paradigm in practical
theology. Bill Kynes argues that "God is the source of all truth, goodness and
beauty; hence all that is true, good, or beautiful in this world ultimately points to
God."687 In a Christian context, that reads as a truism but in the secular culture of
the 21st century many would not agree with such a proposition. Yet it may well be
that it is the aesthetic aspects of theology that can appeal to a postmodern
generation that has not much use for a universal view on goodness and truth. The
reason for this is that the aesthetic level of normativity offers space to make up
one's own mind in the light of doctrine, ethics or art. As Kynes notes, it makes space
for the heart as well as the mind.
It has been stated before in this study that films can offer a lingua franca in
contemporary society: common ground between society and the church. It not only
offers a communal language but it also offers space to enjoy something beautiful
together and realise that a shared enjoyment of art makes the fusing of horizons
much easier. It may warm up a secular society for the beauty that Christian history
has to offer and likewise bring the church to the realisation that there is much that
is beautiful in culture. In developing a public paradigm in theology in which filmas-parable has a place, theology may thus refind much of its relevance (see also 8.6).
In short, the theology that is needed for the 21st century, in which film-asparable can take up its place, is a practical theology that is both ecclesial and public.
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The one cannot do without the other. It is to this integrated form of theology that
we now turn in 8.6.

8.6 Conclusion: film-as-parable in a dramatic theology
After sketching some contours for the place of film-as-parable in an
ecclesial and a public paradigm for practical theology, it is now time to draw the
lines together. As was stated before, it is crucial that film is used in a proper way.
Films cannot be used as mere illustrations for a homily or a nice addition to a
theological argument. It must be a part of a rigorous practical theology: one that is
equipped for the challenges of the 21st century.
The biggest challenge in the new century is to perform practical theology in
a plural, diverse and post-secular society in which Christianity is just one other
option. So far, theologians who argue for the public paradigm in practical theology
(a non-denominational and 'modest' theology) are correct. However, being just one
of the options does not mean that it is not a valid option and that a Christian
theology should be silent about its premises. Confessional Christian theology is but
one option, but it can co-exist and work constructively together with other forms of
theology. A truly wise and creative theologian need not retreat in a general form of
theology (which in the end may have little to say to only a few people). Rather,
(s)he will speak from her own identity, using all the playfulness and inventiveness
that is needed to track all traces of the holy in our post-secular societies. The use of
film and other forms of popular culture is but one way to do this.
All in all, what is called for in the 21st century is a practical theologian who
is both self-confident and creative enough to fulfil the role of interpretive guide. We
suggest to take David Ford's proposal for a dramatic mode in theology as a starting
point.688 Following Hans Urs von Balthasar, Ford distinguishes between epic, lyric
and dramatic modes of theology. Epic forms of theology are objective accounts that
strive for an unambiguous resolution: "Epic, as a theological mode, tells in a
monologue, as objectively as possible, about people, events, and ideas. It speaks of
God in the third person as 'He,' and tries to get the facts right and to complete the
narrative without the intrusion of personal viewpoints or other forms of
subjectivity."689 The lyric mode of theology is its opposite: a deeply personal focus
on relationship with God: "Lyric theology is subjective, concerned with inwardness,
self-expression, and the present moment. God is 'thou/you,' addressed by an 'I,'
and the relationship can be intense, with ups and downs, messiness, and loose
ends."690 Both have their strengths and weaknesses, but cannot offer an
encompassing theology on their own. An epic account runs the risk of becoming
Ford, The Future of Theology.
Ibid., 25.
690 Ibid., 25.
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static and focused on legalism, a lyric approach of falling in the pitfall of relativism
and pluralism.691 A dramatic mode of theology incorporates the strong points of
both while avoiding the weaknesses, claims Ford:
At its best, drama is able to embrace the objective and the subjective, to
maintain a sense of plot and purpose without suppressing individuality,
diversity, and the complexity of levels, perspectives, motivations, and
ideas. It can have epic detachment and lyric intensity, and enable a sense of
of coherence without assuming one overview.692
In a dramatic theology693 one can find narrative elements such as a plot and
characters. It involves an audience, the same way as a play or a film. A dramatic
theology allows for aesthetic space and thus allows for the kind of theology we
need to use film properly in theology. Film is a form of drama, even if it is more
than that and differs from it in certain aspects.
Most of all, practical theology as dramatic theology draws attention to the
performance of doing theology. This makes Hans Urs von Balthasar's Theo-Drama
such a good starting point for a theological understanding of film-as-parable. "For
God's revelation is not an object to be looked at: it is his action in and upon the
world, and the world can only respond, and hence "understand", through action on
its part."694 This action-centeredness makes Theo-Drama very well suited for a
practical theology of the 21st century. Theo-drama is Theo-praxy, says Von
Balthasar: the Christian revelation in essence is an event to participate in and not
just a theory to be understood in static terms.695 Theology in a dramatic mode is not
only able to maintain a middle route between the objective and the subjective, as
Ford pointed out, but it also allows for the function of film-as-parable: a bit of the
Kingdom of God is disclosed and the viewer must answer this disclosure somehow.
The viewers are called to act upon their appropration of the film and they are
transformed in the process. A mere aesthetical theology is not enough: Von
Balthasar points out that aesthetics in essence is perception (static) but drama calls
the viewer to act and to take up her part:

Note how the epic form of theology corresponds to the dogmatic level of normativity and
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Dramatic theory (Dramatik) is concerned with what-is-going-forward
(Agogik), and, as in the relationship between life and the stage, the
boundaries between the two are blurred, so it is in God's dealings with
mankind: the boundary between the actor of agend and the "auditorium" is
removed, and man is a spectator only in sofar as he is a player: he does not
merely see himself on the stage, he really acts on it.696
Logic and aesthetics on their own are not enough to fully understand the
event of God's revelation in Christ. One must participate in it to grasp it, which is
precisely why we believe that a proper understanding of the possibilities of film-asparable in theology should start with Von Balthasar's monumental work (and the
adaptations that have been made by theologians such as Kevin Vanhoozer and
David Ford).697
There are other arguments to follow Ford in his dramatic theology and
adaptation of Von Balthasar's Theo-Drama. First of all, Von Balthasar’s theology
maintains an openness to the world and takes human thought seriously, while at
the same time upholding Christ as the centre of this theology.698 Theodrama can
thus be useful in both a public and an ecclesial paradigm of practical theology: it
works from the premise that theology is in essence centred on Christ, but it is
always guided towards the world.699 Second, a dramatic theology fits well with the
empirical study. There is not a complete analogy with the three levels of
normativity, but it can insure a focus on a combination of all three levels rather than
a focus on truth alone. At the same time, a dramatic theology leaves room for the
revelation of God (by combining truth, goodness and beauty) in theology. Thirdly,
Von Balthasar’s theodrama offers a theological affirmation of the disclosure of
God’s kingdom in film-as-parable. In Von Balthasar’s thought the beauty of
material things "is capable of mediation that is almost sacramental in character."700
Kevin Vanhoozer, who also draws heavily upon Von Balthasar’s work for
his Drama of Doctrine,701 points to another important aspect: in the theodrama,
nobody is a passive spectator. Whether pastor or 'ordinary' church member, we all
Ibid., 18.
This idea of participation in the theodrama and the dynamic character of a dramatic mode
of theology fits very well in the spirit of our times and overcomes the tendency to focus
purely on logic or emotion — the epic and lyric modes.
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have our parts to play — just as a film viewer is never passive but constructs his
own appropriation.702
A dramatic form of practical theology is not a stiff legalistic 'know-it-all'
collection of propositions nor a chaotic, overly pluralistic bricolage of whatever
feels best. It incorporates one's true beliefs but maintains the playfulness, openness
and willingness to question one's beliefs that are necessary for a useful religious
identity. It connects all different kinds of participants (possibly in different religious
identity statuses) with both the concrete history of this world and God's story. As
Ford formulates it: "Its primary perspective is not the grand overview or the self ’s
interiority, but the ongoing, open drama of people and events in interaction in
church and society amidst the ups and downs of human history."703
Film-as-parable fits well in this dramatic mode of doing theology. It
involves the spectator in fictional universes and takes them along in a dramatic ride
that offers space to take up one's own role. Film-as-parable has the power to hit all
senses and involve the audience emotionally in a larger story. Films can offer hope
for the disappointed (It's a wonderful life), joy because of the beauty of life (The march
of the penguins) or sheer rage because of the atrocities of evil (The Son of Saul). It
offers wise and creative ways to adapt the old traditions for a new form of
(practical) theology for the 21st century. Like the plots of films, the plots of theology
will be many in number and varied in nature. The present study forms but one part
of the bigger story.704

8.7 Limitations and recommendations for further research
As with any film, this story of film-as-parable must come to an end. Before
the credits run on the screen, we will first briefly discuss some limitations of the
present study and offer some recommendations for further research. With the
establishment of film-as-parable within a dramatic theology of the 21st century, we
Where Ford stresses value of a dramatic mode of theology to balance the epic and lyrical
modes, Vanhoozer is particularly strong in stressing the performance-character of theology
as theodrama and the place of the church in that drama. He compares the church to an
amateur theater company that acts out the gospel. They follow the lead of Jesus, who not
only spoke in parables but was a parable himself. "His being and identity were a being in act,
namely, the communicative act of bringing the kingdom of God to speech and action. The
church, as living theater, is similarly an enacted parable. The church is an amateur troupe of
ministering minstrels who tell stories and, more important, exhibit the reign of God."
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 443.
703 Ford, The Future of Theology, 41.
704 The biggest part of that larger story has yet to be developed. The previous section has
merely pointed to a possible direction to understand film-as-parable theologically. More
work needs to be done by both systematic theologians and practical theologians to fully
grasp the consequences.
702
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approach the end of the last reel. Before we can start a discussion in the lobby about
the story of film in a dramatic theology, we need to discuss the findings and make
some recommendations for the future.
The present study is a qualitative research project with many participants
which has yielded a goldmine of data. One common point of discussion in
qualitative research is the generalisability of the results. For example, the relation
between the religious identity status of RIM and the use of films was sufficiently
clear within this sample, but that is not to say that all orthodox Protestant film
viewers in the status of RIM will benefit from the use of films in the same way as
the limited amount of participants in this study, but since the material was
analysed in a credible and trustworthy manner705 it is likely that the function of
film-as-parable may be found both within the wider orthodox Protestant
populations and among film viewers in general. Further research will need to
confirm this.
The data suggest that the place of film in a practical theology of the 21st
century is both warranted and — such is the central thesis of chapter 8 — called for.
The central finding of this study is that there is a clear relation between film
appropriation and religious identity status. Now that this exploratory research
showed that such a relation exists, it is worthwhile to research this relation in
greater depth. In order to fully understand the working of film-as-parable and the
appropriation of films, we suggest to organise a larger multidisciplinary mixedmethod study to the relationship between film-as-parable and religious identity
statuses. The cognitive aspects of the appropriation of film-as-parable could also be
researched further. What cognitive processes make it possible for film viewers to
appropriate a film fully and to use the aesthetic space in such an extent that it is
possible to see and act on the new horizons that are disclosed by the film
appropriation?
The multidisciplinary character of this study inevitably results in greater
width but less depth. The research has resulted in a new vision on the relation
between film and theology in an orthodox Protestant practical theology, but the
preliminary theological reflections in chapter 8 call for a more thorough and
systematic integration of film (and popular culture in general) in practical theology.
In a post-secular and postmodern culture, the division between orthodox
Protestant viewers and mainline Protestant or non-Christian viewers remains
somewhat artificial. It was necessary to confine ourselves to this group in order to
examine the use of popular culture in a group that was not previously researched,
but it would be good to do further research on the function of film-as-parable, both
within the Christian population and within the population of film viewers as a
whole — especially since it was argued in chapter 8 that a division between the
sacred and the profane realm in culture cannot be maintained.
705
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With these recommendations for the future, the closing titles of our film roll
on the screen. Just as a film experience is not complete without a discussion over a
beer or a coffee in the lobby, we end this study by sketching the value of film for
our lead characters in chapter 6: Onno, Jennifer and Johannes —the script of which
is based on the previous eight chapters.

8.8 Epilogue: The value of film-as-parable for orthodox Protestant film
viewers
In chapter 6 we followed the stories of Onno, Jennifer and Johannes. Their
experiences form the illustration of a larger narrative that we summarised by filmas-parable. In this epilogue we discuss what the findings in this study offer these
three film viewers. This last paragraph —the epilogue of the study —discusses a
relatively recent film for each participant as an example of how film-as-parable
works.
In chapter 6, we saw how Onno could use the films in this research project
to explore his changing views on God and reconstruct a way of faith that
incorporated uncertainty and doubts, as well as a radical following of the teachings
of Jesus. Onno may well enjoy the recent Belgian film Le tout nouveau testament (The
brand new testament; Jaco van Dormael, 2015).706 This clever fairy tale tells the story
of God, living in a gloomy apartment in Brussels. In the film, God is depicted as a
nasty tyrant who controls his passive wife and savvy daughter. His son, JC, never
returned from an unsuccessful journey to the 'real world'. The story follows
daughter Ea, who cannot cope with her father's abuse anymore and decides to
sabotage him. The film offers an allegorical picture of modern ideas about God as a
cruel Zeus-like character, who enjoys the suffering of people and constantly works
out new ways of bullying humans. By enlarging the idea of a cruel God, and
making it obviously fictional, the film offers space for the viewer to think about
their particular God-image. It is so ridiculous that it occurs to the viewer that God
may be completely different from all the ideas that exist about him.
The film will offer Onno a possibility to reflect on what God's relation with
creation is really like. One requirement for the enjoyment of Le tout nouveau
testament is that the viewer evaluates it not only on the dogmatic and ethical level,
but also on the aesthetical level. One should be able to put one's own ideas about
In this epilogue, the reactions of Onno, Jennifer and Johannes are hypothetical. Further
research would need to confirm if their response to the films is as indicated here. In that
sense, this paragraph is fictional, but building on the empirical data of the previous chapters.
It is intended to illustrate how the participants can use the films to (further) construct their
religious identity.
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God and his relation with the world on hold, especially the orthodox view of God
as a loving Father. This film may be suited for a discussion night at the end of an
Alpha's course or in a youth weekend, but only in churches that are able and
willing to put their own dogmatic and ethical views under discussion.707
A film like Le tout nouveau testament will be too alienating for Jennifer. She
will benefit from the recent film Son of Saul (László Nemes, 2015) much more. This
film tells the tale of a Hungarish-Jewish man who is forced to work as a
Sonderkommando in Auschwitz. One day, he finds the body of a young boy he takes
for his son. His sole mission becomes to find a rabbi who will perform a proper
Jewish funeral for his boy. The film premiered on the Cannes Film Festival in May
2015, where it won the Grand Prix. Because of the way the film is shot, the viewer
cannot escape Saul's reality and is emotionally involved in his world completely.
It is very likely that Jennifer will find this film both educational and
beautiful (albeit emotionally challenging). The film could work on all three levels
for her. On the dogmatic level, it tells a story which could have been true. It will be
easy for her to imagine how real Sonderkommandos tried to maintain their humanity
in the midst of the atrocities in Auschwitz. On the ethical level, it reminds her of the
complexity of life and moral dilemmas one can encounter in life. The film shows
how Jewish prisoners were forced to cooperate with the SS in the concentration
camps and shows how every prisoner in these camps was forced to fight for
oneself. The film does not clash with Jennifer's value system, although it is a
shocking film for anyone on an emotional level. In chapter 6 it was shown how the
aesthetic level did not come up in the evaluation of participants in RIF, so we can
only speculate if Jennifer would evaluate the film consciously on the aesthetic level
too. Considering the aesthetic aspects of the film and the way it is shot and edited
to touch and involve the viewer precisely on the aesthetic level, it is likely that it
will work for Jennifer on the aesthetic level too. The aspect ratio of 1.37:1 (instead of
the usual widescreen aspect ratio), the many close ups and the fact that the
audience never sees anything that the main character Saul cannot see ensures that
the viewer is involved in the film completely. The film does not provide moralistic
answers or messages and ensures a large space for the aesthetic level to work.
Because the film is realistic enough to involve Jennifer on the dogmatic level and
because she will probably be interested in its educational value (based on her
remarks on DHDD in chapter 6) she may well be involved in the film enough to
reach the aesthetic level too. It may work for Jennifer because the photography and
This is not to say that the film will necessarily harm the orthodox view or that it is
blasphemous. The story is obviously a fairy tale and not intended to offend believers.
However, it does deconstruct the orthodox view of God as a loving Creator of the world. It
will depend on the viewer's ability to handle this different God-image and place it next to
one's own, in order to fully appropriate the film on the aesthetic layer.
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the editing is done in such a way that a viewer can hardly refuse the ultimate
question: "How would it have been for me in such a situation?" The film will open
up a new world for her in which she can contemplate the complexity of choices that
need to be made.
Both films could work for Johannes too. He would not agree with the image
of God that is depicted in Le tout nouveau testament, but it would help him realise
that the image of a cruel puppet player who tortures mankind for sheer pleasure is
not uncommon among non-believers. It is no wonder that such a God is refused,
would Johannes think. The film thereby offers him a concrete example to discuss
with people in his Alpha course. Johannes would be very impressed with Son of
Saul too, for much the same reasons as Jennifer. Based on his interview on DHDD
and MA it is very likely that this film would touch him on all three levels and that
is would perform a very strong 'what if-scenario'-function for him.
On the other side, Johannes would also find Son of Saul and Le tout nouveau
testament very demanding. He is used to American films and although he enjoyed
MA and DHDD, he was relieved to see a brighter story in BLJ. For Johannes, a film
like Selma (Ava DuVernay, 2014) will combine the best of all films in this research
project. It follows a Hollywood-like narrative structure and tells a familiar story,
while at the same time it is asking ethical questions and leaving enough space to
place one's own world against that of the film. Selma is a biopic about Martin Luther
King, focusing on the epic march from Selma to Montgomery in Alabama in 1965.
The film begins when King accepts the Nobel Peace Price and ends about three
months later at the end of King's campaign to secure black voting rights in the
United States.
The film will work for Johannes on all three levels. On the dogmatic level it
shows him something of the world as it is and how it should be: it will encourage
him to strive for a better world (as far as this is in his power). King will also be an
example for Johannes in the way he puts his faith in practice (see also his interview
on religious identity in chapter 6). This relates to the ethical level. King is not
depicted as a saint, but it is clear how his faith is the basis of everything he does.
The film received a "16+" classification in the Netherlands, for foul language and
violence.708 For Johannes, the violence and language are not necessarily grounds to
dismiss the film. He understands the function within the universe of the film and is
able to see how this enhances the credibility of the depiction of King's world.
On the aesthetic level, Johannes will be able to find the space between the film to
see how it relates to his everyday world. As with DHDD, it is likely that Johannes
will ask himself what he would do in this situation (the 'what if'-scenario function).
The film will offer Johannes a picture of how the world could also be, by this very
Kijkwijzer.nl, http://www.kijkwijzer.nl/selma/page26-0-236644.html (accessed January
13, 2016).
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inspiring life story. Being involved in a film like Selma can show Johannes how the
dream of Martin Luther King can become real. It will encourage him in his efforts to
live out his life as Christian in the secular world and to do his best to change it. Step
for step perhaps, following the inspirational examples that are found (among other
places) in films.
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A1: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL RELIGIOUS IDENTITY

Interviewschema Interview 1: Religieuze identiteit
1. Korte kennismaking - niet direct over het onderzoek.
2. Inleiding over het interview
uitleg doel onderzoek
We doen dit onderzoek om te onderzoeken hoe christelijke kijkers zich de betekenis
van films toeëigenen (een plek geven) en in welke mate religieuze identiteit daarbij
een rol speelt. We gaan dus kijken hoe u/jij naar films kijkt en daarin betekenis
ontleent, maar ook naar je religieuze identiteit. Dat is het onderwerp van dit
interview.
uitleg verloop interview:
* +/- 30 - 45 min.
* openingsvraag
* enkele vervolgvragen
uitleg religieuze identiteit
Het interview duurt ongeveer een half uur tot drie kwartier. Ik stel een
openingsvraag, waar je zo uitgebreid mogelijk op mag antwoorden. Daarna stel ik
nog een paar vervolgvragen. Ik zal eerst uitleggen wat we bedoelen met 'religieuze
identiteit'. "Religieuze identiteit zien we als het verhaal over 'wie jij bent in relatie
tot God en de religieuze omgeving waarmee je je identificeert (bv. mensen in de
kerk, bijbelstudiegroep, enzovoorts).
INTERVIEW
Opnameapparatuur aanzetten en/of controleren
Openingsvraag:
Wil je je levensverhaal vertellen en de rol die geloof daarin speelt of speelde?
Interviewvragen na het levensverhaal (indien reeds ter sprake gekomen, dan
hoeven ze niet gesteld te worden):
1a. Ik ben ook benieuwd naar uw/jouw ideeën of denkbeelden over God. Kunt
u/kun je vertellen hoe u/jij God ziet? (evt. voorbeelden geven als deze vraag
moeilijk is)
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1b. Hoe denkt u/denk je over normen & waarden die met geloof samenhangen? In
hoeverre worden uw/je standpunten door het geloof bepaald?
1c. Hoe denk je over dogma's en kerkelijke standpunten?
2a. Heb je wel eens een bijzondere ervaring met God gehad? Kun je dat
beschrijven?
2b. Hoe belangrijk is leven met God voor u/jou?
2c. In hoeverre spelen emoties of gevoelens een rol in uw/jouw geloofsleven?
3a. Kunt u/kun jij iets vertellen over de manier waarop uw/jouw geloof bepaalde
keuzes bepaalt in uw/jouw leven? (evt. voorbeelden geven als deze vraag moeilijk
is: hoe vaak je naar de kerk gaat, stille tijd houden, bijbellezen na het eten)
3b. In hoeverre speelt naastenliefde en maatschappelijke betrokkenheid een rol in
uw/jouw geloofsleven? Doet u vrijwilligerswerk of bent u actief in de kerk?
3c. In hoeverre worden keuzes voor levensstijl en manier van leven bepaald door
uw/jouw geloof?
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A2: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FILMS
Focusgroepen interview 1 (Mar Adentro)709
Welkom allemaal! We gaan nu beginnen met het nagesprek. Als jullie zometeen eerst je
naam zeggen en je woonplaats, dan weten we wie we voor ons hebben. Daarna stel ik de
openingsvraag en het is de bedoeling dat er daarna een zo open mogelijk gesprek ontstaat. Je
mag gewoon op elkaar reageren, ik zal af en toe een vervolgvraag stellen. Om 21.45 moeten
we het gesprek helaas afbreken. Ik zal me eerst even zelf voorstellen. <beurt overgeven>
1. Welke indruk heeft de film op u gemaakt?
(Het gaat om de eerste indruk. Wat sprak u aan, wat heeft u gestoord, wat viel op?)
2a. Wat heeft u in het bijzonder aangesproken?710
2b. Welke scène heeft de meeste indruk gemaakt?
3. Welk personage heeft u het meest aangesproken en waarom?
4a. Wanneer u de film als geheel beschouwt, wat is dan de boodschap van de film?
4b. Was de film (of de boodschap van de film) voor u herkenbaar?
5. Kunt u aangeven in hoeverre u een relatie ziet tussen het geloof en deze film?
Persoonlijk interview 1 (Mar Adentro)
1. Welke indruk heeft de film op u gemaakt? Wat is blijven hangen na afloop?
(Wat sprak u aan, wat heeft u gestoord, wat viel op?)
2. Waar ging de film over? Kunt u de film navertellen? (Wat gebeurde er? Hoeft niet
noodzakelijk in chronologische volgorde)

These questions are based on Grab & Herrmann, Irgendwie fuhl Ich mich wie Frodo..!” and
Joël Friso, In een andere wereld stappen. Levensbeschouwing bij filmkijken, (Master's Thesis Vrije
Universiteit, Amsterdam, 2011). After the first film, questions 4 and 6 were skipped.
710 In de focusgroepen wordt het verhaal niet naverteld, a) omdat dit teveel tijd zou kosten en
b) omdat een gezamenlijke setting met verschillende interpretaties wellicht minder geschikt
is om fabel en sujet te onderscheiden. De verschillende interpretaties zijn juist wel geschikt
om tot een diepere verkenning van de symbolische laag te komen, vandaar dat hier relatief
meer nadruk op ligt in het groepsgesprek. De vragen zijn ook minder persoonlijk
geformuleerd.
709
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3a. Wat heeft u in het bijzonder aangesproken?
3b. Welke scène heeft de meeste indruk gemaakt?
4a. Welk personage heeft u het meest aangesproken?
4b. Met welk personage kon u zich het meeste identificeren?
5a. Wanneer u de film als geheel beschouwt, wat betekent de film dan volgens u?
Wat zou u de boodschap van de film noemen?
6. In hoeverre heeft de film (of de boodschap van de film) u aan uw eigen leven en
levensverhaal herinnerd? (Op welke manier?)
7. Kunt u aangeven in hoeverre u specifiek een relatie ziet tussen uw geloof en deze
film? (Op welke manier?)
Interviewprotocol focusgroep
Houding
* jouw rol is alleen die van gespreksleider, niet van deelnemer
* meng je dus nooit in het gesprek of de discussie!
* wees naar alle deelnemers aanmoedigend, open en accepterend, maar grijp ook in
als een van de respondenten dominant dreigt te worden (Dank u wel voor uw
antwoord, ik ben ook benieuwd wat uw buurman/buurvrouw hier van vindt?)
* zorg ervoor dat niemand elkaar in de rede valt en dat ook 'stille broeders' worden
gehoord
* zorg dat je aanwezigheid de respondenten niet afleidt (door opvallend naar de tijd
te kijken, in papieren te kijken, etc.)
Verloop interview
a. vooraf
De focusgroepinterviews vinden plaats na afloop van de film. Geef mensen 5 à 10
minuten de tijd om het vragenformulier in te vullen (in lokaal 1.009) en het
interviewlokaal te vinden. Laat het gesprek uiterlijk 21.20 beginnen.
Stel de deelnemers op hun gemak en leg uit wat de insteek van de focusgroep is en
dat dit wordt opgenomen om de analyse makkelijker te maken (op audioopnames
is niet bij te houden wie wat zegt). Controleer de camera en zet hem aan.
b. tijdens
Begin met een kort voorstelrondje, waarbij iedereen zijn naam en woonplaats
noemt. Niet meer i.v.m. de tijd! Per vraag is ongeveer 5 minuten beschikbaar (incl. a
& b vragen). Niet iedereen zal dus op elke vraag echt antwoord kunnen geven,
maar probeer er op te letten dat alle deelnemers over het geheel genomen aan bod
komen. Probeer ook tegen te gaan dat het gesprek wordt gedomineerd door 1 of 2
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respondenten. Geef aan het einde in elk geval de gelegenheid aan iedereen om nog
een afsluitende opmerking te maken.
In een focusgroep is het moeilijk om de controle van het gesprek helemaal vast te
houden. Probeer ervoor te zorgen dat alle aspecten van alle vragen aan de orde zijn
gekomen, maar niet noodzakelijkerwijze in die volgorde. Als respondenten vraag 1
en 2 samen beantwoorden of men spreekt al snel over de boodschap, en het
groepsgesprek gaat daar op door, is dat niet erg. Grijp dan later in het gesprek
terug op voorliggende vragen.
Bewaak de tijd en zorg dat alle respondenten aan bod komen. Hou voor vraag 1 en
2 ongeveer 5 tot 10 minuten aan, voor vraag 3 en 4 ook zo'n 5 tot 10 minuten en
voor vraag 5 en 6 zo'n 10 à 15 minuten. Om 21.45 uur zullen de lichten gaan
knipperen, rond dan het gesprek zo snel mogelijk af. Om 22.00 uur moeten we het
gebouw verlaten hebben!
Interviewprotocol individuele interviews
Houding
* wees open en aanmoedigend naar de respondent
* intervenieer alleen indien noodzakelijk (ter verduidelijking) en val de respondent
niet in de rede
* wees niet bang voor stilte
* ga niet in discussie
* aanmoedigende feedback (knikken, hummen, ja, etc.) is prima
Verloop interview
De interviewvragen zijn tamelijk open geformuleerd. Laat de respondent rustig
vertellen en intervenieer zo weinig mogelijk. Wanneer het antwoord niet duidelijk
is of de respondent erg afgedwaald is van de oorspronkelijke vraag, stel dan een
verdiepende vraag.
De cursieve vragen tussen haakjes zijn enkel bedoeld als extra aanzet, mocht de
respondent moeite hebben met het beantwoorden van een vraag. Alle aspecten van
een film mogen aan bod komen, het hoeft niet alleen over het verhaal te gaan, als
een respondent bv. vooral geraakt werd door de filmische aspecten is dat ook
belangrijk.
Er is per vraag ongeveer 5 minuten beschikbaar. Het is belangrijk dat er voor de
laatste vragen nog voldoende tijd over is. Wanneer aspecten van een latere vraag al
eerder in het gesprek naar voren gekomen zijn, kun je daar op teruggrijpen voordat
je de vraag stelt. Wanneer een respondent eigenlijk de vraag in zijn verhaal al heeft
beantwoord, kan het antwoord kort worden samengevat of in zijn geheel worden
overgeslagen.
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A3 TRANSCRIPTION PROTOCOL
Er is voor de interviews over religieuze identiteit gekozen voor een volledige en
letterlijke transcriptie (incl. 'eh's' en stotteringen, etc.). Voor de filminterviews is
gekozen voor een minder letterlijke transcriptiemethode, aangezien hier geen
volledige narratieve analyse plaatsvindt. Wel wordt het gehele interview
uitgeschreven.
Er is gekozen voor een transcriptie in twee fasen:
1. ruwe transcriptie door externen
Schrijf het gehele interview letterlijk uit, maar laat dubbelingen (‘maar maar ik zag
dus wel wel een boodschap’ wordt ‘maar ik zag dus wel een boodschap’), kleine
interventies van de interviewer (‘hmm’ ‘mmm’, ‘ja’, ‘oh’) en kleine haperingen (eh
midden in een zin, stotter, etc.) weg.
Tekst van de interviewer en tekst van de geinterviewde wordt gelabeld: I: =
interviewer, G:= geinterviewde. Gebruik altijd een nieuwe regel voor een nieuwe
spreker. Voor elke nieuwe vraag / doorvraag / lange interventie van de
interviewer geef je een witregel.
Kleine relevante pauzes kunnen worden weergegeven door ((.)). Een gat van
meerdere seconden wordt weergegeven door ((...)) Wanneer een eh relevant is (m.n.
aan het begin van beantwoorden vraag, of lang aangehouden, duidelijk moeite
aangevend, etc. Idem met stopwoorden.
Overlappingen van beide sprekers worden alleen weergegeven indien relevant
(dus niet ‘mmm’, ‘oh ja’ etc.) en door vierkante haken: [I: Oh bedoel je dat].
Wanneer een of meerdere woorden onverstaanbaar zijn: ( )
Wanneer er op de achtergrond iets opvallends gebeurt: ( lawaai ) ( kind komt
binnen )
( ober komt langs ) of als het gesprek even over iets totaal anders gaat: ( ober neemt
bestelling op )
Onderstrepen geeft aan dat iets met nadruk is gezegd.
voorbeeld:
I: Wat is blijven hangen?
(...) Ik vond het een mooie film. Ehm ((.)) Ja. Heel goede acteurs is wel blijven
hangen, die echt meeleefden in het verhaal. Ehm ((.)) Ja. Mooi. (...)
I: En je vond hem ook wel heftig zei je, op het formulier.
G: Ja? Zei ik het heftig? I: Ja, goede, mooie wel heftige film.
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G: Kijk. Ehm. Ja, het hele onderwerp is wel zwaar, denk ik. Het is niet een hele
luchtige film. Maar ja, wat bedoel ik nu eigenlijk met heftig? Ja, dat: een wat
zwaarder onderwerp. Maar ik vond het hem niet heel emotioneel eigenlijk, gewoon
heel mooi.
I: En wat sprak je aan?
G: Ja, ik vind het eigenlijk wel grappig, ik kijk wel vaker dit soort films. Dat mensen
in oorlogsgebieden niet de makkelijkste weg kiezen maar blijven zitten. En in dit
geval ook vanwege hun geloof. Dat vond ik dan ook wel bijzonder, maar
kloosterlingen leven sowieso wel wat anders dan ik en denk ik de gewone
Nederlander. Dus in die zin heb ik sowieso wel het idee van anders, dat ik het wel
leuk vind om eens te zien. Dat ik dat interessant vind.
2. verfijnen en controleren van de transcriptie door de onderzoeker
Nalopen van de transcriptie: relevante aanduidingen van toon/lachen etc. worden
ook met vierkante haken aangegeven: ((lacht)) ((I lacht mee)), ((ironisch)),
((sarcastisch)). Fouten en onduidelijkheden verbeteren.
Extra info m.b.t. focusgroep:
fase 1: externe transcribent
stap 1: nummer de respondenten van links naar rechts (voor jou!) aan tafel: G1, G2,
G3, etc.
stap 2: zie hierboven, maar ipv G: wordt nu dus steeds de juiste persoon
genummerd: G2, G4, etc.
stap 3: schrijf alle uitingen letterlijk uit, volgens principes van een audio interview
(haperingen, stiltes, overlappingen, etc.). Begin bij de 1e vraag, het voorstelrondje
mag worden overgeslagen! Na de afsluiting van de interviewer mag je stoppen, evt.
andere opmerkingen (‘dit wordt niet verspreid’ etc. samenvatten als ( cameraman
maakt opmerk-ing ) (verlate respondent komt binnen ).
fase 2: onderzoeker
* vervangen G1, G2 etc. door juiste respondentnummers (RES 1, RES 13 etc.)
* relevante aanduidingen toon / lichaamshouding / etc.
* evt. correcties tekst.
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A4 QUESTIONNAIRE AFTER EACH FILM

<titel film>

respondentnummer:

naam:
e-mailadres:

1. Wat is uw eerste reactie na het zien van de film? Probeer dit zo open mogelijk te
omschrijven, het gaat echt om uw eerste gedachtes. (Max. 200 woorden)
2. Wat is u bijzonder opgevallen?
3. Heeft u deze film al eerder gezien? Zo ja, omschrijf dan zo goed mogelijk hoe
lang het geleden is dat u deze film zag, met wie u deze zag, waar u deze zag
(bioscoop, thuis, bij vrienden) en wat u toen van de film vond (in 1 zin). In het
interview komen we hier kort op terug.
4. Wilt u verder nog iets aan ons kwijt?
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A5 QUESTIONNAIRE 1: BACKGROUND AND HABITS
Achtergrond en filmgewoontes
Beste deelnemer,
Dit is de eerste vragenlijst van het onderzoek naar christelijke filmkijkers en
religieuze identiteit. De vragenlijst wordt gebruikt als handvat voor het eerste
interview. Sommige open vragen zijn misschien moeilijk te beantwoorden, maar er
zijn geen goede of foute antwoorden - uw eerste reactie is meestal prima.
Ik wil u verzoeken de vragenlijst binnen een week (dus voor 22 maart) in te vullen.
Als er onduidelijkheden of problemen zijn, dan kunt u dat in het laatste
opmerkingenveld kwijt. U kunt ook een e-mail sturen naar rinke@film-wijzer.nl.
Nadat ik uw vragenlijst heb ontvangen, zal ik zo snel mogelijk contact opnemen
voor een afspraak voor het interview over uw religieuze identiteit. Dat is de
volgende stap in het onderzoek.
Hartelijk dank voor het invoeren!
Met vriendelijke groet,
Rinke van Hell
A. Algemene gegevens en religieuze identiteit
1. Wat is uw naam?711
2. Wat is uw leeftijd?
3. Wat is uw hoogstgenoten opleiding?
0 lagere school
0 vmbo / mavo
0 havo/vwo
0 mbo
0 hbo/post-hbo
0 wo/post-wo

4. Van welke kerk bent u lid (of bezoekt u regelmatig)?
0 Ik ben geen lid van een kerk/ik bezoek nauwelijks een kerk (ga door naar vraag

De vragenlijst wordt anoniem verwerkt, maar we hebben uw naam nodig om de lijst te
kunnen koppelen aan de overige interviews en vragenlijsten.
711
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6)
0 PKN (Hervormd)
0 PKN (Gereformeerde Bond)
0 PKN (Gereformeerd)
0 Gereformeerde Kerken (Vrijgemaakt)
0 Nederlands Gereformeerd
0 Christelijk Gereformeerd
0 Vrij Evangelische Gemeente
0 Evangelische gemeente
0 Unie van Baptisten
0 Vrije Baptisten / CAMA
0 anders, nl.
5. Hoe vaak bezoekt u een kerkdienst in uw gemeente/kerk?
0 elke week (1 of 2 diensten)
0 3 maal per maand
0 2 maal per maand
0 1 maal per maand
0 minder dan 1 maal per maand, maar meer dan 1 maal per half jaar
0 1 of 2 maal per jaar
0 minder dan 1 maal per jaar
6. Bezoekt u (in plaats van of naast de zondagse kerkdiensten) christelijke
activiteiten (bidstond, bijbelkring)?
0 nee
0 ja, namelijk: (invullen in onderstaand blok)
7. In hoeverre beschouwt u zich als orthodox christen?
0 zeer orthodox
0 gematigd orthodox
0 nauwelijks orthodox
8. Wat houdt 'orthodox christelijk' voor u in? (Max. 150 woorden).
B. Gewoontes m.b.t. filmkijken
9. Hoe veel films bekijkt u gemiddeld genomen?
0 meer dan 1 per week
0 1 film per week
0 2 - 3 films per maand
0 1 film per maand
0 minder dan 1 film per maand, maar meer dan 6 per jaar
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9b
Als u bij de vorige vraag meer dan 1 per week invulde, vul dan hier in hoeveel
films u per week kijkt.
10. Kunt u aangeven in welke omgeving u deze films ziet (meerdere antwoorden
mogelijk)? Geeft u ook een schatting hoe vaak u van elke mogelijkheid gebruik
maakt. De totale score moet 100% zijn)
0 in de bioscoop, .... %
0 in het filmtheater, .... %
0 bij vrienden/familie, .... %
0 thuis met vrienden, .... %
0 thuis met kinderen, .... %
0 thuis met partner, .... %
0 thuis alleen, .... %
0 anders, nl. ...................................................................., .... %
11. Kunt u aangeven waarom u graag naar films kijkt? Max. 150 woorden.
12. Hoe informeert u zich over de films die u ziet? (Leest u recensies, gebruikt u
websites, tv, etc.) Probeer zo specifiek mogelijk te zijn, dus ook de namen van de
kranten/sites te vermelden.
13. Kunt u aangeven hoe u uiteindelijk besluit om een film wel of niet te kijken en
wat daarin de meest belangrijke criteria zijn? Max. 150 woorden.
14. Wat is uw favoriete filmgenre?
15. Wat is uw favoriete film en waarom? Max. 1 film en 150 woorden
16. Is er een film (of meerdere films) die voor u belangrijk zijn geweest in een
bepaalde levenssituatie? Kunt u aangeven waarom? Max. 150 woorden.
17. Wat is de laatste film die u heeft gezien?
Geeft u alstublieft ook aan waar en met wie u deze film heeft gezien (bioscoop,
thuis, bij anderen thuis, etc.)
18. Heeft u nog vragen of opmerkingen over deze vragenlijst?
Hartelijk dank voor het invullen van de vragenlijst!
Ik neem snel contact op voor een afspraak voor het eerste interview.
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A6 QUESTIONNAIRE AFTER RESEARCH

1. Wat is uw naam?
2. Wat is uw e-mailadres?
3. Hoeveel films heeft u naar schatting in de afgelopen maand gekeken (op welke
manier dan ook: via internet, dvd, televisie, in de bioscoop, etc.)?
4. Is dat (naar uw inschatting) meer of minder dan voor het onderzoek?
0 veel meer
0 een beetje meer
0 even veel
0 een beetje minder
0 veel minder
5. Hoe hebt u uw deelname aan het onderzoek ervaren? Probeer hierop zo
uitgebreid mogelijk te antwoorden!
6. In hoeverre kijkt u nu anders naar films dan voor het onderzoek?
0 heel anders
0 een beetje anders
0 niet anders
7 Als u aangegeven hebt anders naar films te kijken, kunt u dan aangeven wat het
verschil is? Probeer zo uitgebreid mogelijk te zijn!
8. Vindt u dat het kijken naar films van waarde is voor uw geloofsleven en
religieuze identiteit en zo ja, op welke manier? Probeert u zo uitgebreid mogelijk te
zijn!
9. In hoeverre is uw antwoord op de vorige vraag veranderd door deelname aan
het onderzoek (naar uw inschatting)? Met andere woorden: zou u voor deelname
aan het onderzoek een ander antwoord hebben gegeven?
0 heel erg
0 nogal
0 nauwelijks
0 niet
10. Welke film heeft u het meeste aangesproken en waarom?
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11. Wilt u verder nog iets aan ons kwijt?
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A7: SAMPLE FIRST ANALYSIS
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SUMMARY

Chapter 1 introduces the topic of this study: film and (practical) theology. It
has the appropriation of narrative films by orthodox Protestant film viewers and
the relation with religious identity as its main focus of research. The relevance is
explained by pointing to the nature of contemporary religion in which (popular)
culture — in this case film viewing — and church life are no longer two separate
entities but have become closely related. In orthodox Protestant circles in the
Netherlands, film has become as popular as it once was despised, but very little
research has been done to the functions that film performs for Christian audiences,
how they appropriate the films they see and how it relates to their religious
identity. This study builds on previous studies in the field but focuses on orthodox
Protestant Christian viewers rather than a general audience. The empirical research
is done with thirty participants, who were recruited amongst orthodox Protestant
organisations and churches. They are all regular film viewers (watching one film
per month or more). They were shown three films in the course of the research: Mar
Adentro (Amenábar, 2004; MA), Des Hommes et des Dieux (Beauvois, 2010; DHDD)
and Blue Like Jazz (Taylor, 2012; BLJ). In chapter 1, the study is set in the field of film
and theology, and more specifically in the growing field of audience response
studies. The relevant developments in practical theology and film studies are
discussed in the light of the present research: the study is placed on the middle of a
continuum between a public paradigm of practical theology and an ecclesial
paradigm. Following the fourfold model of Richard Osmer, the structure of the
study and its metatheoretical presuppositions are discussed. As a multidisciplinary
practical theological study within a narrative framework the underlying paradigm
is a moderate form of social constructionism: the construction of religious identity
is seen as a highly contextual story that is told to the self and others. The main
research question in this study is: How do orthodox Protestant film viewers in the
Netherlands appropriate the meaning of narrative films and what is the relationship
between this appropriation and their religious identity?
Chapter 2 discusses the status quaestionis of film and theology. The chapter
offers a historical overview of the field using Robert Johnston's fivefold typology as
its structure. Rather than opting for avoidance, caution, dialogue or divine
encounter, this study follows the approach of appropriation. This is seen as the
most logical choice for an audience response study amongst the present research
population. In addition to the historical overview, chapter 2 reviews the most
important current debates in film and theology and the position of the present
study within the wider discipline of cultural studies. The focus on production, text
and reception/distribution in cultural studies is related to Ricoeur's hermeneutical
arc (prefiguration, configuration and refiguration) and the chapter concludes by
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stating that a cultural studies approach offers both attention for 'film-as-film' and
the context of both the audience and the filmmakers.
Chapter 3 forms the first part of the theoretical framework. The main
structure of this framework is Ricoeur’s hermeneutical arc. Within each dimension
of prefiguration, configuration and refiguration some elements can be found that
enlighten the process of meaning-making in film viewers. For this research, which
focuses on the appropriation of the meaning of narrative films it is mainly the
refiguation and the space between configuration and refiguration that is important.
In the configuration of the film text, three different layers are identified: the
filmic layer, the narrative layer and the symbolic layer. The main approach that is
followed as a theoretical framework is Martin Barker's pro-filmic theory, which
builds on the work of well-known theorists such as David Bordwell or Kristin
Thompson.
In the refiguration, the three levels of the film text can be related to Donald
Norman's three levels of cognitive processing: the visceral, behavioural and
reflective layers. Viewers can thus appropriate a film on either the filmic-visceral
layer (style elements), the narrative-behavioural layer (the plot or identification
with the characters) or the symbolic-reflective layer (the worldview of the film).
Viewers also evaluate a film consciously (what Norman calls the reflective
layer). In order to study this evaluation, the study distinguished between the
dogmatic layer of normativity, the ethical layer of normativity and the aesthetical
layer of normativity. The dogmatic layer is concerned with the level of reality in a
film (Is this true?); the ethical layer concerns the moral side of the film (Is this
right?) and the aesthetic layer deals with a films qualities as piece of art (Is this
beautiful and am I touched by this?). The aesthetic layer of normativity relates to
the space that a viewer experiences to relate their own life to the fictional world and
vice versa. A full appropriation of a film requires an evaluation on all these levels.
The appropriation of a film is dependent on the cues that are provided by
the film and that viewers actively use to understand the story. The more
experienced they are in viewing films, the easier they will pick up these cues and
understand the films. Through appropriating the meaning of the film, a new phase
in the hermeneutical circle begins: the appropriated meaning forms a new
prefiguration and the cycle continues. Watching films is thus an on-going
transformational experience. This transformation occurs because of the possibilities
that films offer for semantic innovation. Films form fictional laboratories, that allow
for emotional experimentation and learning experiences. For these transformational
experience to occur, the viewer must be emotionally involved in the imaginative
universe of the fictional story. It is through this emotional involvement that the film
can perform its function.
Chapter 4 explores the construction of religious identity. Religious identity
is viewed narratively in this research project. Using both Ricoeur's hermeneutical
approach and insights from the social sciences, a narrative view on religious
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identity is explored. The chapter relates a narrative approach to religious identity
with the religious identity statuses theory of David Bell. Bell builds on both the
identity theory of E.H. Erikson and the identity statuses theory by J.E. Marcia to
distinguish between religious identity diffusion (RID), religious identity foreclosure
(RIF), religious identity moratorium (RIM) and religious identity integration (RII).
Chapter 4 discusses the religious identity statuses in the light of the present
research, since it was found in the pilot analyses that the religious identity statuses
offered a useful lense to understand the data. The chapter offers Ganzevoort's
narrative model of analysis as a theoretical framework in which the life story of the
participants and their religious identity attitude can be analysed narratively to
categorise them in different religious identity statuses.
Chapter 5 discusses the methodology that is used in the empirical study.
The study is designed in line with other studies done in the field of film and
(practical) theology. It is a qualitative study with thirty participants, who viewed
the three films (MA, DHDD and BLJ) together at the location of the Christian
University of Applied Sciences in Ede (ECU) over a period of three months (one
film per month). Before the first film, they had an interview on their religious
identity and after each film they had a personal interview after a few days or a
focus group discussion directly after the screening (two personal interviews and
one focus group for each participant). The data are enriched by a survey on their
film habits and some personal variables (before the study started) and a survey on
how they have experienced their participation (afterwards). By choosing for this
form of methodological triangulation, the appropriation process was traced from
various angles. In subsequent sections, the three films are introduced along the
lines of the hermeneutical arc: for each film, the prefiguration, configuration and
refiguration are briefly discussed as well as the value for the research project and
the main reasons why the films were selected. The chapter also offers an
argumentation and detailed approach for the model of analysis and the process of
analysis. Chapter 5 closes by arguing the criteria for the participants, as well as
providing some information about them and the selection process.
Chapter 6 offers the results of the empirical research. It is shown that a
narrative analysis of the interviews on religious identity allows for dividing the
participants in three of David Bell's religious identity statuses: religious identity
integration (RII), religious identity foreclosure (RIF) and religious identity
moratorium (RIM). The three clearest cases for each status are discussed in detail in
section 6.2, which offers an analysis of their life story and religious attitude by
using Ganzevoort's narrative model. The appropriation of narrative films is
discussed in 6.3 by providing the results on the function of films in the surveys
(6.3.1) and the interviews (6.3.2) as well as the evaluation of the films in 6.3.3.
Section 6.4 shows how the religious identity statuses of the participants relate to
their appropriation of the films, in the links that occur between the different
interviews (6.4.1), the level of normativity in evaluation of the films (6.4.2) and the
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functions that films perform for the participants (6.4.3). In 6.4.4 the data from the
three clearest cases is examined in detail to show how their religious identity status
relates to their film appropriation.
Chapter 7 offers the conclusions after the empirical research. The main
conclusion is that films are appropriated most deeply by orthodox Protestant film
viewers in the religious identity statuses of RIM and RII. This appropriation will
only occur if the viewer is able to step into the role of the implied audience (Barker)
and feels involved in the fictional universe. Especially when the mix between
familiar and alienating elements is right, a powerful function of film as it-could-beotherwise-story occurs. This gives film an important function in the lives and
religious identities of film viewers in the statuses RII and RIM. For participants in
the religious identity status of RIF, films play a less important role and film is
mainly seen as entertainment. The chapter closes by concluding the appropriation
of films by orthodox Protestant film viewers resembles the parable model that is
used in pastoral theology. This leads to the conclusion that film performs a
powerful function as parable.
This function of film-as-parable forms the basis of the theological reflection
in chapter 8. Just as parables, films disclose a new reality (8.2). This disclosure — in
which the viewer understands how-it-could-be-otherwise, to put it in Streib's terms
—can help the viewer to reflect on the topic of the film or even make an appeal to
change their views or way of life. Film thus becomes a source for theological
reflection, a locus theologicus (8.3.1). Sections 8.3.2 and 8.3.3 offer theological
underpinnings for film as locus theologicus, by sketching a rudimentary form of
visual aesthetics relating to film and exploring the concept of general revelation as a
theological foundation for the disclosure phase in the film-as-parable model. This
model implies that the working place of theology is as much in the everyday,
mundane reality of our daily lives as it is in the ivory towers of the churches or
academia. The contours for such a theology that incorporates film-as-parable is
offered in the following sections. Section 8.4 has an ecclesial paradigm of practical
theology as its focus and 8.5 is focused on a public paradigm of practical theology.
Section 8.6 brings all perspectives together to sketch a dramatic theology. Section
8.7 discusses the limitations and recommendations for further research. The study
is closed by offering an epilogue in 8.8 that tells the story of the three main
characters of chapter 6 in relation to a recent film, thereby offering a narrative that
illustrates the meaning of film-as-parable for actual viewers.
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